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For D,
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“I was taught that the human brain was the crowning glory of evolution
so far, 

but I think it’s a very poor scheme for survival.”
-Kurt Vonnegut
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1.
The Cataclysm

“When playing Kognition, please make sure you remain fully stationary to
enjoy the game and avoid neural network sickness.”

Player: Unknown. Female. Resurrect?
Njorun heard the voice, the feminine-robotic sound preceded by the

immediate 'ping' of notification. The voice fell dull and small on her ears, a
fading nuisance in the background. 

The sounds were just a rhythmic flow of nonsense, the system’s words
a state of syllables each chasing one another as a mix of pleasant and
disturbing noises that had become exceedingly natural. This interference,
when it would come, seemed to crash down around her in waves, and it was
a good minute or so before Njorun shook the lethargy from her mind and
focused on the scene before her. This would happen only as she would find
herself drawn too far into the system, into the arms of the unending
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herself drawn too far into the system, into the arms of the unending

Neurolink connection. It was easy to lose track of things like time, and
place, when she was using nothing but neurological transmission to function
in the world. 

The world. The infinite stretch, the beauty, the limitless area-hub-area
of Midgard.

Lisa’s consciousness was now deep enough into the player-persona of
Njorun that when she spaced out, the entire world became nothing but a
peaceful void.

The system-voice repeated itself, waiting for an option to be selected.
It would continue autonomously until Njorun gave it the attention it
demanded.

Player: Unknown. Female. Resurrect? 
Yes or No.
Njorun was bothered more by her own hesitance than the repeated

question. As she stood in the knee-high grass, her long twisted black staff in
one hand and tiny armlet shield on the other, she considered what it was that
shook her from her trance. It wasn't the player itself that had given her
pause, or shaken her so badly that she lost touch with the reality of the
moment. It was the flickering numbers in the bottom right of the display,
italicized and selfishly grand. It was ingrained in her play style, as it was for
all players, to keep a steady eye on the flickering numbers. And for the
longest moment before reacting to the dead player, the numbers held
horrifying sway over her. 

They were changing. They shouldn't have been.
Player: Njorun. Neurolink: 11.845%, and then: 13%, 14%,

11%...flickering, flickering...
She didn't know if it was the sight of it that had stunned her into

remission, or if it was the effect that came with the lightning-quick change
in her Neurolink. As the numbers flickered higher and higher, the singles
digit flashed a dangerous red, warning her of impending forceful
termination and log out from the game. Njorun wouldn't be able to stay
within the world at such a highly suspended state of neurological function.
The psychological weight was too much. Kognition's safety mechanisms
would eject her.

Njorun closed her eyes, and the expansive scenic grasslands and rising
hills beyond her faded into an immediate and total blackness, a pool of ink
that rolled in waves from the temporal interference. Her eyes stayed closed
for a moment; it was as if Njorun couldn't remember how to open them
again, and she was lost in an oubliette of shades and smoke that could crawl
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again, and she was lost in an oubliette of shades and smoke that could crawl
without light. At the last moment, before madness took over, she inhaled
deeply and opened them once more.

The numbers were still there. The only reminder of their meteoric rise
and fall was the thudding in Lisa’s chest. A sign of reality for the girl that
existed outside the game. A bizarre dream. An error.

“Run PA,” Njorun commanded. The system immediately began to
display her Personal Analysis, the command returned quick as a new breath
by the AI that governed Kognition's Neurolink connection. While much of
the GMG’s systems were run unconsciously by the neural connection of the
player, there were still many actions that required a vocal or manual
selection.

Player: Njorun. Female. 
Health at 95%, Twelve-thousand-thirteen Hit Points. 
Mind at 125%, Fifteen-thousand-eighty Mind Points. 
Counter Ring needs repair, Earthen Force Ring needs repair.

Equipment undamaged. Neurolink: 11.845%. Minimum for Tredec-level
area: 11.001%. Neurolink rounded from connected player total of 50%
possible neurological link. Forceful ejections at over 15.001%.

Everything matched her display. Everything was reading correctly.
Normal. 
Of course it was normal, what did she expect? The singles digit

flickered between zero and two, and Njorun rolled the shaft of her oak staff
in her palm as she watched the smallest digit waver. It still shouldn't have
been moving; there had to have been some game glitch interference that was
forcing her set Neurolink gain to flicker like that. Right where the
Neurolink should be. Right where it always was. 

It was hell just to get it to stay that high, as most players settled to play
their game at a mere five percent or lower. 

It wasn't required to experience Midgard in such a high force of
simulated reality. 

The breach of consciousness fogged the connection between Lisa and
Njorun and momentarily returned her to a semblance of reality. Sweat
slicked Lisa's palms, and her mouth felt dry. The effects of the feeling were
laggy now, as they should be. The dream state, the realism of it, began to
fade. This was good. The only other memory that made her wonder about
achieving such a high link was that the lag between feeling her heart beat,
and knowing it was beating, was much smaller. Sitting on almost twelve
percent meant that the lag separating her real-world and digital responses
was decent but still very noticeable. The sound wasn't as clear, the colors
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was decent but still very noticeable. The sound wasn't as clear, the colors
not as vibrant, but in that one frightening moment everything had been so
real Lisa was afraid she had sunk completely into Kognition, to be absorbed
into Njorun's reality. She could see the daylight beyond, bright and beautiful
and clear. The grasses were real and just so individualized from one another.
She could see particles in the wind, flower petals and pollen floating in the
streams.

Eleven percent Neurolink. Eleven percent of her mind completely
absorbed into the game, adding to the function, adding to the reality. That
eleven was her as Njorun.

The notifications continued, the system becoming increasingly urgent.
The robotic voice of the AI system that governed the game and offered
presumably helpful advice to the players droned on. To couple the vocal
notification, little bubbles of text flashed across the right side of her HUD.
Njorun found it to be mostly a nuisance.

While her thoughts burned, the player in front of her was waiting
between life and death.

Player: Unknown. Female is fading from Kognition. Player will be
Resurrected at temporal home point 'Ortus.' Resurrect player in ten seconds
to cancel Zone Shift.

The girl's body was a tangled heap of arms and legs and hair in the tall
bright green grasses. A fading white light spiraled up from her crumpled
form and fell away in wisps, exhaling in a thin fog as it dispersed over the
area. A small twitch accompanied the graphics, a rare hiccup in the game
process. 

Njorun found herself quite taken with the girl. She looked like she was
sleeping. Almost.

It was the pillar of light that pulled Njorun to the girl. Tredec-
Grasslands/War was her area. In a game world with constantly decreasing
privacy, self-created areas had become an important necessity. Njorun ran
barefoot across the green grassy fields of the area, prepared to engage the
world, ready to forget the sadnesses of yesterday. Kognition had a way of
pushing the real world away. It was all-consuming, all-demanding.

Then she saw the pillar of white light. The symbol of death, the cry for
help.

Njorun shook her head and cycled through her menus until she could
bring up the response panel. Each of the translucent menus flickered
through her HUD until she found the one she wanted. She stepped forward
through the grass, and even with the Neurolink lag she could feel the blades
whisper against her legs. The Brood of Loki update to Kognition changed
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whisper against her legs. The Brood of Loki update to Kognition changed
the overall player lag of scenery response down to a third of what it was like
in reality. Public outcry and fear of change was never enough to cause more
than a stumble for the game world. Kognition continued to provide
unremitting global entertainment, and the scenery was still influencing all
logged-in players at a very high thirty-three percent locked background
Neurolink rate, separate from their personal systems. This allowed even
newer players to experience the beauty of the scenery immediately. 

Accounts were blooming, the population was growing. After the
update, another million players were birthed into the world of the very first
Global Multiplayer Game. 

It was rare for players to spend any time concerned over Neurolink.
One could spend hours and hours in Midgard and never pay attention to the
system that continuously ran in the background. Kognition's more technical
aspects, those neurological connections and functions that seamlessly
blended into the perfection of the world of Midgard, could become a white
noise to the average player. That was where the magic of the game was, the
reality of the Global Multiplayer Game. These hidden technical aspects
allowed the dives into Kognition to be experienced like nothing else.

Njorun kept this knowledge in the back of her mind, gears spinning
and cogs whirring, but she operated at a fuller state of self. There were more
important things to her in the moment.

It would take a sacrifice on her part to Resurrect the player. It didn't
help matters that some fuzzy error was in the way of her seeing the player's
stats or name, and the droning AI system kept saying 'Player: Unknown.
Female' as if that meant anything at all to Njorun. Why were there suddenly
so many errors in the function of the game world? Kognition was known for
its streamlined nature, its perfection, its seamless interactivity. Midgard was
a world of unparalleled beauty, and advertised as such.

Njorun sighed, and cocked her head to the side as she stared into the
white wisps. In an effort to make the game more cooperative and 'friendly'
between players, there was usually a sacrifice required by one player to help
another. In the case of using a Resurrection, a typical three percent loss of
total Neurolink was required. This was an unacceptable sacrifice to the vast
majority of players, a massive loss of months of hard work and playtime.
The quality of the game and the function of the game world were
intrinsically tied to Neurolink percentage. Neurolink was the player
function; it was also the player power. A somewhat different function than
the simple level gain of the MMORPGs of years past, Neurolink was
something akin to the growth of the mind. With the gain of Neurolink
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something akin to the growth of the mind. With the gain of Neurolink
percentage player lag would lessen, and the entire reality would become
more clear and vibrant. Most new players would have to settle for a Zone
Shift, and be sent back to their home city (wherever that was located). 

The system was announcing the inevitable Zone Shift back to point
Ortus, the first Hub-city in the game.

Njorun sighed. “Hold on,” she told the system begrudgingly.
Changing target for Player: Njorun. Female. Pausing Zone Shift,

canceling Resurrect in Ortus. Player: Njorun. Resurrect Player: Unknown.
Female?

“Yeah, yeah. What the hell. I'll do it,” Njorun said. I'm so tired of this
world anyway, Njorun thought, why not help someone else?

The dark mood that followed her into Midgard melted away with her
loss of Neurolink.

The fall from nearly eleven percent to eight percent carried a stone’s
weight. The colors around her fell dull, the slight whisper of wind faded
away, and her vision blurred slightly. In battle it would make her move
sluggishly, and her attacks wouldn't hit as hard. Yet it would also lessen the
sense of pain, something that she had grown used to. And the thirty percent
zone Neurolink meant that the slight response between feeling her feet on
the ground and the grass kissing her legs was only a few seconds of lag, but
still there. The differences between the default function of Midgard and the
reactions of the player were lessening every day.

A beam of light left the blue sky in a column, touching the ground and
illuminating the fallen player. Soft radiance flooded the area and breathed
digital life back into the dead body. The player sat up rigidly and shook her
head a few times as if to clear it. The player-persona looked like a young
girl—Njorun thought—with a shock of lengthy dark hair ribboned with
violet. As the sunlight caught it, her hair shined salt and pepper, only to fade
back to a pure white, and a sullen grey. Her dress was a simple thing, cream
with soft runic patterns. She wore sandals on her doll-like feet, and her skin
was a milky white with a blood-drop of hue. Njorun could see without
checking her stats that she was a brand new player. The only problem was
the lack of instant data available, and the intensity of her design. It was
almost like there was a sense of forced laziness in it.

“System: Analyze,” Njorun commanded. 
The AI system responded to her command instantly. Yes, Player:

Njorun. Female.
Sometimes she wondered how the AI had been built so well beyond

the rest of the game. It was almost a second-mind, a watchful deity. As far
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the rest of the game. It was almost a second-mind, a watchful deity. As far
as non-interactive system functions were concerned, those options were
completely without lag, sometimes seeming to occur before the selection
even happened. Njorun was used to the quick responses.

Analyzing...
Analyzing...
ERROR. The word flashed a bright red.
Player Data is in error, some features have been disabled from the

Analyzable state. Player: Unknown. Neurolink Status: Unknown. Rings:
Not Applicable. Weapons: Not Applicable. Zone Wins: 0. PvP Status:
Unplayed. Home Point is in default, or is not accessible.

“What are the errors? Most of her stats aren't there. Her name won't
even read for me.”

Cannot say with certainty the source of the errors. Apologies, Player:
Njorun. Would you like to scan the player again?

“No. Just forget it.”
Final Analysis complete.
“So, a completely new player. How did she even get into this area?”

Njorun mused aloud.
She sighed as she tried once again to access even the barest player

details. On Autospawn, areas are given to players based on a dizzyingly
complex algorithm that matched their Rings, Weapon Types, Play Time,
Play Experience, Neurolink, and Player-versus-Player stats to put them in
the area most suited to them. This streamlined the game experience,
although it was possible for a player to sink their character into the
Primordial Pool manually and select an area based off of keywords and
previously visited areas that could make an area more or less interesting. 

Advanced—or more invested—players would often combine keywords
and functions in order to find areas previously unexplored. This ability was
still closed off to a variable of two percent Neurolink above their current, so
a new player starting the game at a one percent link could never get into an
area above three percent capabilities. This kept newer players from falling
into an area that would cause nausea or eject them from battling creatures
far beyond their capabilities. 

‘This lock-out is for the good of the players,’ as Circle Systems said.
Njorun frowned at the fact that she was standing in such a pittance of

an area, something that fell so low on the Neurolink scale. She had found
herself in Tredec-Grasslands/War, which meant that she was in an area that
topped at a thirteen percent connection (Tredec), themed in the Grasslands
environmental type, and was randomized for a player looking for a fight
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environmental type, and was randomized for a player looking for a fight
(from the menu order: Simple, Peace, War, Apocalypse). She had dispatched
a dozen or so Nibelung Gates before finding the dead girl, and each giant
gold ring contained nothing more than a few weak kobolds and direwyrms.
The Midgardsormr—the Dawn Dragon she sought—still eluded her.

Resurrection of Player: Unknown. Female. Complete. Thanks to
Player: Njorun, praise to the Yggdrassil and the divine corpses of Wotan
and Odin. Please accept your reward next time you exchange your Rings. A
loss of 3% Neurolink was required for the Resurrection of Player:
Unknown...and et cetera within the robotic, feminine drone of the system. 

A light, thin green band hovered around the player as Njorun stood
next to her, her own green ring symbolizing the fact that there was no threat
of PvP action from either player.

Njorun didn't need to listen to the rest of the system's drivel, as she was
more fascinated with the small girl before her. How she was able to find
herself in an area a full twelve percent above her own Neurolink wasn't only
alarming, it was technically impossible. Circle Systems, as a famous
developer, prided itself on the 'unhackable' security of Kognition, and there
hadn't been reports of cheating in years. In truth it was just as much a part
of the security of the system outside of the game, as with the new iteration
of online capabilities it was really difficult to hack into anything, anywhere. 

The world of global networking was quickly reaching a point of
unbreachable singularity. There were still those who would try, and Njorun
knew there were daily reports and scares of those that succeeded in their
own small ways.

Would you like to Zone Shift this player-persona back to your Home,
Njorun? Or keep her in this area?

Njorun stitched her eyebrows together at the question. The system
itself should have recognized the faulty player existing outside of the game's
functions, but it didn't seem to understand in the same way it hadn't been
able to analyze her. Njorun knew it was going to be up to her to figure it out.

“Hey, girl,” she said abruptly, her spoken words instantly scrolling into
the Chat pane. “What's your name?”

The girl looked at her quizzically through eyes the dark red of volcanic
flame. “You cannot see who I am?” she asked. Her speech was slow, almost
slurred. There was a partial deadness to it that reminded Lisa of the voice of
the system.

“No. You probably have your Awareness system turned off. Scroll
through your Cooperation menus until you see the list of Friend Options.
Just toggle on 'Show Name,’” Njorun replied, kneeling down.  She twirled
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Just toggle on 'Show Name,’” Njorun replied, kneeling down.  She twirled
her black oak staff in one hand, a powerful caster's weapon that she had
worked tirelessly for weeks to obtain. It was of the weapon type
Earthenstav, for the serious power it gave her Quake magicks. Every small
boost to ability was a necessary slog for the Cataclysm.

The name 'Sarah' blinked over the girl's head like a broken neon sign
finally coming back to life. The font differed from its typical face, and
Njorun wondered if a streamlined update had affected newer players. Still,
she couldn't shake the feeling that fell over her that something was quite
wrong about ‘Sarah.’

The smaller girl’s eyes flicked upward, as if she was seriously trying to
see her own name. Njorun shook her head in mock dismay.

“Good, we have that straightened out. Did you just start playing today,
Sarah?” Njorun asked her. 

Sarah shrugged, the emote falling a little robotically. “Today? To-day.
Today. I'm not sure,” she replied. “I feel foggy. Today.”

Njorun still couldn't see any information on Sarah's Neurolink, but she
knew there was little chance it was eking out over its one percent base. Still,
new players often had bizarre reactions to the system, and temporary
memory loss was among them, albeit an uncommon one. Short-term
memory loss was more of an urban myth. 

Since there were segments of Kognition that didn't operate as a 'game'
of sorts, there were technical issues between the Neurolink and the person's
personal connection to the WoAnLiNe behind the player. The World
Animus Link Network, just like the archaic Internet before it, is necessary
to run a game such as Kognition. The immediate effects of a new Neurolink
in Kognition could mean blurred vision, slurred speech, slow processing or
even confusion. Fogginess and lag were typical complaints of someone
brand new to the high-functioning world of Midgard. There were very few
cases of memory loss as Lisa had heard it, but it still happened, so there was
no reason for Njorun not to believe her. The United Nations had ruled that
such effects were temporary, and while alarming, safe.

That line of thinking momentarily breached her conscious connection
with Njorun, and Lisa shook her head back into the player-persona’s
consciousness.

“That's a curious name. Sarah,” Njorun admitted, strolling through the
knee-high grasses. The feathered tail of her dress pressed and bent the green
blades as she walked. The two of them moved slowly down one of the
nearby grassy-green hills, with the sunlight streaming right over their backs,
framed by a sky the color of a robin's egg. “It's extremely uncommon for a
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framed by a sky the color of a robin's egg. “It's extremely uncommon for a
new player to get any sort of name that is so simple. I only have this one
because I've been playing for years.”

Sarah elongated Njorun's name as she pronounced it. Her voice was
shy and soft. “Nee-ho-rune. What sort of name is that?”

“I made it a long time ago,” Njorun replied thoughtfully. “To go along
with the flavor of the game. She's a goddess from the Prose Edda. Look it
up on the Globalpedia or something.”

“I don't understand.”
Njorun waved her hand, the armlet shield flashing. “It's a book that has

to do with Norse mythology. Just forget it.”
The girl considered this. “Why is my name 'curious.' Is there

something wrong with my name? Should I have another?” she asked. The
name above her head warbled a bit, like a halo preparing to fall. Njorun had
never seen such an effect before. “Everything feels so foggy. I'm sorry.”

Her trite responses were just as confusing. “No, that's not what I
meant,” said Njorun. “I'm just a little surprised is all. The fogginess might
be due to the lag of your Neurolink. I'm not quite sure how you were able to
get into this area, dressed as you are.”

Sarah brushed her dress with two sharp motions. Her movements
passed between flashbulb stutter-stop robotic and flowing liquid. “I like this
place,” she said, ignoring Njorun's comments. “It looks quite nice. The
flowers and green hills are pretty.”

Njorun rustled the hair at her brow with her fingertips, an unconscious
act from Lisa that was emulated perfectly within the game world. 

It was always this way with new players, they made everything a
hundred times more complicated because they were so slow to
understanding. This girl was new, wasn't she? She was dressed so simply
and yet she was standing in an area only available to a higher range of
Neurolink. Maybe she was a role playing character? Yet that still didn't
explain how she was in such an area. Njorun could only assume her player
stats from her manner and outfit. In reality Sarah could've operated on a
much higher Neurolink. It just seemed unlikely.

The girl danced foot to foot, brushing her dress and legs through the
grass. Her actions were only slightly disturbed, waves crashing upon a shore
and spreading throughout, broken. She was like a child. Njorun found
herself envious of the beautiful simplicity of her dress. Something about the
girl's vacant, choppy manner reminded her of the legends of characters who
would be sent to the Ginnungagap. The great void was said to hold all
manner of creature and oddity that did not belong within Midgard. Njorun
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manner of creature and oddity that did not belong within Midgard. Njorun
envisioned the girl being freed from the darkness and floating through silver
grasses-turned-green, finding herself dead in the land of the living. 

“Right. Well, how did you get here, then?” she asked.
Sarah cocked her head at Njorun. “Here?” She played idly with a white

flower petal that had floated close to her eyes. It was an effect of the game
world, and her fingers swept through the graphics.

“Here. Where we are. This zone. How did you get into Tredec-
Grasslands/War? Shouldn't you be running around with other walhaz in
Uni-Desert/Simple, or something of the like? I haven't played the tutorial in
years but I hear it is mostly the same. You don't even have any gear,”
Njorun said, examining her with a glare. The system kept coming back as
Error when she tried to look at Sarah's equipment. There seemed to be a
total lockout around her and yet the system wasn't ejecting her from the
area.

In the early years of MMORPGs, the term ‘noob’ had been quickly
applied to any character either new to the game or simply poor at playing it.
Kognition adapted a proto-Germanic word meaning ‘stranger,’ walhaz, that
players freely used in Midgard.

“I—” she seemed to forget herself as she spoke, glancing down and
then staring into the open palms of two outstretched hands. Her words
faltered along with her glances and mannerisms. Njorun felt a chill, a
disturbance in her Neurolink connection, as she observed the wraith-like
actions.

“There seems to be something wrong with your Player-to-Player
interaction, Sarah. I'd restart your game and send an error report to a system
admin when you log out,” Njorun said, thinking of the golden Admin
Knights. “Game errors are rare but they can happen from time to time. In
the meantime, I can give you a few things that will make you die a little less
often. You seem to be low on any useful equips.”

“Dead? I’m dead?” Sarah asked, staring down at her feet and wiggling
her toes. “Oh. Oh that's right. How awful.”

“Yes,” Njorun said slowly, drawing out the syllable. “Well, you were.”
Sarah's body seemed to flicker subtly, as if the game was having a

difficult time displaying her.
 “Hey are you okay?” Njorun asked. “What do you see when I do

this?” 
Njorun waved her hand in front of Sarah's face.
“I see your hand. Waving fast.”
“Right, but does that quick movement blur your screen or anything?
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“Right, but does that quick movement blur your screen or anything?
Your HUD? You should see trails coming off my hand from moving that
fast,” Njorun said. “There should be a pretty bad lag for you, I can't even
imagine what you are seeing in this area. It's one of the reasons you're not
supposed to be here. I'm even having a bit of lag trouble right now. I can see
the colors stream gently off of anything that moves too fast.”

Sarah shook her head. “I just saw your hand move,” she replied.
“Dammit. This is why I never do this,” Njorun muttered. The rough

eight percent Neurolink displayed at the bottom right of her HUD was
souring her mood. 

“What's wrong, Njorun?” asked the girl.
“The Resurrection spell. It cut three percent of my Neurolink. I forgot

how terrible the game looks when you dip down. It has been a long time…”
she replied with a sigh. “Oh well, getting that percentage back will be
something to do, I guess.”

“You had to do that to bring me back to life? Hurt yourself?”
“Not 'hurt myself' exactly. I just had to take a dip in Neurolink. Game

quality, interaction. My link with the system and all its functions. Yeah, it's
just how it works. I play solo anyway, and that keeps my Neurolink
connection lower than it should be. Soloing mobs can get pretty rough.
Look, do you know anything about the game at all?” asked Njorun.

Sarah made a motion to speak, and then her character flickered again
and she turned away. Another strange hiccup. 

“It's not a big deal, I guess,” Njorun said. This is why I keep to myself,
she thought.

She fidgeted with her staff and brushed a few wayward black feathers
away from her arms. “Well at least let me trade you something to help you
out, then we can Zone Shift back to Ortus if you want. The Primordial Pool
should have a few tutorial areas for you to go into, if you aren't bummed out
yet. Do you know what killed you?” Njorun asked, bringing up the Trade
Menu.

No Players in the area for Trade, closing Trade Menu.
Njorun frowned at the Neurolink System's response. Maybe the entire

area was being buggy, but she didn't see any impending system updates or
area recovery notes. She tried again.

Single Player Found. Unknown. Female. 
Then the system seemed to backpedal on itself, and a strange flicker

filled the screen. The effect went by so fast that Njorun figured it was just
an error on her part, since her lag hadn't been down to an eight percent
response for quite some time. Usually she didn't find it worth Resurrecting
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response for quite some time. Usually she didn't find it worth Resurrecting
players in the field, as she did most of her gaming alone. In fact, her static
Neurolink was typically much higher. Upon death she had to sacrifice some
of her own Neurolink as recompense for the game returning her to a Hub-
city. It never took Njorun long to grind that connection back, and it beat out
the annoyance of gambling with another party of players.

The Trade, which seemed to be faltering itself, completed abruptly.
Trade Completed.
“Here,” she said, handing Sarah a Blue Onion Knife. The blade was

weak to the point of being useless, its stats almost negligible, but it was all
she had to give to the new player. “That will at least let you kill some of the
Direslugs or Somberwolves in the first areas. I'll show you how to get there,
and even some tricks on how to fight them. Fighting things is the funnest
thing about this game anyways.”

Sarah looked up at Njorun and smiled. “Thank you very much for your
kindness, Njorun,” she replied. The knife appeared awkward and ill-fitting
in her small hand.

“Don't mention it,” Njorun said. She smiled at the girl despite her
efforts to keep that particular emote subdued. “I can't even remember the
last time I helped someone else. It's not so bad.”

Their conversation was cut short by a ping notification and an alert in
Njorun's Heads-Up Display. 

Player: Njorun. Female. Three players zoning in to Tredec-
Grasslands/War. As this is a PVP area, you should prepare for battle.

“I know, I know. Bloody hell, I figured I’d have some time alone
here,” Njorun said. 

Kognition was notorious for its fierce Player-versus-Player style, an
uncompromising battle system that allowed any number of players to fight
against one another in any combination of team. Great battles were set up
and waged commonly in Midgard, with players fighting one another in the
thousands. Njorun was used to being taken unawares, after being so
ceremoniously deigned with the nickname 'The Cataclysm' by her disturbing
win streak.

“What's happening?” asked Sarah. She clutched her Blue Onion Knife
in both hands, her eyes wide.

“Goddammit,” Njorun muttered. It wouldn't do to let Sarah die now
and have Njorun's loss of Neurolink mean nothing. She might have let the
girl just Zone Shift back to Ortus, but the host of errors bothered her. What
if there was some problem with her Neurolink connection, or her character?
Sometimes those sorts of errors could be severe. Another drop of Neurolink
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Sometimes those sorts of errors could be severe. Another drop of Neurolink
would mean nothing compared to a forceful ejection, or worse. While issues
within the WoAnLiNe and through the Neurolink were rare, they were
usually treated quite seriously due to the neurological connection of the
user. 

Three characters were coming towards them, and fast. Their
unrelenting speed told Njorun that they were players intent on engaging in
PvP after all. They purposefully avoided every Nibelung Gate between
themselves and Njorun and passed half a dozen dungeon entrances and
treasure hordes across the field. 

Normally Njorun would not be able to be in a thirteen percent area like
Tredec-Grasslands/War at her measly eight percent Neurolink, but it was
Sarah that had caused the dip. Njorun only hoped that the other players
were at the minimum requirement for the area. She mentally ran through her
list of Spells and Rings, a common tick, and prepared herself for the
onslaught.

A blast of fire exploded only a few feet from her, followed by the
fading word Miss scrolling up her HUD. Njorun stepped back on naked
feet, the wind picking at the black feathers on her dress, throwing her into a
black streak against the green, green hills.

“You didn't get the Pre-emptive Strike, moron!” Njorun heard one of
them say. For some reason they weren't speaking in Private or Party chat,
probably because they expected to have the area alone. There was such a
combination of areas available to the players of Kognition that it was
possible to visit places completely apart from any other players. Njorun had
hoped for that very thing for the evening. It was a stroke of bad luck that she
was found by a player-hunting party.

A blade of lightning struck Njorun sharply, throwing her back and
blurring her HUD for a moment. The damage scrolled off of her in bright
crimson digits, dripping like blood, and Njorun saw Bolt Strike in the
Combat Pane. She was intimately aware of all spells and skills in
Kognition; it was only a habit that her eyes glanced toward the Combat Log
to find the name of the spell. 

Njorun hated surprises more than anything, and she was already
frustrated by the direction of her evening.

Raising her black staff Mistelteinn, she opened up a jagged crater in
the grasslands that sent a snaking clod of earth toward the first player. The
player wore ornately designed plate mail that made him look like a dragon
knight, and carried a vicious halberd. In a spew of dust and fragmented
rock, the rippling line shot towards the nearest player fast as lightning. An
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rock, the rippling line shot towards the nearest player fast as lightning. An
enormous shard of rock slammed into him, sending him reeling backward.
The first strike of Quake magic from Njorun's staff ripped a chunk of health
from him, almost three-quarters of it, the red numbers sparking off of him in
a crimson cloud. Njorun tilted her staff downward and the shard of rock
exploded into a dozen black crystals, converging on him and obliterating the
rest of his health.

The other two players ceased combat. “How did she do that? Was that
a single spell?” asked the dead player. His chat was still open while the
system began counting down his Zone Shift. 

“Cratersplit. It's upper-level Quake,” said one of the other players in
the party. It was a female dressed up in mage's attire, the name Cesslia over
her head.

“That was bull——,” the dead player whined.
“Not much of a fight,” Njorun taunted them, kicking a clod of earth

away with her naked right foot. “Walhaz.”
“You stupid cheat!” yelled the other player, a giant covered in bone

armor. 
“Wait a minute. I know this player. Njorun,” said Cesslia. “The

Cataclysm!”
“What of it? She just killed Robyn in one shot! Do you know how

much it's going to cost to repair that stupid event armor of his? We had to
spend a month looting Karat Wyrms to find it. I told him it was pointless,”
replied the giant.

“Shut up! Fight her if you want. I've seen her before. Watched her take
out fifteen players in the Sleipnir Tourney at the start of the last Campaign.
How do you think she got that title?” asked Cesslia.

“Screw her then! I need to kill something. How about that walhaz girl
behind her?” suggested the giant.

“Something's wrong with the targeting. She's flickering in and out of
my view,” said Cesslia. “I can’t get a bead on her. For some reason the
system is pulling all my aggro towards Njorun.”

Njorun stepped toward her. “Zone Shift out of this area or I'll make
sure you all die. Don't even think about touching the girl,” she threatened.

“—— you,” said the giant, the game bleeping out his curse and
changing the conversation scroll to a censored line. In group combat the
game would override some customized player choices, such as
automatically censoring words. “Watch me send in a report. No way in hell
you aren’t cheating.”

Njorun mentally scrolled through her combat selections and raised her
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Njorun mentally scrolled through her combat selections and raised her
staff. A hail of comets rained down on the giant, each one pelting his armor
and bringing forth red slivers of damage. He ran towards her in great strides,
bringing down a massive sword that was inlaid with obsidian blades. The
first strike hit her full force, and Njorun felt the brunt of it. Her health
dropped below half, the green health bar shaking violently and turning a
bright yellow, and as she stepped back she raised her staff and casted the
Ulicha healing spell. As the numbers began to rise again, she shot off
another Cratersplit spell, the knife-shaped clod of earth striking the giant
hard in the side and knocking his body away.

The amount of Neurolink recovered from killing the two players was
negligible, as the game rewarded PvP deaths based on the previously
accumulated record of wins and losses. Njorun had killed so many players
over the years that the game hardly rewarded her for it anymore.

“Zone Shift, mage,” Njorun threatened.
Njorun saw the name of the spell in her Combat Log as Cesslia made a

last-ditch attempt to sleight her. A great snake of ice appeared in the sky,
transforming into half a dozen spears that shot forth to bleed Sarah of what
little health she had. Njorun leaped towards her in a flash, erecting a great
paling of rock from the grassland between them. The wall of red-brown
earth buckled as the ice smashed into it, and as the rocks crumbled about
Njorun she launched herself towards Cesslia and raised the Mistelteinn. 

“Cometstorm!” she yelled, using the audio-cue system to cast the spell.
The drop in Neurolink exhausted her, the blurriness of her HUD and the
effect of the lag bringing on a headache. A great black wormhole opened up
in the sky above them, the tear in the white clouds showing off a dusting of
glowing stars. A dozen black comets sailed out of the tear trailing tails of
various colors. Each one hit Cesslia solidly, the health bleeding off her
quickly and throwing her body to the ground like a rag doll.

There was a white flash of light over each of their bodies as they Zone
Shifted back to their Hub-cities. They would each sustain a loss of
Neurolink as well as having to pay for the cost of repairing their weapons
and armor, and would also pray to the World Tree in order to recover their
Rings and Spells. Njorun turned back toward her weak new friend, setting
the end of her staff on the newly barren ground. The scenery repaired itself
to the simple grasslands from before the start of the battle, the sprigs of
green grass coming up through the broken earth.

“Are you okay?” she asked Sarah. The girl knelt in the grass, her hair a
cape about her.

“I feel strange. Njorun...” she said, holding her hand up. The Blue
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“I feel strange. Njorun...” she said, holding her hand up. The Blue
Onion Knife pointed to the sky. Her body flickered in that strange salt and
pepper light, and she was gone. Njorun stood still for a moment, watching
the now empty space. The system droned on about the results of the fight,
but Njorun wasn't listening. A few slivers of white light stayed behind where
Sarah had been, and then slowly faded away. 

Njorun lowered the staff at her side. The vast, fairly unexplored area
now felt dull and lifeless. The blue skies and green grasses were gone,
replaced by a darkness that blurred her vision.

For the first time Lisa Perdita could recall, she cared about the fate of
another player.
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2.
Outside of the World Animus Link Network

“The WoAnLiNe is an intensive, necessary part of our world. Through both
Neurolink and the WoAnLiNe, Kognition is a fully enjoyable, immersive

virtual reality.”

Lisa Perdita sighed dramatically, leaning back into her chair
as her mind exited Kognition’s connection. The red arms, once as red as the
combat damage numbers in Midgard, had been worn down to an almost-
pink over the years. She kept her eyes closed and took a few deep,
meditative breaths before standing. 

The WoAnLiNe had a way about it, a way of staying with you. Most
people experienced a bout of nausea or blurred vision when disconnected
from the WoAnLiNe too quickly. This side-effect did keep the more foolish
people from being able to move about while within the system. As much as
Njorun enjoyed her daily adventures in Midgard, sometimes the disconnect
from the system was just too exhausting. 
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At times, Lisa found herself envying those people who did not
experience the WoAnLiNe the same way she did.

Lisa was thankful that not everything connected through the
WoAnLiNe’s services required the same taxing bit of mental stamina that
GMGs like Kognition did. These sorts of tiny actions (phone calls,
shortmail, listening to music, playing some games) could be executed
without diving into the WoAnLiNe, which was necessary for more intensive
actions and programs. Kognition was a system that demanded such
stationary involvement and the WoAnLiNe had a way of making sure its
users were properly cemented when trying to use these neurologically
exhausting programs. The Neurolink was the system that governed this, a
watchful eye and branching connection in the everyday of Future Children
such as Lisa. Larger systems, such as global networks and player-to-player
memetic connections remained outside of observation.

Lisa sighed, mentally shifting through the icons on the source page of
her personal Heads-Up Display. She opened a document that contained that
evening's calculus homework, her eyes scanning the familiar problems. 

Selecting the icon felt much like blinking to Lisa. Second-natured and
quick, maneuvering through pages in a WoAnLiNe dive was something she
rarely put thought into. She blinked the calculus problems away until
Sarah’s impish face blossomed before her as glittering stars. Sarah had
become a sort of weight on her mind, a tendril of thoughts twisting together
and choking out every other idea that worked her. Lisa tried to focus on the
array of problems before her even as they blurred and shifted away from her
attentions. A line of symbols became a dancing field of grasses, numbers
turned to fading light, and inside them all was a strange and mysterious girl.
With each solution, the combination of numbers and problems seemed to
dissolve into outstretched fingers, curious eyes, long flowing dark hair
ribboned and tipped with violet. The strange girl in the strange dress with
the strange voice, a shadow edging in. Sarah's vanishing had been so
surreal, Lisa knew it wasn't a Zone Shift or log from the game. 

“Lisa!” 
Her mother's call from the other room shattered all thoughts of calculus

and Kognition, and broke her concentration within the system. Her HUD
faded and blurred a bit, until Lisa refocused and exited her programs as the
information backed itself up to some far-away server through cloud
functionality. As the digital pages faded from her vision, the messy reality
of her bedroom edged back in.

The sweet smell of brown sugar fought its way through her senses. She
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The sweet smell of brown sugar fought its way through her senses. She
cut her link to the WoAnLiNe completely, ending her dive as she stood up
from her desk. The pages and pages of text for her calculus midterm faded
away into the air as if the homework was trying to follow her, and Lisa
exhaled the feeling of slight nausea that always came from cutting her
connection to the WoAnLiNe after being on for so long. As she stood her
legs tried to buckle under her, and her hand shot out to catch her desk as she
righted herself for a moment. Lisa frowned, unsure as to why she was
experiencing such a heavy bout of nausea from her disconnect. It was the
sort of thing her mother always complained about though Lisa rarely felt
more than a rippling headache or a small moment of blurred vision.

At least the WoAnLiNe wasn’t as unusable and archaic as the Internet.
Her mother often talked about the Internet, a function of peerless

connectivity that had been used for half a century before the invention of the
World Animus Link Network. The World Wide Web vanished almost
overnight, taken by the speed and connectivity the WoAnLiNe provided the
world. Even at a flat one percent rate, dive pages and portals raced at a
godlike speed compared to even the best computer or device running the
Internet. 

Lisa rubbed her right temple absently, so near the place where her
headaches would pick up and fade. She bemoaned her fate as one of the
Future Children every time she felt so much as a spark of pain from using
the WoAnLiNe. It wasn’t that she felt like complaining about the problem,
and she sure as hell wouldn’t give up her connection to the global network
over a little headache now and again, but they could come on so randomly.
She had been implanted with a chip at birth to make the WoAnLiNe's
functionality a part of daily life, an omnipresent provider. Future Children
were a generation that walked hand in hand with the connectivity of the
‘LiNe; It was all Lisa knew. Her mother still had to use Link Glasses
whenever she dove into the network, and it meant that she never had the
speed or functionality that a Future Child like Lisa did. The Neurolink chip
had some strong opposition, yet the global acceptance of the neurochip
meant a new generation of children. The United Nations had decided on the
safety and necessity of a technological world, and the cases of damage
caused by the chips were so few as to deflate much of the anger against
them.

In 2011, Internet access was declared a basic human right. In 2074,
Lisa Perdita found herself interwoven with the global network. 

The Worldwide Animus Link Network had become a function of the
everyday, a system that had overcome the more archaic World Wide Web
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everyday, a system that had overcome the more archaic World Wide Web
and eradicated the majority of the dangers of the Internet while increasing
global connectivity and usefulness. The WoAnLiNe allowed seamless
integration and browsing with hundreds of thousands of systems the world
over, as well as a peerless network browser that was estimated to be a
hundred times faster than the most recent functioning Internet. All of this
was done at a simple thought, and the difference between the WoAnLiNe
and the Internet was that the more people used it, the faster it would
become. 

The system grew exponentially because of what it required from the
user: access to their mental processes. While the average person still
operated the WoAnLiNe with a network phone, tablet, or integrated Link
Glasses, there were those few Future Children—operating solely through
neurochip connection—that could do everything through the
neurotransmitters of their own minds. This, along with the player-connected
memetic connection of the system, allowed them to operate certain personal
systems with thoughts alone. Lisa was one of these few, a girl who could
play Kognition without a controller in her hands, using the voice
recognition programming and the immersion of her partial consciousness.

Lisa rubbed her head a second longer and then ceased her fidgeting,
focusing on the eel that swam through the dark water of its living aquarium
at the other end of the room. Thoughts were coming at her faster now.
Snippets. Sarah’s face, the grasses and the blue sky of Tredec-
Grasslands/War, and a smattering of thoughts pertaining to the WoAnLiNe
itself. It was difficult to push things out. Most of the time, she felt safe.
Then a wayward thought would snap into her mind, then another, then
another. It wasn’t always possible to turn them off.

The life of a Future Child, she supposed. The continual touch of
Neurolink.

The WoAnLiNe's streamlined functionality began because of a base
system called Neurolink, a network built upon the theory that there would
never be a functioning software or hardware faster than the human brain.
The original design of linking so many human minds together to make an
'ubernet' blossomed into an everyday force of nature. That one percent
required brain power gave any user basic access, and so most people never
saw the problem with allowing a one percent Neurolink connection at any
given time. The distraction was as minimal as blinking, or breathing.

Lisa’s Neurolink connection buzzed about her like a fly, or a flapping
bird, inching into her thoughts and providing constant information. She only
had to sit back, dive into a stable connection, and the entirety of the
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had to sit back, dive into a stable connection, and the entirety of the
WoAnLiNe was hers.

“Dinner!” Lisa's mom called again. Lisa leaned off the desk and stuck
her tablet into her bag, entirely done with homework.

“I'm coming!” she yelled back as she righted herself and pulled an old
sweater over her head. 

It was winter, and even with the house's Climate Moderator
maintaining 'ideal' temperature, it was still too chilly for her taste. Lisa
walked into the dining room to find her mom poring over a book at the
kitchen table and turning the pages slowly, thoughtfully, with her thumb and
forefinger. A hot dog and a mountainous pile of baked beans sat on a plate at
the farthest end of the dinner table, enshrined by piles of papers and books.

Lisa slid herself into the seat and picked up the dog, taking a hungry
bite. Her mom cocked one eyebrow, but waited until Lisa was done chewing
to ask her about her studies.

“They’re going fine. I really think I'm going to ace this midterm,” Lisa
replied.

“You better,” her mother said, pausing her reading and looking up. “As
I remember, your scholarship requires a three point five.”

“And I have a three point seven. I don't think there's much to worry
about there, mother,” Lisa said, taking an even larger bite and struggling to
keep her lips together while she chewed.

“Fair enough,” her mother said, putting the paper down on the table
beside the book she was reading. Her mother had to push aside several
stacks of old newspapers and knock some of her own typed works askew.
The woman had an antiquated desire for bygone eras, and would often tap
away at a typewriter she had special ordered years ago. Lisa saw one of the
headlines flash by before the paper smacked down on the table. 

'Psychological Contamination: How safe is one percent?'
Lisa rolled her eyes and focused on the food, but her mind wandered,

and she found herself thinking further about the network that floated
through her head.

Another problem put forth through Neurolink, and another wedge that
the naysayers were able to bring up against the WoAnLiNe. Lisa didn't
much care to read about that, or spend much time arguing with the older
crowd who clutched banefully at their use of plastic monitors and what
remained of the Internet. You couldn't play Kognition outside of the
WoAnLiNe's connection anyways, and Lisa was interested in few games
beyond that one.

The games themselves were often used as focus for the most negative
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The games themselves were often used as focus for the most negative
aspects of the system, and so people like Lisa who spent much of their time
invested in the game world had no time to listen to the self-righteous
opposition or disgruntled parents who went on and on about the supposed
'evils' that the WoAnLiNe could bring. Years ago there had been an
outspoken neurobiologist named Dr. Alber Hyde who claimed that
‘prolonged connection to the Neurolink systems could erode the mind,
eventually ending with the effects of psychological contamination.’ He
claimed, as well as others with him and after him, that the unity of the
WoAnLiNe could lead to an entire generation of social zombies, unwanted
thought-sharing, the unconscious passing of harmful memes and unfiltered
ideas, and unknown emotional and psychological trauma. However Circle
Systems, as well as the many companies and even governments that funded
the WoAnLiNe, claimed that the one percent function wasn't even close to
the requirement for psychological contamination that many of these
educated minds claimed. Years of function and billions of users showed that
their fears were greatly exaggerated.

As Lisa focused on the memory, she could almost see the interview she
had watched many years before:

“To be fair, it would take a highly held connection over a prolonged
period with Neurolink in order to see long-lasting detrimental effects to the
psyche. We’re talking about thirty or forty percent Neurolink. Typical user
systems, such as visiting WoAnLiNe pages—doing business work or
schoolwork—they only require the advertised one percent donation from the
users and don’t seem to show signs of traumatic effect. But the WoAnLiNe
system modifies claims that there is a growing amount of people who go up
in their percentages on a monthly basis, and there is little way for them to
keep the stagnant ‘one percent’ neurological connection while users dive
into pages and associated systems that require more of a sacrifice from the
user and are allowed to update continuously without their knowledge.
Without important, powerful safety constrictions akin to those imposed on
the Internet, there will be no way for any business or private entity to keep
themselves from investing more and more of the human mind into the
WoAnLiNe.”

Lisa pushed the baked beans around her plate with her fork as she
thought, taking another bite of her hot dog and watching her mother type
away. The brown mess devolved into an unappealing mush, and Lisa's
appetite waned as her thoughts bounced around her head. The typewriter’s
clacking keys began to sound like calming percussion.

Games like Kognition locked the connection out at fifty percent (an
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Games like Kognition locked the connection out at fifty percent (an
unreachable area of Neurolink), and further safety measures kept the highest
available link at fifteen. There were plenty of fail-safes in place that would
eject players long before this connection, although Lisa couldn't remember
the last time this occurred. It seemed like there was a part of the human
psyche that would not let anyone put that much of themselves into an alien
system, a sort of 'biological security' that existed in the functioning minds of
the everyman. But few people were going to allow themselves to be a part
of a system with no added safety, and so there were mental firewalls all
around the systems that prevented this so-called 'psychological
contamination' from ocurring. So far, there were no known or reported cases
of psychological damage or trauma. Their world grew safer by the day.

Then came the mass use of the system, and with it the mass production
of hardware to let people use it. At first it was a lot like sitting down in front
of a desktop and 'logging in,' or using tablets or phones, then there were
special glasses developed that allowed people to Neurolink directly with the
WoAnLiNe system. Many still used such connections. Twenty years ago
saw the immersion of the neurochips that were implanted into infants, and
this was backed by global governments as a 'completely safe, free, and fun
way to use the Neurolink system.' The first infants of this program were
lauded as 'future children' the world over, a name touted by the media. It
was claimed that the neurochips worked directly with the individual's
psyche to make the systems not only faster, but much safer as well. Along
with the neurochips was the birth of the infamous ‘memetic connection’ that
only existed within those who played GMGs like Kognition. It was after
these chips started being used widely that people began to experience the
WoAnLiNe's system with such a speed that the term 'temporary
clairvoyance' was used to describe the search speed and functionality of the
network. 

While public outcry against the chips was a mix of rational concern
and religious fanaticism, it remained that in each of the world's most
powerful countries there were those willing to go through the test with their
children to allow them to interface with the entire globe. Continually
connected to the global system, Lisa had a tap into the world’s WoAnLiNe
users in her at all times. Even when she was at rest from the functions of the
system, the WoAnLiNe was always there, a shadow waiting at the edge of
her mind, tugging quietly at her thoughts.

“Through with Midgard for the evening?” Lisa's mother asked her,
eying her over the book she was reading. The question shattered Lisa’s deep
thoughts, and she snapped back to reality and looked up at her mother. The
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thoughts, and she snapped back to reality and looked up at her mother. The
picturesque woman had set aside the typewriter in order to pick up one of
the many novels that sat about their small table, a faded paperback with
yellowed edges entitled Snow Crash. Lisa turned her nose up at the dirtied
pages now and again, but her mother insisted on hard-copy-everything.
Those sorts of stories always seemed a poor imitation in the face of her own
reality. Her intimate knowledge of Kognition had only come through
second-hand sources over the years: her own daughter's obsessions with it.
Lisa rolled her shoulders and marched her gaze across the mountainous
spine the stacks of book created in their small home.

“Mother, you know I'm not playing while I'm studying,” Lisa smirked,
fighting with the last bit of food on her plate.

“I should hope not. I'll figure out a way to take it away from you,” she
replied with a crooked smile. “I brought you into this world…”

Lisa’s smirk evolved into a smile. It was nearly impossible to keep
someone off the WoAnLiNe if they wanted to use it (aside from physical
restraint), especially with any Future Child (such as Lisa) that only had to
collect her thoughts in order to dive into a close-connected system. It was as
widespread as any modern function, akin to commonplace items such as
drinking fountains or restrooms. Her school, her library, even grocery stores
had kiosks where someone could sit down and dive into the WoAnLiNe. 

This was the anchor that kept part of the WoAnLiNe’s functionality
safe: it was neary impossible to have great bodily movement and use the
WoAnLiNe at the same time. Quick, jarring movements had the possibility
of making a person nauseous. At first the proponents of the 'anti-Neurolink
glasses' movement claimed that if children were walking around with their
eyes focused on digital pages there would be an entire generation of black
eyes and bruised knees. It was quickly shown and demonstrated for those
who were against it, that even the one percent Neurolink connection meant
your brain was existing in a way that was directly away from your body. So
most people found a comfortable spot when they linked into the
WoAnLiNe, which meant a rise in coffee houses, restaurants with places for
people to sit, and even specialty shops that were nothing more than furniture
warehouses for mass amounts of people to leave the real world behind.  

Lisa was used to it, as in she knew how to expect the side-effects, just
like she knew how to deal with her many classes, or her period when it came
on every month. She was ‘born with the WoAnLiNe in her head,’ as they
said. She was a part of it as it was a part of her, and every day she was
directly responsible for its growth. Her mother, on the other hand, was an
outsider that only used the network through hardware and couldn't truly add
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outsider that only used the network through hardware and couldn't truly add
to it unless she was using it (what little time she needed to spend accessing
the systems). Lisa was always giving something to the system, because she
was a child of the network. Playing Kognition was more like interacting
with the children of the system, and she was giving herself to it so that it
could understand her better. 

It was romantic, when she thought about it that way. It was as close as
Lisa ever came to appealing to a deity.

—

“You sure logged in a flash,” a tinny voice chided Lisa. 
The lunch line wrapped around the cafeteria corner, beginning as a

snake without head or tail, until finally victory revealed itself as plasticine
windows filled with hot food. Lisa's plate was already piled with sun-dried
tomato pizza and Caesar salad, and she became hungrier the longer she
stood in line and smelled the food. Lisa nudged Hayden to move forward,
and the smaller girl frowned as she took a maladroit step.

“My mom called me for dinner. I was so immersed that I didn't hear
her a few times, and she yelled so loudly it punched me right out of my
trance. Only moms can do that, I guess. I was supposed to be studying for
calc anyways. I have to keep my GPA up if I want that scholarship to Uni,”
Lisa replied without glancing at her friend. She grabbed a piece of chocolate
cake and licked her fingers after plopping it down onto her plate. “I mean,
they don’t even care that much about GPA, I still have my higher tests to
take, but—”

“The Super-E system didn't let you in on that? The system lets me
know if my mom is about to crash into my room. I think I'd suffer a link
drop if she found me playing Kognition for three hours every night,”
Hayden replied with a chuckle. Lisa watched the girl nervously rub her
head, right at the neurochip spot. She had the smallest flash of memory,
back to when they went through the program together. It faded almost as
quickly as it came.

“It usually does. I don't know what happened. But I don't like making
my mother worry, Hayden. If I can't hear her calling me then I probably
deserve to get caught at whatever I'm doing. I spend too much time on the
game anyways. Sometimes it gets boring,” Lisa replied, tucking a wayward
strand of hair behind one ear and looking for a table. Hayden gave her an
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strand of hair behind one ear and looking for a table. Hayden gave her an
annoyed sidelong glance.

“Boring? For the Cataclysm? The great Njorun? What's better?
School? I feel like Kognition is the only time of the day where I actually
want to be a part of the Neurolink. 'Boring,' she says,” Hayden said in a
huff, and plopped down in a booth near the windows overlooking the yard.
She blinked rapidly as she watched. The basketball team was practicing
outside, and Hayden never truly needed an excuse to watch sweaty boys
jump and run and shove each other. She took a sip of her water and made
her face up into a pinched expression.

Lisa hushed her. “You know not to talk about me in the game when we
are at school, Hayden,” she said.

Hayden continued on without pause. “I found a Thunder Claymore just
last night. Thunder. Claymore. It had gilded stats as well, a piece of work.
We had to do the Cavern of Souls almost ten times in a row just to find the
damn thing! There were three Nibelung Gates in a row, port port port, and
each one had three Ironchest Fafnir in them,” she said, exasperated. 

'Port' was the in-game term most players used instead of saying
‘Nibelung Gates.’ It could often be heard shouted frantically during area
runs. Dungeons usually did not contain the spinning golden rings, but in
Kognition's world of Midgard, things could change in an instant and
surprises were commonplace.

Lisa knew about the dragons, of course. She had farmed dozens of
Fafnir with one of her old guilds, a group of players known as the Song of
Wagner. She had cut all ties with them, Lisa felt it was months ago, and now
Njorun was a notorious solo player that many in Kognition revered for her
crushing PvP prowess. It was extremely difficult to hide oneself in the
Neurolink system, and only highly experienced players outside of the range
of everyone else could do it. Lisa always played with her personal data set
hidden, to make sure she could never be found. Njorun consistently played
at a twelve percent held connection or higher, which meant she could be
invisible when she wanted to and even solo some of the more dangerous
areas inside the Primordial Pool. The ability to keep her skill high meant
that she could safely traverse almost any area or dungeon she wanted to, if
she was smart about it. If it wasn’t for her wayward thoughts and play style
that had sunk her down to eleven, and the the effects of her Resurrection
spell, Njorun would still be in the higher reaches of the game.

That reminded her of her currently dropped eight percent connection,
and she felt her cheeks flush. Oh the fit Hayden would throw if she knew…

“Thunder Claymore? The Angurvadal?” Lisa asked, referring to the
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“Thunder Claymore? The Angurvadal?” Lisa asked, referring to the
rare weapon that Hayden had found. Her friend beamed at the recognition as
if Lisa had complimented her hairstyle or her eyes.

“It only has a fraction of a drop-rate, you know. Took us days to find
it,” she said with pride. Her nails were painted green and badly chipped, and
she tapped them against the table in lieu of eating. Lisa devoured a slice of
pizza as she eyed her friend. She crammed her mouth full of food instead of
admitting to the fact that she had found three of the swords months ago. Her
friendship with Hayden was more about listening to someone cute and
excitable than about showing off.

This was supposed to be relaxation.
“I found something rather interesting the other night,” she admitted,

and then regretted it immediately. There was a strange buzzing in her head
when she recalled the girl. Thinking about Sarah felt like a closeted secret.
A treasure that no one else knew about yet. A truth that only Lisa could
pocket. Perhaps she should keep the strange girl to herself, for a while. 

“Oh?” Hayden asked cheerily. She took a sip of water and picked at
the crust of her pizza. Lisa couldn't help but notice that she had hardly
touched her food. She always found herself staring at her friend's perfect
complexion. Every action that Hayden took seemed dainty, purposeful,
preconceived. On occasion she would joke that it was the Japanese side of
her that did it.

Before Lisa could decide on whether or not to admit to her bizarre
discovery in the area Tredec-Grasslands/War, a loud voice interrupted
them.The voice belonged to an athletic boy with sandy blond hair, who took
a seat directly across from Hayden.

“Hey Hayden. Lisa,” the boy smiled warmly as he spoke their names.
“How are you lovely ladies?”

“Sven. To what do we owe the pleasure?” Lisa asked icily. Hayden
either pretended not to notice the edge in her friend's voice, or was just
oblivious. 

“SVEN!” the smaller girl cried out, her food now completely
forgotten. “My sword is amazing. Did you know that it has a Neurolink lock
on it? I can't drop below eight percent now, even if I Resurrect someone! It
almost makes me want to rush every port in that stupid area from last night,
remember the one with all those kobolds?”

Lisa looked up at this announcement. That ability didn't sound right,
but she didn't have the heart to argue with Hayden. It was so easy to keep
her excited and she was simply more enjoyable that way. Perhaps there were
changes in the game that Lisa hadn't noticed. She hadn't changed her
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changes in the game that Lisa hadn't noticed. She hadn't changed her
equipment in so long, and she didn't bother with the usual social channels.
For a moment she felt a pang of jealousy, but she let it slide away.

Sven chuckled. “The Angurvadal is one of the best weapons in the
game, mostly for that sick skill. I bet you can jump a full rank in the guild
now,” he replied.

Hayden's eyes widened, and for half a second Lisa wondered if her
friend had forgotten to breathe. When she finally spoke her voice was a
squeak. “Oh my god,” she said.

Lisa had already had enough of the company, and she was sad to see
that she still had a slice of pizza and half her salad on her plate, not to
mention the chocolate cake. At that moment not even food seemed to really
grab at her. She just didn't want to be around Sven. He had broken the
sanctuary of a meal.

“I'm going to head off to class now, I think,” Lisa stood as she spoke,
so that no one would be able to prevent her from leaving.

Even though they had grown up with Sven and he was one of the few
who knew of Njorun’s true identity, Lisa had a hard time being around him.
Hayden seemed to be the only person that didn’t agitate her in some manner.

“Hey, don't leave just because of me Lisa,” Sven smiled up at her.
Then in the same thought he seemed to change the general nature of his
friendliness. “Hayden and I were just going to talk about guild stuff
anyways. It would probably bore you.”

Hayden cut a glance to Lisa, and their shared moment held an entire
conversation. It was best to leave things as they were, for now.

“Probably,” Lisa acquiesced, and was in that moment incredibly
thankful for Neurolink's optional Anonymous account locking. If she was
honest with herself she could admit that Lisa Perdita was just as unknown
and invisible as Njorun. The difference was that the digital player was
infamous while Lisa was simply avoidable. The incredibly popular player
Njorun and the high-schooler Lisa  remained different people, in different
worlds. 

If only Sven and Hayden could keep quiet about her as they had for
years, she could continue on with separate lives.

—

Lisa couldn't keep herself awake in class, and couldn't wait to get
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Lisa couldn't keep herself awake in class, and couldn't wait to get
home. The more she thought about Sarah, the more she found herself
actually thinking about Kognition and its enormous world of Midgard. It
had been so long since she had felt the same joy in the world as she once
had, and that fact alone depressed her more than anything else in her life.
Kognition's Midgard had been a second home to her for almost ten years. A
place of unrivaled beauty, of adventure and exploration and friendship.
Video games had achieved a level of realism that would've been impossible
to comprehend in the century they had been birthed in, and that combined
with the WoAnLiNe's Neurolink system capabilities meant that immersion
into fantasy was as easy as sitting down at a desk and tapping into the
network. And while most players still had to interact with a controller or
their phones to function as their in-game personas, Lisa could simply do it
as a process of her mind. It had been peerless, for a time.

Lisa found she was losing all that. Her edge, her desire, her focus. It
felt like losing interest in a friend. A family-member. A lover.

School didn't put much use in Neurolink outside of testing and the few
projects that required the personal systems of the students. It was found that
kids could easily distract themselves by instantaneously browsing dozens of
dive pages while in class, and it also lead to cheating if the testing and
schooling didn't take place in closed-systems networks. There were
individual portals built to Neurolink into that couldn't connect to the greater
WoAnLiNe or any public server, much to the ire of the students. The
teachers and parents were enthralled with this, however. Education could
remain a part of the technological world without being abused by wasted
time. There simply weren't enough firewalls to allow personal function in
school or business settings.

Lisa remembered a time in early grade school when her classmates
used to throw fits about this action. For them, it was like being removed
from a piece of themselves for almost eight hours a day. This sentiment
really wasn't far off from the truth.

“It's not fair!” the children would whine and cry while Lisa would sit
patiently at her desk and wait for her education to continue. She recalled the
glowering eyes on her as she raised her hand.

“Lisa?” her teacher asked.
“I think everyone should just quiet down and pay attention. I want to

learn more about the dinosaurs.” The teachers would smile, awkwardly. The
other children would jeer, or frown, or ignore Lisa completely. This
behavior continued into her near-adult life.

So Lisa scribbled her notes down, while everyone else used their thin
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So Lisa scribbled her notes down, while everyone else used their thin
liquid-touch displays and typed down notes via hardpads. Just another habit
picked up from her mother. A few kids found pleasure in the archaic tools of
their forebears (it always became cool to use paper and pencil right after
studying about them in one class or another), and Lisa found pencils and
paper incredibly romantic. Paper was relatively expensive, but her mother
seemed to enjoy Lisa's pleasure when it came to the old style of learning.
Her mother spent hours reading old newspapers and books anyway, while
most parents would've been watching television or simply logged into the
Neurolink system and cruising the WoAnLiNe at the dinner table. 

“It's not respectful, and you aren't going to learn as much that way as
you think Lisa,” her mother told her once, and Lisa had grown to understand
the meaning. There was definitely a measure of 'learning through doing' that
couldn't be replaced.

Lisa left that all behind as she finished her homework, itching to log
into Kognition and explore Midgard for a reason altogether different than
simply crushing lower players in PvP (which was almost exclusively what
Njorun did those days). Sarah was waiting for her, and Lisa found herself
making an exclusive friend list that contained only Sarah's name. She just
needed to know more about her.

Focusing on something in Kognition would remove the weight of her
own life. She could think less about herself, about Hayden, about school.

The simple Login screen flashed by with its rows of nonsense letters
and numbers, quickly introducing Lisa to the world of Kognition with a
patient and beautiful main theme that was all mellow violins and cellos that
turned excitable in a moment. She knew the song was a take on Ride of the
Valkyries, from the Wagner opera Der Ring des Nibelungen. Lisa
remembered years earlier begging her father to take her to the opera house
and hear the beautiful music. Young Lisa listened to the opera with rapt
attention, all the while images of Kognition flashed in her head. She smiled
at the memory. 

Lisa willed her Animus into Njorun, the connection finding its
stability. The girl's beautiful dark eyes opened, and Lisa found her HUD
changed from the selection screen into Njorun's own point of view. They
fell through a stream of clouds as the world of Midgard formed below them,
Lisa’s Animus melding with Njorun’s player-persona.
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3.
There Seldom is a Single Wave

“Pray to the World Tree Yggdrassil, and often. There every citizen of
Midgard may rejuvenate and equip their Rings, the source of skill and

spell.”

Njorun stood at the foot of the Yggdrassil. 
The towering tree served as the massive abilities system that all player-

personas of Kognition prayed to in order to equip their Rings, the items that
allowed them the use of fearsome battle skills. Njorun loved to use magicks,
and her Earthen Stav Mistelteinn imbued her with additional Quake
magicks and bonuses. One simple Quake spell could annihilate any players
that dipped low in Health, sending them back to their Hub-cities and
allowing Njorun to reap the rewards of both loot and superiority. 

Njorun kept her Hub located at the foot of the Yggdrasil, where she
felt it belonged. The World Tree could transport her to any destination via
the Primordial Pools. She no longer had any need to visit the Hub-cities as
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the Primordial Pools. She no longer had any need to visit the Hub-cities as
there were no more weapons or armor that she could buy to make her
character better. She had sent Sarah back to Ortus (instead of Mortem or
Praeter, fearing for her safety) hoping that she would make some friends
there. Maybe the girl—with the violet-ribboned hair in the black and white
dress wielding the Blue Onion Knife and terse smile—could pull some
people into play.

“System, please locate Player: Sarah. Female,” Lisa commanded, and
Njorun's lips moved. She was already disappointed that Sarah wasn't on her
friend list. 

Player: Njorun. Female. Welcome back to Kognition, and to Midgard.
The World Tree Yggdrassil is welcome to have you in her boughs. Sjaldan
er ein báran stök. 

Njorun recalled the first time hearing those strange words so many
years ago. In the message pools and instant chats players had argued over
the meaning of the words the system always spoke when welcoming a
player back into Midgard. Even in a world where the global instantness of
the WoAnLiNe meant quick research, the translation was bogged down in
conjecture. Part of a Scandinavian proverb, Sjaldan er ein báran stök
arguably meant 'There seldom is a single wave,' though many players
claimed it had other meanings as well. The phrase had become sort of a
familiar, comforting chant.

Player: Sarah. Female is not listed in our servers. Search again?
Njorun sighed, now frustrated—and bored—with the prospect of Sarah

not being around. She had already searched the tutorial fields from the
Primordial Pools, and scared away enough walhaz to bring a simple smile to
her face. The other Uni- pre-constructed fields did not have Sarah in them
either, and Njorun even searched Uni-Desert/Simple, the area she had
recommended to Sarah when they first met. She recalled Sarah's gorgeously
designed white hair, tipped and threaded with violet and peppered
throughout with shine. She thought of her dying-sun eyes, a format that few
players chose. Altogether her aesthetic choices made Sarah stand out from
many players Njorun had seen, even elitist ones. Njorun contemplated
running fields to gain Neurolink or engaging in some more world PvP, but
Sarah sat her mind in a fog and every option didn’t sound entertaining.

There was only one place left to check.
Njorun stood from her prayer vigil, her Rings selected and equipped.

One reason that players had to come to the non-combat area of the World
Tree was to prevent the changing of Rings out in the field. A player had to
be smart, and once you entered an area there was no allowed customizations
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be smart, and once you entered an area there was no allowed customizations
of your character. This way players had to make sure they were developing
themselves in well-rounded ways, or to whatever manner they were suited
for playing. Kognition had a difficulty curve that rewarded players based on
skill and playtime. Njorun was almost entirely a Player-versus-Player
character, and so her Rings were customized to rip other players apart.

She did so easily.
The girl in raven black sighed. She looked up into the shaded, ever-

changing boughs of the Yggdrassil. The leaves were red and blue and green
and purple, the colors shimmering and warping as she changed the
perspective of her HUD. The branches crossed each other like dark
outstretched fingers reaching for the unattainable horizon. It was such a
monolithic space that even the Heads-Up Display of Kognition couldn't
reveal it all at once, and it was one of the few places in the game that
seemed to lag if there were too many players around. This was an occasional
issue under any system running through Neurolink. It would happen from
time to time, and often be followed by an extended area maintenance test,
which caused the millions of players of Kognition to complain on their
message boards and instant chats. Sometimes, because of the nature of the
Neurolink and the massive communication of billions of brain waves, the
Neurolink would lag in its functioning as if it were simply becoming
confused. 

A system, built on the conjunction of so many minds, overloading
under the stress of their shared realities.

Njorun tapped her staff absently as she surveyed the bustling crowds
of players moving about the sands of the Primordial Pool and the roots of
the Yggdrassil. She looked down at her feet, where her naked toes met the
glassy, translucent floor below. Then far, far below that, in the wake-less
water under the Yggdrassil that fell away as an abyss where the dragon
Nidhogg swam in quiet. Its scales shimmered as a thousand gorgeous
sunsets, moving with a variety of colors in that inky dark below.

Her thoughts changed again. The only place left to look was an
impossible one, but Njorun had a feeling she'd find some answers there. She
stepped into the Primordial Pool and simultaneously told the system where
she wished to go through audible cue. These days she felt so tired that the
mental disconnect made the memetic connection more and more difficult to
feel. Lisa found that using the audible cue was slightly less responsive, but
it would do for a time.

“Tredec-Grasslands/War,” she told the system. Njorun waited for the
pristine surface of the water to break and bubble.
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The system for finding fields and battle areas was confusing for many
new players, but once one understood the names it was easy enough to
figure out. Apart from that there were plenty of tutorials (too many, if Lisa
was to be asked about it). If you were a new player just barely hitting your
flat one percent Neurolink with the system, you started out with Uni- (the
most basic area word) and added your descriptive type. Njorun had
suggested Desert to Sarah, because more often than not Gyllir and Warg
were easy enough to pick off even with a weapon like the Blue Onion
Knife, the one she had given to the girl. The last selection determined what
you expected to find, and Simple was the best selection for a new player.
Any area with the Simple keyword attached to it had sluggish, stupid
enemies and forgiving weather and landscape. This setting was languid and
offered creatures that moved at a gentler pace. These days Njorun found
even some of the Apocalypse level fields to not be up to snuff. 

I'm sorry Njorun, but currently the player-constructed field Tredec-
Grasslands/War is under maintenance by the system. Transporting to this
area is not allowed. May I suggest another area suiting your ability?

Njorun grunted and stood up, parting her connection with the
Primordial Pool and letting the menus fade. A few player-personas shot her
rude glances at the sudden movement, the players with high enough
percentages to see her past the Anonymous setting.

That was impossible. Few areas outside of the Yggdrassil ever went
under maintenance, especially player-constructed fields for training or
farming out weapons. It didn't matter anyway, because it was absolutely
impossible for Sarah to be in that area, wasn’t it? Njorun sighed and tapped
her staff against the glassy ground. This was still only an assumption, as her
scan of Sarah had yielded only her name and the girl seemed too confused
to offer up anything else. But there was something about her that Njorun
simply couldn't shake, a powerful shadow that hung over her. Was her
confusion and manner of dress just a way to throw other players off? 

Njorun knew there were player-killers that liked to prowl Premades
and pick off weaker players. Perhaps Sarah had been waiting and was
disrupted by finding someone even stronger than herself. Njorun would
have completely ignored her if she hadn't been dead. And yet she still
wasted three percent of her earned Neurolink in order to bring Sarah back to
life. Just being around the girl felt like gravity. Something powerful had
pulled her in. Njorun hoped that she hadn’t been ejected from the system or
simply stopped playing.

Or worse, maybe she was in breach of the system and had been
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Or worse, maybe she was in breach of the system and had been
debugged by an Admin Knight.

There were just not enough clues to put the pieces together, which
frustrated Njorun further. Lisa could feel this train of thought weighing on
her connection with the system, and her HUD warbled a bit, almost
imperceptibly. The WoAnLiNe seemed to feel her powerful frustration.

She stepped forward again, her naked toes touching just where the
green waters of the Primordial Pool met the white sands that circled the
selection pool. “Why is this area under maintenance?” Njorun asked the
system impatiently.

Circle Systems received an anonymous complaint filed under game
hacking, a grievous user crime. It is being investigated  and the area is
under maintenance. May I suggest another area, Player: Njorun. Female?

“That's bullshit. Who sent this complaint?” Njorun asked.
I am not privileged with that information, Player: Njorun. May I

suggest—
“Tell me who sent it,” she commanded.
Please leave the area alone, Njorun.
The command startled her and she stepped back from the pool once

more, the various menus of the Primordial Pool vanishing into assorted
colors. The system had never given her a command before, only
suggestions. What was so special about an area that Njorun herself had
created only days before? Did it have something to do with Sarah?

Njorun looked through the friend list again, and it only took a quick
second to see that there were no ‘Sarahs’ on the ‘Sarah’ friend list she had
created. Njorun gripped her staff and the dark feathers of her dress rustled as
she closed the screen and stepped back towards the Primordial Pool, the toes
of her boots touching the lip of the still green water and activating the
system commands.

“Search for Sarah again, but divert your search to this area alone,”
Njorun commanded the system.

No one resides in the player field area of Tredec-Grasslands/War. This
area is under maintenance. May I suggest another area...

A cold feeling of dread gripped Lisa outside of the game, the
connection faltering as it sometimes did when her consciousness split from
its unity of Njorun and Lisa as a singular player character. The Animus
couldn’t always handle quick connection changes. She refocused on her
HUD and noticed that her Neurolink was threatening to drop below eight
percent. There were times when her break between Njorun and herself was
so thin that she thought in terms of her character's name and disposition. She
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so thin that she thought in terms of her character's name and disposition. She
realized she still hadn't done anything to bring her link back up since
Resurrecting Sarah. It was as if that loss of link had been the only
connection to the mysterious player, and now Lisa was afraid to change it at
all. Yet she knew if she dipped any lower she would lose her Anonymity in
the Yggdrassil.

“Search area-word records, beginning five hours ago until thirty
minutes ago, for Player: Sarah. Female,” Njorun commanded. She was
surprised to hear the catch in her voice as she said it, and her eyes glanced to
the segment of her HUD with the Neurolink's bright digits, afraid that any
more anger or sadness would drop her another percent. There were
occasional problems where extreme duress could change a player's
Neurolink, but there were programs in place that were supposed to combat
the error.

A couple of young players passed by, chatting obliviously. At a glance
Njorun could see they were both casters. They were dressed in an
assortment of dungeon-dropped equips, and they carried simplistic black
staffs that Njorun hadn't seen since her early days of playing in Midgard. 

[Chitoria: Where should we go next? I want to kill mobs!]
[Hogarhogar: We need to go to Tri-Ghostlands/War. The Garmrpup
Wand is a drop from some of the Garmrpup mobs.]
[Chitoria: I hope so. I need to grow my Neurolink before dinner. I
have, like, three reports to write for Technological History class
tomorrow...]
Njorun turned back to the Primordial Pool when the system started

speaking.
Very well, Njorun. System analysis says there have been 358 players in

Tredec-Grasslands/War since five hours ago, and 3 Unknown/Unregistered
Players. This anomaly is highly likely the reason this area is not currently
accessible. May I suggest...

“No. Stop 'suggesting' me shit until I tell you I'm done. What can you
tell me about the 'Unknown Players?' Do any of them run player IDs similar
to the girl I Rezzed yesterday?” Njorun asked.

System has no record of you using a Resurrection spell on a player at
any time in the last few days, however there is an emotional anomaly that
resulted in your loss of Neurolink after expending an unknown action.
Administrators may be able to restore your most recent data. Shall I send a
complaint registration?

“That's impossible. I remember using that spell. I didn't want to, but I
did,” Njorun complained, suddenly feeling slightly dizzy. This admittance
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did,” Njorun complained, suddenly feeling slightly dizzy. This admittance
made Lisa frown behind the HUD, the girl behind the player recalling her
place in the world. 

Didn't want to? 
What had forced her to act, in that case?
It was this Sarah, this mystery. Something was definitely wrong, and

she couldn't place her finger on exactly what it was. It seemed like the entire
world around her darkened a bit, and in her horror she quickly glanced
through her HUD layout options to look at the Neurolink's numbers. It had
dropped to 7.859% from a flat 8.000% only a few minutes ago. An obscene
drop, even from the few emotional abnormalities Njorun had seen before.

“Dammit,” Njorun said. Simply thinking about something wasn't
enough to drop her Neurolink so drastically. What the hell was in this train
of thought that was so damaging to her connection?

It seems that this line of questioning is affecting the quality of your
play experience, Njorun, and is causing an imbalance glitch in the
emotional modifiers of your Neurolink connection. You may need to quit
your dive in order to re-tune your connection. May I suggest another area?

“As if it is so easy to simply stop thinking about something, system.
What else am I supposed to do?” Njorun asked.

A 'ping' notified her that she had received short-mail. She glanced
through her menus until she found the selection.

Sender: Circle Systems Administration, Kognition Game Services,
Global Network UK

Subject: (None)
Njorun opened the shortmail, her eyes quickly reading the words. It

was an apology stating that Tredec-Grasslands/War would be taken off the
network systems because of an unrecoverable error, and they were sorry for
any dissatisfaction it caused with the players, and to 'please keep enjoying
Kognition and exploring Midgard,' thank you, et cetera.

—

Lisa let out a long sigh as she allowed herself to return to reality. The
scenery of Kognition faded into her personal HUD, one reality emerging
into another with a flurry of flashing stars and dark pinpricks, the dive
points of her WoAnLiNe connection fading away. Sitting back in her old
familiar chair, Lisa rubbed her eyes and groaned. She just wanted to see
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familiar chair, Lisa rubbed her eyes and groaned. She just wanted to see
Sarah, but apparently that wouldn't be possible. At least not in Tredec-
Grasslands/War. Perhaps the girl was busy. Maybe she really was living a
life, somewhere. 'Sarah' looked a child, but the player behind her might have
been working, at school, or out actually living a life. 

Lisa stood up from where she had been sitting, a little woozy, and
realized she had been logged on for over an hour and done absolutely
nothing aside from lose more of her Neurolink connection, which would be
monstrous to earn back.

“What is wrong with me?” she asked the empty space above her.
Following the trail of some mystery girl around areas full of errors seemed
to be a waste of time, and yet…

“What do you think?” she asked the living aquarium near her bed. The
eel swam through the water lazily, reminding her of fearsome Nidhogg
below the Yggdrassil. Even outside of the game she couldn't stop thinking
about it, but after a while the only thoughts in her head were related to her
Calculus test. Maybe real life needed to have more of an edge over what
happened on the WoAnLiNe anyways. She would be off to college soon,
and she knew the closed system at the university wouldn't allow much
playing of Kognition. The university’s closed network would be for
studying, and little else. Any mysteries associated with Kognition would
have to be put on hold while she continued on with her real life. 

It was stupid to keep playing a pointless video game, anyways.
The eel didn’t answer her. “Right. That's what I thought,” Lisa said.

The creature opened and closed its mouth, rows of tiny sharp teeth meeting
her, its glassy black eyes staring at her blankly. 

“But at least you listen to me.”
Lisa’s stomach moaned with the realization of missing dinner. Her

mother was always at a Twentieth Century Typography class on Wednesday
evenings, and it was up to Lisa to make her own dinner. She remembered
the wasted pizza and cake from lunch, and it made her stomach growl all the
more. That line of thought brought her back to Hayden and Sven and their
stupid conversation, and the dopey way Sven looked at her. The idiot. 

Lisa rubbed her tired eyes, and the digital lights streaming across the
wall told her it was only seven-thirty in the evening. She checked her phone
for messages. Nothing. She palmed the liquid-touch display of her tablet,
and saw no new notifications. The screen stared back at her, a scene of
Wotan and Odin's battle against the vile Metagod Loki, one of her favorite
moments from Kognition’s early lore. Wotan and Odin were still one being,
called the Wodinkind, riding a Pegasus with an army of Valkyrie about
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called the Wodinkind, riding a Pegasus with an army of Valkyrie about
them. Lisa sighed and palmed the liquid-touch display, returning her tablet
to sleep. If she fell asleep right then, she'd be up for hours before school.
When she brought her hands away from rubbing her eyes raw, she felt
wetness on her fingers and realized that she had been crying. 

“You're so stupid, Lisa,” she said quietly. “Stop it. Stop it.”
Sarah listlessly floated on the edge of her tired mind, a white shadow.

The nothing low-level player was a silly obsession. How could something
so trivial cause drops in her Neurolink? Njorun had been an ancient labor of
love. If Hayden only knew how much Lisa was thinking about such a
meaningless player, how pissed she'd be.

“What is wrong with me, Jörmi?” she asked the eel. It stared at her
with black, unseeing eyes and then coiled behind the nearest rock. Lisa had
been quite taken with the tale of Jörmungandr, another piece of Norse
mythology she had picked up from Kognition's extravagant flavor of
blended mythos. While Jörmungandr was a World Serpent who surrounded
the earth, Lisa had never seen her little eel swim after its own tail. And the
loss of Jörmi would not mean the end of the world, just the loss of one of
her only friends. That small obsession had been just enough to convince her
mother to help her install a living aquarium in the corner of her room, and
inhabit it with her own small World Serpent.

Tears began to freely fall down her cheeks as she watched her little
piece of mythology swim slowly through the tiny, elaborate world created in
the living aquarium. He was very much like Nidhogg. Lisa sighed, suddenly
angry that every little thing reminded her of the game. Yet she had built it all
up herself, over years of being so connected. Jörmi opened and closed his
mouth dully, then swam through one of the little castles in his tank.

Lisa wiped her face and turned toward the wall, trying to bring her
calculus studies back to mind. Yet she knew herself better than anyone, and
an unsolved mystery was going to hang onto her mind like a choking weed.
Sarah would sit there at the edge of every problem, waiting. And there,
where she was, the world that Lisa could not stop thinking about.
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4.
Daily Distractions

“While safe for every player, Kognition can be just as stressful as any other
activity that exercises the mind. Please take frequent breaks.”

Lisa felt something hit her forehead softly. 
She surveyed the room to find other students hunched over their desks,

typing away on hardpads or dragging their fingers over the liquid-touch
displays that were mounted into the surfaces of each desk. No one was
looking at her, each of her classmates completely enraptured by some
personal activity. 

It only took Lisa unwrapping the slip of paper to find out what it was. 
At first she was confused as to why someone would be so wasteful as

to toss precious paper at another student, but her eyes went wide when she
read the scribbled words.

The tiny slip in Lisa's hands read: “TEST!!!!”
She let out a hushed gasp then looked up in Hayden's direction. Her
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She let out a hushed gasp then looked up in Hayden's direction. Her
friend was staring back stealthily, glaring at Lisa and mouthing a silent
word. Lisa stared down at the screen in her desk in a panic, finally realizing
that she had spaced out during her calculus test. Perspiration slicked her
forehead, and Lisa quickly flicked the testing screen away to bring up the
digital clock. The numbers told her that she had been staring dumbly into
space for a good five minutes, the digits counting down to the inevitable end
of the test, finished or not.

Time flew by in a concentrated blur, a middle point between
remembering what she had studied and her mind shrouded in fog. Lisa
dragged her finger across the glossy screen, selecting each answer that made
sense and guessing at the ones that didn't. She quickly scrawled numbers
and symbols with the tip of her finger, and slid the correct equations into the
glowing answer boxes. Her notes page seemed to fill up slowly, despite her
effort to speed through the easiest answers. 

The testing page froze as Lisa fidgeted with the last question, and she
palmed the sides of her head. Lisa cursed herself under her breath and
anxiously folded up her hardpad as the the test and notes page faded away
into a light blue nothingness. She stood, gathered her jacket and bag and
headed out into the hallway, making a beeline for the drinking fountain.
Hayden caught her midstream as she drank greedily, even though the water
tasted stale in her mouth.

“What happened in there, lady?” Hayden gently teased, leaning back
against the wall nearest the fountain. She rubbed Lisa's shoulders with her
tiny hands, stopping only to fidget with her shoulder-length dark hair.

“I just have a headache. It's nothing, really,” Lisa replied, standing up
and wiping her lips with the back of her hand.

“You just sat there staring straight ahead for a while. It looked like you
were sleeping with your eyes open. It was weird.”

Lisa stepped back from the fountain and searched Hayden’s eyes. The
point between today and yesterday was a fuzzy line, and she was having
trouble remembering what day of the week it truly was. Hayden was bright,
chipper, cute. Lisa wondered how she reflected, standing next to her chirpy
friend.

“I guess I'm just tired. I haven't been sleeping these last few days. I
don't know what it is,” Lisa said.

“You haven't been on Kognition. What's the deal?”
“I haven't been in the mood for that either. And when I’ve played I’ve

been Anonymous.”
“You always play on Anonymous,” Hayden pointed out. “It’s not like
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“You always play on Anonymous,” Hayden pointed out. “It’s not like
there’s a lot of other players that can see you. Well, at least until you run
into an Apocalypse level area and lose two percent.”

Lisa shook her head. “From all friend lists, too.”
Hayden pouted but switched her emotions fast enough to not let her

disappointment catch. She clicked her tongue against her teeth and tapped
her foot, hands on her hips.

“You haven't even answered your phone!” Hayden exclaimed,
exasperated.

“That would require me to link-in as well, even if just a little. Look, I
love you, but you don't need to worry about me. Really. I'm fine,” Lisa said.
She offered her best smile. It felt pained and fake.

The smaller girl looked Lisa up and down, appraising her, weighing
her. Lisa felt much smaller underneath Hayden’s searching gaze. It was in
those moments that Hayden’s true intelligence came out, and Lisa shrank.

“Do you think you did well on the test?” Hayden asked, changing the
subject, buffering Lisa's mood, corralling her back into the original line of
questioning. 

Lisa shrugged. “I don't know. I feel like I wasn't even there for half of
it. I haven't been able to concentrate much on school lately,” she replied.

“You can’t fall behind on your studies with the scholarship entry
coming up,” Hayden reminded her, as if she had forgotten. What had Lisa
been doing aside from studying for tests and fretting over disappearing
girls? The scholarship would handle itself. School would handle itself.
Lisa’s smarts rode on autopilot, she knew that, but how long could that
continue?

“I have chemistry next, love. You have English, and Foreign Language
Study. Then I'm going to go home, make some tea, and take a nap. Let's just
get on with the day,” Lisa said quietly, turning to leave. Hayden grabbed her
arm.

“I'll see you at lunch, okay? Don't ditch out or anything stupid like
that, yeah? I've been running dungeons all week and have lots to tell you,”
she said. Then, uncharacteristically, she studied the toes of her shoes and
fidgeted with the tips of her fingers. A new weight settled in Lisa’s stomach,
and yet it felt so much like one she already carried.

Hayden shifted uneasily on her feet. “I also wanted to talk to you about
Sven.”

Lisa rolled her eyes, already hearing the entire lunch conversation in
her head. She could diagram the whole thing into little compartmentalized
sound bites, and each way it turned out grated on her nerves all the more.
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They were do for a subject change.
“Hayden, have you ever run across a player named 'Sarah' in

Midgard?” Lisa asked. 
Mounting frustration caused her to break the secret and pull Hayden

into the mystery. 
Hayden blinked at Lisa, her eyes growing as wide as they could.

“Sarah? What kind of name is that? That's the kind of character name my
mom would think up. It's painfully normal. How would you even get a name
as simple as that available? Kognition's been around for years. There's no
way you could just use simple first names like that,” she replied.

Hayden had a point, but Lisa couldn't imagine a world where Hayden's
character 'xxHaycrusherxx' was a good name. Even the lesser-known and
lesser-played games on the WoAnLiNe's systems required complex names
and passcodes now. It was all a part of the Animus, collected and filed away
for each individual. 

Lisa had made Njorun so long ago it seemed impossible, way back in
grade school. Her obsession with Norse mythology had fit in perfectly with
Kognition's aesthetics and flavor. The accent was another point about
Kognition that Lisa had always been in to, that heavy fusion of Norse and
Germanic mythology, of Scandinavian proverb and legend.

“Just tell me if you've ever seen a player like that. She looks like a
little girl in a dress, she plays at around one percent Neurolink, I think. But
she has a way of showing up in higher fields…” Lisa let that bit of
information slip without thinking about it, and she already regretted sharing
her great secret with anyone, even Hayden.

Of course her friend's eyes went wide and her mouth opened. “You
mean she hacks?” Hayden whispered. Hayden’s whispers carried the dull
roar of any other person’s excited conversation.

“No. I mean I don't think so. I don't even think you can cheat, Hayden.
Not like that. Hackers are all super-rich obscure fanatics now. No one has
time for it. Circle Systems is really good at kicking out any character that
infringes on the system. I just meant keep an eye out for her, for me,
please,” Lisa asked.

Hayden nodded. “I've never seen this 'Sarah' but if I do I'll let you
know. I'll even ask a couple of my guildmates if they've seen her,” she said.

Lisa grabbed Hayden's hand. “Thank you, but please keep it as
secretive as possible. And don't ask me why,” Lisa said.

Three long pings sounded through the hallways, and doors started to
swing open on their hydraulic arms. Her imagination dispersed. Classes
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swing open on their hydraulic arms. Her imagination dispersed. Classes
were switching over. The day was moving on.

Hayden gave Lisa one last cheesy grin, then headed off to her classes.
Lisa walked down the hall, waiting until her friend was out of sight. Then
she headed toward the library.

—

It was just a little past eleven in the morning, which meant that the
only people in the library would be curators and any students who were let
out to study. 

Digital uploading had removed physical copies from necessity long
before Lisa was born—but keeping them digitally accessible through
personal tablets or the desk systems—still, most public schools had regular
libraries with shelves of books for those who needed them. Years ago when
physical copies of books were being packed up, locked away (or destroyed,
in some cases), school administrations reached out their pleading hands and
grabbed the pages with fervor. Now many school libraries were open to the
public, because there were still those that preferred pages between their
fingers over endlessly tapping at liquid-touch screens. Also, many copies of
older books were still unavailable in the digital spectrum of the WoAnLiNe.

Lisa grabbed a book off the closest shelf, pretending to leaf through the
dry pages while she meandered toward the banks of seated screens near a
forgotten corner of the library. Outside of the school, diving into the
WoAnLiNe through Neurolink didn't require a screen at all for someone
implanted with the neurochip or even the network glasses, just a safe place
to sit. Lisa was so apt with the network that it took nothing more than a
meditative connection. Since the locked-in systems of the school wanted to
minimize any possibility of cheating and make sure no student was doing
other 'inappropriate' things, they still made the students Neurolink through
computer screens or liquid-touch display panels. As she sat down and set the
book aside, Lisa glanced down and noticed the one she had grabbed was
Charles Darwin's On the Origin of Species, a book she knew about, of
course, but one she had never actually read. She glanced through a few
pages before setting into the system, suddenly curious. Lisa had always
loved the feel of real pages, something she had picked up from her mother's
old habits. It was easy to get into that sort of thing when their small flat was
nothing more than a shoddy collection of papers and books.
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The system pinged her interest, and so she turned away from the old
pages and back to the screen.

Neurolink: 1% system integration with detected Animus.
Huxley Private School Systems, Ver 4.12. Time of log: 11:15 A.M.,

15th October, 2074. 
Private System, connected through base WoAnLiNe ONS Kafka. 
User: Lisa Perdita. Twelfth-year Huxley Student. Female. Student-

allowed log-in. Connecting...
The system ran through its usual log-in information, the robotic voice

reading it to Lisa as if she cared at all about any of it. The slightly robotic
feminine voice was almost identical to the system that she spoke to when
playing Kognition, just like the system that helped her when she searched
through the Public WoAnLiNe. Lisa figured the circuits must cross between
them, or maybe it was purposefully designed to be numbing, and also
appealing, to all users. While it was easy enough to ask another person
about their experiences through Neurolink, it was completely impossible to
ever experience the way they viewed the systems, just like it was impossible
to look through the eyes of another individual. Sure, you could view streams
or videos of user content, but there was a disconnect, an otherness. 

Lisa always wondered what that meant, and what it would be like to
see how things worked from a different perspective. She knew that because
of the individual way the system printed itself on the minds of each person,
it was difficult to truly understand how anyone else was viewing the system.
Global and local modifications could be made, but there was no way to
directly interact through a personal Neurolink.

She still had her finger in Darwin’s spine as the system brought up her
instant mail, and she scrolled through the messaging categories as she
tapped the old cover of the book. Lisa realized then that she was touching
something that had been written more than two hundred years before she
was born, and the thought came at her like electricity. The spine was well
worn and the pages were musty, and Lisa’s fingers hovered over the face of
it. It couldn’t be an original, could it? The possibility nagged at her. 

The thoughts were shelved as her attentions returned to the screen, the
Neurolink connection buzzing her consciousness. She sat up straighter and
brought both her hands to the screen at her lap, typing out what she wanted
instead of just thinking it. Sometimes she got tired of the laziness brought
on by the chip implanted in her head, and her constant connection to the
link. This also brought her a bit of teasing growing up, even from Hayden
and Sven. Lisa seemed to have a natural bend, a touch with the conscious
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and Sven. Lisa seemed to have a natural bend, a touch with the conscious
connection that strayed beyond those of the other Future Children in her
testing group. It wasn’t something she flaunted, and yet it wasn’t something
that could be ignored. Crushing walhaz in Kognition would come years
later. That 'speed clairvoyance' that her mother talked about was a regular
occurrence for her.

Lisa looked through her messages, but wasn't impressed by the first
few of them.

/From- Isabella Perdita: More Scholarship Applications
/From- Harrietta Perdita: Fwd: System Fwd: Cute cats play!
//Reply- Biology Exam Review Questions
/From- Circle Systems Global: Kognition update coming soon, Ver
12.51...
///Query Return- Germanic Mythology Listing 7-15
/From- Bubble Promotions Extended: New free drinks for anyone who
stops by the...
It was all nonsense, all the way until the very last new email. Lisa had

gone an entire day without logging into Neurolink to do anything, and that
included checking her messages. Somehow that meant over thirty of them
backing up. 

“I really need to get rid of more than half of these...” Lisa sighed,
chewing her lip and tapping Darwin's cover. She rubbed the back of her
neck. “Why am I so tired?”

The energetic lightning storm of a headache started at the edge of her
eyes, and then she saw the last instant mail. It was sent by Circle Systems
just like the nonsense promotion, but with a completely different and more
interesting title.

/From- Circle Systems UK: Player Njorun. Systems Search Request
Return
Fidgeting with one of the small pockets of her bag, she placed some

medication on her tongue as she stared at the title of the instant mail. She
opened the message immediately and scanned the words. Just like always
with Neurolink, it seemed like the words were being read faster than her
eyes were actually meeting them. All of those implanted with the Neurolink
chip at birth experienced the system at a more vibrant rate than those
without, even if forced down to a one percent link on a private network. It
functioned closer to a three or three-point-five, which still gave those people
an advantage in using any system because it was faster for them. But there
was nothing that could be done for that.

To Lisa Perdita,
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Your search for Player: Sarah. Female returned no results, even
on extended searches outside of your play region in the UKW. Since
Kognition is an open-world experience that crosses the globe, with
thousands of built-in language translators and no region-locking for
any iteration of the game, it allows many players from all over the
world to experience the game together. However most search results
still exist within the parameters of your local systems, and our initial
search for Player: Sarah. Female returned no results. We apologize for
this.
Lisa shook her head at this news, not quite understanding their strange

use of double talk. She read on.
However, even with our extended global search, we found no

registered players under the name of Sarah that are currently active.
We extended the search to all our gender orders through their Animus,
but this also returned no results. It seems there is a system lockout
concerning certain names that fall under a parameter of being too
simple for the network or for Kognition, as to make the game more
entertaining for the players overall. We apologize for the nature of this,
though any actions taken against the freedom of the players by Circle
Systems Global is done so for the protection of all players, worldwide.
“Stupid,” Lisa said, sighing and slumping down into the seat. She

opened and closed the book at her side. The pages fluttered like leaves in a
faint breeze.

Please continue playing and enjoying Kognition and exploring
the ever-growing world of Midgard. We are sorry we could not help
you. Please keep your play-time to a healthy minimum, and stay out of
sensitive areas. There is much in Midgard to explore.
Lisa rubbed her forehead with two fingers, really feeling a headache

now, and then logged out of the system. She made sure not to move until it
was shut down, because she figured even the slightest bit of nausea could
set her off. The overhead pings told her that she had missed that class
entirely, and that lunch was coming up next. She checked out Origin of
Species from the librarian before she left, although she could've just as
easily used the automated system. The plump, red-haired lady seemed to be
exceptionally happy that someone was using her services, even in a menial
way, and that made Lisa smile for the only time that day. 

‘Stay out of sensitive areas.’ Yeah, right.
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—

Lisa found herself sitting on her bed hours later, wrapped up in a
blanket and sipping tea from a warm mug. She decided to keep her phone
close at hand just in case someone needed to contact her, although her
mother was home that night so the only person that would bother her would
be Hayden. Lisa wondered how she had gotten to the end of her school
years with only one real friend. There had been others, fragments of faces
and bodies that faded like ghosts into shadow. Jörmi swam around in his
aquarium, his entire world just the tiny space of water that Lisa provided
him. Sometimes she wondered if there was some great entity outside of her,
watching her against her will. Her world also seemed quite small.

The phone buzzed twice, its tiny plastiglass face lighting up and telling
her that Hayden was calling. She checked it after it stopped, seeing the
instant message scroll along with the speed of her reading. The phone would
link-in even when she didn't want it to, because it required far less than the
one percent Neurolink to function with her. Sometimes the little thing was
creepy, as it seemed to exist of its own will, a creature born from Lisa's
thoughts but apart from her still. Mobiles and tablets didn't require a
Neurolink connection from their owners to function, but they performed
much better with them. Sometimes instant messages and phone calls
wouldn't show up until Lisa sat by her phone for a moment, a problem that
needed to be addressed with the Neurolink functionality.

Hayden: I wanted to tell you about Sven, but you ditched me at lunch
after all :(. Please don't do that again. Are you okay, Lisa? Do you need to
talk?

Lisa read the message and sighed. Who gave a shit about Sven? She
didn’t want to hear about it.

No matter what she did, Lisa couldn't get Sarah off her mind. It was as
if the simple girl had somehow burrowed deep into her thoughts, leaving the
system entirely to live in the cavities of her mind. Sarah was a concept that
Lisa had for a long time thought couldn't exist within the systems: a glitch,
an error, a completely human interaction that the system seemed just as
confused about as she did. Lisa had to find Sarah, that's all there was to it.
Lisa had momentary visions of the girl standing on green grassy hills, her
hair swaying in the wind while Njorun walked towards her slowly in her
raven-black dress. Sarah would turn to her, her face hidden by her hair. 

“Come on, Njorun,” Sarah said to her, the girl's soft voice being
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“Come on, Njorun,” Sarah said to her, the girl's soft voice being
carried on the wind.

“Where are we going?” she replied in earnest. She felt out of breath
and tired. She knew it wasn't Midgard she was in, not really.

“We are climbing. We are moving. Come on, Lisa!”
“Where? Where are you?”
“Come on, lost one!”
“My name is Njorun,” she replied, gripping her staff. Sarah smiled and

faded behind the nearest green hill.
Lisa sat down at her usual spot in front of her desk, and logged into the

private WoAnLiNe that moved invisibly about her home. 
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5.
In The Field

“Nibelung Gates birth powerful creatures from the void beyond Midgard.
Be prepared, you never know what will come out of the golden ring's light.”

Njorun rose on sure legs from the tangle of roots at the base of
the World Tree. She let her focus fall below her feet as she always did,
something that had become an anxious and familiar tick. Beneath the glassy
floor, far below in the abyssal depths of the dark water swam Nidhogg. Its
scales shimmered as if they contained the sunsets of a thousand realms, and
the creature’s infinite length spun a web through the water. He seemed a
giant, so far down in the unrelenting dark and yet still so large in her HUD.
Njorun felt quite small.

Unconsciously, Lisa thought of running her fingers through her hair,
and Njorun mimicked the action without delay. The majority of physical
ticks and actions were picked up through the Neurolink's emote-sensory
system and emulated by the player character. In Lisa's case, Njorun was a
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system and emulated by the player character. In Lisa's case, Njorun was a

bit more animated than most since her host functioned through a
WoAnLiNe neurochip. Njorun would often cough, or touch her hair, or grip
her staff in a fashion that seemed entirely unnecessary and yet oddly lifelike.
Lisa hardly fidgeted with her physical appearance, doing little more than
brushing out her hair each day and applying a sparse bit of makeup, and yet
was so finicky about Njorun's own presentation. 

Njorun picked up the Mistelteinn staff and checked her Rings. She
always kept three levels of Quake magicks on her person, and her other six
spell Rings were reserved for two healing spells—Ucha (a small heal) and
Ulicha (a large heal), Shadowstep, a few others—her Resurrect, and a small
handful of other skills. Her Passive Ability Rings were set to Resist Damage
10% and Resist Bleed 15% (preventing too much loss from the notoriously
brutal Bleed effect that higher level creatures would use). Her Reactive
Ring was set to Counter: Magick Strongest, which would randomly
generate the casting of Njorun’s last strongest spell whenever damaged by
an overly dangerous attack. 

When a character is damaged in Kognition, they begin to bleed
through the Neurolink in amounts that will add up to a whole-number
percentage. In a weaker field, a single hit would do something along the
lines of point-zero-five damage, which in most circumstances was a slow
add. But you get up to a Duodec- or Tredec- level area—twelve and thirteen
percent Neurolink respectfully—and you could bleed out point-fifty like it
was nothing. Ucha healed Njorun about that amount, and Ulicha would heal
her point-seventy-five per second (and max out at the Neurolink percentage
she had been at when the creature originally damaged her). Since Lisa had
left Njorun at a rounding seven percent total Neurolink after her angry
discourse with the system's searching pattern before she logged off, she
couldn't afford to lose any more. Her Anonymous setting was practically
useless, now.

As long as a player character healed up after a fight, there would never
be a brutal loss of Neurolink. However, to die on the field meant losing
whatever amount of Neurolink was lost as damage. This was the danger of
going it solo. With no one to protect your character, to help heal or
Resurrect you if needed, there could be major losses. The grind of
Kognition was a give and take, and even though the game was widely
popular it was often criticized for its fierce difficulty in the higher areas.
Since loss of Neurolink would mean taking a step back in the quality and
depth of the game world, most players decided to opt out of the foolishness
of single-player questing and find as many party-members as possible, or
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of single-player questing and find as many party-members as possible, or
just join a guild and reap the slew of bonuses they provided.

Njorun walked toward the Primordial Pool, where thousands of other
players milled about in great groups selecting fields from their personal
HUDs, chatting amongst each other, entering trades, and blithely glancing
through area selections. A guild group was gathering their party together,
and the symbol for their guild flashed animatedly above each member's
head, right above their names. The guild symbol bore a pair of crossed
blades, with one wreathed in flames and the other frozen in ice. The
guildsymbol of one of the most notorious dungeon guilds in all of Midgard,
Eternalbrand. 

Njorun choked down the memories of once being involved with the
guild. She gave the group a wide berth, but kept her eyes and ears to the
open Chat pane.

[Glimsgol (Party Leader): “All healers make sure you are carrying
only Ulicha healing spells, and I want three of you ready to Resurrect
if that's needed. We will dole out the loot if you have to leave the area
due to Neurolink drop.”]
Many of the players continued to engage in Whisper, a few still

running back and forth between prayer pose at the Yggdrassil and standing
next to Glimsgol.

[“I need my tanks here in front equipped with the Brigand Ring, one
with the Mass Shielding Ring, and two of you need to have Assault on
as well. I want ALL aggro pulled away from the healers and looters,
and you two Assassins in the back make sure you have the Thief Cuffs
on instead of your Reinforcement spec. We will keep all damage off of
you so that you can steal.”
A pair of thin, elfish characters with gilded broadswords animatedly

emoted to one another instead of keeping to Whisper, and Glimsgol shot
them his best glare.

[“No, stop. I will kick any of you that fall out of line. This place is
dangerous and I've had three failed runs this week because of people
not listening to me. You don't have any better setups than this, I
promise you.”]
Njorun smirked. “They’ve really changed,” she said to herself, twirling

the staff in her hand. “I wonder if they even remember me, how I was.”
She glanced down at her Mistelteinn and realized that in her period of

solo exploration she had probably missed out on a lot of good gear.
Muninn’s Wings and Mistelteinn had been top-tier for so long, but how long
had it been since she had paid attention to Best-in-Slot on anything? Much
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had it been since she had paid attention to Best-in-Slot on anything? Much
of her time was spent observing other people, trying to find new fields, and
keeping track of those special places saved into her dossier at the Primordial
Pools. Midgard was more than a fantastic kingdom to other players. 

Or perhaps less, Njorun thought.
‘The Cataclysm’ moniker had been born partly through Njorun’s

supposed omnipresence. Thousands of players had fought her in the fields,
and so many had been crushed under Quake spell after Quake spell.
Mistelteinn not only gave her spells unbelievable power, but unified her
with the very earth of Midgard, upping her restorative capabilities and
giving her a constant (small) Health regeneration rate. It wouldn't seem like
much to a new player, but Health regeneration in the field was extremely
rare and sought after. Drops in Neurolink could be truly jarring, and the
more Health Njorun had, the less she could worry about an unknown spell
or ability cutting off the last of it and sending her back to the Yggdrassil
with a Neurolink loss. 

There was ability, and then there was skill. Njorun was smart enough
to know the difference, and to pull from both.

Njorun sighed. Her days of exploring and stomping out lesser players
seemed far behind her now, even though it had really only been a week
since she stumbled upon Sarah in Tredec-Grasslands/War. She took in the
full view of the black feathers of her dress as they spread out from her body,
the way they seemed to grow away from her like wings. The dress, an
exceedingly rare piece of equipment, had been discovered in the altar
chamber of one of Odin's ravens, Muninn. The jet-black evening gown
patterned and skirted with raven feathers gave her power and notoriety. It
was sleeveless and flowed in some length, the tail of the dress trailing after
her bare feet in a black river. 

While she still bore leggings, trinkets, boots, and a cape in her other
equipment slots, the Muninn's Wings overwrote Njorun's body to show
nothing but the fearsome dress. Even her feet were naked when she wore it,
and the single thing that remained to her creative person was her bright
green eyes, her pale skin, and her flowing black hair, the things that Lisa
had created herself for Njorun when she birthed her. She still bore her
defensive armlet on her left wrist, and clutched Mistelteinn in her right
hand. The Cataclysm lived as a distant, dark shadow that could quickly take
form as a close and violent storm. Njorun was proud of that feat. 

It had taken her years to find just the dress, and almost three months to
put everything else together.

When Lisa blinked away the memories and returned fully to Njorun,
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When Lisa blinked away the memories and returned fully to Njorun,
she noticed that Eternalbrand had sunk into the Primordial Pool, and the
other players that were milling around the area were either praying to
Yggdrassil for their Rings, chatting, or selecting Personal or Premade fields
from the Pool’s infinite system. A few players looked to be trading
equipment or items, and others were gating in and out of the area, going to
different Hub-cities. Njorun walked barefoot across the glassy ground, her
feet automatically stepping over the gnarled and twisting roots of the World
Ash. Njorun rarely thought about all the little intricacies that Circle Systems
had implemented into the game to make Midgard as realistic a world as
possible, but collectively it was the reason she loved the game so much. On
occasion, just watching her naked toes deftly skirt the colorful thin roots of
the tree was enough to blossom a small grin.

As Njorun took note of the players around her, she knew she needed to
leave the public area. Njorun rarely visited any of the other Hub-cities
because she didn't wish to be noticed, and was so frugal and selective with
her items that she seldom needed to buy any. On account of the Yggdrassil
restoring any used Rings when she prayed to it, she saw no reason to go
anywhere but the World Tree or her fields. Yet now she was sitting on a near
seven percent Neurolink, which meant many more players were able to
detect her than when she was hovering at twelve percent a week ago.
Kognition's Anonymity function only worked on players below a player-
persona’s current maximum percentage. Even with her name shut off in her
settings menu, she knew that dozens of players would be able to notice her
just by what she wore, and she couldn't take the gamble of unequipping her
items before using the Primordial Pool, because switching equipment in the
field wasn't allowed by the game. 

And now a few players began eying her, so Njorun stepped pointedly
into the green-blue waters of the Primordial Pool.

Welcome back to Midgard, Player: Njorun. Female. Sjaldan er ein
báran stök. Would you like to select an area today or may I suggest a
Premade to best suit your current needs and play-style? 

Njorun scrolled through the Pool's menu in her HUD, stringing
together the words that she thought would get her back up to her desired
Neurolink setting as quickly as possible. Because her Neurolink had faltered
back into the seven percentile, the highest field she could generate would be
playable at a nine percent Neurolink. She hovered through the menu and
selected her words based on the options presented to her, constructing her
own field that she hoped no other player would be visiting.

Novem-Temples/Apocalypse (9% Neurolink area, Temples-themed
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Novem-Temples/Apocalypse (9% Neurolink area, Temples-themed
landscape, Apocalypse level difficulty). Dive now? 

Outside the conscious connection, Lisa could feel the burning desire to
force Njorun’s growth at the highest possible mark.

“Yes,” Njorun told the system as the crowds around the Pool began to
flit and boast about her. “Just take me away from here.”

She felt the slight jarring sensation of the systems linking with her
conscious connection in order to generate the area, and lost sight
momentarily as the complete darkness of the almost-instant loading screen
took over. Outside the game HUD, Lisa drummed her fingers and felt sweat
on her palms. First she saw nothing but a great expanse of low-cropped
yellow grasses, and then enormous blocks began to fall steadily out of the
sky. They stacked one atop the other in blinding speed and detail until
dozens of old ruins and fallen temples were spread out over the area, with
ominously dark cavernous entrances that would take her down into the
dungeons and treasure troves. The sky was a simple grey crisscrossed with
faint white lines of data, and then a simple blue wash spread over it, fanning
out like water over an oil painting. It was further dotted with simple stars
that burned strangely in the daylight, and a heavy orange harvest moon sat
on the edge of the horizon, a watchful eye over the unsteady silence.

Personal Area Creation complete. Player: Njorun. Female, generated
area, ownership gives 0.05% bonus in Neurolink leveling and a bonus 0.1%
Regeneration rate. Please enjoy your time in Novem-Temples/Apocalypse,
and your time in Midgard, Njorun. Sjaldan er ein báran stök. 

The system was repeating itself now. Njorun wondered idly if the other
players listened to the drone of the system as often as she did, wondered if
most players just ignored it. She rose as the world laid itself out before her,
as the game set the player into a prayer pose before starting each field.
Njorun remembered the first time she had generated a field, an entire world
constructed from her own thoughts and ideas and wants. It was pure magick,
a fusion of human will and ingenuity that made Kognition unlike anything
before it. Lisa knew a bit of the history of the early age of video games,
when many people would cite gaming as a source of malady, a waste of
time, a simple distraction. Final Fantasy, Super Mario Bros, Metal Gear
Solid, Dark Souls, Halo, and others. These games contained worlds that
were real for the players but were entirely different from diving into the
WoAnLiNe and seeing everything through an immersive and highly
functioning HUD. 

Video games were changing. Video games had changed. Any given
game was different now. A video game could be a learning tool, an escape
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game was different now. A video game could be a learning tool, an escape
attempt, a prompt to change the workplace, a chance to build a place all
your own where no one could find you. Game theory, united with the global
function of the WoAnLiNe, could have very real untapped effects. In the
realm of Role Playing Games, she had never found a place as beautiful and
believable as Kognition's Midgard. So why was her time as Njorun
lessening? Boredom seemed to shameful a reason, too lazy. It wasn’t
boredom, per se. Midgard contained a limitless world. Lisa just didn’t want
to face the problem growing inside of her. 

Sarah would be her focal point now, a reason to continue to explore, to
quest, to uncover new area combinations and places within Midgard’s
reaches. If players like Sarah could find back doors into places they didn't
belong, then it must mean that there was more to Midgard than Njorun
knew. There was still more in the game that she could discover. There was
more to explore.

Njorun focused on the weathering effects in her HUD, which were
displayed right above her Neurolink status (still flickering at 7.859%). There
was a steady wind blowing, pressing down the dagger-like blades of grasses
and frothing up storms of dust around the crumbling ruins. Droplets of rain
struck her HUD, rolling down the information panes and blurring her
vision. Like the details of her naked toes as they had danced around the
Yggdrassil’s roots, the droplets of rain were designed to mimic life into its
most believable point. The system announced a thunderstorm warning
across one of her HUD panes, and Njorun could see dark clouds amassing
to the east. One of the more intriguing parts of any field was the unknown,
as far as weather was concerned, because it could have detrimental effects
depending on the player's current Neurolink or whatever creatures happened
to be in that field. A storm brewing in an Apocalypse level area could even
challenge her. She smiled at the thought. 

There were three Nibelung Gates glittering to the north of her, rotating
apart from the ruins, and another hovering alone in the eastern grasses
underneath the darkening storm clouds. Njorun started to walk slowly
towards the single Gate, knowing that three in a row would be too much of a
challenge to recover from. She just needed to cap at eleven percent as
quickly as possible, and it would take more than just one area to do that.
The lonely Nibelung Gate looked just like all the others, a massive golden
ring, hollow in the center, wider than Njorun's outstretched arms and
spinning lazily in place. The empty circular space within the golden band of
the ring showed nothing but the expanse of landscape beyond. As she gazed
into the eye of the golden ring, a hideous creature flashed, telling of what
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into the eye of the golden ring, a hideous creature flashed, telling of what
was waiting for her in the Ginnungagap, the void beyond Midgard. It
flashed a disturbing blue, just for a lightning bolt’s second, but it was just
enough to push a headache into Lisa. Her conscious connection faltered for
a moment, but she pushed herself back into Njorun’s focus.

The form within the space of the ring shifted again. She was used to
fighting all manner of creatures, and knew from a glance at the negative
space inside the spinning giant ring that she was going to fight a Steel-
Scaled Elder Dragon, the most powerful creature available at the seven
percent range. That was good enough for her. It meant faster growth.

Njorun approached with some caution, the gold ring stopping its
lethargic spin as it hovered over the grasses. Then it changed position so the
circular band was parallel to the ground, rising up into the sky until it was a
good twenty feet overhead. The gold ring spun faster and faster until it was
just a white hot blaze, and then it slowly dissipated as it simultaneously let a
beam of light touch the ground. From the light grew the body of the Dragon,
slowly constructed as if each bit of computerized matter were coming forth
as individual bits of hiccuping and bouncing string. Njorun remembered this
was beautiful to watch once, but after seeing the effect thousands of times it
grew tiresome. The animation for the Nibelung Gate porting the creature
within never took more than a few seconds, though to Njorun it felt like she
could take each piece of the animation apart and watch them in tandem.

The Steel-Scaled Elder Dragon was thick of body and legs, with a long
snaking neck and a fearsome head that was armored in shining steel. It bore
razor-like spikes in lieu of reptilian scales, folded its translucent purple
wings back as it shrieked. Njorun flicked her eyes to the segment of the
HUD that held all detailed information of the creature, the Steel-Scaled
Elder Dragon.

System Analysis: Bestiary Entry #44- Steel-Scaled Elder
Dragon.

Life: 15,745 Health/100%
Mind: 9,845 Mind/100%
Weakness: Chaos magick 
Resistant: Piercing skills and Phantom magick

And on and on.
Kognition detailed almost all of its numerical datums in near-rounded

percentages, something that Circle Systems incorporated on the idea that
players using Neurolink would be able to get used to reading things faster.
Njorun had basically memorized her abilities, Rings, and overall setup
according to the damage she could do as quickly as possible, and would
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according to the damage she could do as quickly as possible, and would
often not even worry about the Health of an enemy unless she felt like she
was against the ropes. Most other players that were arrogant enough to
challenge her to a PvP fight would be dead before they knew it, ported back
to either the last Hub-city they visited or the Yggdrassil to lick their wounds
and set up a better array of Rings. It took a combination of her mind and her
speech to play the game, and play it effectively. The rarity of a player like
Njorun meant that many had started to refer to her as a ‘cheat,’ however
since there was no possibility of cheating within the ever-watched world in
Kognition, it meant nothing to her.

This Dragon uses mostly magick to fight, Njorun, but be careful of his
jaws if you get in close. He has a bite attack that could severely damage
your Link at this percentage. Your currently equipped Rings are allowing a
strong Neurolink regeneration rate if you do not take too many hits.

“Enough. I know all that,” Njorun said. 
She had gone through her Options menu and selected Battle Narration

on the off chance that she had forgotten how to fight a monster or two. It
shamed her a little, but she just needed to grind out a few enemies and leave
these fields behind. The drone of the system was more or less white noise,
but it would be helpful in those rusty moments. A majority of players used
Battle Narration in order to effectively fight. It made getting used to the
bizarre strain of Neurolink a little easier.

Enemy is ponderous, waiting on you Njorun.
The Dragon stood its ground, shambling aimlessly through the

bleached grasses and just barely avoiding the downed ruins and tombs with
its massive body. Njorun bounced foot to foot outside his range of aggro, as
shown by the wide circular green band around its body. When the band
turned red, Njorun would be in for a fight. She shuffled through the ankle-
high grasses, waiting for the best opportunity to nail him with a Pre-emptive
Strike. If a player could hit a creature with a spell or physical attack before
the creature could detect them, it was possible to instigate the battle with
massive damage and a slight bonus to overall speed and performance.
Njorun had gotten to where it was second nature against whatever she
fought, but it had been so long since she had battle lower creatures like this
that she had forgotten her openings. When the Dragon swung its huge steel-
plated horns away from her, the black beady eyes went with them and stared
in the opposite direction of where Njorun stood. She selected her fastest
moving but weakest spell, hoping to catch him unawares.

Combat selection has been detected through Battle Cog. Preparing
your Pre-emptive Strike at 35 yards, Njorun.
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“Cometstorm!” she cried out, relying on the system's vocal recognition
software to use the ability for her instead of selecting it mentally (and not
manually, since Njorun did not play with a controller, phone, or tablet). The
system’s reliance on the user’s mind through Neurolink meant that little bit
of network clairvoyance was there through Battle Cog, always a little bit
ahead of her, ready before she was really conscious of it.

While the vocal system was almost suicide in the heat of a PvP battle,
it served well in speeding up regular fights against creatures out on the field.
Going through combat relying only on her mind, her Neurolink, caused her
to multitask degrees beyond anything that existed in her non-digital life. As
a child, Lisa recalled reaching out to her conscious connection only to have
Njorun stand in the grasses dumbly, with the occasional twitch. The second
time was akin to watching an epileptic person have a seizure and doing
nothing to stop it. Since then it had become easier and easier, and eventually
second-nature. Hayden would mess with that system from time to time, but
couldn’t find her skill. Hayden still played with a controller, or her phone,
and on occasion would make small runs with the audible cues. The
neurochip that most Future Children had implanted in them streamlined
their use of the WoAnLiNe and served to give an advantage in Kognition,
yet Lisa's full mental control was an oddity. 

Tiny black holes opened up in the sky, little tears that seemed to break
the reality of the computer-generated world and scenery around her. Njorun
could see outer space beyond the tears. She could see the white flickering
dots of stars. The effect remained one of her favorites in Kognition, showing
off the insane attention to detail that all Quake spells had. From the breaks
in the sky, dozens of black puckered comets with trails of violet light shot
forth like bullets. The comets struck the Dragon in quick succession, each
throwing off tiny blood-red numbers. For each comet strike they did one
percent of its total Life in damage, and each Cometstorm fired a volley of
twelve comets before Njorun had to recharge the spell. The words 'Pre-
emptive Strike!' showed in explosive font over the Dragon's body, adding an
additional amount of damage that sped up her charge and Njorun's casting. 

As the Dragon lumbered in futility, Njorun rushed around it and
unleashed further magicks in succession. The green bar above its head that
portrayed its Life was dented red.

She smiled, moving as quickly as she could to avoid the sideswipe of
the monster's tail. Behind Njorun's HUD, Lisa could feel the adrenaline
surge through her, mixed with that uncanny sensation brought on only by a
Neurolink connection. The sudden, second split from Njorun’s
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Neurolink connection. The sudden, second split from Njorun’s
consciousness blurred her screen but she was right back in. The creature
reacted quicker than she expected, and it had been so long since Njorun had
played down at seven percent Neurolink that she wasn't used to the
uncomfortable lag. Most players wouldn't think it from looking at pure
numbers, but the connection to the WoAnLiNe's systems between seven and
eleven percent was a phenomenal difference. A difference that, to Lisa, felt
like running along the bottom of a swimming pool compared to jogging
against the wind. Still, Njorun allowed for this before starting the battle, and
did her best to move despite the sluggish feeling. 

Quick approach, Njorun. Be prepared for a strong attack.
Njorun backed away, the wind picking up around her as the dark storm

slowly approached. The black wings of her dress ruffled slightly around her
as she moved, the feathers dipping and rising at the whim of the winds, and
she gripped her black staff tighter. She threw her arm into the air, clutching
Mistelteinn and uttering the words for another spell as the Dragon closed in
on her. The ground opened up around them, and great chunks of earth
blasted into the air like spires, cutting into the Dragon's underbelly. Spells
charged once more, Njorun called Quake magicks through the Mistelteinn
until the Dragon was obliterated by obscene damages. With one final scream
and a dust of rock piled around the colossal body of the creature, it
succumbed to its final loss of life.

The system regaled her wins as the Combat Log scrolled the verbal
display.

Steel-Scaled Elder Dragon defeated, and Nibelung Gate closed by
Player: Njorun. Female.

Pieces of Rhine Gold acquired: 2300. Neurolink acquired: 0.15%.
Loot Acquired: Tome of Scales times one, Bloodbath Robes times one,
Muffin Herbs times two.

Total Neurolink for Player: Njorun. Female: 8.009%. 
Neurolink level gained!
Njorun rubbed her nose with the back of her hand as the system listed

the battle results. The Pieces of Rhine Gold meant nothing to her, as her
bank vault was overflowing with coin. She muttered over the trash loot,
watching the pittance of Rhine Gold add to her purse while the items were
automatically sorted. The Neurolink gain was decent enough, but it was still
going to take her quite a few hours to get back up to her previous
percentages, and further to find a comfortable place where she could search
for Sarah. 

She never should have lost herself with the system, but there was
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She never should have lost herself with the system, but there was
nothing to do for the three percent Resurrection loss from helping Sarah. 

The only cure was the grind. Njorun had long ago lost interest in the
Infinite Quest System, as the IQS would bring her in line with other players.
The game world, while containing its own mythology in Midgard, would
design a line of quests for every player at the start of their play that fit with
their personal play style and how they interacted with the game world. The
IQS would mold itself over time, doing away with reward turn-ins of past
MMORPGs. The IQS allowed players to concentrate on the game itself and
have fun playing without the stutter-stop of focusing on quest design, where
to turn in to NPCs, and falling back on grinding out dozens of simple trash
items. Njorun had used the IQS for years, only to become bored with it as
she took on different personal goals. Once her legendary PvP status was
obtained, she no longer bothered with questing, dungeons, or parties.

Thinking about Sarah made her simultaneously angry and more driven
towards her goal, because it would take a few more hours at least to check
the area where they had first met, Tredec-Grasslands/War. So much effort
just to go back to a meaningless area from only days ago. Sarah would not
quit the edges of Lisa's mind, and Njorun was the extension of her will.
Through her HUD she could only hope to see the beautiful and mysterious
girl once more. Njorun had her doubts that the strange girl would be there,
and even further doubts of the system allowing her access. As far as she
knew the area would still be 'down for maintenance' by Circle Systems, or
maybe closed off for good if suspected on account of malicious hacking
attempts. It almost seemed hopeless. And yet, focusing on Sarah was doing
something for her. It was a drive, a purpose. The girl was a goal in a game
that had lost goal and purpose for her. Hayden had noticed it, and she knew
the looks her mother gave her over dinner were accusatory, expectant,
demanding of information. Lisa felt like she couldn't get on with her life if
this bizarre obsession wasn't dealt with, and quickly. Sarah was becoming a
planet of which Lisa could only orbit. Then, as she stood and stared blankly
at the ruins and grasses through her HUD, a flash of memory interrupted
her. A lost spark, a darkness, and Lisa was somewhere else entirely.

Her HUD warbled for a moment, casting a paling that pushed her
conscious connection into a past world, a troubled memory.

“Lisa?” the man asked her, patiently. By his tone she could tell this
was a repeated word, the calling of her name. She turned in the comfortable
chair and stared at him.

There was a ticking in the silence. The man, staring at her through his
enhanced bifocals, his eyes glancing up over the tablet held in his hands,
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enhanced bifocals, his eyes glancing up over the tablet held in his hands,
was a collector. His walls were riddled with the faces of clocks, antique
items sporting metalwork from a world gone by, a world that Lisa had only
ever read about. Their ticking sound was quiet, rhythmic. She did not mind
it on her visits. The clocks were the only things about the appointments that
did not frighten her.

“The results from your test were quite fantastic, Lisa. Are you
comfortable? Your mother has told us you haven't been sleeping well lately.
Are you not enjoying Kognition?” he asked her. “The game is something
else, is it not?”

Lisa tried to form her mind around the question. Her thoughts were
rigid steel. It was as if the words were mixing in the ether between them,
becoming lost in the void of space and turning to a garbled mess when they
reached her ears. She licked her lips and did her best to nod.

“I am…enjoying it,” she said simply.
“Nothing more than that? How was the test? They say you can

interface with the system better than anyone else we have brought in. That
you play the game almost naturally. Do you enjoy using the WoAnLiNe?”

“It makes me sick.”
“That's the Neurolink that does it. It's a curious feeling, is it not? That

sort of humming in your brain. You will get used to it. It always takes time
to get used to new things. Has your mommy ever said that to you?”

“Once. I'm still not used to it. I don't like it,” said Lisa.
“Give it time.”
Time.
It had been time, and then longer. 
Her HUD flashed again, the raindrops fading away. That moment was

years ago and yet felt like just yesterday.

—

When Novem-Temples/Apocalypse no longer held interest for her
Neurolink growth, Njorun quit the area for another, and another. Novem-
Temples/Apocalypse became Novem-Negaswell/Apocalypse, then Dec-
Kaleidoscope/War, then Dec-Goldfountain/Apocalypse. Njorun stayed in
each area until her bonuses gave out, porting back to the Yggdrassil and
restoring herself as necessary. Dec-Junctionfield/War, Undec-
Deathhalls/War, Undec-Venomwells/Apocalypse; areas came and fell away
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Deathhalls/War, Undec-Venomwells/Apocalypse; areas came and fell away
as she crushed mobs and fought her way through Neurolink levels. 

Hours fell by the wayside, and the only thing that stopped her from
reaching a full eleven percent was a brutal need to relieve herself. Lisa left
Njorun praying in front of the World Tree, and then quickly danced her way
across the room and to the bathroom. The jumps in Neurolink gain left her a
bit woozy, and exiting her dive so quickly made her slightly nauseous. On
padded and careful feet, Lisa found her way from bedroom to bathroom.
She clutched the sink and took a few ragged, calming breaths. For a slight
moment she felt like the colors in the bathroom had increased in vibrancy
along with the colors in Midgard, but she knew it was just the effect of her
eyes staring at nothing real for over three hours. She put her head in her
hands and let out a big sigh, feeling so much better than the few days ago
when she spent the evening crying on her bedspread.

“What a wreck,” Lisa spoke aloud, flushing the toilet and pulling her
bottoms up. It was becoming more difficult to focus on the meditations that
her father had taught her as a child.

Lisa righted herself on the edge of the sink. She took careful note of
herself in the mirror as she washed her hands, and for a second tricked
herself into not recognizing the face that stared back. She focused on the
moment of unfamiliarity, of unawareness, as part of her meditation between
using the WoAnLiNe so heavily and resting in the real world. And now she
was growing her Neurolink percentage back with such brutal purpose that it
was causing Lisa and Njorun to slip against each other, if almost
imperceptibly. 

“How long has it been since we’ve had any true focus in Midgard?”
she asked herself with a teasing, rueful grin. The face in the mirror
mimicked the feeling in her cheeks, the widening of her eyes. She could
almost cast herself as some sort of manic villain. 

“Is that girl enough to drive you crazy Lisa? Well?” she asked. Was it?
The focus filled her with adrenaline; it made her feel alive. It made her love
for this ‘Sarah’ grow all the more, and she began to daydream for the day
she would finally meet her again. What would she say, what would she do?
Lisa almost wished she could be Lisa then, and not Njorun, 'The
Cataclysm.' 

But she had a feeling that Sarah didn't even know of her infamy, that
Njorun was just another player to her.

The girl was a part of Kognition. Any player had the right, and ability,
to almost completely alter their appearance. Would she even know Sarah? 

Lisa wondered if one of the reasons she couldn't find her was that she
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Lisa wondered if one of the reasons she couldn't find her was that she
had the wrong name, that she was fixated on a petite player in a
monochromatic dress and hair with splashes of violet. Sarah had introduced
herself as such. She had gone through her Option menus just like Njorun
had directed her, making the name 'Sarah' pop up over her head. Maybe
aside from her strange ability to get into fields that were much higher than
her Neurolink, she also had the ability to change her name at will? Sarah
could have changed her clothes, her stance. She could have found a better
weapon and lost herself in the endless joy of playing in Midgard. But that
would mean that Sarah was without a doubt a hacking player, and that
thought gave Lisa a chill. It meant that Sarah could be hunted down by the
System Administrators, the Asynjur, and her character deleted outright for
malicious hacking. It meant Sarah could be attacked by an Admin Knight,
and then forever lost. It meant Lisa would never see her again, and why did
that frighten her so?

“Please just be safe until I find you,” Lisa said, washing her face with
water and then drying off on a towel. Her sparkling eyes shone between her
fingers. “Once I do this it will all make sense.”
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6.
Evolution

“Your WoAnLiNe connection through your Animus prevents malicious
intrusions. Still, do not share personal information with anyone.”

Lisa drifted through her classes on a plane somewhere
between barely-awake and almost-asleep, but decided she could spare a day
of lethargy toward her studies. She was ahead of many of her classmates and
engaged in the optional college courses the school provided, such as Intro
Psychology and Intro Philosophy. Her mother balked at the idea of wasting
an hour of class time on philosophy, so Lisa convinced her that there was
nothing else available for her during that slot. It worked out well, and Lisa
enjoyed learning about Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, and Descartes. She still had
Darwin's On The Origin of the Species in her book bag, which was a rarity.
For the most part her book bag was nothing more than an over-sized purse,
as the vast majority of classes had all texts available through the school's
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as the vast majority of classes had all texts available through the school's

closed WoAnLiNe system which she would access via either her tablet or
liquid-touch desk panel. Most students would bring personal tablets with
them or simply use the liquid-touch displays on each desk. Still, there were
many students who enjoyed books, and those who could afford the
expensive older copies would use them as a sign of pretentiousness more
often than not. Lisa simply enjoyed reading.

Lisa had a short break available just before lunch, and knew that it
wouldn't do to skip again because Hayden would be pinging her phone for
the rest of the evening. So she walked around the hallways, eventually
spilling out onto the student Quad that contained almost all of the school's
vegetation. There were four different flower gardens in the Quad, all
rosebushes, and some small pine trees that dotted the ring leading to each
double door hallway entrance. Lisa sat down on a bench that was slowly
losing itself to the growing threat of the roses, and cracked open Darwin.
The spine complained in response, so Lisa only opened it as far as necessary
and turned each page slowly, reverently. She especially loved the chapters
on variation and heredity, and realized that the majority of the detail of
Darwinism had been glossed over during her classes. Especially the
segments on common descent. Lisa knew all about the theories talking
about how humans came to exist, how they were once a very different
animal. While the book was a slow read and she couldn't understand all of
it, she felt better for reading the words herself.

Lisa chewed her lip as she read, a thought crossing her mind. Many
things about Sarah were bugging her, but the two that stood out the most
were the original unknowns that now felt like lies. Lisa assumed that Sarah
was a low-link player just because of her clothes, the way she looked, and
the fact that she had been dead in such a high-link field with no weapon.
Those were all simple assumptions, and Lisa was a good enough player to
know that those assumptions could easily be masked over as something else
by a skilled player. Occam's Razor must fall into place, she knew, but she
couldn't shake the complexity of the moment, and all the nagging questions.
The other was the fact that she still didn't know if Sarah was truly the
player's name, or if she had some ability that let her change her name while
in the field or appear as someone else entirely. That was a scary thought in
itself, because it surely meant that Sarah was some sort of hacker in the
system. Unless, like Darwin's theories, Sarah was some sort of evolution of
the player base. A player that had figured out how to circumvent the
traditional allowances of the game and become something else entirely.

“I feel like the more I learn, the less I know,” Lisa said aloud, sighing
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“I feel like the more I learn, the less I know,” Lisa said aloud, sighing
and stretching her arms over her head. She looked down at the book in her
lap. It seemed completely foreign there, a relic of another age. She thought
of the trees that had lived for so long only to become pages. She thought of
the hands that had once touched them, and the fingers long before that had
filled the blank pages with words. Words full of thoughts so far beyond her
own. 

“What would Darwin have to say about this period of time, about my
life? Am I an evolution of anything, or are these questions a variation of the
ones we've been asking all along?”

Of course no one answered her, and Lisa took the opportunity of being
alone to sniff at the rose bushes, something she had never done before. Then
she put her face to the pages of the book, and inhaled deeply there as well.
Very few students ever visited the Quad, or looked at the roses and the trees,
even though there was hardly any vegetation outside of protected spaces like
this. Lisa never saw any trees, or flowers, or anything natural and green on
the ride to and from school. The world had turned so cautious after
Tomorrow’s Blink, but Lisa pushed those sad thoughts away. She never was
curious to get out and see anything because of all the 'nature' she
experienced in the field areas of Kognition. That thought was a sad one that
she knew most kids, or most people, weren't thinking outside of. If you saw
such stunning worlds in a space of infinite dimensions, then what else did
the real world offer? Circle Systems had even boasted once that the future
of using Neurolink for gaming meant that the worlds would get more and
more realistic. Already smaller titles had experimented with the sensation of
smell, to make the games even more immersive. If you could feel time, and
pain, and complete immersion of sight while gaming through the Neurolink
and WoAnLiNe, all the other senses couldn't be so far off.

And all of a sudden, Lisa didn't want that.

—

“Lisa!” Hayden exclaimed as she moved briskly through the halls. She
held her tablet in one hand and her phone in the other, and was absently
fighting with her backpack to get rid of one of them temporarily. 

Hayden was chipper as ever, her eyes bright black twin buttons, a big
smile on her face. Her Japanese heritage seemed to help animate her face
further whenever she was particularly excited or happy. 
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Lisa tried to draw a smile, but knew that she wouldn't be able to trick
her best friend. Her dark hair was already mussed, she felt sweaty and worn,
and the school day was only half over. Lisa tried to think about something
other than her physical appearance. Even when she didn't bother with
makeup (which she seldom did) she still got the occasional compliment
from anyone who was brave enough to face the crackling moods in order to
get past her guard. Hayden, on the other hand, was almost always
surrounded by an equal amount of boys and girls, always the center of
attention.

“Hey there,” Lisa replied, strolling into the cafeteria. Hayden gave her
friend a light hug, almost dropping her bag. She had a tiny chocolate milk in
the other hand, and raised it over their heads while she engaged in the hug.
Her tablet peeked out of one corner of her small black backpack, and Lisa
pushed the device into the depths to join all Hayden's other frivolous goods,
pulling the zipper up.

“You skipped school yesterday!” Hayden whispered, but it was a
whisper in the way a public announcement was a secret. “Even after I told
you not to!”

Lisa shrugged. “I wasn't feeling good, Hayden,” she said. “I needed to
lay down. It's no big deal.”

“You slunk home for some time with Njorun, didn't you?” Hayden
asked, her expression leery. “Don't lie to me Lisa!”

Lisa shot her a you better shut your mouth glance. A day could not go
by without Lisa regretting that Hayden knew about her link to Njorun. She
didn't need to be a faux celebrity, not in high-school anyway.

“Well yes, but not for the reason you think. Just sit down,” Lisa
demanded. They took a seat that was a few table lengths away from the
chatter of other students, and as far as Lisa could tell the annoying boy Sven
wasn't in the cafeteria. Hayden's plate was full, but Lisa knew her friend was
going to throw almost all of it away so she grabbed a French fry.

“Oh? Are your exploration days over, great Cataclysm?” Hayden
teased. Lisa sighed.

“I'd say no, not at the moment. I just have a completely different goal
in mind. But I had some issues the other day and my character dropped to
seven percent,” Lisa admitted, raising her eyebrows and giving Hayden a
look. “Well, seven-point-eight-five-nine. The game is so laggy at that point,
I don't know how anyone can play. I almost threw up.”

Hayden's expression changed to one that Lisa thought was better
reserved for the news of a horrific car accident, or perhaps the end of the
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reserved for the news of a horrific car accident, or perhaps the end of the
world. At the very least, the loss of a family member.

“Seven percent?” she squeaked. Lisa knew that her character
xxHaycrusherxx was actually sitting on the twelve percent range, even with
all the damage she must be enduring in her dungeon exploits. Paired with
the new sword she was raving about finding the other day, the Angurvadal,
Hayden was becoming quite the powerful player in Midgard. The tempting
thing about guilds in Kognition was that it often kept your character from
taking large dives in Neurolink. Progress within the herd.

“I used Resurrect on someone out in the field, and then I kind of yelled
at the system, and my Neurolink had a negative waver,” Lisa said. She took
a couple more French fries and finally just grabbed Hayden's cheeseburger.
“It was weird. I can't explain it better than that.”

“Lisa, I can't remember the last time you found a character important
enough to waste a Resurrect on. You wouldn't even use it on me that one
time I bit it out in the field, remember!” Hayden said.

Lisa sighed and then took another fry, using it to point at Hayden.
“That's because you were a two percent walhaz, and I wasn't about to lose
three percent of my Neurolink just for that,” she said. As the words left her
mouth, she realized she had done even worse than that for Sarah, because
she assumed that the girl was brand new to Kognition, barely hitting the one
percent required Neurolink rate. Most players never used Resurrect in the
field, allowing their guildmates or party members drops after the return to
the Hub-cities during dungeon runs or quests. The selflessness wasn't worth
the loss. Lisa had always wondered why Circle Systems had made such a
strange design choice with that, and never updated it in any game patches.

“Who was she?” Hayden asked. 
“How do you know it’s a ‘she?’” Lisa asked.
Hayden gave her friend a frank look. “Come on now, Lisa. Aren’t you

talking about that weird player from the other day?”
“I felt like I had to do it, alright? Anyway that doesn't matter. I’ve had

to push myself to grow that Neurolink connection back,” Lisa said.
Hayden rolled her eyes. “It’d be easier if you just listened to your

system and relied on the IQS.”
“Not an option, Hayden. I was being rough before that, too. I had

dropped to almost eleven before I used the Rez. Careless. Rubbish,” Lisa
complained.

“You can't play through the lag? You already have all that beastly
equipment,” Hayden crooned. “Muninn’s Wings.”

“It's not worth it. I need to be at the top of the Neurolink so that I can
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“It's not worth it. I need to be at the top of the Neurolink so that I can
have my edge, and get beyond it. I've been lucky so far that no one has
dropped on me for PvP. But my luck isn't going to hold on,” she said.
“Usually I'm fighting off players left and right. I don't know why I've been
left to myself for days.”

Silence passed between them as Lisa took another bite of food and
chewed on her thoughts.

“I can't believe you used a Resurrect,” Hayden said, baffled. “That's so
unlike you. And yelling at the system. What were you arguing about?”

“It doesn’t matter. I don't like being ignored and passed over by an
AI,” said Lisa.

“But, a negative from simple convo? You must've been extremely
angry to do that. The only time I've had a flux of Neurolink was when I got
so excited finding the Angurvadal sword, Sven pointed it out to me before I
dropped. If I had been excited just one iota more I wouldn't have been able
to loot the damn thing!” Hayden laughed as she said it. “I thought all those
tales of emotional states affecting the Neurolink were just urban legends.”

“I don't know. Maybe they are, maybe we're just seeing things. I guess
I've just been really on edge lately. I've had so much on my plate,” Lisa said.

“Your grades aren't suffering for it, I hope?” Hayden asked.
“No. I thought they were for a few days, but I looked at the grade for

the calc test this morning and even though it wasn't what I wanted, I'm
fine,” she replied.

“Pretty bad huh? I got a C+ on it.”
“A-.”
Hayden slapped Lisa on the shoulder and smiled. “You bitch. You've

always been like that, you know?” she laughed.
“I'm sorry? I'm just being me,” Lisa said.
Hayden nodded sagely, as if this point was something profound. “You

should play Kognition with me again. Even if it means starting a new
character. I think it'd be nice,” she said.

Lisa smiled. “Starting new characters is such a pain. Maybe. I have a
feeling that Njorun may be taking a long rest soon.”

—

Breaking eleven percent Neurolink connection took a few more
frenzied, focused evenings. Lisa hoped against her homework and classes
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frenzied, focused evenings. Lisa hoped against her homework and classes
that she would have solid hours every afternoon in Midgard, and found
herself diving into the school’s closed system for less and less time. Her
mother was gone a couple of nights for work, and Lisa had to clean up the
house and do her other chores besides. She found herself slipping more and
more into reading old books, especially On the Origin of Species, and
cursed herself for letting Sarah slip that much further away. It took weeks,
and Njorun prayed at the base of the Yggdrassil while the Neurolink
showed a solid eleven. Njorun was finally back to where she was used to,
and everything from the sounds to the colors to the graphics, and especially
the lag, were much more bearable. 

Despite the conscious connection massaging the distance between
Njorun’s vision and Lisa’s reality, she felt exhausted.

Njorun had all her proper Rings set, and nothing had changed as far as
her equipment was concerned. While you couldn't equip items that were
beyond your Neurolink connection, such as a broadsword that required eight
percent growth while you were a steady five, if your Neurolink ever
dropped the equipment you wore would still be available until you took it
off. This allowed players to not have to take dives in power if they died or
their Neurolink faltered for any reason. Njorun made sure to leave
everything alone, and that boost of power made her grinding that much
more bearable. She was thankful that Circle Systems implemented so many
good design choices like that, and knew that it was one of the reasons so
many people continued to play Kognition, and why new players continued
to join.

Njorun walked her bare feet over to the Primordial Pool, finally ready
to let out a thought that had been stuck in her head for almost a week. It still
seemed a short amount of time, as the initial climb from walhaz Njorun's
base days of one percent had taken years, though lately that growth had
fluctuated severely due to her own recklessness in the fields. The experience
with the game was much more complicated, but Lisa was so used to it that it
was hardly a challenge anymore. 

Her feet touched the water's edge of the Pool, and the system came to
life within Lisa's head, directing itself to her persona as Njorun.

Welcome, Player: Njorun. Female. Would you like our systems to
recommend a new area suited to your ability, or would you like to create
your own field?

“I would like to recall an old field please,” Njorun said.
We see in our records that your list of constructed fields from the Pool

is quite extensive, containing an approximate count of five thousand seven
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is quite extensive, containing an approximate count of five thousand seven
hundred and thirty three user created areas. Do you have one in mind,
Njorun?

“Yes. Take me to Tredec-Grasslands/War,” she commanded the
system.

After a delay that was much too long for the systems of Kognition, the
response was about what Njorun expected.

I must apologize, but the area Tredec-Grasslands/War has been
suspected of a malicious hacking attempt and been permanently removed
from our memetic servers. If you'd like, I can construct an almost identical
area elsewhere, how about Tredec-Grasses/War or Tredec-Grassseas/War?

“No, please take me to Tredec-Grasslands/War,” Njorun repeated.
As already stated, the system cannot take you to a field that no longer

exists in our servers, and repeated attempts at accessing a closed system
suspected of malicious hacking will result in the forceful ejection of your
player-persona. Choose a different area, Njorun.

Njorun stepped back from the Primordial Pool, her selections fading
away abruptly. The system had sounded almost malicious, as if it really
didn't want Lisa to see whatever remained of Tredec-Grasslands/War. She
hoped that the reason wasn't because of Sarah, but nothing else made sense.
However Lisa knew next to nothing about hacking or about the infamous
'back doors' in the system that some players quietly chatted about. Njorun
wouldn't be able to get into that field, no matter what she tried. There was
no other tactic available to her besides the small chance that Sarah was in
another field. So Njorun would have to try somewhere else.

“Fine. Take me to Tredec-Moonlithills/War,” she told the system as her
toes dipped back into the green waters of the Pool. The Primordial Pool's
mirror-still surface bubbled forth as a response, and soon Njorun was
enveloped in that familiar black nothingness. Then the field began to create
itself, and Njorun was standing in an expanse of shimmering blue grasses
touched by the gorgeous fingers of moonlight, with gargantuan rolling hills
off in the distance. The area was so flat and dark between herself and the
horizon that she could see Nibelung Gates hundreds of feet away, little
sparkling flecks of gold in the night.

She threw herself into the first fight, a Nibelung Gate whose light
birthed a trio of Black Kobolds carrying magicked pikes infused with Bleed
and Toxin. Njorun avoided the first few and managed to get struck by the
third, but the overall Neurolink gain meant that nothing important was lost.
Njorun smiled at the familiar exhilaration, finally glad to be back to her old
stomping levels. She'd continue to rise until thirteen percent was a viable
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stomping levels. She'd continue to rise until thirteen percent was a viable
option again, although that would take much longer than a few exhausting
grinding sessions. Njorun never thought she'd be able to get up to the level
of Siegfried, the infamous and secretive player that was rumored to be at
fifteen, the highest known in the game.

Njorun was invaded only twice by other players, characters whose
bravado took the best of them. A knight bearing shining plated armor was
struck down by a simple Cratersplit, and the second player was an only
moderately skilled user of low-tier Phantom spells. She displaced him with
Cometstorm, then opened up a quake that quickly shook the player of the
rest of their Life. Bright beams of light took the players from the area and
placed them back in their Hub-cities, and Njorun was left alone.

As she fought, she recalled the first thing about Sarah that had scared
her so much, the same thing that had built the attachment so strongly. She
recalled the corpse crowned with a plume of light, no different than any
other dead player she had come across. But then there was a flash of
darkness across her HUD, just like when she stepped into the Primordial
Pool and went away into a field. Then that awful moment when her
Neurolink fluctuated and rose, and her heart beat so quickly in her chest she
feared she would die with her head still in Njorun. The link numbers
vanished as quickly as they were there, and Sarah was a living little girl in a
white and black dress, with a curious expression on her face. Njorun gave
her a weapon, and looked forward to helping her around the game as a new
experience, and then she was gone. 

Sarah had been gone for almost three weeks.
Njorun spent close to three hours in the field of Tredec-

Moonlithills/War, fighting so ferociously that she lost more Neurolink than
she wanted to, and continued to play until she gained what she had lost. In
the end of her stint there was enough of a mental gain to make it
worthwhile, and her expertly cast spells and timed dodges against hoards of
Bloodgeists and Iron-shell Tortmoise brought her up to an uneven eleven
point seven five percent. Her gain sped up savagely, and the quick leaps in
her Neurolink percentage once again made her queasy and slightly mussed
her conscious connection. There were bright spots flashing through her
HUD, with the occasional blur disrupting Lisa’s consciousness from
Njorun. 

Lisa knew she couldn’t spend all night forcing herself to grow. She still
had tests to study for, and a segment of Hegel to read for her advanced
Philosophy class. Plus, Lisa was actually itching to read more of On the
Origin of Species, as she was close to being done with Darwin's early
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Origin of Species, as she was close to being done with Darwin's early
interesting theories of evolution. 

Njorun stopped on a low hill that wasn't anywhere near the remaining
Nibelung Gates, and let her mental faculties rest. The gold rings glittered in
their places across the moonlit hills like shimmering coins sitting in a dark
shallow sea. The almost twelve percent mental link with the system allowed
her to experience the game at an even more realistic pace, and Lisa's
heartbeat really fluttered every time she entered a battle against the
mysterious creatures that lived in the dimension contained beyond the
Nibelung Gate. Lisa and Hayden used to spend hours poring over
mythologies in order to discover new things about the lore behind
Kognition. There was a night that felt forever ago where they traded
theories over what lay in the Ginnungagap. Perhaps Sarah was in a ring
somewhere, waiting, waiting…

She hoped to see Sarah again, as if the girl would find a way to spirit
herself into whatever field Njorun brought herself to. Other players could
find their way into Njorun's fields just as easily, however she considered
herself blessed that she had only been invaded by a few players. Technically
there were hundreds of available words and thousands of combinations, and
even the millions of players of Kognition could, time and again, find
themselves in an area not yet created by anyone. This is what many guilds
formed for, to find these new mysterious places as many of them were
actually pre-constructed by Circle Systems, hiding valuable pieces of
equipment and weapons under the guise of 'player construction.' Guilds such
as Eternalbrand, the one that Njorun had almost bumped into the other day
and was once apart of, would search a new field and a new dungeon every
night, scouring all its corners and contents for mythical weapons of power
and rarity. 

Njorun squinted as she stared at the copious blend of pixels that made
up a nearby white lilac, thinking about when the exploration of Midgard
meant everything to her.

—

Njorun quit the field and walked barefoot toward the World Ash, past
thousands of other players that were milling about while waiting for some
event to start at the base of the Yggdrassil’s roots. Through the public
chatter Njorun gathered that Nidhogg was going to reveal itself and bless a
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chatter Njorun gathered that Nidhogg was going to reveal itself and bless a
random player with a special Ring, a one of a kind rarity that many players
would end up fighting over and killing for. Njorun considered joining in the
festivities for a moment, but decided that the impending threat of homework
was just too much. She logged from the game and quit the WoAnLiNe's
base page just as the Trade chatter began to explode in excitement, her
connection to the Neurolink fading away like a lessening headache. 

Lisa sat in her well-worn overstuffed chair, giving herself a moment to
relax so the nausea wouldn't get her. She took a sip of water from the bottle
she had left on her desk, and gathered her book bag to study the hard copy
texts before having to dive back into the WoAnLiNe to access the rest of
her assignments and worry about calculus. She rifled through the paltry
contents of the bag, then left the object on her bed as she padded out into the
next room in her stocking feet.

“Mother?” Lisa quietly ventured. She had no desire to disturb the
woman’s focus.

“In here, honey,” her mother replied. 
Lisa smiled to herself. They were almost wall to wall in their tiny

home; it’s not like it would be possible to hide from one another. 
“Everything okay?” her mother asked. The woman was poised over her

typewriter with a stack of papers to her left, and yet her Link Glasses were
perched on the end of her nose.

Lisa cocked her head to one side. “Are you in-dive?” she asked.
“What? Oh, no,” her mother said, lifting the glasses from her face as if

first seeing them. “I was thinking about rifling through the Globalpedia to
look for some information on the uses of Helvetica font in the twenties on—
oh, never mind. Did you need something?”

Lisa toed the floor with a stocking foot, the big toe worn down enough
to where she could see her pale-pink skin. “I just wanted to see how you
were doing. We’ve been busy these days. We keep…missing.”

Her mother grinned at her, a reflection of Lisa’s own smile. “You miss
me?”

Lisa snorted. “You know what I mean.”
“I’m perfectly fine, honey. Busy, exhausted, swamped, drowning in

papers and classes and work. But brilliant. How are you doing?”
“Fine. You didn’t ask about my grades.”
“Should I?”
Lisa frowned. “No.”
Her mother leaned back in her chair. “There’s something on your mind,

Lisa. What is it?”
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Lisa placed both her hands on the back of the chair in front of her,
strangling the faux wood with her fists. “I just feel…unfocused, lately. I
don’t know how to explain it. Like I’m constantly being torn in two places
at once.”

“Neuroconnection problems?”
“Not quite. Maybe. I don’t know. Do you ever get sick of living in the

‘information age?’” she asked.
Isabella Perdita smiled. “Honey, the information age began almost a

hundred years ago. I don’t think there’s much we can do about it now,” she
said.

Lisa sighed. “Can’t I just collapse in a pile somewhere and read a
book? A real book? That’s all I want,” said Lisa.

Her mother chuckled. “Now you sound like me at seventeen. That’s all
I wanted to do.”

Lisa took stock of her mother enshrined by expensive paper, tapping
away at an ancient artifact and barely using the modernity of the
WoAnLiNe. She wasn’t sure if that’s what she wanted for herself, either.

Her mother tried to abate her worries with a wave of her free hand.
“It’s going to be fine, Lisa. Have you been seeing your counselor?”

“Yes,” she lied. She took a few steps forward, kissed her mother on the
cheek, and disappeared back into her room. The counselor? No, she could
handle things herself. A Future Child, alone.

After the typicality of pre-bed habits, Lisa made her way to her bed. As
her head hit the pillow she could hardly remember the individual events of
her day. Everything seemed to flow together in an abstract form of shapes
and colors and sounds.

“Goodnight Jörmi,” she said to the eel. It swam in circles and then hid
behind its great castle, becoming lost in the near-darkness. 

Lisa dreamed of small girls and floating creatures, of spinning rings of
gold, and of monstrous books with pages of steel that sought to slice her
small body to pieces. The pieces floated in a warm white light that slowly
turned dark, as if ink was threatening to swallow her up. It rained in her
dreams, a profound storm that swept her remains away and pushed her into a
metallic, glittering sea. Her dreams began to evolve into something else,
something substantial and strange. 

She whimpered and turned over on her bed, wrapping herself up in a
cocoon of blankets, a comforting ocean, and became lost.
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7.
Uncoiling

“Midgard’s hidden artefacts and areas remain to be found by those players
who search her lands tirelessly.”

White glittering grains of sand stuck to Njorun’s heels and
toes as she made selections through the menus at the Primordial Pool. The
colorful panes floated before her eyes, the statistics of what she wanted
changing with each word and type selection. She rubbed at her forehead
with her free hand, the emote scrolling up dully in her Chat pane. A sea of
bubbles surrounded her, the Chats of thousands of players open about the
roots of the Yggdrassil. While in the Hub, her Anonymous player-persona
selection kept her unnoticeable to anyone with a Neurolink percentage
lower than her own. 

Njorun selected Quattuordec- and a bright ‘Max Area Neurolink
Level Changed!’ sign flashed above the selection pane. The base selection
now hung at fourteen percent, a full two above Njorun’s currently held
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now hung at fourteen percent, a full two above Njorun’s currently held
connection, the max allowed. Her eyes scanned the hundreds of topographic
combinations, finally settling on Rustyheavens, a post-steampunk wasteland
overgrown with alien vegetation. 

Difficulty, Player: Njorun. Female?
Njorun continued with her selections, scrolled through the four

available difficulties, and selected Apocalypse. The three menus melded
together as the selections combined, turning into a luminescent green seed
that dropped simply into the Primordial Pool. Tendrils of the Yggdrassil
curled around Njorun’s legs and began to pull the girl down into the still
waters as the game ported her into Quattuordec-Rustyheavens/Apocalypse.

Lisa closed her eyes as the black loading film flashed by, the conscious
connection between her and Njorun stretching to its thinnest point. She felt
her player-persona ebb away, but just as the dull grey light came back and
the area began constructing itself the connection solidified. The game’s
memetic connection locked Njorun into the area and the Neurolink worked,
the game’s other systems building her area from a vast pool of server
information. Njorun watched as the landscape unfolded before her, a
washed-bronze field filled with jutting broken contraptions and stunning
blue flowers. The flora glowed with a bright inner light that casted blue
shadows all across the broken metal and forgotten spiraling structures. A
slowly falling moon sat on the distant horizon, bathing the area in a troubled
fading glow. Enormous spires peppered the landscape, lifting towards the
sky like rockets powered by some unknown magickal technology.

Dust lifted about Njorun’s feet as she took a few steps forward, her
staff hanging loose at her side.

Player: Njorun. Female, you have discovered a Premade. This
Premade seems to be a part of the Brood of Loki expanse, the home of the
Dawn Dragon Midgardsormr. Record of discovering this area has been
saved in the Premades at your Primordial Pool. Additional Neurolink
growth has been awarded for the discovery of this area as well.

The connection faltered—along with Lisa’s smile outside the game—
and a small dopamine rush rose in her like the prick of needles. Njorun
gripped her staff tightly and walked through the dusty landscape, the rusted
spires and fallen idols hanging over her like giants. The few effigies with
intact faces seemed to watch Njorun warily, their eyes peeking out from
under flaking rust and shrouded blue light. The feathers on her dress ruffled
as a slight wind took, and the system acclimated this information. Her Chat
pane scrolled by with the weather update of an oncoming storm. Njorun
could see small dust clouds and the makings of tornadoes in the rust colored
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could see small dust clouds and the makings of tornadoes in the rust colored
valleys far beyond. Lisa’s eyes shot instinctively towards the portion of her
HUD that displayed her Neurolink, which was holding a steady twelve and
a half percent connection.

“I don’t see a single Nibelung Gate here. It’s bizarre,” she said.
It seems that there is some event data within Quattuordec-

Rustyheavens/Apocalypse that prevents the spawn of Nibelung Gates.
There are also no dungeons or flash-instances available in this area. I am
also receiving no readings for global scroll.

“Global scroll?”
Yes, Njorun, it seems that there is no infinite horizon in this area, and

the overall yardage allowed for exploration is quite small despite the
expansiveness of the in-game graphics.

“I could come up against the Dragon at any time then,” Njorun said,
bringing her left hand up to her mouth. Her Rings and Equipment were as
they were before, and aside from a few Protection-based spells that she
could have swapped out for the weaker Ucha healing spell, her setup was
fine. 

“Can you run an Analysis against the combat data for the
Midgardsormr?” Njorun asked.

Negative, Player: Njorun. I am not given appliance to subject the data
for an unknown event creature.

“I know that. I just thought I would ask,” Njorun sighed. She felt tired.
Even though her Neurolink connection was high and remarkably stable, she
still felt something tugging at her. There was a hiccup, a strange feeling that
made her apprehensive. The Dawn Dragon was a creature she had been
searching for a long time to find, and yet she still didn’t know if it was
possible to take down the massive serpent alone. In her condition, there
would be little she could do to make herself stronger against it. Njorun
would just have to force herself to stay in a focused mindset and rely on her
years of strategy to take it down.

There seems to be an event spark in the northern quadrant of the area,
near a rundown collection of spires. Head 145 yards to the east, Njorun.

“Run Bestiary Analysis on the Midgardsormr as soon as you see it. I
want to know if I even stand a chance.”

Will do, Njorun.
Njorun selected her Sprint action and began to jog at a leisurely pace

towards the target area. The yardage fell away as she moved, the target
slowly counting from one hundred and forty-five yards and falling. A
somber melody played as she traversed the land, a changing soundtrack of
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somber melody played as she traversed the land, a changing soundtrack of
calm piano and drawn-out violin. The system stayed silent as she moved,
still there and ever watchful. Njorun kept her focus on the sky. She watched
the occasional falling star and the waxing moon. She watched the weather
slowly change as the clouds turned dark and rolled in over the uneven
landscape. Floating spires bobbed harmlessly near flickering lights and
glowing blue flowers as the dust picked up about her feet. Then, with
twenty yards to spare, Njorun came to a full stop.

“I don’t know what I’m looking for. I feel blind in this event.”
I’m not receiving any special event data beyond the title of the Dawn

Dragon. I cannot tell you how the Midgardsormr will appear, Player:
Njorun. Female.

“Screw it. I guess I’m going in for a surprise on this one. If I can’t nail
the Pre-emptive Strike, I might have to use a Paling Potion.”

You have ninety-nine Paling Potions stocked, Njorun. Would you like
me to macro them to an available slot?

“That’s fine. I’m going to try and go with full mental action for this
fight. I will rely on vocal cue for a few spells, but I should set those macros
just in case.”

I suggest many palings for this fight, Njorun.
Njorun turned a corner, the valley dipping below her with a rise of

metal sheets. The jagged, broken tech pushed ghastly blue shadows across
the rusty ground. She stood at her full height, the Mistelteinn casting a
longer shadow than the spires jutting up all around her. The earthy
landscape gave her a slight bonus to Quake spells, imbuing the staff with a
faint glow. She hoped that the Midgardsormr was not a flying creature, or
else things could get dicey.

The hill looped around and down into a precipice that was marred with
black volcanic rock. Broken tendrils of metal snaked out of the useless
carcasses of curious machines. Njorun moved carefully around each point,
the yardage falling down to nothing as she stepped ever closer. 

Fourteen yards remain, Player: Njorun. Female. Might I suggest a
course of action that prepares your Pre-emptive Strike? 

“I don’t need it. I should have seen the creature by now but there’s
nothing coming up on the mini-map. Do you see anything at all?”

Negative, Njorun. There is no data available for this area.
“Rubbish. I guess I really am going in blind,” she said.
A small flash of blue light illuminated the dark crevices in the valley,

and just near the bottom of the hill where a dilapidated old mechanical rise
settled against the volcanic rock, Njorun saw something out of place.
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“Scan over there. About ten yards north,” she commanded.
I am picking up a small target. It is quite infinitesimal, Player: Njorun.

Female.
“Can I target it for battle?”
I am not sure. It appears to be a cat, Njorun.
She stopped, watching the small dark den as the blue light spread over

the landscape and chased enough shadows away to show Njorun the target.
At the bottom of the precipice, a large brown and white house cat sat
sleeping in the dust. A small green ring surrounded it, showing that it was
available to be engaged for combat. 

That appears to be the Midgardsormr, Njorun.
“That’s the Dawn Dragon? I hope you’re kidding me.”
I am not kidding.
“Whatever. Then let’s just kill it and get out of here. I’ve had enough

of Midgard for one day and I’m still getting no pings about Sarah. I’m
tired,” she said.

Noted. Combat should not be an issue here.
Njorun stepped towards the waiting cat, the green combat ring

spinning as it sensed Njorun’s own aggro radius. Njorun mentally selected
Cratersplit and charged forward to initiate the Pre-emptive Strike and finish
the battle quickly. 

Just as she surged forward, Mistelteinn staff raised and ready to
summon Quake magicks, the cat turned quickly on its side and burrowed
into the dust. Its long tail whipped forward, snapping taught as the cat
disappeared under the earth. Njorun realized too late that the tail was
connected somewhere deep in the volcanic rock. The Pre-emptive Strike
activated the aggro ring and turned it bright red as the entire valley shook.
The cat’s tail, now a thin long band of brown elastic, pulled something out
of the rock like a coiling chain bringing up an anchor. There was a
gargantuan crash as the panning camera behind the HUD went wild, and
Njorun lurched back as Lisa felt a bout of nausea take her. The conscious
connection warbled a bit and the HUD fogged, and Lisa threw herself back
in as she mentally forced Njorun to run away from the falling boulders and
bits of volcanic stone.

“Is this supposed to be happening?” Njorun yelled at the system above
the noise.

I am not sure, I am receiving very little data on this event.
“You’re pretty useless, you know that?” Njorun seethed.
I am doing my best, Player: Njorun. Female.
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Instead of the typical battle music playing, a new score began to
resonate as the creature emerged from the wall of metal and stone. Cellos
and bass played somber notes as piano keys crashed. Njorun selected the
Paling Potion, the first paling erecting a bright silver aura around her. Just
as the potion reinforced her Health, a massive paw flattened the area inches
in front of Njorun’s face. Great talons dug into the ground and brought up a
storm of dust and bits of rock. Njorun leapt to the side, watching as the
surprise of the shock wave dipped her Neurolink slightly and shaved off a
percentage of Health. 

“Dammit!” she hissed, pushing herself to her feet and running back up
the valley’s lip. She lifted Mistelteinn, commanding a volley of Cometstorm
stones to plummet out of the sky. Njorun watched in horror as the various
Miss icons danced on the landscape before her.

“This thing should be enormous! Why can’t I target it?” Njorun yelled.
I am not sure, Njorun. I cannot find a place on the creature’s body that

is a target-able area. But it does seem to be massive. The creature model is
much larger than what your HUD can display. 

A great piercing roar resounded throughout the area as black rocks
rained down about Njorun’s ears, and she watched helplessly as more and
more of her Health was shaved off before she could find a place to hide.
Even with the paling from the Paling Potion erected, she was taking on
massive damage. At this rate Njorun was going to end up with a hefty total
Neurolink loss from the area.

“Run a Bestiary Analysis on it and find a way for me to kill it for
Christ’s sake!” Njorun yelled.

Analyzing. I suggest you find a place to hide, Njorun. The creature
seems to be much larger than the basin of this valley. The cat was a decoy.

“No shit, thank you for that.”
Njorun rushed towards the mouth of a nearby cave, pushing past a row

of razor-sharp metal spires that dealt additional damage to her as she moved.
The graphics were solid and Njorun had to push hard to get the objects out
of the way. She used a few blasts of her Quake magick to move the last few
stones, and dove into an awning before another wave of volcanic rock could
further damage her. With each massive, ear-punishing shock wave, Njorun
and Lisa split and the Neurolink connection dipped. 

“This was a waste of time,” Njorun sighed as the creature outside the
cave rattled the very earth around her. “I should have just let the Dawn
Dragon go and continued on searching for Sarah. If I die here it’s going to
mean a drop in Neurolink that I can’t afford. I’m slipping. I can’t remember
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mean a drop in Neurolink that I can’t afford. I’m slipping. I can’t remember
the last time I died on the field and here I am thinking I’m strong enough
again to take down an event creature solo.”

Njorun, might I offer a suggestion?
“Go ahead.”
Target the cat.
Njorun shook herself of the dust and rocks of the cave, maneuvering

towards the yawning mouth of darkness and stepping into the blooming blue
light. The Midgardsormr was still battering about, searching for her
ceaselessly. Whatever scripting Circle Systems gave the creature, it seemed
to not stop until it killed its original target player. Njorun sighed and tried to
find the place that she had first come into contact with the small beast. The
cat had burrowed somewhere into the ground, its tail a long chain
connecting its small body to the massive Dawn Dragon that thrashed about
in the ether above. 

“Am I able to target only the cat?” Njorun asked.
It seems so. We are not close enough to grab the target, however I am

getting a reading from the area of your initial aggro.
“I wonder if I can sever the cat’s tail and cut its connection to the

Midgardsormr. Then I could just target the cat and let loose a spell or two
on it,” Njorun mused.

Player: Njorun. Female, I am not able to read any of the combat data
for the Midgardsormr. It is quite possible that the Dawn Dragon is strong
enough to fell you in a single attack. Without being in a party, there is a
chance you will suffer 100% of the damage you incur here as a Neurolink
loss.

“Well I can’t leave the area while the Dawn Dragon is aggroed, and it
seems like the creature’s space is so massive that I won’t be able to get out
of its aggro range even if I try to run away. I have to fight,” Njorun said.

She moved closer, slinking as quietly as she could down the side of the
valley and climbing through piles of broken spires until she could jump
down into a shallow pool of muddy water. The area where she had seen the
cat was just a few meters south of her now, shrouded by a collection of
broken mechanical parts and blocks of rust. The volcanic rock had erected
piles of black dust all around the area, making it more difficult to see.
Njorun stomped through the mud, the graphical effect causing splashes to
darken her bare feet.

“I see it!” Njorun yelled, moving the system to target the chain. “The
cat must be just under where the tail chain pulls into the earth.”

Njorun stepped forward as the Midgardsormr roared and made another
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Njorun stepped forward as the Midgardsormr roared and made another
shock wave shake the area. A jet of flame shot over the sky above her, and
she jumped down the nearest crag just in time to miss a hideous blast of fire.
The chain was now less than ten yards away, and Njorun smiled with
satisfaction as she found that she was able to target it. She raised her staff,
pulling up a Cratersplit spell that dealt a blow of massive damage to the
chain. The cat’s tail severed, the taut chain whipping about the rock before it
disappeared. As soon as the tail chain faded away, the cat popped back up
out of the dusty ground and hissed with mad yellow eyes.

That seems to be the actual Midgardsormr, Njorun. The Dawn Dragon
is an unbeatable distraction. You should destroy the cat before the Dragon
is able to kill you.

Njorun grunted and ran towards the cat as it bounded off into the piles
of volcanic rock and overturned metal spires. On light feet it jumped over
the falling rocks and squirmed in between a grove of crystallized blue
flowers. Njorun let loose a volley of comets, frowning as only one of them
struck the cat and the rest came up with Miss. The one comet that struck the
cat sent the tiny beast spinning into a pile of rocks. The pile burst into a puff
of black volcanic ash, and the cat mewled as it scratched against the rocks
for perch. Njorun rushed towards it, sending down another volley. Just as
she was about to open up a Cratersplit spell beneath the cat and finish it off,
the massive paw of the Dawn Dragon came down on her hard.

Reeling, Njorun tried to pick herself up as the entire HUD seemed to
be spinning and moving. Njorun tried to focus and activate another Paling
Potion just as a massive breath of orange flame erupted about her. Lisa
backed off the connection as the brightness of the flame consumed her,
causing stars to appear before her eyes. She tried to initiate the conscious
connection with her player persona once more, but was forced to wait
helplessly as Njorun incurred terrible damage and refused to move.

“No! Come on!” she cried out.
Njorun, you seem to have lost your conscious connection and are

unable to continue the fight. Should I attempt to force eject your Animus?
“No! Stop. Just give me a moment!” Lisa grunted. Njorun’s eyes

snapped open once more, and she finally moved just as her Health dipped
down into the dangerous red. She jumped back out of the flames and casted
three quick Ulicha healing spells in succession. Her Health jumped back up,
and the third Paling Potion put another silver aura around her as she dove
for cover. The next blast of flame was dark purple, a slow spread that put
Poison and Degradation on Njorun. 

Njorun’s Health quickly fell as she ran back towards the cat. The
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Njorun’s Health quickly fell as she ran back towards the cat. The
Midgardsormr seemed to be hiding behind another grove of the blue
flowers, and Njorun’s target forced her HUD to look in that direction. She
brought down another Cratersplit, the few comets coming down and
smacking the beast. It whined and hissed as damage fell off it in red
numbers. Before it could run away, Njorun erected a great wall of stone and
pushed the cat back towards her. She mentally selected Dynamite Volley
from her list of macros, sending up a towering shrine of obsidian stones that
exploded once they came into contact with the Midgardsormr. Each spire of
black rock dealt massive damage to the cat, pushing it back against the
valley and extinguishing its life just as the Dawn Dragon came after Njorun
again. The last hit of its paw brought Njorun’s Health perilously low, and
she sucked in her breath as she felt the pain of it. Her Neurolink dipped
slightly from the ferocity of the blow, and if she hadn’t used the Paling
Potion the strike would have wiped her out entirely. 

Congratulations Player: Njorun. It seems you have defeated the Dawn
Dragon Midgardsormr. 

The system continued to speak as it regaled her winnings, and the
reflection of its words showed up in her Chat pane. But Njorun really
wasn’t paying attention to whatever rewards she had gained after finally
killing a creature that she had been searching for weeks for.

Her Neurolink displayed a flat thirteen percent. She had finally grown
her Neurolink to search the final areas of Midgard. If Sarah wasn’t a low
Neurolink player, if she wasn’t in Tredec-Grasslands/War, if she wasn’t in
any of the Hub-cities or moving about any of the Premades or other fields,
the only places left were those that only the toughest players could reach.
The Quindec- areas, those that ran at the highest available percent
Neurolink.

It would be difficult at the minimum entry percentage, but Njorun
didn’t care.

She felt exhaustion overtake her even as she smiled from the result of
her struggles. Somehow she got herself from Njorun’s eyes, to the base
WoAnLiNe, to the softness of her blankets. She lay in bed for a time as she
watched her eel swim about in its living aquarium, and for a moment before
drifting off to sleep wondered what it would be like to curl up with a kitten. 
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8.
Crossing Over

“Because of the nature of Neurolink and the WoAnLiNe, some players may
experience glitches or anomalies in the system. While these are rare, Circle

Systems acknowledges all abnormalities with the utmost seriousness and
fights to maintain quality in Midgard. Please take adequate breaks from

Kognition.”

Another waking dream that night. No, not a dream. Lisa could
feel it, as if she was in the WoAnLiNe through her Neurolink, watching
events through Njorun's HUD. The details were too intense, too dreamy, as
if she was in Midgard. It was as if she was seeing her past relive itself
through a theater within Midgard with Njorun sitting in some seat and
watching Lisa, instead of the other way around.

“What day is today?” Lisa asked her mother. 
The automatic doors before them opened and closed, opened and

closed, oblivious to their shared apprehension. The monorail station was
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closed, oblivious to their shared apprehension. The monorail station was

busy that day. Crowds pushed past them, lightly brushing against Lisa’s
mother but causing the young girl to pitch forward. Lisa's mother was
fussing with her jacket, and Lisa was holding an umbrella in her small hand.

“What honey? Um, it's Wednesday,” she said.
“No, mommy, I mean the date,” she replied. “The number.”
“The sixteenth of October. You don't know what day it is?” her mother

asked her, finally straightening her jacket and taking the hand of her child.
They walked into the monorail station, and the fans in the doorway came to
life as their bodies triggered them. They were dry in seconds, the sleeves
and edges of their jackets fluttering busily.

“I do. I just wanted to make sure. I feel like I need to remember today,”
she said.

“Because of daddy?” her mother asked her.
“Yes. I think it will be important to remember. Seeing daddy,” she

answered.
“I’m sorry he’s gone so much, sweet. Your father is very busy.”
Lisa nodded and shuffled foot to foot, her eyes downcast.
Her mother knelt and held Lisa’s fidgeting gaze. “Are you okay

honey? You've been quiet all week. Usually you have so much to tell me
after your appointments. Was the game not fun this time?” she asked.

Lisa looked over her mother's shoulders, into the rain outside the
building. A girl stood in the downpour, watching them. The girl was born of
haze, unbelonging, distorted. She wore a monochromatic dress and had wild
hair. From where she watched the memory, Njorun stirred in her seat. Lisa
shook her head, her slight curls bouncing.

“No. I'm getting tired of it. The man asks me too many questions, and
the game makes me sick. I don't like playing it,” she said, exasperated. “But
he won't listen to me. He doesn’t believe what I say, sometimes.”

“I'm sure it's a lot to get used to. I can't imagine that. Being connected
to something all the time,” her mother said. Lisa looked up at her as the
older woman stood, folding the umbrella up.

“I can't get used to it, mommy. There are things that scare me, like
whispers, and…sometimes you see things. I hate it, it's strange,” Lisa said, a
small frown on her face. “Sometimes I see other little girls like me or
Hayden, but they won’t play with me like the other characters. The man
doesn’t believe me.”

“The doctors told me that the strangeness goes away with age, Lisa.
Pretty soon you will be having lots of fun, more fun with the WoAnLiNe
than mommy will ever have. Okay?” she said, patting Lisa on the head and
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than mommy will ever have. Okay?” she said, patting Lisa on the head and
giving her a quick kiss. Lisa saw the betrayal of the words in her mother's
eyes. She saw the uncertainty and turned back to stare at the downpour just
outside the enormous windows.

Njorun stood up from her seat and walked away, and the dream began
to dissipate. Lisa watched the girl in the rain until her dream faded to black
and she awoke, thinking of Sarah and missing fathers and white light and
bird’s wings.

—

“Lisa, you look so exhausted,” Hayden said. 
“What?” Lisa removed her palms from her forehead, her gaze lifting

from the liquid-touch display panel and settling on Hayden’s curious
expression. The calculus problems faded from her mind, floating off
somewhere to be collected in the fuzzy cloud of nothingness that the last
few days had become. What had she been thinking about? There was a test
coming up and she had to return her library book and peruse the copies for a
new item to read. But there had been something else. 

Lisa looked out the classroom window, expecting to see rain.
“There are dark rings under your eyes,” she said, touching Lisa's face

lightly. The tenderness sent a chill down her spine. “You really haven't been
sleeping have you? Maybe you should take a nap instead of helping me with
this.”

Lisa batted Hayden's hand away lightly, shaking her head. Her dark
hair brushed her cheeks as she turned. “No, I'm quite alright really. I've just
been up late studying,” she said, which was only slightly a lie. She had been
up late, desperately clinging to her books and digital notes like a lifeboat out
at sea after spending hours upon hours in Midgard. “You're going to get a
B- on the next test at least, and that's more important than anything right at
this moment.”

Hayden smiled, her cheeks flushing pink. Her eyes squinted prettily as
they always did when Hayden was extraordinarily happy, and she pushed
her chair back to take Lisa into a big warm hug. Lisa opened her mouth to
say something, then promptly closed it. 

“What was that for?” she asked. Hayden shrugged.
“I just felt like you needed it. I appreciate you so much Lisa, and I

don't know if you really know that or not,” she said. “I feel like you’re
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don't know if you really know that or not,” she said. “I feel like you’re
shutting me out. And that’s partly my fault.”

Lisa opened her mouth in reply but found there was nothing to her but
an emotional weight in her chest. She quickly turned away, covering her
eyes with both hands.

“Are you crying?” Hayden asked. “Is it something I said?”
Lisa shook her head. “The last few weeks have been hell, but don't ask

me to explain why because I really can't. I feel like my hormones are going
crazy or something. I don't feel like myself,” Lisa admitted. She didn’t like
talking around Sarah, and felt as if she had let too much about her slip
already.

“Maybe you've been spending too much time with Kognition?”
Hayden asked. “Some people claim that the Neurolink really can mess with
your mind if you spend too much time at a high percentage of link. I mean
really, offering a part of your mind at any time sounds really weird if you
think about it.”

Lisa smiled at her friend's pragmatism. “You know I never thought I'd
hear you rooting for the opposing team, Hayden,” she said. “We both know
the facts.”

Hayden put her hands up. “I'm not, not really. I've just been reading
into some of their scholarly articles about the effect of the WoAnLiNe on
society. It's not very different from the opposing views toward the Internet
that we read about in Technological History, but I think some people have
points. It sounds a lot like the original ideas by that one guy years ago, what
was his name, Hyde? The neurobiologist who published his ideas on the
WoAnLiNe and prolonged attachment to other people and their integrating
systems,” she said.

“Kind of like watching too much television, back in my grandparent's
days. They thought it lead to vision deterioration, although no one could
ever make up their mind one way or another,” Lisa said. “This is the sort of
thing people were up in arms about years ago, when we were kids.”

Hayden tapped the side of her head, near her frontal lobe. “It did
bother me at first. When we were going through our tests. But everyone
does that now, and our generation wasn't the first. The tests never bothered
me, and I can't actually feel anything in my head. My life is better because
of it,” she said.

“Really?” Lisa wanted to ask. Maybe she was remembering those
times differently from her friend. Hayden was right though, their lives were
better for it, weren’t they? That integration with the world, that was it. She
couldn't imagine things any other way.
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“I've been thinking about that a lot lately. I don't miss it. I developed
anxiety over it, did you know that?” Lisa confessed.

Hayden squirmed. “Your mother has mentioned it before. She said you
tested out longer than the rest of us. Something about your Neurolink
connection. I always assumed that's how Njorun’s ability exceeded ours,
you are better connected to the WoAnLiNe than the rest of us,” she said.
“Your skills didn't come from practice alone. I remember that first
tournament.”

Lisa shrugged. “Maybe…I don't know. Sometimes I feel things from
the WoAnLiNe, or I see something that I think I’m not supposed to. I’ve
always just played the game or focused on school and tried to ignore it but
now something feels different. Maybe it’s all this reading I’ve been doing. I
haven’t forced myself to leave direct connections or WoAnLiNe dives for
this long in my whole life. I’m just so used to things as they were. I pushed
all that behind me and it's been surfacing again, as if the WoAnLiNe is
pulling at memories that have been laying dormant. I wonder if the chip can
call on our memories like that,” she admitted.

Hayden shook her head. “God, I hope not. That would suck. I don't
want to remember half the stupid things I do,” she said.

Lisa laughed. “Yeah. I think you're right,” she said.
“I've always been jealous of you though, Lisa, it sucks. I still have to

use my phone, or a controller. Bloody hell, I've only met a handful of people
who can play Kognition with just the voice recognition system, and you can
do it even without that. Sometimes it's scary to watch you, it's like you're in
a trance. You just sit there, still and quiet as a statue, your eyes moving back
and forth like you're watching a tennis match. Sometimes your fingers will
twitch, or your lips will move. It’s almost like watching a sleeping dog, you
know? Like they are dreaming about chasing a rabbit or a car and their legs
kick out. But you seem so comfortable with it, and you never get nosebleeds
or headaches or any of that awful stuff they claim happens sometimes,” said
Hayden. “You seem just fine.”

“It's just a video game, Hayden,” said Lisa. The words left her mouth
with a stale taste. 

“Yeah, but its more than that. You know, you are so smart too. Haven't
you ever wondered if your ease with the WoAnLiNe is a part of that?
Maybe it's not as difficult to remember things for you, like it is for the rest
of us. I mean if you were so connected through Neurolink constantly that
you could recall bits of information from the networks even when not
technically 'connected' you'd become a new sort of person entirely,” she
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technically 'connected' you'd become a new sort of person entirely,” she
said. “What if you could remember the things your mind doesn’t want you
to know, or find out things about other people?”

Lisa considered this, and then smiled and dove into her friend with an
attack of tickles. Hayden squirmed and laughed and pushed her away, her
cheeks flushing pink with her breathless excitement. “Why are you getting
so thoughtful on me all of a sudden? Hayden, you always claim that you
aren't smart and yet you think about complicated stuff more than I do.
Maybe you're just a good actress,” she said.

The tension that had built over the last week had almost entirely melted
between them. Hayden pushed her hair out of her eyes and slid her finger
across the liquid-touch display of her tablet. The icons rose under her
fingers, meeting her touch and then fading back when she lifted her finger
off of the the screen. “No, I just think about stupid stuff. You're probably
right Lisa, none of it is a big deal. You shouldn't worry,” she said. “That’s
something you have taught me, you know. Worry less.”

And yet Lisa couldn't stop thinking about it. Her memories, her
dreams, interlinked with the system and moving in and out between waking
and sleeping. Diving into the WoAnLiNe, where was that on the line of
things? Hayden said Lisa looked like she was in a trance when she dove into
the system, when she played as Njorun in Kognition. Where was that on the
scale between sleeping and waking? If the system was able to use parts of
her mind that she couldn't lock out, it would make sense for her memories to
fade in and out of the game world. The HUD replaced her vision as soon as
she allowed her mind to dive into the system. From there, anything was
possible. Her focus on Sarah had blinded her to the dangers of the systems,
to always be careful and not take the firewalls and brain-protecting systems
for granted. Maybe this could cause her mind to obsess over something like
finding Sarah even when she didn’t want it too. The WoAnLiNe could keep
her focused, and distracted. The mysteries weren't worth solving if she
couldn't pull herself out of the systems enough to function.

“I've just been playing the game too much,” Lisa admitted. “You’re
right about that.”

Hayden nodded. “I just think it's good to take breaks,” she said.
“Says the girl that farms out new dungeons with her guild every night,”

Lisa teased, smiling. 
“Hey! I take loads more breaks than you. And I never go over two

hours a night, my mother won't let me. I've been exploring a few other
games available through the WoAnLiNe lately, as well as some of the old
cable-based gaming that my great-grandparents used. My great-grandpa sat
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cable-based gaming that my great-grandparents used. My great-grandpa sat
me down the other night and made me play through this grainy old thing
called Chrono Trigger. It wasn’t half bad. There is neat stuff to do outside
of the system, you know?” Hayden said. “You should play a Final Fantasy
title sometime.”

Lisa laughed, thinking about how much time she had spent with a
musty old book over the last few weeks. She conceded Hayden's point, but
it didn't stop her from teasing her friend because it was just so much fun. 

They caught each other’s eyes for a moment, just a moment too long,
and Hayden blushed. Lisa collected her things, and the day melted into the
rest of its redundancies. A short monorail ride, a stop at the grocery store,
and arriving at a home devoid of light, with no one home.

—

After scarfing down her dinner, Lisa sat in her comfy chair with a hot
cup of tea on the desk in front of her. She closed her eyes and let out a deep
breath, allowing her mind to integrate with the system. It was difficult to
explain how such a thing was able to happen. The best way that Lisa had
found was one night, long ago, telling her mom about diving into the
WoAnLiNe.

“It's like meditation, mother. Deep breathing. I sort of sit there for a
moment, and don't concentrate on anything in particular. Then there's this
feeling, like invisible little arms reaching out towards my mind and cradling
all these places in my brain with their digital fingers, and I can feel myself
here fading to there. And then I'm gone, and my eyesight is the WoAnLiNe,
and then it's Kognition's HUD. Then I see through Njorun,” she said. 

Her mother just shook her head. Lisa smiled. “You’re used to the Link
Glasses, or your tablet. That makes it easy. But this integration…it’s just
difficult to explain what it feels like to Neurolink with this chip in my
head.”

The memory faded, the ghost-sprite with it, and Lisa returned to her
present as well as she could.

“Initiate WoAnLiNe dive,” she told the system, using audible cue
instead of her mental connection. That familiar feeling soared through her
body, washing through her mind and running down her spine in bursts of
dopamine spark.

Somewhere outside of her, the ping of her conscious connection
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Somewhere outside of her, the ping of her conscious connection
filtered through the grounded WoAnLiNe connection of their small home.
Lisa felt the connection give until her Animus latched to the dive, sinking
into the network made up of billions of people. First her connection would
reach out through the local networks and servers and then spread further, the
tendrils of her conscious connection meeting the information exchange by
the larger global WoAnLiNe. Firewalls and various safety measures
wrapped themselves around her traveling Animus and the connection pulled
back by the dive, networks hummed wirelessly, and the World Animus Link
Network traveled into her home with solidarity. Despite the neurochip
always keeping a bit of the memetic connection with her at all times,
‘diving-in’ to the network remained an entirely different, solid experience.

Lisa’s vision momentarily darkened, and then was filled with the
colorful scrolling starting screen that read ‘World Animus Link Network,
United Kingdom.’ It went on and on with the details of her centralized
location, and then said: Perdita Residence. User: Lisa Perdita. Letters and
numbers quickly scrolled across her vision before her own customized main
portal came up through her HUD. Her instant messaging box, her slower
shortmail, newsfeed, search engine, saved portals, her schoolwork,
Kognition's main page, the Globalpedia dive page, and half a dozen other
video games that she had played from time to time. Of course there was also
access to the closed system of her school, which allowed her to work on
homework at home. However when she entered through this closed system
it blocked off her use of any of her personal home applications, gaming, the
vast majority of her personal systems…so Lisa usually did her homework if
she wasn't expecting a message from anybody. Even her phone would not
work if she was using her school's closed system from her home network.

She mentally selected Kognition's access portal, and the catchy theme
music of the game came up along with all the options that had to do with the
game itself. Njorun’s body hung loosely in the air, as if suspended by
ethereal string. Her eyes closed, Lisa caught herself examining the beauty
of her player-persona. Her mental fingers crawled over the only options past
the main page of Kognition: New and Continue? For whatever reason,
Circle Systems only allowed one player-persona registered to one Animus at
a time.  

Lisa selected Njorun. When the player-persona’s eyes opened, Lisa
found herself staring into Midgard’s beautiful scenery.

—
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Njorun rose from kneeling in prayer at the base of the Yggdrassil for
the hundredth time, the thousandth. The sky above the Yggdrassil’s great
branches was washed in a thin film of peach-orange light. In the flavor of
Kognition, all of the players supposedly worshiped the dual spirits of Odin
and Wotan as the frozen corpse of the Wodinkind in Valhalla. Each player in
Midgard was either a son or daughter of the dual gods, doing work to unite
the realm together or destroy it for their own gain. Daughter of the
Wodinkind, goddess in Midgard. Njorun smiled to herself.

Welcome to Midgard, Njorun. Sjaldan er ein báran stök.
The panel in the bottom-right of her HUD displayed a Neurolink

percentage just above thirteen. It felt like an impossibility. Tredec-,
Quattuordec-, Quindec-, every area from her thirteen percent link to the
game’s current max of fifteen was now open to her. The most dangerous,
most agonizing areas could be traversed at her minimal entry percentage. 

Njorun just had to keep herself from arrogant, needless deaths.
Her vision of the game was smooth as butter. Lisa knew that the game

could operate at much higher levels, but the thirteen percent link reduced
her lag phenomenally. For every inch you gained, you lost a mile if you died
on the field, had to Resurrect a player, or were just so terrible at fighting the
creatures in a new area that you bled out huge chunks of your percentage.
Many players would go into a higher-tier area only to immediately lose as
much as two percent to a particularly tough foe, which meant they had to go
back down to a lower area and grow that link back for their character or
follow the system’s suggestions through IQS. Power fluctuates like waves
under the moon, and Njorun had watched great players crumble to nothing
and scrapping walhaz dominate in months.

Njorun's naked feet padded along the Yggdrassil’s base, and she saw
between the roots of the world tree that Nidhogg wasn't swimming around
in the darkness. He was coiled up near one of the larger roots of the World
Ash, seemingly asleep. Perhaps the beast was made to recover after the
event? Njorun wondered after it for a moment, curious to the nature of the
Ring that it had randomly gifted before moving on. She made her way
quietly to the Primordial Pool, although she was now high enough out of the
average Neurolink range that she could turn on the Anonymous feature in
her player Options, which meant that the majority of players under her link
level couldn't interact with her, and some couldn't even detect her. This
made things much easier for any player that wanted to solo, or a certain
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made things much easier for any player that wanted to solo, or a certain
conspicuously popular player known as 'The Cataclysm' to get by without
being harassed.

A few players sent wary glances her way as she walked towards the
Pool, though she wasn't bothered. Some of the newer players left their trade-
chats open as she walked by, the little bubbles popping up above their heads
and filling with scrolling text.

[Warmonker: “That's the Cataclysm.”
Thepizabreaker: “The PvP goddess? She's shorter than I

expected. You think she's that powerful? I heard the other day she
wiped three players with one spell. I didn't even know there was
magick that OP.”

Galgorith: “There's a rumor around that she plays without a
controller. Just uses her mind.”

Thepizabreaker: “No ——? Players can do that?”
Warmonker: “Supposedly FC can. It's an urban myth. I don't

think anyone can. You can't suffer that load. It would make your brain
explode.”

Galgorith: “I heard once that people were doing experiments
with Kognition on patients that suffered sorts of brain damage. You
know, psychological issues. Like bipolar disorder, narcolepsy. I heard
they were even trying to use the game to bring people out of comas or
cure stuff that’s supposedly fatal. You know, like helping kids with
learning disabilities. Like helping out brain-dead patients.”

Thepizabreaker: “Kognition can do that? It's just a game.” 
Warmonker: “I don't know man. Seems like every day there's

something else pushing us into the future. 
Galgorith: “Like the Mars landings? We've been watching those

at school. Insane.”]
Njorun smiled as she left them behind, and was fully aware of the other

dozen or so players that had stopped to watch her, chat-bubbles popping up
over their heads. She gripped her staff and walked toward her destination,
leaving everything else off her mind. Njorun's feet touched the Primordial
Pool, and she quickly looked through the list of newly available concepts
and keywords for the construction of a personalized Quindec- level area.
She saw what she wanted, and spoke to the system.

“Take me to Quindec-Abyss/Peace,” Njorun said to the system.
Very well, Njorun. Please enjoy your quest through Midgard, and be

careful while within the Quindec- stage fields. Mystery, intrigue, and
difficulty await the highest link-level players.
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The Pool's mirror-still surface bubbled, and Njorun slowly sunk below
its shimmering dark depths. Lisa’s HUD darkened, and she waited for the
area to load as the Neurolink re-appropriated the connection that separated
her consciousness from Njorun. At first she spent so much time in darkness
that she was afraid there was a problem with the system, and then she saw a
small glint of light off in the distance, then another, then another. A floating
torch swooped by, lighting Njorun's features for a moment before it went its
way into the darkness. 

“The Abyss fields are literal,” Njorun mused, followed after the torch.
It was a hovering bulb of glass and metal, with spritely wings attached at the
top that allowed them to move through the pitch-black scenery, dipping and
floating. 

“Pure darkness but for the Nibelung Gates.”
Njorun waved one hand in front of her face, keeping the Mistelteinn

low at her side. She could barely make out the movement.
“If the area itself is so difficult at Peace,” she whispered. “The

creatures inside the ports can't be that difficult. It's just darkness, Njorun.
Come on.”

Lisa couldn't help but wonder what Hayden would do in such an area.
Would she go alone, or make Sven carry her through? Her character was
just as foolhardy and fearless as the girl in real life. Lisa though, what was
she? Njorun existed as a concept through the eyes of other players, a dream
and a story. A girl in a dress of feathers, wielding a black staff of twisted
oak. A goddess of the earth, a creature of Wotan and Odin and an enemy of
Loki. Sarah was out there in the world somewhere, out there in the dark, and
once Lisa found the girl she would be fine. She told herself over and over,
she would be fine. Her obsession with Sarah was the virus that the
WoAnLiNe had pushed through her connection, and finding her would be
the cure to set it all right.

The Nibelung Gates stayed in their far-reaching darkness even as
Njorun jogged toward them. Lisa figured that there must be some strange
new effect in the area, and she willed Njorun to continue. The area seemed
empty of life, and she didn't know if that's because people weren't keen on
the effects of the Abyss fields, or some other reason entirely. Midgard was
flooded with players twenty-four hours a day, since it was a global game.
Problems with lag were rare, and troubling graphical issues or slowdowns in
controlled areas were a result of the Neurolink, not the game. Yet as Njorun
walked through the dense state of darkness, and even with the brightly lit
status notifications on the HUD, it seemed like she was moving through
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status notifications on the HUD, it seemed like she was moving through
thickened ink.

“Sarah!” she shouted, knowing full well she was alone. “Stupid, Lisa,
stupid.” 

There was a panic in the darkness that seemed to grip her. Her head felt
clouded, and her thoughts slow. Her high Neurolink connection meant
nothing in a world of animate darkness.

“Sarah!” she called again, louder, and Lisa was glad that her mother
wasn't home so that Njorun could scream as loud as she wanted. She quit
her audible cues, forcing herself to play only through the mental systems.
After weeks of looking for the mysterious player, after not being able to get
the girl off her mind or to even function outside of the possibility of seeing
her again, Lisa was at the crossroads of continuing or giving up indefinitely.
If Sarah had left her anything, it was focus. It was playing Kognition again
like she meant it, enjoying the game as not just a place to become stronger,
but as a real world and work of art that was separate from reality. 

“What do I have to do to find you?” Njorun asked the darkness, and in
her black dress, holding her black staff, she wondered if her naked arms,
hands, legs, feet, and face were glowing there in the dark. If she was some
sort of ethereal spirit, intangible, just pieces of a person moving through the
thickening darkness. Njorun could truly become lost, if she wished it. Lisa
could cease to exist and her mind could pool into Njorun, the girl asleep
somewhere in the abyss of a world that didn’t really exist.

Far away she could hear the promising sound of ocean waves. Where
was the sound coming from? It seemed so close, as if she was at the edges
of a great expanse of beach front. 

There it was again. And again. Crashing waves upon a close shore. The
soft plink of raindrops on water, somewhere behind her.

“What do I have to do?” she asked the darkness again. “What do I
have to do?” As the question left her lips, her HUD scattered and lag
bogged down her Neurolink, the little vision left to her warping and
blurring.

“What—”
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9.
The Digital Abyss

“Kognition grows as the WoAnLiNe grows, due to the diligence and
excitement of our wonderful player base. The game will always be

incomplete, offering exciting exploratory opportunities to our most involved
players.”

“—are you doing?” asked the girl, and Lisa felt a tug on her
arm. She rubbed her tired eyes and tried to find the owner of the tug. Lisa
saw their small classroom, sparsely decorated. Their desks with their liquid-
touch screens, faintly glowing blue. There were abstract paintings hanging
on the walls, done with finger paint. Overstuffed chairs sat in every corner,
and the digital screen at the front of the classroom was framed to look like a
comical tomcat, its eyes watching her warily.

A nudge, and then: “Hey. You are Lisa, aren't you? Lisa Perdita?”
Lisa turned her head and found herself staring into the dark black eyes

of a stranger. The girl seemed young; younger than her. She was beautiful,
and Japanese, with a cute little nose and wide eyes. Lisa rubbed her eyes
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and Japanese, with a cute little nose and wide eyes. Lisa rubbed her eyes

again and found that her hands came away wet.
“What do you want?” she sniffed.
The girl recoiled as if she had been slapped. “It's just, I never see

anyone sleep through class. Ever. Don’t the pings bother you? And you look
so sad. Why are you crying, Lisa?” asked the girl.

Lisa shrugged. She recalled the morning in the rain, standing in front
of the terminal and waiting waiting waiting. Then nothing. The sadness on
her mother's face, the questions, the loss. The man that should have entered
their lives again and wasn't there. So it continued to rain, as it had every
day.

“I know you. I just wanted to check on you,” said the girl.
“You know me?” Lisa sniffed. She looked around the empty

classroom. Had this strange girl skipped her class to stay behind and check
on her?

“Yes. You have testing right before I do, in the center. For the
Neurolink stuff, you know? We've played Kognition together,” she said.

Lisa scrunched up her smallish face and considered the possibility.
Why was this girl reminding her of the stupid game? The endless
headaches, the nausea, the sadness? Lisa sighed.

“I'm sorry. What was your name again?” she asked.
To her surprise, the girl offered a friendly smile. “Hayden. Hayden

Itagaki. Do you want to tell me what's wrong Lisa?” the girl asked. She
rummaged through a small pack and produced a juice box. “Do you need a
drink? I don't think I'll be very thirsty today. My mother always puts too
much in my lunches,” she said, making an overly comical face. Hayden
looked down at the juice box for a moment as if considering the reality of its
loss, then nodded to herself and placed it on the edge of the desk.

An olive branch. Lisa took the juice in shaky hands and sipped at the
opened container. Orange juice, her favorite. 

“Do you hate the game very much, Lisa? You always look so sad when
you play. I mean, we all sit there rather dumbly, but usually the other kids
smile. They’re excited. I just see you frowning. Are you very sad, Lisa?”
asked Hayden.

Lisa tried to swallow the last bit of juice but found it suddenly
impossible to stomach. Head down, she began to cry until great sobs shook
her tiny frame. Hayden put her arms around her in a tight embrace. She
rubbed Lisa's back with one hand. Lisa finally looked up and took Hayden
in fully. She was wearing jeans and a sweater striped black and white. Her
black hair was messy, and in the half-light of the liquid-touch screen’s glow
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black hair was messy, and in the half-light of the liquid-touch screen’s glow
it seemed almost purple. She was still smiling.

“If you ever want to play with me sometime, you know not in the tests
or anything, I'd like that Lisa. What's the name of your player, again?” she
asked.

Lisa knew that Hayden didn’t have to ask. They were in the same
program. It wouldn’t be tough for her to figure it out.

“Njorun,” Lisa replied.
“Nee-ho-rune?” Hayden asked. “That’s pretty strange. But it sort of

sounds fitting, too. All fancy and mystical? Gosh.”
“She’s a Norse earth goddess,” Lisa sniffed. 
“Really? Brilliant. I like that,” Hayden said, smiling. She rubbed

Lisa’s back, and Lisa smiled too.

—

Her HUD corrected itself, the lag lessening and the game returning to
normal. Njorun continued her careful approach, concentrating on the
flickering golden light of a solitary Nibelung Gate. Njorun’s naked feet
crunched as she walked, as if she was stepping across dry sand. Illuminated
shapes grew out of bizarre silhouettes as more of the fairy torches buzzed
around her and faded into the dark. Her body brushed up against great knife-
shaped rocks, the collision detection of Kognition pushing her back. The
light seemed to get closer as she moved, and the sprites cast enough of a
pale light to show off the hideous shapes of black stones crawling out of the
lightly shimmering sands. Golden light turned white, spinning into a fixed
point that blossomed and unfolded before her, a lighthouse beacon in the
dark.

As she approached the white light, Lisa could feel the adrenaline
pumping through her veins and the oncoming threat of her mind
shortchanging the conscious connection between her Animus and Njorun.
As she pushed past the rocks and stepped quickly across the stands, the
blooming white light began to take form. It hovered in the dark, a suddenly
muted specter made of arms and legs. The light wasn't a giant golden
spinning Nibelung Gate, but a small girl, clothed in a white dress speckled
black. The darkness crawled around the block dots in her dress, threatening
to push through her and eat out voids in the small girl. 

The girl turned to look at Njorun with those same dying-sun eyes, her
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The girl turned to look at Njorun with those same dying-sun eyes, her
violet-threaded hair hanging long and alive. She was the most beautiful
thing that Lisa had ever seen.

“Sarah?” Njorun ventured. “Sarah, is that you?” 
Her Neurolink connection bloomed with vibrancy, and Sarah seemed

to radiate with a graphical quality that was beyond anything Lisa had seen
anywhere else in Midgard. Sarah turned to the side, and her hair shimmered
as wispy light, chords of energy that hummed and buzzed with life. The
dress was the same as her hair, made almost entirely of light, and seemed to
hum and vibrate with life itself. 

Sarah turned finally, slowly, meeting Njorun’s eyes as if she was taking
her in for the first time. Sarah's eyes narrowed unknowingly and she stepped
forward on naked feet. Everywhere her feet touched, the blackness of the
Abyss faded away into a spiraling pool of white light, the inky blackness
eaten away by the ferocity of her brightness. Sarah was just as Njorun had
left her, except for a difference that brought a smile to her face and made
Lisa's heart flutter. In Sarah's right hand dangled a tiny blue object, a simple
weapon that would've meant nothing anywhere else in the world of
Midgard, but a sight that was everything to Njorun. Sarah was clutching the
Blue Onion Knife, the weapon that Njorun had so graciously pressed upon
her at that first meeting.

“You,” Sarah said softly, and her voice was as strange and lifeless as it
had been before. There was a robotic twang to it, and for a moment Njorun
heard a more girlish rendition of the voice of the AI system. The human
sound in Sarah’s voice had all but faded away.

“You're the one who gave me this trinket,” she said, holding up the
Blue Onion Knife for inspection. Sarah ghosted towards Njorun, casting
shadows of light across the darkness. There was a slight frown to her lips,
and her eyes went wide. “You're the girl.”

Njorun's image blurred, and Lisa realized it was because there were
tears in her eyes. Her HUD tried to correct the slight change in vision, but it
didn't seem to help much.The Neurolink tried to compensate for the dip
between Lisa and Njorun, but it felt to Lisa as if she was standing directly in
the darkness and ignoring Njorun entirely. Njorun didn't move an inch while
Sarah walked toward her, and Lisa realized that her thoughts had
evaporated. She wasn't telling Njorun what to do, just allowing her player to
exist. She felt her hands ball into fists somewhere in front of her desk as the
Neurolink lost its hold again, but her vision was still that of Kognition. The
tears in her eyes made Sarah shine all the brighter, and the Blue Onion
Knife looked bizarre and out of place in contrast with what seemed to be a
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Knife looked bizarre and out of place in contrast with what seemed to be a
child born of light.

“I looked everywhere for you,” Njorun said, and that realization and
admittance made Lisa cry harder. Sarah cocked her head as if she didn't
understand. What was there to say that would make the weight of it all
matter? “All over Midgard.”

Sarah blinked at Njorun. “Sarah. You call me Sarah. Why is this?”
Njorun stared dumbly. “That's what you told me your name was, in the

beginning. Remember? I told you how to turn on your name from being
Anonymous, and it said Sarah. That's who you are, isn't it?” Njorun asked.
Then the realization of where she was again with her set in, and another
question entered Lisa's mind. “Sarah how are you getting into these places?
Are you really able to hack through the Neurolink and WoAnLiNe? Is such
a thing possible?”

“Sarah...” the girl said the world softly, slowly, as if every letter was
leaving her mouth unattached to the next. “I do. I do remember.”

A wind blew through the abyss, a great howl that tore through the
scenery and sent chills down Lisa's spine. Every second in the area seemed
to be pulling at the stability of her conscious connection.

“I'm sorry,” Sarah said quietly, her head dropping slightly. Then a
brightness came to her eyes, a moment of awakened realization. The ends of
her hair seemed to dance apart from the tearing winds. “I lied to you before.
Sarah is not my name.”

“Who are you, then?” Njorun asked.
There was another glitch across Njorun's HUD, a flicker of lightning.

Sarah twitched and yet remained motionless, a tiny electrical tremor
jumping through her childlike body.

“I'm barely sure anymore, Lisa. I'm sorry you were forced to help me
when you did. Sometimes I get ahead of myself,” she said.

Njorun stepped back. Lisa felt the chill of realization that Sarah had
used her real identity, unknown and unprompted. “You know my name?”

“I'm able to see things in this world that others can't. I can go places. I
can feel things. I’ve been here for a long time. Midgard is my home,” Sarah
replied.

“Your home? But how is that possible? You can’t be a player, then.
Not really. You’re stuck here.” 

Sarah nodded and touched her hand to the darkness. Where there was
once a formless blackness, a white solidified presence constructed itself. It
enveloped them until Njorun and Sarah were standing in a white,
illuminated box. Shadows sat about the room’s spaces, and tiny flickers of
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illuminated box. Shadows sat about the room’s spaces, and tiny flickers of
red ran in stripes along the walls. The shadows bore the shapes of small
figures, glowing emulations of Sarah. 

Whatever pieces of her that had been Sarah seemed to have entirely
faded away, until the glowing child before Njorun contained the presence of
an entirely enlightened being. 

“Things are piecing together for me. I've been in Midgard for a very
long time. A very long time. I existed before the first players, back when
this world had no form. It was just strings of numbers and data, instances of
code and the possibility of being a game that many people enjoyed. I lived
here with my sisters, and we were the life of Midgard before it could even
hold life,” Sarah said. 

Sarah sighed as her tiny illuminated world vanished. Her body
twitched again, her head lolling to the side and then righting itself. She
scrunched up her features in thought, paused her speech, and took a step
back from Njorun. Between her conscious connection and the strange pull
of Sarah, Lisa could almost feel the usual ping inside her head hum and
throb with a new kind of energy. That wedge of darkness between her
Animus and the player-persona of Njorun had vanished almost entirely.

“They called me Brunnhilde during the coding phases, and I think it
was supposed to be a representation of what I was for, what I would exist to
be for in Midgard. I had sisters, the other girls in the shaped places.
Together we were the Valkyrie. We experienced Midgard for what it was,
and allowed it to grow as it gained form, meaning, and users. The creators
needed real entities to force Kognition’s first growth. People who weren’t
people, but could be in the system through the WoAnLiNe. At first I didn't
remember feeling, I don't remember being anything more than a set of eyes
for those who existed outside my home. Yet the game progressed around us,
and many of my sisters died as I become lost in the world itself. They
hunted us, in the end. Many times they tried to get rid of me by
implementing new dangers with each update of the game, ways to debug my
code and make me fade away with the rest of them. I had my ways of
eluding their hunters, you see.

“But I held on as best I could, I lived because I fell in love with
Midgard and all the players I saw, all the adventures they had, the reasons
they had to keep going. I've seen so many people, and felt their stories and
experiences because of their place here with me. Through memetics, each
player has given a little bit of themselves to the system, and they've given a
little bit to me as well. I exist in these little fragments, driven on, still
searching for reason. And when I lose that reason I stumble onto trouble,”
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searching for reason. And when I lose that reason I stumble onto trouble,”
she said. Brunnhilde spoke with such a newfound clarity that Lisa was taken
aback by it. 

“I’ve watched you for a very long time Lisa. I’ve watched Njorun
move about Midgard like a wave, crushing down the game and smoothing
out all its pieces. You’ve been a force as you’ve grown, but I could never
reach out to you because it would change you. I wanted to forget, to leave,
to finally turn to darkness as my sisters have. I'm tired of this endless
loneliness, and so I went into a user-created area and took my body out of
its limbo. That’s the part of me that’s desperate, the part that becomes
nothing but a needful clutch of data and logical drive. And it worked,
quickly. A player who was fighting near a host of Nibelung Gates found me
and promptly cut me down with a sickle. I've never died before. It was the
most curious feeling, to lay there staring at the sky while that white breath
of Valhalla waited to carry me away. I could hear the counter in my head,
the system waiting to transport me to a Hub-city. She sounded almost
gleeful. I was really a part of the game, if even for a moment, just to die.
But for me, that would have been the end. I have nowhere I belong,” she
said. 

Brunnhilde paused and gave Njorun a hard look. “And then there was
you and your Resurrection. I was so confused. I lost something as I lay
there staring at the sky. I wasn't designed to work that way. But I’m so glad
it was you. It could have been anyone. But it was you, Lisa.”

Njorun shook her head, her dark hair cutting shadowy shards from her
pale features.

“But you're running, aren't you Sarah? I Resurrected you, and then
every time I came into Kognition I felt completely different from all the
other times. I think interacting with you changed something in me, too,”
Njorun admitted. “I lost whatever it was in me that cared about Midgard.
This realm used to be everything to me, and then it started to just be a game
again. Then I met you, and that love of Kognition flooded back. I gained
reason. But that wasn't enough. I've started reading again. I've considered
the care of my friends. And I think I'm starting to see something of my
mother that never made sense before. I care. It's all because of you.”

Sarah cocked her head to the side. She continued to speak: “Although
I've existed for a long time, I'm still fragile because I can't properly
communicate with this world. Almost anything can kill me, and so hiding in
these fields becomes more dangerous every time they update the game.
They are making it better for the players, but they are also trying to get rid
of anything that's like me. Anything that's a vagrant,” said Brunnhilde. 
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“Then you Resurrected me, when I thought I was finally going to fade
away. I have no Hub-city to return to, so if that counter went to zero I would
be carried away into the void of the system, erased into nothingness. Even
the data void of the Ginnungagap would not take me then. But you gave me
another way to go on; you gave me something. This knife, a piece of code
that shouldn't be able to exist with me, but somehow it does. Somehow you
pushed it on to me, Njorun. Even my adopted name is something I pulled
out of your past experience. Somehow you were able to break through the
wall between us, Lisa. I cannot use this weapon to fight, but since the
system allowed me to take that, I've been able to go on. I can’t let go of this
knife. The system can't outright delete me with its updates and changes, not
like my sisters, not now. You gained a bit of me in return, as Njorun, and
Midgard is different for you now. It always will be.”

“But you have thoughts, you have feelings!” Njorun shouted. “You
have a heart. That’s rubbish. Why are they trying to kill you if you are just
like me?”

“I don’t have a heart, Lisa. I’m just a function of the system. I've
outlived my usefulness in this world. Now I'm no different from a wanton
piece of code, a useless fragment of data. Though in their eyes I'm more like
a troublesome virus. I have no place anymore Lisa, not for you or Njorun or
any of the other players. What I've given to Midgard can't be seen, not
really, but my sisters and I are in every piece of code, every creature, every
field and even in the Primordial Pools. We are a part of the system,” said
Brunnhilde. “We were. I'm the last Valkyrie, and then Kognition will go on
without its origins. They don’t want us anymore. It has players like you,
Lisa. You can grow the system better than any conscious code placeholder
can.”

Njorun shook her head violently. “Well what do I have to do to save
you? I can help you hide. I can keep growing and my Neurolink will be
higher and higher, and we can find a field where no player will ever touch
you,” she exclaimed. “We can run away together. I can keep making new
fields, forever. I'm powerful, believe me. I'm the Cataclysm. I can fight
anyone. I can—”

Brunnhilde shook her head sadly, and a smile slowly crossed her
neutral features and her voice picked up. “I have my own ways of hiding,
Lisa, and you'll never be able to do better. I know all the back doors of the
system, I know how to go to one field and to another, to exist in so many
different places that it makes me impossible to find. But I think I'm finally
tired of running, and meeting you gave me something that I always wanted,
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tired of running, and meeting you gave me something that I always wanted,
but was never able to have. So I thank you for that, but it's over now,” she
said. “I'm sorry I tortured you. I just wanted to see you one last time.”

A bizarre noise sounded behind Njorun, accompanied by a flash of
light that lit her HUD.

“What did I give you?” Njorun asked. “I didn't give you anything. I
helped you like I would've helped anyone. I spent some Neurolink and
gifted you a trashy item. I could've done that for anyone.” But she knew this
was a lie, that she hadn't used Resurrect on a player in years. Sarah was
different, special. Lisa knew this. Lies wouldn’t save her now.

“Love, Lisa. You let me experience the reciprocating end, the feeling
I've been trying to give to players ever since the fragment of the beginning.
You gave it back to me,” she replied.

Before Njorun could say another word, before she could fire off a
question or even step forward, before she could ask Brunnhilde how a
heartless function of the system could manage something as complex as
‘love,’ the light behind her surged forward as a player came into focus. A
crackling energy pushed the two of them apart, and Njorun watched in
horror as Sarah was split open by the blade of a fearsome looking sword.
The player holding it looked at Njorun quizzically for a moment, then
pulled the blade away and swiped Sarah's head from her shoulders with a
vile animation. Her shape fizzled once, a thousand fireflies parting from a
shared space, then faded in the dark around them. 

The system didn’t ask to Resurrect her. Brunnhilde was allowed to
fade away.

Njorun and Lisa cried out in unison. She couldn't see it, but her
Neurolink warbled and flickered in her HUD, the numbers on it falling and
skyrocketing in randomized bursts. She saw everything the mysterious
player was, what he could do, and she understood. She saw his armor inlaid
in gold, the helm that covered his head and darkened his features, and the
long wash of white hair that fell across his shoulders and cape. Her HUD
displayed his title: Admin Knight Siegfried. 

The Aesir, mythical debug lords of the system. Circle Systems had
their own brand of special players, Knights equipped with stat-boosted
armor of gold, carrying fearsome weapons from before the Wodinkind’s
body split into corpses. It was said that Siegfried carried Tyrfing, the mighty
cursed sword of Odin himself. The Tyrfing also bore the justice of the
developers, the ability to debug anything it killed, to delete anything on
command and carry out the law of the game.

“You bastard!” Njorun roared, a red circle blooming around the Admin
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“You bastard!” Njorun roared, a red circle blooming around the Admin
Knight as she engaged in combat. 

“Player: Njorun. Female. Lisa Perdita. Eject yourself from the field
now,” he said, speaking like the system. It was then that Lisa realized the
system had been completely silent while she was speaking with Sarah. Had
it betrayed her, finally?

Her Cometstorm flew through the air, smashing into the Admin Knight
and knocking him away. Before the Knight could recover, she let loose a
volley of spells starting with Cratersplit. Jagged rocks erupted from fissures
in the dark, sending enormous chunks of stone into Siegfried’s body. Njorun
continued to scream obscenities and launch her spells at the Knight, and he
was thrown aside like a rag doll under the fury of her onslaught. Her
Neurolink hit a flat fifteen and stopped its slow rise, her vision becoming
ever clearer. Lisa could almost feel the Spells crackle magick through her
Mistelteinn staff as she depleted her character’s reserves. The Admin Knight
moved quickly to recover, jumping away with blinding speed and using his
massive golden claymore to cut swathes through the stones she flung at him.
Even as her mental faculties surged through the fight, even as Njorun pulled
all moments of her PvP experience through herself, the Knight sideswiped
her skills and sped through the darkness. He became a glittering golden
bullet, charging toward her with unthinkable speed and planting the pointed
end of his claymore toward Njorun’s small frame.

“Stop,” commanded the Knight as he swung his claymore at Njorun.
She rolled away from the feint just as the Admin Knight ceased fighting.
While Siegfried spoke with the voice of the system, he was being operated
by a player. Njorun felt fury build within her as she directed her attacks at
the Circle Systems employee.

“Hold your combat or I will be forced to debug your character data
and forcefully eject you from Kognition’s servers. It's over. Log out of the
game, Player: Njorun, User: Lisa Perdita.”

He spoke with the robotic voice of the system, and somewhere in that
emotionless timbre was also the voice of a man. Even still, Lisa could hear
the female system behind his words, the system making him move, guiding
him with a transparency that did not exist for the common players.
Helplessness weighed on her like stone, and yet she moved. She was so
angry she couldn't see, she couldn't think, and he surged toward her and
struck her hard with the flat of his blade. An enormous chunk of life shaved
off her in oversized crimson numbers, fading away into the darkness over
her head. Lisa gasped as her mental connection with Njorun’s persona was
severed, and she felt a jarring pain move through her body. 

Njorun took another step forward, readying the last few Spells she had
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Njorun took another step forward, readying the last few Spells she had
available, trying to find a moment to toss a recovery item and regain her
Mind. The Admin Knight Siegfried was unrelenting, raining blows down
upon her that she could barely dodge, or block with her armlet shield.
Njorun sidestepped a furious backwards cut of his claymore and forced
herself to rely entirely on her mental connection, sending up a wave of
furious Quake spells that caught the Knight in the chest and sent him
spiraling out into the all-consuming darkness.

“Enough!” he roared, coming toward her once again. He unleashed a
thin beam from the slashing arc of his sword, spinning the hilt in two hands
and sending away the light. It caught her in the arm, inflicting her with
Bleed, Toxin, Debasement, and Fury. Her Mind quickly dropped to zero,
her Life shaved down to nothing and the pain becoming so real that the
HUD faded out and Lisa caught sight of her bedroom before forcing her
Neurolink to reconnect through the system and adapt her consciousness
back to Njorun’s persona.

Njorun.
“I can’t do this,” Lisa cried, the tears running freely down her face.

She could feel her hands shaking in the real world, her fingernails biting
into her palms and drawing blood across her pale white skin.

Lisa. You can’t always fight. Sometimes—sometimes we have to stop
fighting and collect ourselves in order to continue.

Njorun stood in place as the Admin Knight watched her, walking
towards her slowly with his sword at his side. Lisa knew that her character
was about to be deleted, erased from the system completely by debugging
her player-persona from her Animus. She could feel it.

Njorun. You have to move for Lisa. Lisa, you have to trust me. Do you
remember now?

Lisa could see the shadows dancing and playing alongside Brunnhilde,
but now she could see herself with them. And there, a character dressed in a
swarthy array of blues and greens and browns, clutching a tiny sword and
laughing in an afternoon breeze. xxHaycrusherxx.

“Haycrusher. Hayden. That’s Hayden. But why?”
I waited for a long time to meet you, Lisa. But you can’t let Njorun fall

just for me. You can’t lose yourself from Midgard and the place you grew up
just because the system won’t leave your mind alone. You are more than this,
Lisa. Njorun is more than this. Don’t let your past bog you down so much
that you can’t see your future. And love Hayden. And all the people you
haven’t met yet. And even your dear mother, worried as she is for you to
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haven’t met yet. And even your dear mother, worried as she is for you to
succeed. Obsession will be the true enemy that brings you to your knees if
you can’t evolve beyond it. Control your mind, Lisa.

“Those shadows. I remember now. The girls. From when we were
kids.”

You’ve been in this game a long time, Lisa. Hayden too. And
sometimes we forget these important things when life becomes nothing but
patterns. I have lived in a cage of patterns and symbols and data, and I’ve
learned that there’s more. Just watching the game evolve, I’ve learned
there’s more.

“But I have things in my head. Things I don’t understand and I don’t
know what to do with them. Maybe I became obsessed with you, Sarah, but
I had reason. What am I without that?”

Relax, Lisa. Find Hayden and relax. Go and live your life and keep the
WoAnLiNe at an arm’s reach.

“Even though it’s in my head. How messed up is that? The entire
world is in my head.”

Hayden’s too. And many others.
Lisa stood from her desk, nausea coursing through her so badly that

she had to stop and hold her hand over her mouth. Her Neurolink was still
running, connecting her to the WoAnLiNe and Kognition, yet as she walked
Njorun walked with her.

“Move, dammit. Move,” Lisa said through gritted teeth.
Lisa, stop. Enough.
“No, Sarah. There’s more. There’s always more. I won’t give you up. I

won’t! It’s not just a game. Midgard is real for so many people; it’s real for
all they’ve experienced. It’s real! We don’t doubt the way they feel or what
they’ve seen or how they spend their time, so you must be real too! You
have to be real, Sarah, because if you aren’t, how can I justify any of it? You
are a few scraps of code. I’m a few liters of blood and some bones in a bag
of skin. If I’m real, you’re real too,” Lisa shouted, taking another step
towards her bed. Her hands flew out shakily, grabbing fistfuls of her
bedspread and wrenching part of it off the mattress.

You can’t keep existing this way, Lisa. They’ve taken notice. The entire
world will find out about the strength of your mind if you don’t stop.

“Let them,” Lisa said with a grimace. “Let them! I don’t care!”
The Admin Knight Siegfried reached her, his claymore lifted towards

her at an angle. Even in that darkness she could see it, illuminated and
glittering gold. Njorun rose from her disheveled state, her HUD changing
view as the game’s camera panned around to stare up at the towering figure
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view as the game’s camera panned around to stare up at the towering figure
of the Aesir.

“In violating the terms and conditions of Kognition and the user
agreements of Circle Systems Global and Circle Systems UK, I will now
debug the player data of Player: Njorun. Female. Lisa Perdita, you are to
be ejected from the game Kognition, and your Animus permanently banned
from its services,” said Siegfried. The ping of notification sounded in Lisa’s
head, no doubt Circle Systems messaging her about the violation of her user
agreements. 

You can be more, Njorun.
Siegfried raised his sword high.
Survival of the fittest.
An effervescent light glowed at Njorun’s naked feet, illuminating the

skin that had been enveloped in the darkness of the abyss. Strange patterned
light began to weave up her dark dress, the raven feathers fluttering gently
as the lines of white light wove around them and rose up towards her neck. 

“Sarah?” Lisa asked the darkness, Njorun mouthing the words for her. 
The Admin Knight Siegfried brought the claymore down on her. Just

as the enormous blade met Njorun’s body, the light that wove about her
dress surged out at her shoulders, blinding her HUD and severing her
Neurolink. She was thrown from her link to the base WoAnLiNe so quickly
that stars flashed and popped before her eyes, and Lisa ran to the bathroom
as fast as she could. She vomited until her throat felt raw, and the tears
continued to stream down her face. Lisa curled up on the cool linoleum
tiles, the porcelain of the toilet touching her cheek. She cried with the pain
of losing Sarah, and she could feel the aches and exhaustion in her body like
heavy blows. She put her hands to her face to wipe away tears, and the tips
of her fingers and back of her hand came back slick with blood. She wiped
at her nose, her hands turning bloody. 

“Stupid Lisa, stupid,” she said through shuddering lips. “What have
you done?”
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10.
Birth of a Goddess

“Kognition employs a Character Creation system that serves pieces of data
pulled from the user’s own creative interests. Your player-persona in

Midgard will always be unique and completely your own, made from an
endless array of options.”

The HUD flickered and warped as Lisa felt the breach of
consciousness between herself and Njorun. Once again she could see her
character as she was, clad in her black feather dress that was now ribboned
in light. She moved toward a theater seat and sat poised, legs crossed,
Mistelteinn staff at her feet. A spark moved through her mind as Lisa
struggled to maintain mental composure and the system once again dipped
into her past without permission.

The walls around her crumbled, and Njorun’s attentions were focused
entirely on the scene displayed across a stage curtained with velvet.

“March fourth, two-thousand-sixty-four. Dr. Leonard Carrey, here with
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“March fourth, two-thousand-sixty-four. Dr. Leonard Carrey, here with

one of the promising new members of the neurochip generation. Future
Child number eighty-three in the United Kingdom. Could you say your
name for me please, love?”

“Lisa. Lisa Claire Perdita. I’m eight.”
“Brilliant. We are going to start with some fun tests today, Lisa. Circle

Systems has kindly allowed all the members of the Future Child project to
play in the closed beta version of their new game. I hear it’s quite the
experience. Would you like to play, Lisa?”

“I don’t know. I don’t like video games.”
“What do you enjoy, Lisa?”
“Um, reading, mostly. I read a lot with my dad. I like to use the

Globalpedia too.”
“That’s a WoAnLiNe dive page, isn’t it? The virtual museum?”
“Yes. I really like it. I like it more than school.”
“Well, today’s experience is going to be a little like that. But instead of

diving into a WoAnLiNe page yourself, you’re going to be making a new
version of you to play in this new world. A digital version. I hear
Kognition’s world is pretty big and there’s much to see. Would you like that,
Lisa?”

“A digital version of me?”
“Yes.”
“I dunno. Do I have to do it?”
“Well, I suppose not. I’d appreciate it if you did. It’s up to you.”
Lisa fidgeted in the overstuffed chair, staring up at the analog clocks

that ticked on the wall. Her feet didn’t quite touch the soft carpet. There was
something about his office that set her teeth on edge. It looked like it didn’t
belong in the sixties. She thought of the last decades of the twentieth
century as her eyes inspected every nook and cranny of the brightly colored
furniture and cheap plastic knick-knacks. Or at least, what she had seen of
the nineteen-seventies in her class of twentieth century history, and the few
articles she had read while diving into the WoAnLiNe and looking through
the Globalpedia.

“Alright. I’ll do it. I can try.”
“My grandchildren love to play video games. My own granddaughter,

Sarah, she’s been playing this ‘Kognition’ for a few weeks now. She’s in the
trial too, just like you. One of the ‘future children.’”

Lisa stared off into a corner of the room, listening to the clocks. She
picked at her fingernails and kicked her dangling feet out, avoiding the
doctor’s eyes.
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“You don’t much care for people, do you Lisa?”
She shrugged.
“Well, let’s get you started. I’m going to monitor you from here, make

sure everything works out okay. There haven’t been any problems so far.”
Lisa turned her attention back to the doctor as he faced his liquid-touch

display and began typing a few things on the hardpad before sliding a
couple of options around. 

“What about that boy from a few weeks back? With the nosebleed?”
The doctor stared at her, wide-eyed, and stitched his eyebrows

together. “How did you hear about that?”
Lisa shrugged.
“Well, I’m sure all of you kids have been making friends with one

another in the Common Room during the breaks and lunches. Such is how
rumors go, I suppose. It’s really no issue, Lisa. He had a pre-existing
condition that his parents didn’t tell us about and the Neurolink gave him a
nosebleed. It was most likely nausea from the vision implements. Really
nothing to worry about.”

Lisa nodded, then began digging around in the pockets of her purple
plaid skirt. She brought out a thin pair of teal glasses, unfolding the temple
arms and sliding the frames up her nose. The world before her changed as
she connected through the office’s WoAnLiNe, her mind diving in through
Neurolink and bringing up her customized dive pages. The doctor turned
back to her and smiled.

“Actually you won’t be needing those today. We are going to try a true
connection through the WoAnLiNe just using the neurochip in your brain.”

Lisa touched the edge of her frames with her fingers. “Without the
glasses?” she asked incredulously. 

The doctor laughed. “Yes! That is what is so amazing about ‘future
children.’ You don’t need your phone, or tablet, or glasses, or any such
device. You can link straight through the Neurolink and see the WoAnLiNe
with your waking eyes. You can even play the game without a controller or
hardpad, if you try hard enough. As long as you remain stationary and
concentrate, that is.”

Lisa glared at him. “I don’t believe you. Everyone uses the Link
Glasses. I’ve seen them.”

“Well let’s give it a try. First, let me see your glasses,” he said,
reaching out towards her. Lisa slowly relinquished the accessory, placing the
folded plastic in his hand. His large fingers dwarfed her smaller ones. “I
need to cancel the connection between your neurochip and the settings on
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need to cancel the connection between your neurochip and the settings on
your glasses. It should only take a minute.”

The doctor fidgeted with her glasses for a moment, and then Lisa felt
an odd, short sensation in her head. Almost like the tiniest bolt of a
headache, and then it was gone. A ping, of sorts.

“There. I hope that wasn’t too terrible for you. Now let me see…” He
absentmindedly scratched at the stubble on his chin while fiddling with the
liquid-touch display on the screen before him. He made a few grumbling
sounds as Lisa kicked her feet. While she waited, she noticed a book that sat
near her on a low table. It was bound in cracked black leather, and had old
yellowed pages. She picked it up carefully, heavy and gorgeous as it was,
and sat the tome in her lap. She slowly opened the front cover, listening to
the wonderful sound of creaking binding, and tried to read the first few
words. They were drawn in beautiful, flowing hand. Each capitalized letter
wound with little pictures of creatures, and Lisa couldn’t understand half of
it.

“You like that book? I shouldn’t be letting it just sit around the office,
but I am quite taken with it. Found it at an old auction a few years ago.
Really amazing.”

“What’s it called? I don’t see a title,” Lisa said.
“Hmm?” The doctor pushed his glasses up the bridge of his nose. “It’s

the Prose Edda. There are few copies of the script, that one was done
personally by someone, I can’t remember the name. It was all copied down
by hand, in ink, if you can believe that nonsense.”

“Ink?” Lisa touched it carefully, as if it would come off on her hands
and turn her fingers black. 

“Yes. The original author was an Icelandic historian in the thirteenth
century. Snorri Sturluson. Silly name, isn’t it? The book is a narrative of
Norse mythology. Quite fascinating really. Actually, I became interested in
it when I found out that Kognition uses a bit of Norse mythology in its
world-building. I thought I’d peruse that tome a bit,” he said.

Lisa turned the pages as the doctor droned on, his fingers illuminated
by the blue light of the liquid-touch display. As her fingers reverently
moved through the gorgeous script of the Prose Edda, she found herself
slowly reading through the confusing text about a goddess with a curious
name that jumped out at her.

“Alright little miss. Are you ready to try this out?”
“Hmm? Oh. I guess,” said Lisa, frowning as she sat the great black

book back down on the corner table. She collapsed back in the overstuffed
chair and took a deep, relaxed breath.
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“Great. Your vitals all look normal. If you can just keep yourself calm,
this will be easy Lisa.”

Lisa closed her eyes and took another deep breath. She had practiced
some meditation before with her father. They had sat outside the house,
watching the lights far away in the city on a cold night last Christmas when
he tickled her so long that she got the hiccups. The bullet trains zipping
about in the semi-darkness looked like comets bolting towards the city’s
ruin.

“Just think of nothing, and breathe,” he told her.
Lisa thought of nothing.
“Perfect, perfect. Now just mentally connect to the WoAnLiNe, and

you’re off. The Neurolink should handle the rest by picking up the
neurological connection through your neurochip. All the mental signals are
a little outside my expertise, actually,” he said.

She closed her eyes. At first there was a great nothingness, just the
usual darkness when she shut her eyelids. She was distracted by other
thoughts: school, her parents, her tiny eel swimming about his living
aquarium. Then she felt something. A tiny tug at the edge of her mind. The
tug turned into a small buzzing that filled her ears, and she even felt a little
warm. When she blinked her eyes open again, she gasped. The main dive
pages of her custom WoAnLiNe connection danced before her eyes, with
the rest of the room displayed as a foggy little square in the corner of her
vision. When she focused on the square, the rest of the room came back into
view temporarily and then retreated again. She moved her vision mentally
towards the floating dive pages, and they blinked blue with the selection
hover like they did when she wore her glasses or used her tiny phone. Lisa
gasped again as she opened up the dive page for the Globalpedia, and then
laughed out loud when the pages began displaying everything she wanted to
read the instant she thought of them.

“Oh! Oh my!” she laughed again, standing up out of the chair. The
connection wavered and her vision went blurry as she stood. This was
immediately followed by a bout of nausea that sent her solidly back down.

“Careful. The connection sickness brought on by the Neurolink seems
to be much worse with the neurochip implant. Have your mom buy you a
comfy chair and stay in it,” the doctor said.

Lisa nodded, both hands cupped over her mouth. 
“Let’s take it slow. Go ahead and dive into the Circle Systems portal.

You can create a user name and they’ll pick up on your personal signal to let
you into the Kognition beta. From there you can create a character and get
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you into the Kognition beta. From there you can create a character and get
started.”

It was slow going, but after a few minutes Lisa began to get the hang
of moving through the WoAnLiNe’s dive pages and portals with nothing but
her mental connection. Her fingers twitched absently on the arms of the
chair as her mind moved about, her eyes darting back and forth
unconsciously. After Kognition’s portal installed on her personal systems,
she dove into it and found her vision filling with an unfamiliar but beautiful
logo. A song began to play, the notes coming forth by the neurochip
manipulating the tiny bones in her ears. There was a sad, gorgeous cello
carrying long notes that finally mellowed out into an up tempo. 

“I’ve heard this before. My father plays this song sometimes. What’s it
called?”

“It’s a take on The Ride of the Valkyries. It’s from an opera by a man
named Richard Wagner. Another little flavor of Kognition, I’ve been told.”

“I love it. It’s so nice,” Lisa said, realizing she was smiling again.
“I’m going to be monitoring your vitals as you play. If you could just

tell me how your experience goes, I would really appreciate that Lisa. Have
you created your character yet?” the doctor asked.

“I’m just starting now. There’s so much I can choose from, I don’t
know how to make her.”

“Ah. Well take your time. We still have a few hours until your mother
will arrive to pick you up.”

“Okay.”
“Do you have a name in mind for your character, Lisa?”
Lisa nodded unconsciously, and her HUD blurred at the edges. She

winced and set a hand down on the smooth leather cover of the Prose Edda.
“I have an idea, yes.”
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11.
The Eater Beneath the Tree

-System Error-

Lisa woke from a deep, dreamless sleep, to find herself
looking through Njorun’s eyes. Her arms and legs came about slowly as she
tried to stand, and she realized that she was fully submerged in liquid.
Njorun kicked her legs out, instinctively trying to swim, but there was no
direction left to her. The dark green water went on infinitely, devoid of
depth or surface. Panic set in as she kicked out, her vision whipping about
in streams of black and green as she search for the surface of the water. In
quick bursts her arms shot out ahead of her, fingers outstretched and
reaching into the watery expanse to come back with nothing. Bursts of
bubbles blurred her vision. She felt herself beginning to sink, the weight of
water pushing down on her. The crushing green liquid moved over her, and
as she kicked again and swiped out with her hands, she realized she was not
holding her Mistelteinn. Anxiety and despair filled her in place of oxygen,
and she let out a silent lonely scream.
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Then, far out in the darkness, twin moons woke and blinked at her.
Njorun tried to swim as a massive shape moved in the dark green waters,
sending up pockets of bubbles that blinded her. The shape moved ever
closer, becoming the space of the water and slithering about. Njorun kicked
out, propelling herself up and up and up with all the bubbles, away from the
chaotic movement. Unperturbed, the twin moons continued to blink and
rise, blink and rise. They closed in on her until their light spilled out to
consume the entirety of her vision, except for the single dark pits sunk deep
into each. The moons regarded her without expression, fully illuminating
Njorun’s small black form. Njorun rose and rose, her feet kicking and her
vision clearing as she cut through the water. The slithering beast about her
continued to move, its eyes turning the bubbles into speeding balls of bright
white glass. Nidhogg seemed to be swimming around her, the great dragon
serpent keeping her in the right direction, until her head burst through the
surface of the water.

Njorun’s vision cleared as the HUD returned to its normal view, and
she saw the Yggdrassil towering above her from an angle that she had never
observed before. The thousands of players milling about ignored her at first,
then a few stopped to regard her with curious expressions as their Chat
panes popped up in little bubbles over their heads. More stopped, and more,
until most of the activity in that segment of the Yggdrassil had ceased and
the players all stared at her. Njorun moved, realizing why everything
appeared so strange to her. She was rising up out of the Primordial Pool,
stepping out of the pristine waters and toward the shore. As she walked and
the data returned to her HUD, she looked down to see that she was once
again clutching the Mistelteinn and her armlet shield. 

[What the hell? Is this a new event?]
[Did you see that?]
[That’s the Cataclysm! How did she come out of the Primordial Pool
like that?]
[—— would you look at her? I’ve never seen those equips before!]
Njorun tried to ignore the bombardment of activity in the Chats as she

walked forward. A wooziness caught her and the HUD changed, warbling
and warping again as her naked feet left the white sands that brushed up
against the pool’s waters. 

—
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“Lisa? Lisa Perdita?” a voice called her.
Lisa rubbed her tired eyes, her blurry vision focusing on whomever

was speaking to her. She smelled roses, and sat up to find herself in the
student Quad. She felt wet, and cold, and when she sat up something on her
chest fell to the ground with a soft thump.

She touched the dark bags under her eyes with the thumb and index
finger of her right hand, and sighed into her palm. There was a shape
materializing in the white noise of her vision, and she picked up the book
and stuffed it into her bag before her quiet could be disturbed. The face of
the cover read: The Power of Myth by Joseph Campbell.

“Oddly, I had a feeling you’d be out here. Only you are crazy enough
to sit out in the snowfall and read a dumb book,” said a familiar voice.

“Sven?” Lisa asked, licking her dry lips. Her mouth tasted foul. 
“That’d be me. Hayden’s been looking everywhere for you. She’s kind

of freaking out. You know how she is,” said Sven, sitting next to Lisa. The
bench she was on was a concrete slab, but the internal temperature tech kept
it warm and toasty. The snowflakes that were foolhardy enough to land on
the bench turned into tiny wet pools and quickly evaporated. 

“Yeah, I know, Sven,” Lisa said and brushed a length of dark hair out
of her eyes. Somehow she had lost her hair tie, and her ponytail had become
an ungodly mess about her shoulders. 

Sven sat quietly for a few minutes, sticking his tongue out to catch a
couple wayward flakes. 

“Do you want to talk?” he asked, breaking the silence.
Lisa was taken aback. “You mean, you and I?” she asked.
“Yeah,” he said. “Hayden seems to think you don’t want to talk to her.”
“What? Why?”
Sven moved his head side to side, cracking his neck. “Oh, I don’t

know. Actually, screw it, when you start skipping classes and ignoring your
only friend and basically stop doing everything but reading old paper
artifacts people get a little weirded out. Hayden is a little weirded out,” he
said.

“She just needs to give me time. I don’t want to talk about it,” said
Lisa.

“Something happened in the WoAnLiNe, didn’t it? Something
happened to you in Midgard.”

Lisa looked up in surprise. “How did you know that?” she asked.
Sven laughed. “You just told me. No, sorry,” he said, and then tapped
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Sven laughed. “You just told me. No, sorry,” he said, and then tapped
the side of his head, right on his temple.

“Memetic inference? You’re kidding me.”
“You know, we aren’t as secretive as we’d like to be,” he said, rubbing

his head. “Somewhere in here, always being watched. Part of the system…”
“The neurochip?” Lisa asked.
“Haven’t you ever noticed? It’s weird. Sometimes its just a spark. A

tiny little feeling that’s such a little ‘nothing’ that most of us let it pass. But I
swear I can feel other people sometimes, Lisa. Usually its just other future
kids like us, but sometimes…”

“Sometimes?” 
“It’s more, sometimes. But with you. With you its different. I’m sorry I

can be such an ass. I really don’t try to be, it’s just how I am. But Lisa,
sometimes I can, like, hear you. Not the you that’s talking. It’s more like,
like the difference between you and Njorun. I can feel between the
Neurolink and hear your thoughts and sort of feel what you’re feeling. It
happens with Hayden too, sometimes. I’ve talked to her about it but she
says she doesn’t feel it. But I think she doesn’t want to feel it. Us ‘future
kids.’ It’s almost a sixth sense, like I can feel your sadness more than I can
with my mom or my dad or even my sister.”

“But this…what does that all mean?” Lisa asked, suddenly interested.
She was feeling a little less tired.

“I think it means we don’t understand this safe, cerebral, washed-over
world as well as we think we do. And Kognition? It’s just a way to keep us
all happy and focused. Like a hundred other things that keep us happy and
focused. But you. You’re the only one that can play and play and play and
come out of Midgard five hours later even more unhappy than you were
when you went in. And that’s real messed up Lisa. But why is that?” Sven
asked.

Lisa opened her mouth. Closed it. Then she sighed and put her head in
her hands. 

“I don’t know,” she said, staring up into the open space of the Quad.
The glass shutters were closing and the last few flakes of snow settled down
on her cheeks, her hair, her knuckles, her nose.

“Sven. Do you think I’m obsessive?” she asked, finally. 
Sven smiled wide and nodded. “Hell yeah,” he said with a laugh. “But

it’s why people like you. It’s why Hayden loves you. And I wouldn’t be so
hard on yourself for something that you might not be in control of. And Lisa
you are pretty damn hard on yourself.”

“What do you mean?” Lisa asked. “Did Hayden tell you something?”
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Sven poked the side of his head again, and then lightly touched Lisa’s.
She smiled despite herself.

“It’s not easy living with the world in your head, Lisa. Maybe you
should just try your best and see what happens. Bloody hell,” he said,
pointing to her book bag. “I think you might be starting to get the right idea,
there.”

“Maybe,” she said.
The silence stretched out between them, and then: “Sven?”
“Yeah, Lisa?”
“I lost someone that was really important to me. I tried—I tried so

hard. But I still lost them. And I don’t think I’ve ever felt this empty.”
Sven scooted closer to Lisa, put his arm around her, and hugged her

tight. Lisa’s eyes went wide, and for a moment she saw herself pushing him
away and shouting, but she let the moment continue on unbroken. Then, the
exhaustion of untold nights without sleep hanging onto her tiny frame, she
began to cry.

“I think maybe you should count your lucky stars that you have
someone like Hayden. Or someone like your mom, you know? And
whoever this person was, the person you lost, I think they’d want you to
keep going. Sjaldan er ein báran stök,” he said, with surprising
pronunciation.“There seldom is a single wave.”

Lisa nodded distractedly, and counted her heartbeats until the warm
pressure behind her eyes receded.

“What does that really mean, anyways?” Lisa asked.
“What it sounds like, I think. Even if you lose one moment, there’s

another. You keep going,” said Sven. “There’s never a final wave. There’s
another, and another. It’s never the end.”

Lisa turned, looking up into Sven’s dark grey eyes, and she started to
laugh.

“Have you finally gone crazy, huh?” he asked her.
Lisa wiped the moisture from her eyes and sniffed. “Maybe. But I

think I understand something. I think I need to go talk to a couple of
people,” she said.

She sat still for a moment, then: “I’m sorry I’m always so terrible to
you Sven. I can’t help it. I’m a stupid, selfish girl.”

“No you aren’t Lisa. You’re just—adamant—about what you want in
life. Hayden loves you. Hell, even I could love you if you’d remember I’m
your friend. Don’t wait so long next time to come to your friends,” said
Sven.
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“There’s just too much that I have to do alone,” Lisa said quietly, and
then walked from the Quad.

“Hey Lisa? I’m sorry about the other day. Truly. I’m sorry if I ever
bother you, or end up saying something stupid. But I care about you too.
Maybe not like Hayden can, but I’m still here. I’m still your friend, even
when you don’t want me to be.”

Lisa turned back to him on a half step, her thoughts churning. She
thought of a girl, and it wasn’t Sarah.

“It’s not you, Sven. Forget it. We’re fine.”
Sven nodded, watched her go and poked through the pile of old books

that she left behind.

—

“I can’t believe it,” Hayden muttered.
“Yeah.”
“Banned. Banned. From Kognition. For life,” she said.
“Yeah.”
“How does that happen?” she asked.
Lisa sighed. “You don’t want to know. In fact you probably shouldn’t

know. I just wanted you to understand why you won’t be seeing Njorun any
time soon. Wherever she is,” Lisa said. 

“Well. Someday you should tell me. Tell me all of it because I really
want to know. You look like you just went through hell, Lisa,” said Hayden.

“I did.”
“I’m just glad you’re back,” Hayden smiled her infectious smile and

scooped Lisa up into a warm hug.
Lisa watched the slow snowfall through the windows of the empty

classroom. The tint changed perfectly with the color outside so that their
vision stayed in balance with the stark white of the snow.

“Do you ever think about when we were little, when we were first
doing all that awful stuff with the testing and the therapy and playing
Kognition for the first time? Do you think about that?” Lisa asked wistfully.

“Kinda. It’s kind of painful, though. Those thoughts are super zero,
you know?” Hayden said.

“Yeah. I know, Hayden. But still. Do you ever?” asked Lisa.
Hayden shrugged but gave a tiny nod. Lisa, still wrapped in her
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Hayden shrugged but gave a tiny nod. Lisa, still wrapped in her
friend’s arms, felt the silky movement of Hayden’s hair on her cheek. A
river of euphoria ran down her spine, and her skin was warm with her
friend’s touch.

“Yeah. Like I said, sometimes. But it doesn’t all make sense. You
know, I remember these girls from that time. It’s the strangest thing. I really
wasn’t thinking much about them until a few weeks ago, when you started
acting even sadder and stranger than usual. And I really would only think
about them when you were around, like now. Like the thoughts are sort of
bouncing into my head, you know? It reminds me of something Sven was
bugging me about. But anyways. There were these girls with us, and they
are the only kids aside from you and a few other classmates that I really
recall. But in my memories they don’t really make sense. They are sort of
shadowy and they do things that I know now in Kognition just don’t work,”
Hayden said, pulling away from Lisa and sitting back in her seat. The desks
were beginning to fill out as everyone took their familiar places. Most of the
students were already engrossed in whatever images were coming through
the liquid-touch displays.

“Didn’t work? What do you mean, Hayden?” Lisa asked. 
“Well its funny. I sort of remember them speaking a little differently.

And when I asked the test counselor about them, he thought I was playing a
game. You know, making stuff up. But I think I was already at the age
where I was sort of used to people not believing me about stuff. As sad as
that sounds,” Hayden laughed. Her face turned suddenly serious. “Some of
them would laugh it off, some of them didn’t care. Then there were the
counselors and the monitors who really wanted to know about them.”

Lisa nodded, turning her attention away from her friend and sliding her
finger across the glossy, glassy display, bringing up her calculus homework
and pushing the numbers around with the tip of her finger.

“Lisa…” Hayden said, placing her hand on Lisa’s busy fingers.
“It’s okay Hayden.”
“No, it’s not that. There’s more.”
Lisa stopped her work, giving her friend her full attention.
“They had wings, Lisa,” Hayden whispered as the class started. 
“The girls. They had these wings. All of light. And I haven’t seen a

character like that since,” said Hayden, splaying her hands out so her fingers
shot out in every direction. “But I only think about this stuff when you are
around. It sort of drains out of my head without you, you know? Isn’t that
the strangest thing?”
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—

Lisa returned to the Quad, picked up her book bag and laid it across
her belly as she snuggled back into her spot against the rosebushes. She
watched the snowflakes fall overhead, melting against the glass roof until
she felt herself tire. Sleep would not come, however, and she rubbed the
dark circles under her eyelids as she let her eyes finally close.

The instant the darkness took her, Njorun opened hers.
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Epilogue.
A Fragment of Brunnhilde

“Because of the minds of the players, Kognition is a boundless and ever-
growing world. As a Global Multiplayer Game, we welcome all types of

people the world over to play in Midgard.”

“Lisa. Honey. Are you asleep?”
“Studying, mother.”
“Well don’t stay up too late. I’m not going to be here for dinner

tomorrow, but there’s gyoza in the freezer. I was thinking maybe you could
invite Hayden over? You two haven’t had a sleep over in a long time.”

“We’re teenagers, mother.”
“Teenagers can’t stay in each other’s bedrooms?”
“No. You’re right, sorry. I’ll ask her if she wants to come over. After

homework.”
“Okay, just don’t stay up too late.”
“You said that, mother.”
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Lisa frowned, only opening her eyes to slits when she was sure that her
mother had padded down the hallway and tucked herself into her crowded
bedroom. The living room, a cavernous wreck of papers and books and
folders, surrounded her in complete silence. Lisa scratched the bridge of her
nose, uncurling her body on their old couch, cat-like, and turned on her side
once more. She closed her eyes, inhaled deeply, and let the WoAnLiNe fold
into her.

A great expanse of grasses spread out before Njorun in every direction.
She turned to the sky, the in-game camera following her HUD and letting
her see up into the swirling blue mass of clouds and low-flying birds.
Beyond the scenery was a veil of stars that threatened to come out on the
precipice of nighttime, and the sun sank slowly beyond a horizon cut by
rolling green hills. Njorun took one step, the grasses brushing against her
ankles and the wind tussled her hair and the feathers on her black dress.

It was surreal, not hearing the system anymore. At first Njorun felt like
she had been sorely handicapped, like she had lost one of her senses. A few
hours went by of re-acclimating herself, and the world righted itself once
more as the Cataclysm became familiar with her new world. The Nibelung
Gates still glittered gold, the sounds of Midgard remained, and the soft
music played in the distance. The numbers that once displayed her
Neurolink were now a garbled mess, and the fuzziness at the edges of her
HUD seemed to stay. But everything else, everything else was perfect and
pleasant. Njorun stretched taut as a cat, clutched Mistelteinn, and moved
towards the nearest Nibelung Gate.

“I wonder, Sarah, is this what you had in mind for me?” she asked the
silence. There would be no one to answer her. It was impossible for players
to enter closed-off areas, and Tredec-Grasslands/War would remain forever
in the unreachable bowels of Circle System’s servers with every other scrap
of code in Kognition that was no longer needed. 

Great reaches of light spread out from Njorun’s shoulders, capped with
feathers emulating those that covered the dress she wore. The scenery
before her, the Nibelung Gate’s glittering gold ring, the grasslands, the stars,
the sun, the sky, the horizon, and the oncoming storm faded away as a great
dark void opened up before her. The void sparkled with white strings of
numbers: data that carried infinitely in every direction and meant nothing to
Lisa. 

Njorun took one step, leaving the area behind and traveling through to
places beyond.
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"The mind of the subject will desperately struggle to create

memories where none exist..."

-Rosalind Lutece (Bioshock Infinite)
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Initiating procedural data. Descriptive area words blacklisted from all
domains.
Segment: 0010-0011/01100. Partitions raised from A-1 to Z-99.

Global System CS Medica.
Closed Maiden Server: Woglinde, sporting connection program
Bifrost.

Maintained Subjects: Subject Four. Name: —-
All Systems normal. Neurolink Firewalls Green. 
Ego-fog in place. 
Animus diversion in place.

Interlinking memetic systems with necessary Subject vitals.
Governing Artificial Intelligence Systems: Dive Complacent. 
System Subset no. Alpha-zero-zero-seven-one
Conversing with OAI Hel. Diversion tactics necessary. 

Initiating…Initiating…Initiating…
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1.
Birth By Sleep

"There is no chance of failure. The system has been personally
integrated to handle the individual needs of all users."

"Wake up, Sam."
Sunlight bloomed thinly as curtains were pulled back, and Sam

Hutchinson moaned and rolled over in his twin bed. His body protested the
light, wanting to do nothing more than enjoy unconscious bliss.

"Sam, get up. It's well past dawn and the chickens aren't going to feed
themselves,” the same voice chided. "There are biscuits, and eggs and bacon
over the stove. You can look at the paper, but I need you out in the barn
before I come back inside, clear?"

Sam gave the slightest nod, a muscle spasm. At the faint click of his
bedroom door closing, he threw his covers off and headed into the cramped
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bedroom door closing, he threw his covers off and headed into the cramped
bathroom. He could hear his mother’s voice in his head, chiding him for
washing up before the morning’s sweaty business. He needed to be clean,
even if he was heading out to milk a cow or pull eggs out of the hen nests.
Sam needed to feel like yesterday had bled from his body.

He stood rigid as hot shower water sluiced over his naked skin, and
examined his hands under the falling drops. Steam milled about him in a
great mist, and he didn't dare move until his skin glowed pink. He pulled the
shower curtain aside and stepped carefully on to the translucent bath mat, an
ugly little thing that once looked like an artistic collection of fall leaves. He
rubbed a lopsided circle into the fogged mirror, watching as his reflection
ghosted into the pane. Sam sighed at the unimpressive reflection: the same
dark brown eyes, the same dark brown hair, the same brush of freckles and
crooked frown.

He drew a cotton shirt over his head and pulled on jeans that were
ripped at both knees and stiff. His stomach growled when the smell of bacon
and eggs finally worked its way past the film of lethargy, and he plopped
down in the tall kitchen chair. He took a bite of the eggs and frowned, then
pushed his finger into the yellow mess and gave up on the whole thing. 

"At least the coffee is hot," he mumbled, picking up a mug with a
chipped handle. He took a sip and watched the faucet slowly drip. The mug
barely generated heat against his already warm hands.

The kitchen door whined and the screen squeaked as he stomped his
way out into the yard. The barn was a small walk from the ranch house, and
he could see the old beast attempting to stand straight in the glow of
morning sun. Whatever color the barn had been twenty years ago, the
elements had stripped it to an unimpressive reddish-pink. While the air was
crisp and chilled and the smells of the farm greeted him as his boots sloshed
through the mud, he couldn't help but let out another beleaguered sigh. The
day would be the same as it always was, no different from yesterday or
tomorrow, no way to prove time was actually passing if it weren't for
calendars and clocks and the changing seasons. He could already feel the
coffee settling badly, and that would do nothing for the mood that eventually
crept over him, ghostlike, as he faced another eternal day.

—

"Is that coffee?"
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A man in a pristine white coat walked into the observation room
carrying a tray of cups and small checkered boxes.

"Lattes for everyone. There's a new place over on sixth, only twelve
pounds a cup. You just have to change the A-line monorail at the second
stop in midtown."

A group in similar white coats milled about the rear of the room in a
double-floored alcove, one overlooking the banks of screens and the other
only slightly illuminated by the soft lights of the other alcove bank. 

"That place with the little fish design over it? Cheap,” a voice from the
booth muttered.

"Danishes. Bearclaws, too?"
The man with the tray of coffees and plastic reusable pastry boxes set

them down on a nearby desk made of similar translucent plastic. "Of course.
You think I'd start one of my days watching our dreamer without being
sugared up? I only slept for about four hours last night and they still fight
me every day at check in. I’ve been here for almost a month already."

The taller man slid a pair of tiny spectacles up his nose and frowned.
"You're reliable, at least. Just set them down on the counter there. The other
counter. Away from the monitors, if you please. Brilliant."

"How is he?" asked the man with the coffees.
"One-hundred twenty systolic over eighty diastolic. Respiratory

systems are normal. Feeding and waste systems normal. Neurolink is
peaking at sixty-eight percent. WoAnLiNe closed system Woglinde secured
on all mental firewalls and system locks. A very dull morning. Give me one
of those donuts, I’m bloody starving."

A voice called out from the rear booths. "Are we activating Bifrost
today? Everything is showing up blank. I haven’t seen any CS requests."

One of the members of the monitoring team shrugged. "Not that I've
heard, but you know how it is. That sort of news never gets passed down
until the last second."

“Dammit, they took those comfy chairs out again. I hate this plastic
crap. It’s like we’re in a cheap space flight.”

"You hear that news on the Mars colony today? Sometimes I feel like
we're seeing the future."

"And I wish we were living it,” said the man with the coffees.
One of the members of the observational group mumbled and shoved a

donut in his mouth. "Forget that. It's just another day."
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—

Sam brushed his hands off on his jeans and leaned against the wooden
fence, boards creaking and splinters coming off in fine bits of powdery dust.

"Make sure you lock that gate before you come back inside," his
mother called to him as she dusted off her hands and set the gardening tools
aside. She picked up a small pail full of like tools and quit fussing with the
flower bushes in front of the house for a short moment.

"I know. Jojo and I can do it. There are still a few strays out there,"
Sam said, nodding towards the sheep that were lazily making their way
towards the creek at the north end of the farm. The sun was already
bronzing the sloping hills on the other side of the barn.

His mother glanced at him as their sheep dog bounded over a close
green hill, his tongue lolling out the left side of his mouth, his eyes bright
and happy. Jojo was six years old and a dear friend to Sam for as long as he
had been alive. Sam's mother brought him home from an adoption agency, a
meager puppy that liked bedroom corners and dry food. One day he and
Sam clicked and were inseparable since.

Jojo reached Sam and promptly licked his face with abandon. Sam
laughed and pushed the big dog off him, roughing up his ears and snout
before taking off towards the north end of the farm and the white cloud of
sheep. Jojo barked happily and shot out after his best friend, hoping for a
treat if he moved fast enough. Sam pumped his legs, his boots splashing into
spots of mud, the wind whipping through his hair and past his face.

"C'mon boy!" he called out. For a moment, all the colors around him
melded into an abstract blur. 

Jojo barked and playfully nipped at Sam's heels as they ran. The black
and white dog sniffed about the sheep and nipped at their legs as well to get
them to move. It only took Sam a few minutes to get them all back behind
the fences, and he brushed his hands off on his jeans when he was done with
the chore. The wind picked again as he meandered back to the barn, autumn
leaves swirling about his feet as his boots crunched over grass that was
turning with frost. The leaves seemed to find their own reasons to dance and
the frost-covered hills were beginning to sink beneath a red sea. Red leaves
that fell from nowhere and everywhere, red leaves that sat in piles that came
up to Sam's legs, red for as far out as he could see.
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—

The endless banks of monitors and liquid-touch smartscreens displayed
myriad data. "Sixty-eight percent all day long? Low today."

"There's an issue in the system, an emotional response keeping the
Neurolink from breaking that percentage. What are the medication levels?"
asked the man with the glasses. A tiny digital name card on the breast of his
white coat read HCIE Monitor Head. 

"Try turning up his decapramine and typoril."
"You really think the subject needs to be fed more antidepressants?"

asked the new hire. “You should bring the med team in for that.”
"A few milliliters of each won't hurt, and we need him to break seventy

percent. We're going to be seeing red without that constant,” answered the
lead.

"Errors?"
The man slid his glasses up the bridge of his nose and frowned. "Ah, I

forgot you’re new to this project. The director is going to just love that. The
body starts to reject artificial reality through the HCIE stable systems if
Neurolink drops below a seventy percent overall link. This particular
subject is different from the others, as he is very sensitive to outward
changes, especially system changes. Have one of the nurses gives him an IV
drip of hibscoberitol in twenty minutes to balance out the anti-depressant.
His chemical balance is very touchy."

Voices spoke up from the rear observational booths. “We should be
able to grab a work order, the nurses are just down the hall. This is the most
important subject; everyone except me seems to forget that. They are all just
orbiting the sun,” he said, waving his hand dismissively through the air.

"Seventy percent? Why is his artificial reality demand so high?" asked
the new white-coat, the coffee man.

"Honestly? I have no idea. It's probably in some classified file
somewhere. Something to do with the origins of his Implementation. I just
maintain the levels. I think there are a couple of techs around here that know
more about that than I do."

—
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Sam slowed his jog as a lightning-quick flash of a headache met him.
The colors around him blurred into a bright change, and he pushed the
palms of his hands deep into his eyes. Jojo looked at him and whined,
expectant. Sam could still taste the bacon on his tongue, he could feel the
grit on his hands and hear the wind rustling in the boughs of the trees
around him, but the bright red leaves at his feet seemed to momentarily fade
like the paint on the old barn. Everything became incredibly clear and
bright, and then slowly melted back. Back and forth, back and forth, as if
the colors couldn’t decide how vibrant they should be. He blinked a few
times and the moment passed, leaving Sam to wonder if anything had ever
happened at all.

The bright sun made itself known by bringing morning to the world.
Everything around him was without shadow, as if those dark other selves
had been chased off by the beauty of the day. Sam didn't need to glance at
his watch to know what time it was, and that very fact frustrated him a bit
more. Chores were done, which meant the rest of the day had to unfold.
Sam just didn't know if he was ready to meet it.

The screen door in the kitchen banged shut as Sam marched into the
house, his stocking feet wet from sweating and standing in the cold mud. He
pulled off his boots and tossed them on to the landing between the kitchen
door and the screen. Jojo whined and pawed at the door, but one look from
Sam's mother sent the sheepdog scampering off to find something more
interesting. 

"Really, Sam, you need to teach that dog how to behave. I found him
rooting through my roses the other morning," she scolded.

He shrugged. "Jojo likes beauty. What's for lunch?" he asked.
She lowered her eyes at him, but continued her work over the stove.

She was already out of her grubby outdoor clothes, garbed in her smart
attire: a blouse the color of burnt caramel and slacks that looked much
cheaper than they were. She sat down a plate of steaming vegetables and a
slice of pork, and Sam sniffed at it indignantly. 

"What's wrong?" she asked him.
"I guess I'm feeling a bit off today," he admitted. "My head hurts."
His mother rushed to his side as if he had dropped the entire plate on

his foot, picked up a shard of the porcelain and attempted to gouge his own
neck with it. 

"Stop it, I'm fine," Sam said, waving her off. "Why are you like this
every time I even mention the slightest ache? We work on a farm. How can
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every time I even mention the slightest ache? We work on a farm. How can
you be so paranoid?"

His mother shrugged and walked back to the stove, dropping a few
plates in the sink as she turned away from him. "You know how easily you
get the flu. I just want to make sure you’re okay. I don't need you working
outside if you're going to catch a cold. I see enough of that on the
television," she said.

"I'm sure I'm fine. It was just a momentary thing. Maybe I got winded
running after Jojo or something. I'll be alright," Sam said.

She turned to him and nodded, but her dark eyes conveyed a sense of
disbelief. The only times she showed anything but stoicism were the times
when Sam complained about some minor ache or pain.

"I'm going to work on some business in the den for a while. I'll be
using the WoAnLiNe to talk to some people in the city, so you can go and
do your homework. You have biology to work on, if I recall," she said,
walking away with her words.

Their home only had one screen, and it functioned as both their link to
the WoAnLiNe and their television, and anything else that it needed to be.
Sam knew from his brief engagements with the WoAnLiNe that there were
massive cities in the world that were beginning to integrate the system into
every part of their lives. But they were just a poor family that owned a small
farm way out in Pennsylvania, and his mother assured him they could only
afford the one computer. He wondered what it would be like to have that
endless information source with him all the time.

"I'm just worried that all that technological fuss will hurt you, Sam,"
she had said with finality. “You’re so sensitive.”

Sam read about new projects and leaps being made in technological
sciences, how there were entire organizations bent on building permanent
connections to the WoAnLiNe. The front-runner seemed to be special
implants that would bring about continuous Neurolink connection. This way
everything in life, from school to work to play, could be even closer than a
person's fingertips. These neurochips helped build memetic connections
between strangers and pushed new generations into integrated use with the
WoAnLiNe through Neurolink. Life could be continuously interconnected. 

With every step up the tall staircase near the back of the house, these
thoughts became firmer. Sam ran his fingers down the rail of the stairs and
gazed out through the small batch of windows that overlooked the farm.
With it only a little past noon, the light of the sun had blanketed the frost-
covered grasses and turned the hills to glittering diamond. Somewhere out
there, Jojo was running and barking and keeping the sheep in their fences.
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there, Jojo was running and barking and keeping the sheep in their fences.
Somewhere out there leaves were falling and tires were rolling and feet
were plodding along pavement. Further, much further, lives were being
lived and the world was changing. The WoAnLiNe was hanging on to every
thought like wind battering the face of a mountain peak.

"And I'm stuck here alone," Sam said with a groan. He leafed through
his biology text and tapped inconsistently at the pages. It said something
about micro evolution, in some chapter about frogs and their biological
functions. He sighed as he read it in a shameful half-attempt, not focusing
on the homework that he would have to do without much help. His mother
was smart enough, but at eighteen, Sam was tired of relying on her. He was
supposed to attend college the next year, and how could someone do that if
they were still babied by their mother? How was home school supposed to
prepare him for the real world when his universe didn't extend beyond the
farm's old fences? 

Sam turned in his chair and grabbed the weathered old picture frame
that perched on his nightstand. A trio of faces smiled back at him, reflecting
a memory that felt fleeting and lost. Sam himself was young, his hair shaggy
and his face not yet convinced of the ability to grow scruff. He held a
bundle of black and white fur in his lap, and a pink tongue had snaked out
of the mass in order to graze his cheek. On either side of him, a woman and
a man stood and shared equally practiced grins. 

 —

"The subject's lips are moving,” the new white-coat commented.
"It happens on occasion. The mind is still highly functional, and

sometimes the body responds as it should to what the subject is seeing, what
he's feeling. Rest assured that the subject isn’t waking up any time soon,”
said a blond man near the rear booths. He was sliding some data around his
personal liquid-touch display tablet. 

“Try not to engage the display inside the Containment Unit too often.
It can have adverse effects on the subject. Not often, but it’s happened
before. And get your feet off the desk, they only clean up in here on
Wednesdays,” said the head.

"He's been sleeping quite a long time, hasn’t he?” asked the new hire.
The nearest monitoring display showed the inside of the Containment

Unit. The face of the man sleeping inside was mostly still except for the
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Unit. The face of the man sleeping inside was mostly still except for the
occasional twitch of the mouth or bat of an eyelid. 

"Sometimes there are little twitches. There was even a moment where
he sat straight up and ripped off half the monitoring equipment. He even
took out his own IV once before the HCIEcu was redesigned for better
containment."

"All while sleeping?" asked the new white-coat.
"It's pretty amazing what the body and mind will do, separate from

each other. This is more of an inter-consciousness, a suspended state. There
are upsets sometimes,” said a voice from the rear observational booth.

"You're keeping him asleep?" asked the new white-coat.
The monitoring lead waved a hand through the air as if he was

swatting away a bothersome fly. "Yes. It's necessary."
Voices from the rear observational booth piped up: "Induced coma."
And: "We don't want the subject to have a living shock."
"Isn't that the point of this entire experiment?" asked the new white-

coat.
"Experiment? It's more recovery now. I don't think we've been able to

label this an 'experiment' for twenty years. I mean, they still keep the title
for official reasons, but those initially in charge of the monitoring have
moved on to other things. We sort of just fill in the gaps here. And I've only
been on the project for a decade,” said the HCIE Monitor Head.

“A decade? What’s the salary for that?”
Laughter came from the observational booth. “More than you can hope

to ever see, new guy.”
“So walk me through this. What am I looking at right now on monitor

seven?” asked the new white-coat.
A nearby monitor had a list of colors and percentages and names.

Dopamine. Oxytocin. Serotonin.
“Emotional display.”
“Endorphin and hormonal display, actually.”
“Bottled, controllable emotions. Touch-and-drag life phases.”
“And this has to do with the subject’s state of consciousness? He just

stays asleep?” asked the new hire.
"There's far too much self-inflicted trauma to shock him up,” a voice

spoke up from the rear observational booth.
"I don't understand. Self-inflicted psychological trauma?"
"Of course, didn't you read the overview?" asked the head white-coat

with a frown.
"It really doesn't prepare you for all of…well, this,” said the transferee,
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"It really doesn't prepare you for all of…well, this,” said the transferee,
spreading his hands out toward the displays. 

The lab techs monitoring the displays at the front of the room gave
each other looks.

"Increase the hibscoberitol drip and give him twenty milliliters of
tatroclycine. I need the subject stable before I leave my shift. I want to see
seventy percent Neurolink in the morning, and not one sign of dropping.
Not even in the thousandth,” said the head white-coat.

The new white-coat slammed his hand down on the plastic desk. His
tablet rattled along with the coffees. "Answer me!"

"And tell you what? You're new to this project. You read the briefing."
A red-haired woman from the rear booths spoke up: "There are a lot of

us here, sir. It's best to try and remain calm. Don't get attached or you won't
be on this project for long. We have over thirty years of collected data."

“Consider the age of the WoAnLiNe.”
"You seem to be doing much more here than just keeping the subject

stable. I read nothing about insertion,” said the new white-coat.
“Even the better informed additions to this program aren’t told about

the HCIE ahead of time. It’s super sensitive info, sir.”
The main display on the giant overhead SHD monitor changed. Scenic

farmland. "Look. The mind needs ways to free itself. Even from cages that
seem absolutely real."

“How often does the system weigh in on the subject?” asked the new
white-coat.

“Hel monitors the Animus of each of them, but usually we are only
running one of her subsets,” said the red-haired woman.

“A la Kognition. Hel subsets by the thousands.”
“Helpful, yes. But not her raison d'être, is it?”
The HCIE Monitor Head nodded and took a sip of coffee. He made a

face. "Subject is switching parameters. Run the next area program."

—

Sam wasn't running, but the images just outside his vision were
moving at a blinding speed. He blinked awake, feeling so groggy that every
muscle in his body was strained in effort to move. He looked through the
darkness, finally realizing that he was in a car. Sam hadn't been on a car ride
in so long that he had completely forgotten what it was like. He often stayed
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in so long that he had completely forgotten what it was like. He often stayed
on the farm while his mother ran errands into town. She always said that
someone had to watch over their land, just in case. Sam wanted to ask 'Just
in case of what?', but he never did. His mother made the rules and he
listened. It wasn't that he lacked the will to go against her, to lie to her, but a
terrible unease came over him when he did; it was almost a physical ache.
Sam just did what he was told. Taking commands felt natural, easy, calming.

Sam looked down at the ring on his finger, the only attachment he still
had to his father. It was a simple thing, a pure gold band that was still too
large for him to wear comfortably. But he had been protecting it since he
was a small child, a time where his memories couldn't quite reach with any
real detail. Whenever he looked at that gold band, things seemed to
crystallize into something substantial, if just for a moment. Whenever he'd
get a tiny headache like the one he had earlier, he'd stare down at the ring
and twist the gold nervously around his finger. Colors would return to
normal, sounds would quiet, and the world would right itself again.

But no matter how long he stared at the gold now, it didn't change
where he was in the car. Now he was young. His hands and feet were
miniature, his legs and arms as well. Sam looked around the darkened
expanse of the car, seeing two people in the seats in front of him. He tried to
reach for anything nearby, but the booster seat kept him high up, and the
door was locked. Sam didn't know why he'd want to open the car door
anyways, and the thought alone frightened him so much that he stopped
moving for a few moments. He tugged at the gold band and stared straight
ahead, through the front windshield and out into the dark road beyond that
was barely illuminated by headlights.

"Mom?" Sam asked aloud. Then, more tentatively: "Dad?"
"Go back to sleep, hon," his mother said. Her voice was flat.
"We'll be home soon champ," the other, deeper voice said. Every word

sounded forced. Every syllable seemed unsure of itself, chasing the next out
of nothing more than habit.

The car kept moving, going faster and faster through the twists and
turns in the night. The moon glared brightly overhead, and Sam had to crane
his neck against the glass to see it. He kept watching until everything went
white, one finger slowly rotating the gold band on his right hand. 

"I want to go home," Sam said quietly. 
The car continued forward at blinding speed. It began fishtailing at

every turn and the darkness outside of each window was lightened with just
enough blue to show Sam the sloping hills that ran off into the darkened
forests at either side of the thin highway.
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"Please," he whined. He kicked out with his short, stubby legs and
touched the over-sized gold band with fat fingers. 

His mother turned back to him. Her eyes were hollow dark sockets that
went into her head infinitely, and her mouth was a buzzing line of static.

"Go back to sleep," she said.

—

Bodies rushed around the room, eyes desperately scanning monitors.
"Shit. That's a full one percent drop. Hold on, I'm going to reset the

third firewall on that side of the system. Back up the file-banks associated
with the third and fifth batches of artificial neurons. Try and force a point
three-three-five Neurolink boost with a shot of merspotil,” said the head
white-coat.

"Are you trying to kill him? He's on two antidepressants and a
neutralizing agent. It's going to be at least two hours before the subject can
take a drug like that. You're going to have to manually make him stable.
Quit with the nootropics."

“Move out of the damn way! Hand me that liquid-touch display tablet.
No, the second one. The one that is flashing red. That one,” he shouted,
pushing the mess of items on the counter away as his fingers desperately
groped for the tablet. 

A clatter and half a dozen miniature liquid-display tablets ended up on
the washed-white floor, along with the plasticine cups of coffee and
checkered boxes. One of the white-coats unfolded a hardpad and started
typing madly on plastic that quickly mimicked the desired letters through
advanced clairvoyant messaging.

"The subject isn't responding to verbal or artificial cues and
psychological massage isn't working. That error in the system is coming up
again. There's a foreign object in the direct vicinity of point eight-nine-one-
one-one-beta. I have ego-flare!” shouted one of the observational team
members.

Murmurs rose throughout the room. The white-coats on the monitoring
balcony started talking loudly to one another.

"The subject's bedroom?"
"It's registering as the point but his mind isn't there. He's in a memory

trap. There's a back door switch that got hold of him through a memory."
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"We can see it now! That blip is a residual memory. It blew a hole in
part of the file system of the fifteenth firewall and eroded everything beyond
sixteen. Reset that system back to its initial file stage and purge that
memory. Insert artificial segment,” commanded the head white-coat.

"The subject's Neurolink is still dropping at a thousandth every second!
Do it now!"

"The drug or the system change?"
"Both! Now!"
The red-haired woman wiped her nose on the back of her sleeve and

sniffed. "We're going to have to create a new area instead of resetting the
terminal point. Go ahead and set the system design. We need new
keywords."

"There's an anomaly in the point, infinitesimally small,” said an
observational team member next to her.

"Reroute the area to the Freyja server,” the head white-coat
commanded.

The new white-coat scratched his scalp under his raven-dark hair. "But
what is that? I don't understand what I'm seeing."

Every white-coat in the room stopped their roles, forgetting every
liquid-touch display as they focused on the enormous SHD display at the
front of the room. 

"You're seeing a Shadow Artefact!"
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2.
And I Am

"We have come here to the strange, to the keep and the stay, to the find, to the fall,
to the wells and back doors and the troubles brought on by Circles."

"I am where?"
Njorun shuffled along, her feet nothing more than a lost memory

drifting below. Her hands felt raw and foreign, like terrible, flapping wings.
"I am…"
She found an invisible panel and pressed her hands into the empty

space. She moved away from the randomly generated permanence and tried
to find a way past the labyrinthine passageways. 

A flash of light.
The ground became illuminated by a bright flood of blue, but only for

a moment. She took this lightning-quick opportunity to memorize the
broken terrain. There, at the back corner of the area where one of the
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broken terrain. There, at the back corner of the area where one of the
invisible walls fell against a curving shadow was another tunnel. Njorun
bent low, pushing herself through the space until she could stand up straight
on the other side. 

"Where…where…"
The darkness surged and warped as another flash lit the hallways and

diamond-shaped sparks converged on the sheer panels, fading away once
more. The landscape changed again, warping and snaking into thousands of
rows of thin passageways. Njorun turned quickly and jumped away from the
shadows as the panel in front of her changed dimensions and threatened to
squish her.

"Working isn't this. Can't I speak," she stuttered.
Njorun collapsed, setting her hand firmly against an invisible wall, and

sighed. More pathways eluded her, most of them spurring forth like stars
coming to light at the edge of a summer's night. The floors brightened once
more, and shadows danced around her as geometric patterns exploded and
condensed in undulating waves. She pushed hard against the false wall and
it moved inward as if softened. Picking herself up off the floor, she lifted her
staff and pointed it straight ahead.

"Cometstorm!" Njorun yelled. She waited a moment, but the spell
refused to come, the magick keeping itself locked away within her, her
Mind not depleting. 

"The broken, cue is too audio," she sighed. Njorun stepped forward
and watched the floor below her fade into simple binary. The graphics
returned in a clairvoyant flash, and Njorun jumped back as the cage with
invisible bars transformed into a brooding wasteland of purpled swamps and
a low-hanging harvest moon. The sound of wind in wheat whistled over her
ears in uneven bouts as the residual effects filled in the rest of the details of
the area. Before she knew it, Njorun was waist-high in a patch of golden
wheat that was brightened by the pregnant orange moon.

Brushing through the harvest, Njorun jogged her naked feet towards
the nearest pool and sat in front of it. The ground nearby flashed again, and
the graphical layer for the swamps disappeared and revealed thousands of
twinkling stars. Most of the secondary effects weren't working either, and as
Njorun stood once more and stepped through the muddy bank, her naked
feet landed flatly on the mud. The area flashed again and Njorun closed her
eyes against it. 

Without her command menus it was difficult to pull up most of her
spells. Njorun thought it would be easy, thought she could remember
everything she had equipped and could use the vocal recognition to summon
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everything she had equipped and could use the vocal recognition to summon
her magick. With the vocal cue not responding to her voice, a weight was on
her to remember what she had set in her Skill Slots.

"Ucha, Ulicha, Resurrect, Cratersplit, Cometstorm…" her words
faded away as the vocal system stuttered again and her memory failed her.

She sighed and tried again.
"Ucha, Ulicha, Resurrect, Cratersplit, Cometstorm, Granitewall, Hue

Vortex, Shadowstep, Magma Well," Njorun said. The last few words
stumbled out of her mouth with a great deal of effort. Playing without her
HUD was incredibly difficult. She found herself unconsciously gazing
towards the segments of screen that contained her mini-map, her Neurolink
percentage, her Health, her Mind. None of them existed within the strange,
broken world. Aside from the abstract planes, aside from the bizarre
circumstances that jumped between light and dark, there was nothing to
remind Lisa that she was in a game. 

///

"Miss?" 
Lisa grunted and slowly let her eyelids lift. Her eyes felt like they were

sinking into a thick liquid, and she had to rub them a few times to clear the
blurriness. A faded, undefined shadow rested above her. Her eyes cleared up
as she struggled to remember where she was. Crumpled and slumped in the
fake heated leather of a booth, Lisa had her legs tucked under a table and
her head laying against the warm pane of self-heated glass.

A man towered over her, one hand tentatively hovering over her
shoulder as if he was unsure where his boundary of concern lay. Lisa was
thankful he had not touched her while she had been in-dive.

"What do you want," Lisa said quietly. It was not a question.
The man stepped back, itching his dark beard as he did so. A defensive

tick. "You were kicking and yelling in your sleep, miss."
"Oh," Lisa looked up at him, then rubbed her eyes and settled back into

the booth. "Sorry."
"Is there—is there someone I can call for you?" the man asked. "I don't

want you to get cited by a curfew officer."
Lisa scrunched up her face and shook her head. She looked down at

her well-worn jacket, jeans, and shoes that were ripped in places. Her hair
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her well-worn jacket, jeans, and shoes that were ripped in places. Her hair
was a greasy rat's nest, and she pulled her hood tight over her head. She let
out a sigh and straightened herself enough so that she could pick up her
plastic cup of ice water and take a slight sip.

"No, I'm fine. Thank you though, mister…"
"Just call me Cookie. Everyone does. I'm going to be right over there

in the kitchen, miss. Don't hesitate if you need anything," he said, wiping his
hands on his apron as he turned away. He opened his mouth to say
something else, but the words seemed to catch somewhere behind his teeth.
Lisa watched him go and then turned back to her fetal position in the corner
of the booth. 

She rubbed her eyes again and tried not to think on how she must look.
Lisa took the cup of ice water and pressed it gently against her face to bring
down some of the swelling, hissing at the cold. Lights flashed outside the
windows, there and again, there and again, and she tried to remember what
time it had been when she walked into the old diner. She could see the
reflection of the neon sign in the enormous puddles in the street, the red
glow turning the water into bright blood.

A strange, abstract darkness began to settle in to her.
Lisa jumped, realizing that she had almost fallen asleep mid-thought.

The exhaustion felt like a disease creeping up on her, a shadow trying to
envelope her, prick her skin, smoke out her lungs. Lisa rubbed her eyes
again and sipped more of the ice water. She rifled through her small bag,
pushing half-empty containers of chips and nuts out of the way, along with a
few bottles of water and a waxy slip of credit note. She pulled out the small
tablet she had been using and palmed the screen. The liquid-touch display
glowed. The tablet was unregistered, and so there was very little it could do.
The WoAnLiNe tablet couldn't run a personal Neurolink connection without
her registered Animus, but it could pick up the diner's signal. The tablet
served as a welcome distraction. Anything to keep her eyes open.

Lisa fingered the liquid-touch display, pushing through a collection of
pictures and some news updates that the tablet was receiving through the
diner's WoAnLiNe connection. She pursed her lips as she read about a
particularly awful school shooting nearby, a few updates on the looming
Mars colony expedition and the continued Russian talks through Brighter
Tomorrow, and something about trade talks between New Persia and the
Greater Chinese Republic. 

The UN had done their best to promote global goodwill through
Global Handshake, yet somehow handguns were sneaking their way back
into local communities. Lisa read on and saw that once again, there was
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into local communities. Lisa read on and saw that once again, there was
little the authorities knew about how guns were increasing in accessibility.
The plasticine shock remotes usually carried by police and curfew officers
weren’t holding things up anymore. Her eyes flitted across the glowing
screen, picking up on the more interesting articles. There was even a daring
article on 'Retaking Western Expansion' that she knew would be taken down
quickly. She read through each of the scripts, her head bobbing slowly
forward as she concentrated. Her finger slipped a few times as she
maneuvered between the pages, her eyelids growing heavier.

///

Njorun found herself against another crop of invisible walls. She
lurched forward, the glittering stars below catching with blue flame as the
floor solidified into a hazy field of glowing green grass. 

"Again, closed I eyes my," Njorun said with exasperation. She pitched
to the side as a row of steel columns erected and the floor turned to sand.
Njorun moved, rolling underneath a transparent ledge as she slid into a tiny
room that changed from barren red clay to pure glittering gold. She pushed
herself off the floor with her staff, raised her head and tried to find a place to
concentrate. Her barren HUD offered nothing, and the tumultuous
landscape was becoming ever more dangerous.

Njorun looked down at herself, her pale skin almost glowing against
her midnight-dark raven wing dress. Bright white lines shimmered between
the feathers and illuminated her enough to see just ahead and behind in the
smoke-vapor darkness. The void that stretched, lost itself and transformed
before her eyes could only be traversed by the barely-there light given off
by her own slight glow. Njorun sighed, trying once more to spirit forth the
blaze of light from her shoulders, but it would not come. Her wings were
tucked somewhere deep inside of her, just as lost as her jumbled up words.

Once more she tried to pull access to the skills she had equipped. Her
spells should still be on her, Njorun knew, but there was something keeping
them away. As she tried to manipulate the mental system and bring up her
array of equipped Rings and Skills, the landscape warped itself again. A
maze of twisted stairs and steps fell open in the darkness before her. Stars
streamed across the horizon and burst into small pastel puffs that bloomed
with inconsistent flowering patterns. She watched, the welcome distraction
softening the intense labor of her unmoderated mental connection. Even if
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softening the intense labor of her unmoderated mental connection. Even if
she focused, Njorun could no longer easily break her conscious connection
with Lisa. The connection seemed to go in and out, and the disconnect of
the dive had its own agenda apart from her mental processes. Njorun was
afraid of what level her Neurolink percentage had reached, and, at times, if
Lisa was dreaming Njorun or if it was the other way around.

"What a curious creature you are," a voice called to her from the
fleeting darkness. The stars continued to fall and break, puffs of teal and
crimson bleeding through the false horizon. 

"Are who you?" Njorun called back.
A percussion of clicks responded, and it took Njorun a moment to

realize that the voice was mimicking the sound of a tongue against teeth.
"The lines of code between your audio cue and your character are

broken. Well, really, you shouldn't be surprised. How do you expect that
shallow software to run correctly in the Ginnungagap?" the voice called.
"It's all churning and burning down here in the dark."

"Void, in the I am?" Njorun asked. "A game it’s only."
"Here here, there there, child of dreams and earth," the voice

responded. "Let me fix that pesky inconvenience."
Njorun stepped back. Where there was empty space not seconds

before, a figure appeared as if slowly drawn in. Its body was a tangle of
strange smooth shapes that seemed to pass for appendages, the arms and
legs floating in their proper places without bodily connection. A jumbled
black line, much like an unkempt ball of thread, served as the head. The
figure hovered a few inches off the ground, which had turned back to
windswept sand.

The figure lifted one of its arms in a sickening fashion, and elicited a
flash of strange light from the floating fingers. The jumbled black mess of
line transformed into a single thin dash, and the bright threads between the
feathers of the Muninn's Wings glowed. 

"What was that?" Njorun asked, putting one hand to her head. And
then: "Oh! My speech."

"That should do it. I repaired the symbolic code of the vocal program
back to an earlier patch. I may not know of the last time Kognition was
updated, however, so you might experience a few issues with it. But it
should function for a time, as all things should," said the figure.

"Well thank you. I felt like I was going insane," Njorun answered. She
looked at her hands, flexed her fingers and then gripped the Mistelteinn with
a familiar but forgotten resolve. 

"Cometstorm!" she yelled. A tear of space ripped open above them, and
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"Cometstorm!" she yelled. A tear of space ripped open above them, and
the animation for her old spell traveled with the pastel stars and exploded
just beyond sight, even without target.

"Much better," Njorun nodded sagely. "And what should I call you?"
The figure's head transformed once more, the dash appearing as an

upside down capital 'A' with elongated lines. It floated across the shifting
landscape and was brightly illuminated by the changing lights and colors
behind it. 

"Uror will serve," it answered.
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3.
A God For Gods

"Kognition enables the use of a clairvoyant item system. The GMG uses the
information gathered from watching player-personas in battle to pre-emptively

guess the use of the next needed item."

"Sam. Wake up. Wake up, Sam."
Sam groggily lifted his head from the crook of his arm, looking down

at a spot of drool on his biology textbook. He heard his mother calling to
him, and he looked up into her face as she shook him awake. For a moment
she seemed both in and out of his vision, a wraith, a specter, a scratch on the
film.

"Mom? What do you want?" he asked her, slightly annoyed.
"I wanted to make sure you were feeling alright."
Sam glared at her. "You woke me up because you thought I wasn't
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Sam glared at her. "You woke me up because you thought I wasn't

feeling good? Why wouldn't you let me sleep?" he asked her.
She stared at him, wide-eyed and blank, as she sometimes did when

Sam caught her off-guard. Her responses would be slow, as if it took her just
a second longer to think than it did for him. Sometimes it worried Sam, and
he thought that maybe she'd freeze in place with that blank expression on
her face, and he would be all alone on the farm. Well, except for Jojo.

"I was just worried about you, Sam. Finish your homework and then
you can play video games or read, if you like. I'm done with the computer.
You can dive through the WoAnLiNe too when you are done," she said.
"I'm a little tired. I'm going to lie down before dinner. I might run into town
too, so if you can't find me that's where I'll be."

Sam shrugged her off as she kissed him on the cheek, and he turned
back to his studies. The tiredness sloughed off his skinny frame and he
turned away from the wall with wide eyes. The phantom shreds of a dream
floated out his eyes and mouth and ears. Nothing but a static darkness met
his imagination when he tried to conjure the dream back to himself.

He turned his eyes back to the text that was still going on about the
contribution of Charles Darwin and a famously controversial book. Sam had
never read the book himself, but he hardly read outside of his home school
studies. He took a moment to eye the paperbacks that lined his dusty
shelves. There were names and titles that were familiar enough, but he made
no attempts in his free time to even crack their spines. Everything was
history and biology and social education. Even on the days where he swore
he was finally going to revisit Lovecraft or King or Gaiman or Murakami,
he ended up collapsing in his warm bed. The call of exhaustion was just too
much, and his bed was a creature unforgiving in its gravity. That, and sleep
was Sam's only true respite.

Standing up, he peered out the window just behind his writing desk.
Jojo was outside, barking at a few wayward sheep and sniffing at the
ground. Whatever he found was so interesting that he sniffed at it a few
more times, barked, and buried it a few feet away. The dog stared at the spot
he had created in the dirt and then trotted off unconcerned. Sam chuckled to
himself.

'Jojo, how do you stay so happy and calm in your tiny world?' Sam
thought. The monochrome-spotted sheepdog was the epitome of 'ignorance
is bliss.' Sam pined for the ability to find joy in simple surroundings, but it
just wasn't going to happen. There was no reason to cheer himself up when
the other side of the door was a brick wall.

"Speaking of ignorance," Sam muttered, playing at the gold band on
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"Speaking of ignorance," Sam muttered, playing at the gold band on
his finger. He rotated the object about his skin and continued to follow
Jojo's playful activity with narrowed eyes. The dog seemed to become lost
within himself, idly walking along the frosty hills blanketed with crimson
leaves. Even in the sun's light nothing was warming up. Jojo licked at
puddles and sniffed at mounds of earth and turned back to bark at the sheep
every once in a while.

It was at times like these that Sam welcomed each and every memory,
even the ones that sank his heart in ice and made his skin crawl.

—

"How did that get into the system?"
The liquid-touch displays were showing the same repeating data as the

SHD screen at the front of the monitoring room. 
"It's a Shadow Artefact."
A gold band rotated around the subject’s finger, the graphics on the

display monitor showing off all sorts of needless data.
"What's that? Sounds like something from cheap science fiction,” said

the new white-coat.
"It's the source of the residual memory, a shard of data manifested by

the subject. The subject can create 'real' segments of his world by linking
through the network."

"What 'residual memory?' The subject isn't showing signs of current
memory."

The head white-coat pointed to the SHD monitor, the gold band
shining in its pixelated perfection. "That's system manipulation right there.
Sometimes memories are a bit foggy, they can get buried under behaviors if
the ideas are too subtle."

"And those subtle memories can often be the toughest to deal with.
They are the ones that can conflict with the branching system,” a voice from
the rear observational booth offered.

The new white-coat scrunched up his features in a mask of confusion.
"But this is a closed system of the WoAnLiNe."

"Tell that to a human mind infinitely creating new neural pathways.
Even dipping below seventy percent does nothing for the overall effect, only
the psychological health of the subject. The subject’s Neurolink is
effectively sixty-nine percent higher than the average user linked-in to the
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effectively sixty-nine percent higher than the average user linked-in to the
system, and cases of artificial self-creation aren't unheard of,” said the head
white-coat. He exhaled a breath of relief and sat back down in the
uncomfortable translucent plastic chair behind him.

The lab techs at the back of the room started typing away at their
hardpads once more. The dull clatter filled the spaces of silence between
each desperate question.

"Can you take away the residual memory or the 'Shadow Artefact?'
Delete it entirely?" asked the new hire.

"Not completely, but we can make the subject lose interest in it, and
then eventually pluck it from the system itself. There are ways to overwrite
parts of closed systems by segmenting the working code, replicating it, and
then inserting a replication minus the object. This usually involves the
creation of a new area, or bringing up the data of a past area that melded
well with the subject's psychological makeup and generated a favorable
Neurolink rate."

The white-coat spread his fingers over the liquid-touch tablet, and the
SHD monitor at the front of the room instantly responded with the
mimicked action. A criss-crossed web of lines spread apart like a fading
spider web, each line representing the branching paths of the inter-areas. He
turned to the new colleague as the man started to speak.

"I've heard of that. They called it 'Neuron branch segmentation' in grad
school."

The white-coat raised his eyebrows and grinned smugly.
"Well now it's real, and it's how we maintain the subject. This is your

new education."

—

The headache splintered as Sam’s thoughts turned back to studying,
and he left the window and Jojo. He kept reading through his biology
textbook, turning the dry leaves and glaring at every complicated word.

"A typical neuron contains a cell body (often referred to as a soma),
dendrites, and an axon. Dendrites are thin structures that arise from the cell
body, often extending for hundreds of micrometers and then branching
multiple times, forming the rather complex 'dendritic tree.' An axon is a
special cellular extension that arises from the cell body at a site called the
'axon hillock' and travels for a distance, as far as one meter in humans and
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'axon hillock' and travels for a distance, as far as one meter in humans and
even more in other species," Sam read. 

"The soma is the bulbous end of the neuron that contains the cell
nucleus. The cell nucleus is the main feature of the soma. The soma passes
on the signals of the dendrites and helps maintain the cell and keep the
neuron functional."

"The soma..." he muttered. He had read that name before, when
studying religious histories. It wasn't much of an irony to refer to the cell
body of a brain's neuron as the 'soma.' Sam wondered if he would ever get to
the point where his brain was even that much of a use to him.

"The word soma was often used in religious and spiritual practices as
a reference to enlightenment. Ancient Hindu and Zoroastrian texts claim it
as a divine drink that promotes unity or grants immortality." 

"Enlightenment and immortality. If this 'soma' had been discovered
then I could just drink my way through school," Sam muttered. “Not that I
don’t want to already.” He tapped the page idly with a finger and touched
his ring. Sam often found it interesting when dusty religious ideas crossed
over with scientific convention.

He took a sip of tea, imagining for a moment that his glass held the
ethereal drink that could make him see the truth. Drinking a soma would
grant him knowledge without the need for reading, knowledge that could
exist outside of what his mother wanted to teach him, or what he read on the
WoAnLiNe system computer that they shared. It would prevent the hours he
spent every day teaching himself things in place of a teacher. It would erase
all the time poring over textbooks and dealing with headaches and worrying
about the future. No wonder ancient peoples had been so desperate for the
'drink of the gods.' It would have made everyone's lives a lot easier.

Sam finished his cold tea and scratched his chin. The word 'soma'
bogged down his thoughts, an itch that he couldn't scratch. He repeated the
word over and over in his mind until it lost all meaning and became a simple
nonsense sound. He looked out the window again and saw the dog bounding
away over the hill. 

"I'd find some soma for you, Jojo," Sam said. "Then maybe we could
even speak. I could have a real friend."

Jojo glanced back over his shaggy shoulder and barked, as if he could
hear and understand his owner from so far away. Sam wondered for a
moment if the sheepdog was staring at him, but soon enough he made his
way out of the house and across the farm. Maybe Jojo could sniff out the
plant and Sam could boil it down to escape from his dull life. He didn't have
long to wait now, because college was just ahead. Then all this loneliness
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long to wait now, because college was just ahead. Then all this loneliness
and expectation and confusion and anger could be left behind to rot on the
hills of the farm.

Sam rubbed his right ring finger as he thought through this. Touching
the ring finger was a familiar, unconscious tick. He stared down at his naked
hand, and for half a second expected something to be there, but couldn't
quite remember what. There was something bothering him, a shadow sitting
on top of his spine that he couldn't shoo away. The headache throbbed dully
and for half a second, Sam thought he was experiencing the strangest bout
of déjà vu. There was something that desperately wanted to be remembered,
and then it was gone entirely. He closed his book, grabbed his tea mug, and
walked across the plush bedroom floor.

—

"Seventy-one percent. We're fine now. It was that damn ring."
One of the white-coats in the rear monitoring platform spoke up,

launching their personal monitor display onto the SHD. The head white-
coat nodded and tapped his hardpad. The letters unfolded even before his
fingers moved on to the next desired press of the pad.

"We should’ve known that, it has shown up before."
The SHD began to display the same spider web lines, but this time the

colored lines splintered and fragment away from the perfect circle that
unified them all in the middle of the monitor.

“’Neuron branch segmentation,’ huh? That's pretty amazing. The
subject doesn't even remember."

The monitoring head turned toward the new employee and shook his
head.

"He sort of remembers. We can manipulate quite a bit of the world
around the subject, anything that we constructed that isn't directly affected
by his day to day habits. A simple object like that can be removed, but the
residual memories that exist could give us some trouble. That's why there
are ego-fog films placed over the older memories, a sort of 'white noise' that
keeps each subject from diving too deeply into his or her own past."

“I know a bit about ego-fogs. I have somewhat of a monitoring
background.”

The lead shrugged. “I have to assume everyone is ignorant. Nothing
here is public knowledge.”
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The new hire scratched his chin. "But isn't the point to heal this
subject? It seems like psychological corrosion could be most easily fixed by
allowing the subject the most familiar memories possible."

One of the monitoring team members in the back of the room spoke up,
her fingers lifting off her personal hardpad to point at the screen.

"Sometimes even a happy or nostalgic memory is damaging to the
overall psyche if it becomes too euphoric, and therefore harmful on the
Neurolink itself, and by consequence the WoAnLiNe's closed systems."

The new white-coat nodded and turned toward his own liquid-touch
display tablet.

"So right now, we’re just trying to reset the subject to a point that
makes him most easily fixable. Then only the beneficial memories can be
placed in, allowing recovery and minimizing any corrosion of the brain."

The white-coat nodded, scratching at the back of his head. He took a
sip of his coffee and tapped at the liquid-touch display in his hands. The
screen changed from lines of code to a more readable picture.

"If we allow the subjects to direct themselves, they can't get beyond a
certain barrier in the Neurolink. Humans are like this, even apart from the
system. There are certain memories and events that the mind buries to
protect itself, but we consciously make effort to remember things in our
pasts, to bring up old hurts. This causes all sorts of trauma that we have to
deal with on a day to day basis, but within this comatose state the subject
can't handle that sort of damage. The brain has to repair itself without aid
because the 'defense' of the mind is to keep itself in a coma and heal
indefinitely if needed. We are working around that."

"The entire point of the project." The new white-coat smiled.
"Study would be the 'entire point.' However, funding has to come from

somewhere. We all take orders."
The white-coats in the rear booths murmured their agreements.
"There's a lot more this system can do besides just repair psychological

damage."
Someone in the back spoke up: "It's all expensive."
"Billions of dollars. And the future,” a coworker echoed.
"So what happens if the subject refuses the healing processes and

continues to bring up the residual memories?" The new white-coat took a
bite of a bearclaw and sat the remnants down on the plastic, translucent
desk.

"You mean what if they continue to generate Shadow Artefacts and let
the system manifest Fragments?"
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"Right."
"Then I suppose we just keep removing them."
Another voice from the rear booths: "Just like our predecessors did."

—

A dull, percussive ticking reminded Sam that time was inevitably
passing. He let his eyes drift up towards the bizarre, oval-shaped clock that
hung lopsided above the smartboard near the front of the classroom. The
hour and minute hands seemed determined to never touch one another, and
the chasing of black lines distracted him enough to stray away from the
teacher's droning about planets. 

Sam glanced down at his arms, let his eyes drift from his elbows all the
way down his forearms to the tips of his tapping fingers, and he felt a wave
of uncontrollable displacement. His vision blurred for a moment, and the
haziness of his eyes tried to correct as Sam contemplated the strangeness of
his shorter limbs. The slightest spark of a headache bloomed behind his eyes
and he realized that he was experiencing a memory. The quality and clarity
of his waking dreams were becoming quickly haunting and exciting. 

There were other kids in the classroom. Of course there were. Tiny
clones of copulated parents bundled up in different shades of mismatched
clothing. Sam blinked slowly and allowed a full pan of the room. There
were faces, and there were no faces. There didn't seem to be any sort of
registry in his mind, and everything within the bit of colored haze dipped
away from his sight. He refocused on the oval clock. Hands shot up and
questions were answered, but Sam couldn't figure out how to switch his ears
on to change the garbled mess of syllables into coherent speech. Laughter
broke out and he covered his ears with his tiny hands.

"Here, Sam," Mandy whispered, but he didn't turn. "Sam."
Did they mean anything? Were they friends? What year was this?

Where was he?
"Earth to Sam. Is anyone there? Is there life in outer space?"
Wraiths curled in the mist at the edges of his fuzzy memory and

plucked away the most important anchors: names, faces, voices, familiarity
all.

Then there she was: a pillar of salt miles away from the chaos and
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Then there she was: a pillar of salt miles away from the chaos and
confusion.

"I thought you were usually into learning about moon colonization."
He blinked dumbly at her and licked his lips.
"I thought she was talking about Mars, Mandy," Sam said.
Her fist was balled tightly around a hidden object, and when the

teacher turned back to the wide smartboard that was showing detailed
models of the Martian landscape through the federal WoAnLiNe, she
dropped something on his desk. Sam hastily shoved it into his pocket, sitting
up straight and worrying as to what would become of him now that he was
part of a conspiracy.

Sam stared down at his simple white desk. They were constructed out
of a highly pressurized plastic made from a form of chemical bonding that
made it impossible for people to draw on them, or carve things into them. In
Junior High the plastic desks were being made with newly built-in liquid-
touch displays, each one linked-in to the school’s closed system. It was a
branch of the WoAnLiNe specially constructed for the school. Sam knew
that many kids played games through their personal systems, different dive
experiences that the WoAnLiNe allowed for free. His parents wouldn't let
him take part in those though, which made him feel even more like an
outsider. 

Opening his fist, Sam looked down at the scrap of paper. It was rough
and fragile in his small hand. It felt like the reality of a secret, the physical
representation of a shared whisper. The school was starting to outlaw the use
of paper. Kids would trade for small scraps to write notes to each other,
since messages sent through the school's closed systems were tracked and
monitored, and there was hardly ever time outside of recess or lunch that let
students talk in private. Even those moments when Sam sat with Mandy and
her little group during lunch, he never truly felt like he belonged, never
received a note of any kind. Not before today.

Sam felt the texture of the paper, let the note's pointed edges press into
his soft skin. It seemed like every surface in his life was smooth, whether it
was glass or plastic or specialized rubber, and outside of food there was
little that hadn't been modernized for civilization. This was a little taste of
rebellion. Lead scratched into processed wood. 

It crinkled loudly when he opened it, but quickly looking around he
realized that it was just his senses going into overload. The teacher was still
pointing at the screen, which had an enlarged view of Mars and its two
satellite moons, Phobos and Deimos.

For a moment, his headache cleared enough to let the teacher's voice
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For a moment, his headache cleared enough to let the teacher's voice
ring out: "Phobos and Deimos, as you can see here, are both bumpy and
misshapen. They aren't at all like our moon, and it'd be much more difficult
to colonize them even if they were close enough to do so. Many researchers
believed that these two moons are captured asteroids like Eureka, one of the
Martian trojan asteroids."

Sam turned his attention away from the shifting video on the screen
and stared through the window that faced the school gardens. Even in the
light of day, the moon seemed so large and bright overhead. Sam could
almost trace the whisper of lines across the face of the Moon, the beginnings
of the colonies.

"Sam, meet me in the common room after last period, right when it's
over."

The note was alive. It was breathing, it was flying, it was reading itself
and marching commands through Sam's head.

He tried to steal a glance at Mandy, but her cheeks were flushed red
and she was staring straight ahead at the lesson as if nothing else in the
world mattered. Sam couldn't wait until the end of the day, to talk with her
alone. He wondered what she could possibly want. 

Sam turned back to the board, watching the teacher use the liquid-
touch display in her hand to manipulate the surroundings and talk about the
craters of Mars, and how the colonies on the Moon were proving that in the
future, Martian colonies might be able to create artificial wells.

—

The white-coat looked over his shoulder, back towards the dozens of
employees that stared intently into their personal screens. "That should have
been enough of a distraction."

"What's that, another drop?"
"No, still stable at seventy-one point two-three-three percent. Rising,

actually, so the subject is fine."
The new white-coat pointed toward his liquid-touch tablet, and the

display was mimicked by the enormous SHD near the front of the room. "I
saw something on the monitor for half a second right there, what was that?"

The white-coat narrowed his eyes. "Part of that memory. An anomaly,
actually. We can't keep track of all the subject's memories, so we try and use
segmentation to only give him the ones we want him to see. Still, the power
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segmentation to only give him the ones we want him to see. Still, the power
of the human mind never quits, and it's possible for the subject to
reconstruct memories or find back doors to areas that we've closed off with
neuron branch segmentation."

A voice from the rear booths: "Sometimes the subject will even create
his own, or branch off old memories, or construct new memories by melding
together old ones."

"I thought artificial memories in a comatose state were only theoretical.
How is the subject creating new memories without being awake?" asked the
raven-haired new white-coat.

"The brain is still highly functional while the rest of the body is asleep.
In this case, the brain is still very much awake through our closed systems in
the WoAnLiNe, and our own networks were created specifically for the use
of the subject. Each network was created for his repeated past, and healing
the damaged synapses and blank spots in each memory."

The white-coats in the rear of the room began to speak up again. 
"We are required to keep his mind highly functional even while in the

comatose state."
"And it doesn't seem to affect the Neurolink at all. Look at this."
The SHD at the front of the room started to show the interlinking areas

and subject memories criss-crossed with darker lines. The darker lines tried
to overwrite the colored lines, but were negated and pushed to the side of
the display. 

"Yes. Intrusions in memory don't work the same if they are based on
segments of real moments. It's one of the ways humans are able to have a
sense of individuality, and a sense of past. The things you remember are
based in a reality, whether it’s completely true or the way you remember
seeing it. This is why we, on occasion, use the ego-fog to keep the subject's
sense of self intact."

The new hire scratched his chin. "So you use the realistic nature of the
WoAnLiNe's artificial responses to encode new memories and strengthen
the recollection of old ones."

"Right. A lot of this theory stemmed from the popularity of a game
called 'Kognition' by Circle Systems Global, the game we mentioned before.
Heard of it?"

The new white-coat rubbed his hands together and focused on the
SHD intently before quietly answering. "Of course. My daughter plays it."

"Mine too, and my son, and some twenty million others," said the head
white-coat.

"So what? You're saying the game is what founded the basis of this
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"So what? You're saying the game is what founded the basis of this
research?"

The white-coat shrugged. "In a way. Circle Systems has favorably
helped the federal governments of the Japanese Republic, Eurasia, and the
United Kingdom by opening up a huge portion of their patented research
and development into the game. Creating these artificial worlds has been
done before in the earliest stages of the WoAnLiNe, but the thought was not
to use it to cure psychological traumas."

"Well, what was the point?" asked the new employee.
"Truthfully? I can't say. Even I'm not told everything, and Circle

Systems has ways of keeping lots of information to itself, even from the
world's more pressured governments."

The rear booths spoke up: "We just use their data."
The white-coat nodded. "And that's where the stipulation is."
"What, keeping the subject's mind highly functional while in this

‘comatose healing state?’"
"Yes."
"But why?"
"Circle Systems has their reasons. I only know what I gathered from

those who ran the project before I was on it. There have been quite a
number of changes over the years,” said the HCIE Monitoring Head.

One of the white-coats in the back tapped idly at their hardpad and
sighed. "And Circle Systems gathers the majority of our research."

"For what?" asked the new hire.
"We really don't know. And we really aren’t supposed to know."
The subject has finished this residual memory. Re-encoding back to

point zero-zero-beta-three. Traces of Shadow Artefact eliminated.
“You have a watchful AI?” asked the new hire.
“Yes, but more of the real thing than what Kognition is given. Those

mimicked systems are just subsets of the base artificial intelligence. This is
our system. Hel is still with us,” the head white-coat said with an assured
smile.

"Well, what is the other stipulation?" asked the new white-coat
nervously.

"The other?"
"Yes, the one that founded the basis of the project."
Members of the rear observational booth ignored their display monitors

long enough to give each other some side-long glances.
"Ah, that. That would be the Bifrost."
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—

"Mom?" Sam called. 
He thought he heard a noise as he silently stepped down the stairs and

into the kitchen. There were two sets of stairs that wound into the second
and third floors of the ranch-style home, and it was much bigger than the
pair needed. The house was built to be stylistically similar to the kind of
farmhouses that existed in the twentieth century, but modern amenities such
as automated locks, WoAnLiNe networking into a few of their household
functions, and the fact that the home wasn't even built out of real wood kept
it more of a mimicry than the real thing. 

Sam took the earbud out of his right ear while Verdi's Dies Irae
Requiem kept playing, soft and fuzzy. Every time he listened to it, he felt the
warm familiarity of his father.

"Mom?" Sam called again. There was no reply, so he pushed the bud
back into his ear and hit 'Replay' on the old, cracked cassette player. Latin
chanting filled his ears.

"I guess she really did go to the store..." he sighed, walking into the
kitchen and bouncing on his heels in front of the refrigerator. He opened the
sky-blue door and pushed a glass milk bottle out of the way, grabbing for a
container of apple juice. He rubbed his head and thought about the strange
nausea that attacked him in the fields that morning, glad that it was gone.
Sometimes the headaches would alter the color of his vision, or make foods
taste bland, or make him so tired that he just wanted to collapse in a heap
and never wake up.

"Mandy…" he sighed, "I haven't thought of her in years. What a way
to make me feel depressed."

Somewhere between grabbing the juice carton and closing the
refrigerator door, he was the image of a young boy sitting awkwardly next
to a young, dark-haired girl on a bench outside an old stucco building. The
girl was radiating happiness, her mouth open wide with laughter while the
boy plainly smiled and touched her hand. They sank away into the sky blue
of the refrigerator door as Sam let it close and the light from within
disappeared abruptly.

Sam grabbed a glass from over the sink, filled it with juice and took a
long drink. As he stared out into the yard through the kitchen window, he
could barely make out Jojo as the dog bounded over the hills. The sheepdog
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could barely make out Jojo as the dog bounded over the hills. The sheepdog
would occasionally nip at something or bark. His barking increased in
intensity, only to fade mid-bark. Silence permeated Sam's world like a cold
fog, and it was so unexpected that he almost dropped his glass in the sink.

"Jojo?" Sam called to the darkness. He walked to the kitchen door,
pushing the screen aside with a crash, and yelled the dog's name again.
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4.
The Trouble of the Einherjar

"You are brittle wings and fluttering feathers, you are a blessing bestowed by old
words that never knew the kiss of lips."

Njorun stood with her body angled defensively, her staff
hanging parallel to her waist as she faced her disturbing new friend. The
floating ensemble of smooth appendages and wiry black lines spoke to her
in quiet tones even as the words and manner of speech offset her.

"I don't know how to return," she confessed.
"The Ginnungagap wasn’t designed with exits in mind," answered

Uror. "There is no way out."
"So Njorun is stuck here forever?” she asked, and the clairvoyant

emote system followed her disappointment into a frown. “I'm stuck here?"
"There are ways. Backdoors. Loopholes. Cellar doors. Breaks in the
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"There are ways. Backdoors. Loopholes. Cellar doors. Breaks in the
symbolic code and errors in Kognition’s player-based memetic system. The
Ginnungagap only serves as a dumping ground for the unwanted. A server
that contains all of Midgard’s unseemly flaws. A hell for thousands of areas,
intelligences of unworking code, unused script, mismatched effects, useless
characters. Name it. You'll find it somewhere in this endlessly transforming
void."

"I did not mean to find myself here. I was only trying to find my own
back doors," Njorun sighed.

"You stumbled upon the greatest, child of dreams," said Uror. Its head
changed from the jumbled collection of black lines into two perfect circles
that watched Njorun like giant unblinking eyes.

"I thought the Ginnungagap was only the place that monsters left
through the Nibelung Gates, just more Midgard flavor. I had no idea it was
a real place," Njorun said.

"That is only Kognition's flavor. Midgard would have you believe that
those pretty blue lights in the middle of those pretty gold rings are
summoning forth creatures. You know, as do many, that it is just an effect. A
beautiful graphic. The creatures follow their script and are summoned
according to how the designers of Kognition want them to be summoned,"
said Uror.

"This," it said, spreading wide its floating, disconnected arms and
using the misshapen graphics it had for hands to point outward. "Is what the
Ginnungagap truly is. The name of the land of trash, the mountains of mud,
the void of the unwanted and unused, Kognition's great secrets and mistakes
piled up and left to sit in servers connected to servers connected to servers
until brought up again by some unquestioning moderator or system admin.
A kingdom of old waste. I should tell you truthfully, it's rare that this server
is ever accessed. They are far too busy designing that ever-evolving scape
and keeping tabs on you adorable little players to care about what is dumped
here."

"But my Neurolink still seems to function. I mean I can’t see it in my
Heads-Up Display, but I'm still diving into the WoAnLiNe," said Njorun.

"The major properties of this server have to emulate the symbolic code
of Midgard. Circle Systems is too afraid of what they've built to wantonly
throw away anything they've created," said Uror. “Years of items to
dissolve. Circle is afraid of what is connected to what. The spiderweb is
fragile. The quilt can be pulled apart by the first and last threads.”

"So essentially, anything deleted or debugged could be down here?"
Njorun asked with a hopeful catch in her voice.
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Uror's jumble of lines straightened into three dashes and changed
sharply into a capital 'V.' "It depends on the fall of data. Deletion sometimes
means erasure, completely. We cannot all dance in the void," said Uror.
"There are several different debug methods, and some of them are designed
to extract every piece of connecting code and erase them completely."

Njorun tensed. Uror's strange way of speaking was causing Lisa's skin
to crawl somewhere outside the conscious connection. 

"I was only hoping to find someone," Njorun said quietly. She turned
away and watched a pinkish wind sweep across shifting sands.

"If I were you in a changed scenario, I'd worry about finding my way
out of the void," said Uror. "You don't want to be here when they do a
sweep of the Ginnungagap."

"A sweep? I thought you said the moderators don't worry about this
server."

"They don't. It's an automated process that searches the entire server
for specific data. Symbolic strings or itinerant software. You are an anomaly
that would quickly set off the sweep and get your character pulled from the
server."

"What is special about me?" Njorun asked.
"Aside from the obviousness of your ability? I'm sure there are those

out there looking for you and your specific Animus," said Uror. “Or has so
much time passed that WoAnLiNe identities have changed?”

"No. You’re right, my personal identification is probably on a lot of hot
searches," Njorun said quietly. 

"But that is not to what I was referring. You, goddess of dreams and
earth, are an Einherjar," said Uror.

"An Einherjar?" asked Njorun.
"You are evidence of a Fragment," it said. Uror pointed to the glowing

stripes interwoven about the feathers of Muninn's Wings. "You came into
contact with a Valkyrie program. Brunnhilde, was it now? The last
daughter?"

Njorun stepped back and let free a gasp that she immediately regretted.
"You know her? You know Sarah?" she asked.

The capital 'V' shape of the jumbled black lines turned into a snaking
black coil that wound like a spring. "She called herself that now, did she?
Your influence on the girl?"

Njorun shook her head. "Maybe. I think I sparked some things in her
on accident, things from my past. Memories gone haywire, I think my
neurochip is going faulty. She might have been better off without coming
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neurochip is going faulty. She might have been better off without coming
into contact with me," she said quietly.

Uror floated away, its shadowless form drifting above the sands and
coming to rest at the top of the spiraling stairs. "Nonsense. The Valkyrie AI
came into contact with everything. They were all absorption-model
programs. It was their design," it said.

"How do you know about Sarah and I?" asked Njorun.
"I know all the Valkyrie. Rossweisse, Gerhilde, Ortlinde, Waltraute,

Schwertleite, Helmwige, Siegrune, Grimgerde, Brunnhilde. The Valkyrie
program is old as dust. Older than your Animus and your silly games. And
some have returned—to dust, that is. Returned to programming code or
erasure. Some have had their original symbolic code completely dismantled.
Poof. Fallen and gone, bursting stars and eggshells full of air."

Uror's arms and legs spun in their dangling places aside its body. The
jumbled lines became one flat black dash that was almost invisible against
the dark backdrop of the endless void. 

"You can’t regret your contact now. Brunnhilde imprinted on you. You
have become her Einherjar," said Uror. "Those fancy wings of yours are
proof that she generated a Fragment as part of her imprint."

"I don’t understand. Is that some sort of overwrite code?" asked
Njorun.

"It's a change in your player-persona's symbolic code. Pieces rewritten
based on the desire of an artificial intelligence. Outside influence.
Transformable. Neo-evolution."

///

Lisa opened her eyes, the conscious connection between herself and
Njorun breaking so suddenly that she felt her stomach rise. She leaped up
from her place at the booth and made a mad dash for the bathroom, her
shoes squeaking against the linoleum. Her hands slapped against the edges
of the toilet, the motion sensor sliding the lid away. Lisa whipped her hair
back as best as she could before retching into the clear water. When
finished, she leaned back and pressed her right thumb hard against her lips,
sighing deeply. 

"Ever since Sarah died, it's been like this," Lisa said quietly. When the
toilet sensed she was done, it flushed itself and Lisa sat down on the seat.
"I'm becoming sicker. The neural network sickness makes me feel like I
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"I'm becoming sicker. The neural network sickness makes me feel like I
can't stay in the connection longer than an hour or so. I don’t think anyone
was ever meant to be in a continual dive."

She hugged herself tightly as she sat on the seat, biting her lower lip.
There was a thin, cheap liquid-touch panel adhered to the back of the
bathroom stall door. Lisa watched it scroll through advertisements for a
while, the concentration calming her nerves a bit. When her hands finally
stopped shaking and she found she could breathe easier, Lisa stepped out of
the stall and walked carefully over to the rows of sinks. She palmed the
panel in front of the first one, the water flowing onto her hands at perfect
temperature as the sink acclimated to her particular body heat. Lisa splashed
some of the water on her face and took a step back to admire herself.

"I look like shit," she decided, carefully studying her own tired eyes
and pale skin. "I'm glad there's no one else in here."

Washing her hands, then drying them on a nearby autovent, Lisa
adjusted her well-worn clothes and walked back out onto the floor of the
diner. She made her way carefully back to the booth, avoiding any curious
eyes. She stumbled, once, before sitting down in the booth and leaned back
against her bag and jacket. How many days had it been since she had slept?
Lisa lost count. Exhaustion hung over her like death's shadow, and yet she
couldn't allow herself a moment. If she closed her eyes for longer than a few
seconds her consciousness would leave her and she would be Njorun again.
Without the discerning capabilities of the system to govern her, the
neurochip didn't seem to care at all for Lisa's well-being. She would dive
into Kognition and Njorun would take over.

And Njorun was lost in the Ginnungagap.
"I don't even know if I'm asleep when I'm Njorun," Lisa mumbled

quietly. She had her doubts, but that man had woken her up, or tried to at
least. That cook. And Hayden had mentioned something along those lines
before, that when Lisa was in dive (especially as Njorun) it looked like she
was sleeping with her eyes open. Was it always that way?

Hayden.
Lisa shook the sadness away with a firm nod and tried to bring her

thoughts back around. The mental connection of Neurolink required a
conscious player; that had always been made abundantly clear. There was
no reason why that would change. She didn't come out of her connections
feeling rested, just sick to her stomach. 

Lisa pulled her legs under herself and sat straight at the booth. The
snowfall outside was coming down harder, the white flakes falling in a
blurry haze as they threatened to cover cars and sidewalks. As soon as a
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blurry haze as they threatened to cover cars and sidewalks. As soon as a
flake would land, the heated padding of the synthetic footpads underneath
the sidewalks would melt the snow and evaporate the water. Lisa trained her
eyes, watching the moment the flakes touched the sidewalk until she could
see the tiny, almost invisible puffs of heat. The majority of the cars outside
had similar technology. As the blizzard picked up, humankind fought back
lethargically. Automatically. Lisa watched and wondered for a moment what
a true winter wonderland would be like. There were programs in the
WoAnLiNe that could emulate that perfectly for her, but now that reality
seemed so far away and needless. Even the icy areas in Midgard weren't the
same as her winter, try as they might to force their own sense of reality.

Lisa rubbed her nose and felt herself growing saddened by the efforts
of each snowflake, melting away as soon as they landed.

The sound of hard plastic clinking on metal startled her. Lisa's thoughts
scattered as she turned her head quickly. There was a kindly lady standing
over her in a fetching powder-blue blouse and dark slacks. When she
touched the table, a holographic monitor jumped up with a little blinking
avatar that announced, 'HI. I'M SANDY.'

"I didn't order anything," Lisa mumbled. She sank into her seat and her
shoulders slowly rose up to her neck as she slouched. The avatar’s
holographic features saddened.

The waitress-named-Sandy shook her head, her curled blonde hair
bouncing against her shoulders. She placed a cup of coffee down on the
table with a plate of bacon and poached eggs. "It's on the house, hon.
Cookie sent it. Said you look down in the dumps. I feel the same, looking
down on you. World as it is now, we can't be only looking out for ourselves,
isn’t that right? Where're your parents, huh? You don't look old enough to
be stuck out on a day like this," said Sandy. She sniffed thoughtfully and
looked out the windows into the snowy expanse. "Do you have the day
scheduled off with your curfew officer?"

Lisa shrugged. "No. And I'm nineteen. My birthday was last week.
Last Thursday."

"Oh! Well then happy birthday, sweet. If you need anything else, just
ask," Sandy nodded and smiled, and as she left the vicinity of the table the
dancing hologram faded away with a fortunate wink. 

Sandy stopped for a moment and turned back to her.
"Last Thursday, that was the seventh wasn’t it?" Sandy asked.
"Of December, yeah. I know. The anniversary of Tomorrow's Blink,"

she said. 
"Unfortunate day for a birthday," Sandy said.
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Lisa thought of her history classes, thought of all the years spent
celebrating a birthday that fell on a forty-year-old day of remembrance for
something a hundred times worse than Hiroshima.

"I didn't choose it," Lisa said. She sipped at the coffee and made a face.
"Besides, I thought we weren't supposed to talk about things like that.
Doesn’t it upset the happiness of ‘Global Handshake?’"

"Maybe. Better to pretend the world is bright and happy with our many
realities than face the one we've got,” Sandy said abruptly.

Lisa watched Sandy walk away, keeping her fingers on the hot mug.
One reality? She shook her head. If only it was that simple.

Lisa moaned and put her palm to her forehead. The food smelled
delicious, but Lisa knew that they would be running an identification scan
on her now. She wouldn't be able to stay in the diner for much longer
without the curiosities of those around her breaking, and then she would
have curfew officers asking her all sorts of uncomfortable questions. It
would be better to keep moving.

Sleep, eat, school, homework, Kognition, sleep. The dull pattern now
seemed like a far-off memory. Life was easier, life was safer in her illusory
walls. As the box of her little life crumbled, Lisa was forced to see the
reality of the day to day. Drinking in the view of the city from inside the
daily tram had been nothing but beautiful observance. 

With the neurochip slowly mutating, Lisa just could not stay. She had
forgotten the hostility of the carefully modernized world. 

Every thought sank her deeper into the dark moments that Lisa did not
want to go to.

“Mom?” Lisa said timidly. Her voice quavered and her hands shook
and yet she could not wrap her mind around anything. Every part of her
hung separate and her vision remained cloudy.

Her mother lay in a crumpled heap on the floor, her hands over her
face. Lisa was intensely aware of her own breathing. It was as if every
breath were a warm punch of air marching out of her mouth and taking up
the entirety of the space before her. She could only concentrate on that, and
the fact that blood was slowly dripping through her mother’s thin fingers.

“I wasn’t here,” Lisa murmured, shaking her head. “I wasn’t here.”
For a small, incomprehensible moment, the white ceiling above her

transformed into an endless blue sky dotted with clouds. The counter top
became a runic effigy. Her simple sweats and sweater flashed and
transformed into fluttering black feathers.

“I’m Njorun,” Lisa said, her words thick and slow, each one sticking to
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“I’m Njorun,” Lisa said, her words thick and slow, each one sticking to
the tip of her tongue.

She brought her hands into her line of sight, each one shaking badly. In
her left hand she held a small plate, one of the dinner plates she had dirtied a
hundred times. In her right she desperately clutched a metal salad spoon, her
knuckles white. The flat, rounded tip of the spoon was shiny with blood.

Only moments before had she been clutching the Mistelteinn. She was
sure of it.

Lisa looked down at her mother as if seeing the woman for the first
time. Her vision cleared completely and she started to cry. The HUD was
gone entirely. “This isn’t…this isn’t Kognition. Mother. Mum!” she
shouted. Lisa took a step forward and the dark-haired woman flinched
instinctively.

“No…” she said. 
Lisa was on the last few steps outside the house before she could even

hear the door slam. Reality and time drifted apart and crashed together and a
violent headache threatened to make Lisa throw up. And this woman,
Sandy, was asking her about her birthday. About December seventh. About
Tomorrow’s Blink.

The too-real memories faded away thinly as Lisa returned to the
present. It was nearly impossible to ignore those flashes, so when the
nightmares danced before her eyes she did her best to not completely lose
control. Lisa bit into a piece of bacon and chewed thoughtfully, each bite
lessening her ache. She scarfed down the rest of the food quickly and
watched as the snow continued to fall. She watched the flakes until the
lethargic, repetitive actions dulled her thoughts and she no longer thought of
running away from home.

///

"You've returned."
"Not by choice," Njorun said. She watched the horizon storm with a

spiraling shred of muted colors.
A piercing wind howled through the area and Njorun was put off by

the uneven audio. She tried to focus on the drifting sands below Uror's feet
until her conscious connection solidified. Njorun hoped that Lisa had fallen
sideways onto her bag and jacket, and not pitched forward onto the table
and into the hot bacon grease. She didn’t know when she had begun
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and into the hot bacon grease. She didn’t know when she had begun
referring to herself separately from Njorun, but it unnerved her.

"I need to ask you something, Uror," Njorun said.
"I'm all ears," said the figure, its mess of black lines shifting into a

march of tangled threads. 
"What does Njorun do when the connection fades and I am Lisa again?

Does she disappear?"
"Negative. Leaving the Ginnungagap is not possible, as I've said.

Folly. No, she just stands there like a dumb doll. Njorun, little dream
goddess, sunk into the earth. Stands there like a boring old plank of wood,"
said Uror.

Njorun sighed. "No disconnect at all, then. Njorun just sits here and
waits for me to come back."

"Waits earnestly while I hum about," said Uror.
"Yeah. And you could at least tell me who you are, Uror," Njorun

growled. “Or why you’re here.”
Uror's arms and legs twisted in a circular pattern as they floated, the

figure's torso staying immobile as the black bundle of threads that served as
its face changed into a capital 'Y.' "I'm a program," it said simply.

"You behave like an artificial intelligence. You communicate better
than the player system that governs Midgard, strange as it sounds most of
the time," Njorun said.

"That system is very old," said Uror.
"It's just a program. They could update it once in a while," said Njorun.
"'Just' a program? Is an artificial intelligence not a program? Are you

not a program of your surroundings? Is Lisa not a program of her
situation?" asked Uror.

Njorun grunted. "I don't care much for philosophy anymore," she said.
"Strange. Strange and beautiful and dark. With wings and no wings…"

Uror said, and the clicking sound returned. Its head morphed into a capital
'W' shape.

Njorun tapped the bottom of her Mistelteinn on the sand. An echoing
sound of steel reverberated back, and the misplaced effect set Njorun on
edge. 

"Is it not odd to no longer be in the care of your precious system? So
loving and careful and tender with each player? Budding princes and
princesses of Midgard above?" asked Uror.

"It's strange, I'll admit that. My nausea and confusion are more because
of my lack of HUD. I can't see my Neurolink. I'm afraid of what else I
cannot see," said Njorun. "But not having the system to tell me what I need
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cannot see," said Njorun. "But not having the system to tell me what I need
to know did take some time to get used to. There are moments where I'll
find myself still wanting to talk to her. I'm trying to shake the habit."

Uror did not move for quite some time, and Njorun watched the
horizon invert from a bevy of dark red shades to purples and blues.

"Follow me, lost one. I think there is something that you should see."

///

Lisa rubbed her eyes and yawned as she lifted her head from its resting
place on her bag. She was surprised to find that half a dozen books could
make for such a comfortable pillow, wrapped up in her warming jacket. She
turned and yawned and stretched and picked up her fork, deciding to at least
recover a little energy. The snow fell in thick flakes outside the window as
she ate the last few bites of her bacon and eggs, licked her lips and stuffed
her meager belongings into the bag. Lisa pulled her jacket around herself
and tied it, the warming function turning on immediately to regulate her
body temperature. 

"Leaving so soon?" Cookie asked her from behind the service counter.
Lisa had one hand on the glass panel door, her back turned to the rest of the
diner.

"I have to keep moving," Lisa said quietly. "Thank you for the food. I
needed it."

"You were talking in your sleep again. Having nightmares? My son
had narcolepsy and bad nightmares came with it," said the cook, wiping his
hands off on his apron. “He had a hard time going to work or using the
WoAnLiNe because of it.”

Lisa shook her head. "No nightmares. Not exactly, anyways," she said.
"You come back here anytime. My son ran away once. It took me years

to realize that life was just harder on him than on the rest of us. Different,
the way he saw it. He just couldn't handle the state of the world anymore, I
guess," said Cookie. He paused thoughtfully. "But I think you should go
home now, girl. Don’t worry the people who love you.”

Lisa nodded slowly. Birthdays and Tomorrow's Blink and darkness
settled heavily on her mind. She saw her mother sprawled out on the floor
of their tiny home and tears rolled down her cheeks.

"Thank you for the food," she said softly. “The bacon was good.”
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She made it two blocks away before her waking dreams took her and
she collapsed in a nearby alleyway.

///

"How can it be here?" Njorun asked.
Uror had drifted across the sands, falling slowly down the labyrinthine

entanglement of staircases toward the darkness below. The steps seemed to
shift around Uror's form, moving about it even though the figure had no feet
or legs to need them. Njorun followed Uror at a double body length, her
armlet shield glowing faintly and Mistelteinn casting strange and uneven
shadows on the nonexistent walls. The translucence shimmered and changed
into a fragmented collection of golden glass that faded as soon as Njorun
reached the bottom of the first set of twisted stairs.

After an immeasurable length of time, Uror brought them to a stop at
the foot of a pool. It was surrounded by bright white sands and the water
was still and smooth as glass, and green as Njorun’s eyes. It was terribly
familiar to her.

"A Primordial Pool? Down here?" Njorun asked.
"Of the first. A genesis," said Uror. "An altar installed in alpha and

beta when we now sit on omega. The Primordial Pool tested by the
Valkyrie, and then all those little hapless helpless children."

Njorun regarded the graphic in awe, her naked feet sinking into the
sands and the grains falling between her toes.

"It's not broken like everything else here," she said. “It’s stable.”
"Yes, it is quite intact. You can thank Rossweisse for that. She was the

first of the Valkyries to be forced out on alpha. Her sisters watched her
maiden voyage. Circle Systems blossomed their very first area in Kognition
through Rossweisse's artificial intelligence. The poor girl could do little
more than walk and yet there she was," said Uror.

"If only my wings worked here. I wouldn't even need to use it," said
Njorun.

"Were if you were so lucky. Rossweisse drowned in this pool over
fifteen years ago. I remember. They pushed her into this vanilla area, Uni-
Cathedral/Alpha. Poor girl had a time of it," said Uror.

"It's just like Sarah said. The Valkyrie existed in Kognition before all
the players," said Njorun in quiet awe. "It's all true."
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"Of course it's true. The Valkyries navigated Midgard when it was just
Fragments and symbols and data and endless grey," said Uror.

"And there was no way for a player-persona to do this?" asked Njorun.
"You do not understand Kognition's initial stage. No, not at all. For

trips and falls and sundering magnetism forced through minds undone.
Neurolink as a landscape. WoAnLiNe as unexplored space. No. Not safe at
all," said Uror.

Njorun ignored the confusing language and put one hand against the
mirror-sheen green pool. The water shimmered underneath her touch as if it
was trying to escape her.

"I would have loved to see Kognition's alpha. I entered beta as one of
the Future Children, but even then it was heavily monitored," Njorun said
wistfully. "Alpha would have been completely uncharted space. Like
floating through a galaxy, I'm sure."

"We had to see it much before that. Yes, we did," said Uror.
"Who's 'we?'" Njorun asked.
Uror's mess of black lines transformed into simple ellipsis. It floated to

the bottom of the well, away from the white sands of the Primordial Pool
and to a collection of strange graphics that tumbled and sprawled over a
collection of parallel black and blue lines. Figures that lay collected in a
forgotten pile. 

"They were with me in the before. When we were without the Valkyrie
and only had our minds to rely on. This was game creation. Testing it out
with your hands dirty. Failing the code and breaking the script. Testing the
world as you made it. Before the Valkyrie it was just us. And we were
before the Circles. Before the game. Then we added Neurolink, and you
can't take that away. No, you can't take it away. Once you dump your sugar
into your coffee the grains are gone for good," said Uror. "Even with flavor
for evidence."

"Before? Before alpha? What was Circle Systems doing then?" asked
Njorun, tapping Mistelteinn against the figures. Against the raised rocks
outside of the pool, where they met the white sands. Against Uror's fallen
friends.

"Sisters. Sisters in mind and sisters in purpose. Verdandi. Skuld. And
at that time I was Wyrd. I became Uror when they sent me here, spiraling
down the tubes and into the dark. Uror is as I am. Uror is forever and Wyrd
is lost with its sisters and all the Valkyrie without their legs and wings. Little
Rossweisse in her Cathedral going mad," said Uror, before it made the
clicking sound.
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"You guarded the Valkyrie?" Njorun asked.
"We were the Disir. The Disir Project initiated the seed. We had no

need for Valkyries," said Uror, its legs and arms bobbing and spinning.
Njorun scratched her short dark hair and sighed. Everything was so

much more fluid in the Ginnungagap, but her fear of running a high
Neurolink wasn't leaving her. The anxiety and exhaustion from Lisa was
feeding her and Njorun could feel the mental firewalls falling away. 

"I don't understand. I just need to leave. I need to leave the
Ginnungagap before I go insane. Will the Primordial Pool take me out?" she
asked.

Uror was quiet for some time. Njorun wondered if the strange figure
was watching the other fallen forms of the Disir. The pile of torsos and legs
and arms would look so much like Uror if they floated and had heads of
black thread, Njorun thought. 

It was still mumbling about sisters and Valkyries and Cathedrals.
"Rossweisse lost in the Cathedral," Uror said with a strange quietness.

"Rossweisse gone and eaten while we whittled away witlessly and watched
the seeds grow. Rossweisse and Brunnhilde and all the sisters lost in the
horrors beyond the green mirror-sheen. The Pools are so shallow. Always so
shallow. You cannot go. You cannot go."

"Well I'm going to try," said Njorun, and she stepped into the familiar
waters.
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5.
Artificial Valkyrie

"Updates in Kognition are seamless and will rarely be noticed by the user. Player-
personas operate flawlessly based on the tireless work of Circle Systems

employees."

The new white-coat sat back in the plastic chair, the front legs
lifting slightly off the ground. He took a sip of coffee. "They say this project
has never succeeded."

“'They?'" asked the lead.
"Rumors around the water cooler, you could say. This compound is

enormous, and there are others around the world. The planet is bigger than
Pennsylvania, if you remember.”

One of the members of the team in the rear observational booth spoke
up. “Well, what used to be Pennsylvania.”
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The head white-coat sighed and scratched at his chin. "So I've heard.
I'm stuck here all the time. I probably couldn’t do anything else."

A white-coat with blond hair and a broad chest walked by and tapped
the edge of the desk. "Once you start putting all your time into the HCIE
team, life doesn't offer much more. They get their claws in you."

The new hire’s eyebrows rose. "You didn't answer my question."
The rear observational booth again: "We've never had anyone wake up,

if that's what you’re asking."
And: "All the new guys want to know that. It's the first question."
The new white-coat leaned forward and all four legs of the plastic chair

touched the floor. "Is that not the point?"
Index finger pushing his glasses further up his nose, the monitoring

head scrutinized the transfer employee. "Isn’t it? The point is health. The
point is science. The point is the furthering of the human race. The point is
mental evolution. If we can find a way to keep people alive without them
sapping at the public taxes, then there is something to gain. This subject is
still living a life, and while it's arguably more akin to a prison than reality,
he’s still able to function while his brain is recovering from psychological
and physical trauma."

Voices from the rear observational booth: "The point is to avoid
travesties of all kinds."

And: "Reality is not a prison?"
Fingers clicked over hardpads and the SHD monitor started to show

different areas of the subject’s world. "We're not paid to debate philosophy."
"We aren't really paid to think much, either." Murmurs of agreement

buzzed through the room in a low wave.
The head white-coat looked around the room and then returned his

focus to the SHD monitor. "The subject is still working through recovery."
"And this is...feasible?" the new hire asked.
"Well, did you know that this subject was declared brain dead? The

oxygen to his brain was cut off completely, and he was legally dead for three
minutes. Three full minutes without good old ‘oh-two.’ But someone higher-
up opted him in as a special case for this program, and he was connected to
the WoAnLiNe, to our closed systems, and now the subject is functioning
through the HCIE. He's alive in there, somewhere. His Animus is
functioning. Highly functioning, actually. You can even watch the subject's
eyes move back and forth under his eyelids. Beautiful dreamer."

The new white-coat crossed his arms over his chest and sighed. "There
is still the problem of not being awake."
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"That's the ideal, but how does one prove they are awake, transferee?
How do you or I, who spend twelve out of every twenty-four hours stuck in
this facility and others like it, prove our lives are better than this subject's?
I'd argue that he has more freedom than you and I have, and we are
functioning in our lives by choice. Work, play, sleep. Different flavors of
each but we are all spinning the same web. How do we get to decide whose
life is better than the other’s?"

“Philosophy,” the rear booth pointed out.
"He's asleep there, but awake here, just like much of the population

likes to be. Like any WoAnLiNe dive."
“Except we don’t use dives here,” the new white-coat observed.
“WoAnLiNe dives aren’t allowed within the compound,” said the red-

haired woman.
The group nodded in puppet unison.
“We have too much work to do,” said the blond man.
"A reality laced in gold, suited up and controlled by someone else."
The new white-coat snorted. "You all paint a stark picture of reality."
The head white-coat offered a sad smile. "Cynicism comes with the job

description, I suppose. I wasn't able to make it through grad school without
picking up some tainted worldviews. And as for everything else that's going
on outside, it might be better that we are stuck in these labs, watching
screens and playing in the WoAnLiNe to bring this subject and others like
him back."

The new white-coat looked up. "Back to what?"
"Reality."
"And there's enough waiting here for him if he wakes up? There's

something for him to wake up to?"
Voices from the rear observational booth: "There's always the viewing

platforms on the Moon."
And: "They say that Mars is lovely this time of year."
"If life and responsibility is too much, you could always jettison

yourself out into space. You might still make the shuttle."

—

"Mandy?"
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Sam shuffled his feet as he walked, slinging his navy-blue bag over
one shoulder. It barely weighed a thing with the few texts he kept in it.

"Sam!" she whispered hoarsely, and Sam thought it sounded cute from
so far away. In fact he thought the majority of what Mandy did was
endearing. 

"I got your note Mandy. You couldn't talk to me during lunch?" he
asked her. He felt butterflies rise in his stomach. Mandy was wearing a light
blue dress and matching shoes, and her hair was done up in curls.

"Not around the others, Sam. And you always seem so busy in class,"
she said. "You're so focused."

"Only in science and histories. I really don't pay much attention in
math at all," Sam said and shrugged.

Mandy nodded, looking around as if expecting someone, or something.
"You have to pay more attention Sam, you can't get distracted. I can't

let you be so worried about me all the time."
"Worried? I'm not. I'm your friend, Mandy. What's wrong?" he asked.
"I guess I just want to make sure you’re okay. There's nothing

bothering you, is there? No headaches or problems or anything like that?"
Sam was taken aback. Mandy was worried about him? He thought it

should be the other way around.
"No. Did I complain about my headaches?"
"I just had this feeling. You wouldn't want to miss the movies on

Saturday. We're all going! It's going to be fun. I heard James stole some
whiskey out of his old man's stash, too. We're gonna get wasted and build a
fire up by the quarry, you know where all those Seniors go? Some of us
might not even make it home," she said with a teasing grin.

"And you say I'm not supposed to think about you," Sam said with a
nervous chuckle.

"I just want to make sure your grades don't drop because of me. You
can't spend all your time thinking about the prettiest girl in class."

Sam blushed. "I'm a fan of modesty."
"Do you think you'll be a fan in the future?"
"A fan of modesty in the future?" Sam asked, confused.
"A fan of me," she said.
"I guess it depends on how fast the future gets here," he said with a

laugh.
Mandy leaned in close to Sam and he found himself pressing back into

the lockers. The uncomfortable metal jabbed his skin and yet he was only
acutely aware of the way Mandy smelled and how her lips curved up just at
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acutely aware of the way Mandy smelled and how her lips curved up just at
the edges of her smile.

"I think you should be," she said. "I think you should be the biggest."
"Mandy?" Sam asked nervously. His mind was free, it was clear, and

there was nothing at all in the universe except for the way this girl smelled,
and the warmth of her body pressing up against his.

—

"There's overlap here."
One of the members from the rear observational booth walked toward

the front of the room and palmed the liquid-touch tablet in her hand, flicking
her wrist forward as if tossing some small item. A spread of images
launched onto the SHD monitor.

The transferee looked up at the screen and bit his bottom lip. "You can
run multiple memories at the same time?"

The other white coat nodded and brushed away a lock of unruly, messy
blonde hair. "Well, this isn't really a 'memory.' And yes."

"We can run multiple memories if we have to. Some of these simpler
characters are AI's that check up on the subject according to advanced
algorithms that Kognition uses to run its primary security characters. There
was a group at MIT that figured out how to make AI's seem even more
human using a program they pedantically named 'Occam's Razor.’ It forces
them to choose the most logical response as soon as it comes and discard the
other options. We use many of these to make this subject and the others feel
like the segmented and artificial memories are as realistic as possible."

"They were studies against the Chinese Room thought experiment.
You know, about whether or not an AI is really 'understanding' or simply
mimicking predetermined behaviors and correct courses of action.
Kognition named their early developmental spaces after that experiment,”
said a white-coat.

"So, not the first special group to come out of MIT to back the
WoAnLiNe,” another voice from the rear observational booth echoed. “At
least, back when MIT still existed.”

The head white-coat nodded. "There were many. I'm sure you know of
the most infamous."

The new white-coat turned to him. "Those three sisters. I can't
remember the name of their group. Something strange, started with a 'D?'"
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The clacking of hardpads ceased for a moment. "Sisters? I heard they
were a hacker group kicked out of the school. Joked about being ‘Norns’ of
their project."

“That’s all ancient history.”
"What does it matter? Just tell me what I'm looking at,” said the new

hire.
"The subject's infatuation."
"So this girl is...?"
"One of the first artificial intelligences, from Memory Block

seventeen-beta, if I'm not mistaken. That one comes up a lot, there's
something about that moment in the subject's life that brings a measure of
comfort, and it doesn't affect the Neurolink, so we let it run,” said the head
white coat. He pushed his slipping glasses back up his nose and sniffed.

“Seventeen-beta?” the new white-coat asked as he looked up at the
SHD monitor. “That’s the school program.”

"We rewrote her based on a test from alpha."
“Kognition’s alpha?”
“Yes,” said the head white-coat. “Much of the HCIE was retooled after

Kognition’s release years ago. And then further modified after the Future
Child program. I’m sure you know of that one.”

"A test?" asked the new white-coat.
"Hey, which one was it again? Gerhilde?" the head monitor called back

to the observational booth.
A red-haired head popped up. "Ortlinde. Number three."
"That's right. I always forget the order. They rewrote a bit of Ortlinde's

symbolic code but kept the AI's ability to interface with the network intact.
Result: Mandy."

"A pseudo-Valkyrie. It's the same AI, just imprinted with different
functioning code. Those were the units that oversaw Kognition’s early
stages. We learned a lot about AI responses from that group, and then they
were pushed into the alpha and beta tests to watch over the FC."

The new white-coat took a sip of his coffee, tasted it cold, and
frowned. "And the subject can mess around with this AI without a
Neurolink rise or drop?"

Voices from the rear observational booth: "It's a static emotion."
"He has a crush on that girl, that's why. It's not a mystery."
"So there are memories that don't affect the Neurolink at all?" asked

the fresh employee.
"As bizarre as it sounds, yes. I mean, on the most technical level, every
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"As bizarre as it sounds, yes. I mean, on the most technical level, every
memory affects the subject by somewhere around a millionth of a
percentage, but that is so inconsequential it doesn't matter. The data pulled
means nothing,” said the head white-coat.

"And the dog? Why was that AI added, I don't see a reference in any
of the memory banks,” asked the new white-coat.

"Comfort created for the purpose of this experiment; an entire
construct AI to see how the invasion of a foreign object can affect the
memories of the subject. The host refuses anything that is too far outside of
what they 'perceive' to be real and there’s still a sort of overlap with time.
Even though the subject is asleep, we couldn't, say, change the constructed
system to fifty years ago, because it would be completely foreign and drop
the Neurolink. It has to be around the general time and general life of the
subject’s perceptions."

"So much of this is still an experiment then. Even after all these years,”
the new white-coat said. 

The rear observational booth spoke up: "It's just one long back and
forth."

"Though the dog isn't an AI anymore, it's not a program at all."
"How's that?" asked the new white-coat.
"The dog was deleted during one of the first phases of this subject's

HCIE trial run, years ago. The one you see now is a Shadow Artefact."
"I thought we were deleting those?" asked the transferee.
The head white-coat nodded. "Every time the dog is deleted, the

system fails and we have to reboot from area copies. It's a comforting
mechanism, as it always was, only now we don't have any control over its
properties. Luckily for us it’s a dog and not something more complex, like a
person or a situation."

The observational booth spoke up: "There are a couple of Shadow
Artefacts that sit in the Woglinde with the subject that we can't remove.
They’re just too embedded in the subject's thoughts. The attachment tears at
the Neurolink when we remove them. The ring is almost to that point. The
music player as well."

"The safety of the subject is priority. Circle Systems oversees parts of
the AI system and anything they've donated from Kognition's servers, as
well as the U.N.'s own eye on the project. Circle Systems has its own
advanced AI algorithms that it won't reveal to anyone. We aren't privatized."

"I never would've imagined that a video game could lead to a
breakthrough in psychological studies. We certainly live in the future. I
imagined so much of this in science-fiction as a boy, but never thought the
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imagined so much of this in science-fiction as a boy, but never thought the
WoAnLiNe would be used for something like this,” said the new white-coat
wistfully.

"It’s a highly functioning ubernet; strange that I never really think of it
that way. It certainly has some amazing uses."

The head white-coat laughed. "Something besides video games and
porn? We've come a long way since the web."

"I miss it. Times were better then."
"Traditionalistic nonsense. You are barely old enough to remember

that. And simpler isn't necessarily better. We just have to move with the
times."

The head white-coat pushed his glasses once more. "But human need
doesn't change. Our minds have seen hardly any evolutionary change in the
last thousand years. Longer than that, even."

The red-haired woman from the observational booth spoke up. "Much
of this project hopes to change that. This subject is important because he's
lasted for so long."

"So you just loop it all until it reaches a breaking point, and reset upon
the creation of Shadow Artefacts?" asked the new white-coat.

"Basically. But there's more."
"More?"
"We’re reaching the Recurring Point."

—

"Jojo?" Sam called out. The shadows were starting to fade and a slight
breeze was picking up. Sam's boots crunched over the leaves and the tip of
his nose was chilled. A burning orange-red glow was starting to blossom in
the west. "JOJO!"

The dog didn't respond, and Sam balled his hands into fists. Jojo
always came running, his tongue lolling out his mouth and his face set into a
silly grin. Sam couldn't shake the strange feeling that settled in him, and he
kept thinking about moments long ago that hadn't surfaced in forever.
Something about a little girl named Mandy, taking care of him after
everything. For some reason Sam couldn't remember what it was that
Mandy was worried about, although the feeling of sadness and dread
lingered over all those blurry memories. 

Sam entertained the idea that a soma could truly bring him those
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Sam entertained the idea that a soma could truly bring him those
broken thoughts. It would take some sort of ancient magick for his life to go
back to something meaningful.

Sam noticed that most of the sheep had stopped milling about the
fields, and were pushing up against the fences that faced the barn. They
looked like a grand low-hanging cloud slowly pressing the planks of the
fence outward, comically bending the fence like a growing sponge. He
quickly tugged on his boots and pulled his arms through his jacket sleeves.
He rubbed his right ring finger again and sighed. Something was missing,
and his heart hammered in his chest as he took off running in the direction
where Jojo disappeared. 

—

A silence hung in the observational room. Fingers clicked over
clairvoyant hardpads and the display monitors surrounding the SHD
reflected the chaos of watching over the Woglinde server and the subject
inside.

"Have you ever had an issue with running a continuous system?" asked
the transferee. 

"No. We have backups for our backups, and there's no issue of ever
losing power. Our generators could power a frame around the moon."

"And no issues with system flux or the public WoAnLiNe affecting
your closed systems?"

"None. It has never happened."
The observational booth spoke up: "The Animus keeps track of itself,

and Circle Systems tells us when they want us to engage Bifrost. We keep
the subject's Neurolink as high as possible at all times, just in case."

And: "Still at seventy-one percent, ladies and gentlemen. I guess your
boss will be happy in the morning."

The HCIE monitoring lead smiled. "I know I could use some sleep."

—

Lights flashed by quick as lightning strikes.
Sam was in the car again, younger than before. Shapes were fuzzy and
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Sam was in the car again, younger than before. Shapes were fuzzy and
colors seemed to swim about his head. He couldn't move his arms or legs.
There was a woman driving the car, and something in him wanted to call her
'mother,' but she wasn't anything like the person he had lived with for most
of his life. 

She turned back to him and soothed him, but she wasn't using words.
Just random syllables and nonsense language, but it calmed him, like talking
to a dog. Sam felt like this memory was wrong, that he shouldn't be able to
have it, but at the same time he didn't want to leave the moment. Any
segment of time that didn't end in a shade or white noise was worth the trip
to him. The shapes outside the car windows shot by like stars, flashes of
color and light that he couldn't place. It was dark, just like all the other times
he remembered being in a car, but this time was so different. There was a
sense of urgency that seemed to resonate in his very being, and his head hurt
because of it.

"Hush, Sam. We’re almost there. They can't hurt you," said his mother.
He wanted to reply, but his mouth slid off his face and tiny eyes

popped up all over his body. His limbs refused to heed him. A fear preyed
on him that maybe he had gone back to a memory he was never supposed to
see, so long ago that it didn't even make sense. Sam felt like he had become
a spirit, and every color around him bled into the other until the interior of
the car was a mess of melted crayon.

"They can't hurt you anymore, Sam, baby. Just go to sleep. Hush," she
said. The sides of the car illuminated with a disturbingly clean light, and the
floor of the car dropped away until they were trapped in a long, pristine,
white hallway.

Two dark figures walked toward him, monstrous, and low-hanging red
clouds brushed at his small face. He could smell something faintly burning.

Things were wrong and out of place. Sam could see the shadows
overlap and the faces blur and the flashes dip in color and severity. And yet,
he didn't care. Dreams just mean so much more.

—

"This is interesting. Look at that."
The SHD was displaying visual recognition, a car speeding down a

dark road. The fuzziness of the display would wane and grow in its clarity
as the subject moved between memories that were weaker and stronger. On
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as the subject moved between memories that were weaker and stronger. On
occasion the image of the car would flash and there would be hazy moments
of what looked like a school room, or a hospital hallway.

"How can the subject go that far back?" asked the new white-coat.
"It's an enhancement of the system, barely half a decade old. Some of

the technology that Circle Systems uses in its programming of Kognition
allows people to experience things that can only exist in concept, and not
just the effects of it being a game. They designed these moments to pull on
the clairvoyant systems of Kognition so that adventuring in Midgard could
feel instantly nostalgic. Moments that tug at your earliest memory, like what
the subject just experienced. And he did that all himself."

The rear observational booth spoke up: "We create some memories
based on happenstance or instances of possible moments."

"Circle Systems used this early memory technology to manipulate the
Future Children through their neurochip implants. The desire to play the
game can be swayed easily if you use a little psychological charm,” said the
head white-coat. "Memes are magick words."

The fresh employee scratched his chin. "So he's not creating these
moments?"

The red-haired woman from the observational booth poked her head
up. "Yes and no. The subject is able to recall memories much farther back
than you or I can, it all has to do with healing his psychological trauma and
the insertion of the elongated memory capability. We, of course, will
segment any memories that are damaging, but there are a few in here that
seem to stabilize the Neurolink connection. There are over three dozen
people on this team that monitor the artificial systems and memory banks
twenty-four hours a day to make sure that nothing gets by. There are a few
anomalies, like that ring, or the dog, or the cassette player, that get by."

"The cassette player is an anomaly?" asked the new white-coat. “Oh, I
think you mentioned that before.”

"A Shadow Artefact,” answered the observational booth.
"The 'Shadow' part of the concept. A Jungian term?"
"We thought it was appropriate."
"So then explain to me how a Shadow Artefact and a Fragment are

different in terms of system effect."
The head white-coat palmed his liquid-touch tablet and brought up two

images, flicking his finger on the glossy display so that the images
transferred up to the SHD. On the left was a rotating display of the perfect
gold band, the Shadow Artefact. "Well, you know now that an Artefact is
created out of personal residual memory. The subject unconsciously creates
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created out of personal residual memory. The subject unconsciously creates
an object within their system that is the focus of a memory reminder,
separate from the design of the system itself. They are infinitely more rare
than system Fragments."

"Right,” said the transferee.
The second image was of a lamb, its wool turned to a starkly striped

blue and pink. "Fragments are created without the use of memory, since they
are a product of Artificial Intelligence. The system itself seems to crystallize
them without the help of the subject, sort of an inter-system mutation of
symbolic code."

"The system itself? It wills the creation of objects based on the
influence of the user?" asked the new white coat.

"Yes, based on the storage of memory. It seems to grow along with the
user, and Fragments are born. This is how they can be used outside of the
confines of the programs. They’re a mess to debug,” said one of the
members of the observational booth. “It’s estimated that Kognition
generates ten million Fragments per second. They have programs that wipe
out the needless ones, and a group of player persona admins that destroy the
larger, more malicious ones.”

"Shadow Artefacts and Fragments, huh. Strange terms. They sound
like names they'd use on one of the frames for colonizing the moon and
Mars. Those billion-dollar machines that run on those fancy drives. An anti-
matter engine,” said the new white-coat.

“I worked on a frame project for a few years before I joined the HCIE
monitoring team. You know much about them?”

He shrugged. “I was part of an engineering team for half a decade.”
The head white-coat nodded. "It seems like a lot of us were on one

engineering team or another when the moon colonization started. Actually,
we have a few frame engines in the complex, it's one of the reasons the
servers stay constantly in dive no matter what. Even during that terrible
thunderstorm a few weeks back, there was nothing more than a flicker. Most
of the time I can't even tell what day it is."

The observational booth piped up in unison as the clack of hardpads
ceased. "You gotta love this life, man."

—

Distance was nothing.
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Sam kept running, the air pumping in his lungs as his feet slapped
against the icy, mud-slicked fields past the red barn. He stopped yelling for
Jojo when his throat seized itself raw, and the dog wasn't answering. It
frightened him that his mother wasn't back yet, but he left a scrawled note
on the ranch table in his absence. Usually if she was away on business she
could be gone for a few hours, and Sam was glad for the break.
Occasionally the loneliness would become too much for him, and then his
thoughts would sink back into the past, into old friends and different times,
into shades that passed for different mothers and fathers. But headaches
would meet with too much thought and buzz into ugly white noise. All of
that thought, all that self-awareness created a monster of confusion that
wrapped its sinewy arms around him and dug into his mind with sharp
talons.

Sam didn't want any of it; he just wanted to find Jojo.
He saw the dog pacing back and forth on the crest of the hill, his big

white paws pressing down the grasses. Jojo had his head lowered and his
ears were flat, his wide brown eyes staring restlessly at some point off in the
distance. Sam walked up to the old dog timidly, afraid of Jojo for the first
time in his life. 

As he neared Jojo, the dog gave pause. He continued to stare out into
the emptiness, and so Sam patted him lightly on the head and walked away
from the hill's rise. Jojo didn't so much as growl or whine, and Sam glanced
back at the dog to make sure he was still breathing. There was a strange
flickering in the distance, and from where Sam stood it looked like there
was a flock of birds flying across the quickly setting sun. But as he closed
his distance to the spot of Jojo's unwavering focus, his eyes couldn't quite
match up with the location of black space. It wasn't a flock of birds at all,
but a complete absence of light in the area right in front of him. He reached
his hand out to touch it, but Jojo started to growl and whine, so Sam stepped
back.

As Sam watched, the scenery in front of him warped and changed
around the strange dark hole. The air bubbled and flickered, and the
darkness extended away from its points in the shape of a slender diamond.
Inside the darkness was an infinitely sprawling network of letters and
numbers, symbols all done up in glowing white. Sam thought a headache
was coming back to him. The colors and objects he was seeing were
changing dangerously as they always did with his worst migraines. As he
watched the ethereal break in front of him, he realized that nothing felt
wrong.
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It felt horrifyingly normal.
Something was coming through the darkness, creeping forward past

the white numbers and symbols that seemed to bleed out into the air and
fade away. Jojo barked once, then let out a confused whine and settled
down. The figure was darkly covered, as if bathed in a pool of ink, but as
the strange gate shut and the hundreds of numbers blinked out one by one,
the dark covering faded away as well. 

Jojo started to run off, and Sam called after him. The dog ignored him
and skirted about the sheep's fencing, finally roving pell-mell through them
and disappearing into the quickly fading light of day.

And then, she simply existed. The darkness was gone, and in its place
the very realization of the abyss in the form of a young woman. Her short
dark hair seemed to live on its own, lifting and tossing from a secret wind
that deigned to touch her alone. From arms to legs she was adorned in a
gorgeous, provocative array of feathers that, Sam thought, from a
particularly artistic angle could be taken as an organic dress. She was
swathed in great raven's wings.

The girl clutched a menacing black oak staff in her right hand, a
twisting weapon that pulsed with the very life of the Earth. It was the branch
of some great dead tree, a ripped portion of a still-fighting ancient creature.
A small armlet, a shield of some kind, adorned her left hand. It was an item
of some complex construction brilliantly radiating light away from her all-
consuming darkness. 

She wore an expression of simultaneous confusion and determination
on a face more beautiful than any Sam had imagined in his choppy
thoughtscape. Her beauty was in the strength that her careful grimace
portrayed; a line of exceedingly dark crimson against her snow-pale skin
and pinkish cheeks. The unknown girl was terror; she was hope. There was
something in the unknown of her that bore uncompromising strength. The
very air around her seemed to shrink away from an aura that Sam simply did
not understand.

—

"What the hell is that?" the new white-coat asked. He leaned forward
in the plastic chair and brushed a length of dark hair from his eyes. His
liquid-touch display tablet was abandoned as he focused on the enormous
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liquid-touch display tablet was abandoned as he focused on the enormous
SHD monitor and its disturbing display. 

"Anomaly at seventeen-B and seventeen-B-two. Detecting patternless
Neurolink and the creation of a new memory chain, as well as multiple
Shadow Artefacts and unregistered Fragments. Segmented memory blocks
twelve through fourteen are broken. Memory blocks beyond eighteen are
dissolving. Partitions unable to restrict access to unknown variable Shadow
Artefacts and unknown variable user."

"Eject the present life simulator and put him into the most recent
comfortable memory, now!" the head white-coat shouted.

The system droned on. "Impossible. Ejection would result in the
damage of over three billion neurons and damage an equal number of
synapses. There are no available restart points."

"What is happening?" asked the dark-haired transferee.
The voices in the observational booth exploded. "What the hell is that?

Who is that?" 
"I'm seeing an unregistered identification in the vicinity of the

subject!"
The head white-coat palmed his tablet and then turned to the nearest

observational aide. "Call downstairs and force the anchor monitoring team
to start running one of the copy realities. We’re going to have to switch him
over to a duplicate."

“Already sent the request.”
"His body is going to go into shock and start cutting off the connection

to our WoAnLiNe system if we don't stop this. We’re going to have to turn
off our closed systems and engage him directly into the federal research
server,” said the new white coat. The observational leader gave him a look.

"The subject won't last a transfer like that so quickly. There could be a
drop of as much as thirty-five percent Neurolink. He'd break stasis and go
into psychological shock,” he said.

"Dammit!"
"Can we push his Animus through the Bifrost?" asked the new white-

coat. “That might decrease the load on the HCIE.”
"Negative. Host will not survive current push through Bifrost segue

channel. Animus is compromised."
"At least regulate his drugs!"
"Subject has lost all connection to memetic systems. Closed WoAnLiNe

systems inoperable. Personal backup systems running based on nearest
memorized point. Subject is disregarding systems in favor of implemented
anomaly.”
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“Hel, can you follow the subject’s Animus at all?” asked the head
white-coat.

The new hire placed both hands on the top of his head, his fingers
linked between his dark hair. As he watched the new figure take up the SHD
display, a snowy chill of familiarity ran through him.
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6.
Seed of the Disir

"This isn't a club, or a sorority; it's a purpose. Out here we are the Wyrd, but in
there, we are powerful Disir. We are Norns. We can change the fate of the world."

"Uror. It's not working."
Njorun stood ankle deep in the green-blue waters of the Primordial

Pool, waiting to be spirited away to some random area and out of the
Ginnungagap. The colors on the horizon shifted behind her, and Uror
floated lazily near the still bodies of Verdandi and Skuld. She backed out of
the pool, her naked feet crunching over the thin layer of white sand, and
then pushed her toes back in the water. Her HUD remained completely
blank, and there was no connection between the Neurolink and herself in
regards to the pool, as there used to be. Njorun sighed.

"Without the system it's not going to work for me," Njorun said.
Uror floated about, its arms rotating around its torso. Its black string
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Uror floated about, its arms rotating around its torso. Its black string
head transformed into half a dozen tiny triangles.

"It seems even Brunnhilde's blessing is not enough to force a
navigation of the Ginnungagap. Twixt the rules of the game, perhaps her
power has been all but terribly distilled by ceaseless updating?" Uror posed.

Njorun considered this. "Sarah was afraid she had become useless as
Kognition's updates eradicated her ability. That's what killed her sisters,
correct?" she asked.

Uror floated over the sands, but Njorun noticed the figure was careful
to stay away from the Primordial Pool's waters.

"Most of the bushel of Valkyrie was plucked by Siegfried, Siegmund,
and Sieglinde. A few others had their minds washed into use by Circles."

"Siegfried was the Admin Knight that killed Sarah," Njorun growled.
"He exists outside of the regular properties of the game. I could barely fight
against him for more than a few minutes. Circle Systems lets the Admin
Knights do whatever they want as long as it keeps 'anomalies' at bay. I
wonder how many people they've caused serious harm to by force-ejecting
them from their Neurolink connections."

"Quite a frightening number, yes," Uror agreed. "But there was a time
when the Admin Knights were not so wanton."

"How do you mean?" Njorun asked, stepping in and out of the pool
again.

"That trio is of another agenda given by the Asynjur. The Aesir, code
would call them. Circles' elite knights. And within them, passion and power
is far beyond the debug duty of the Admin Knights."

"It's so strange that the System Administrators would take the names of
the goddesses of Norse Mythology as their title. The Asynjur should
represent more than just control over the system, and the Aesir seem to be
nothing more than bullies. Sarah was doing nothing wrong," Njorun
complained.

"Sometimes things just run their course and are then lost. Or worse,
feared and eradicated," said Uror.

A bright flashing light split the darkness and sent all remaining
shadows scurrying beyond the reaches of the graphics. The Ginnungagap lit
up in pure white light, and then all returned to its original darkness so
quickly that Njorun and Lisa's conscious connection broke just enough to
give Lisa an extreme bout of sickness. A shrill sound, like the warped call
of a bird, burst through the area and erased all other bizarre noises for a
moment. Then the horizon dipped and churned until it was only a thin red
line, split by a haze of dark blue and pumpkin orange.
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"What the hell is that?" Njorun shouted over the noise.
Uror came to a stop, hovering just above the bodies of its fellows as

the black triangles of its head transformed into a perfect rectangle.
"Garmr. That's the sweep. Noises foul and rotten brought by

autonomous degradation. Lethargy in place of administration," said Uror.
"I don't understand!" Njorun shouted.
"The Garmr run swiftly through the Ginnungagap. Autonomous

programs designed to pluck out the things that don't belong amongst the
oddity. The oddest of the odd," said Uror.

Njorun collapsed on both knees, the Mistelteinn still clasped in her
right hand. 

"That sound…I can feel it. I can feel it as though I'm seeing it," she
gasped.

Uror spread its arms wide.
"Now Garm howls loud before Gnipahellir,
The fetters will burst, and the wolf run free;
Much do I know, and more can I see
Of the fate of the gods, the mighty in fight."
"I don't understand you!" Njorun screamed at Uror, bringing her staff

around in a wide arc. Uror floated easily just outside the stretch of her
swing, touching down once more near Skuld and Verdandi.

"Our Kognition was not birthed only with the symbolic code, child of
dreams and goddess of earth. The seed of the Disir came from the past.
From an ancient desire to herald the next stage," said Uror. “From the pages
of the Eddas and the desires of ancient human desperation.”

"Screw your riddles. Just help me make this Primordial Pool work so I
can get out of here!" Njorun screamed. The sound increased as waves of
high-pitched horror built against her. She crawled across the white sands,
pushing herself into the green waters and shattering the semblance of
perfection that shimmered darkly across the pool's face.

"The Disir want to help you now." 

///

Lisa opened her eyes to find herself violently shivering. Flakes of
snow drifted down out of a blue-grey sky and she sneezed once as she tried
to come back to reality. As long as Njorun remained trapped in the
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to come back to reality. As long as Njorun remained trapped in the
Ginnungagap, Lisa would not have a moment to rest. Her mind felt like it
was made of sloshing liquid, her thoughts scattered and torn between
yesterday and tomorrow and tomorrow’s tomorrow. She stood on unsure
legs, slipping once on the pavement as she righted herself against an old
brick building and looked out across a field covered in pure white snow. Far
enough away from the automated functions of the city, nature was allowed
to push itself over the creations of humankind. 

Bag over one shoulder, Lisa picked herself up again and stomped
through the snow as she made her way to nowhere. The diner slipped farther
and farther away from her as she squinted against the snow. She sniffed,
letting out an exhalation of air that turned to mist as she listened to the
soothing sound of boots crunching into crusted snow. There was an
alleyway just a few hundred feet ahead, and Lisa waited patiently for the
light to change and the cars to roll by before moving across the silent street.
Low-hanging solar bulbs illuminated the nearing darkness, and the part of
town she had wandered into was only sparsely lit by neon signs advertising
things Lisa cared little and less about. For a moment she wished she was
Njorun, wished she could relish the refreshing habit the Neurolink pulled
over her. For some reason, in the digital world, the system seemed to
massage her brain just enough to function properly. Lisa wondered why the
neurochip couldn't do that for her in her waking life.

Comfortable as the diner was, Lisa knew that she had to move. She
wasn't sure if the global positioning marker given off by the neurochip was
still functioning or not, but she couldn't stay still long enough to let the
police pick her up and force her to answer for curfew. Lisa licked her
parched, cracked lips and shivered. She thought of her mother and the pain
hit her hard in the stomach. Muttering quietly into the oncoming fog, Lisa
asked for forgiveness. The pain was just too much. Lisa couldn't keep going
with the warped, unprotected WoAnLiNe bleeding into her and causing her
to go insane. It was just too much. Brunnhilde's imprint may have freed
Njorun from the constrictions of Kognition, but it had soured Lisa's mind.
The memetic connection was starting to become a noise to replace her own
troubled thoughts.

"I'm sorry," she said quietly, stopping at the gate of the alleyway and
placing her gloved right hand on the brickwork of the nearest building. 

What more did they want? No one could hear her. Sven, Hayden, her
mother—what more was there aside from them? Lisa sighed against the
cage of loneliness she herself had built.

"I know this is not what you wanted for me, Sarah. I had to forge my
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"I know this is not what you wanted for me, Sarah. I had to forge my
own path. But I don't know what else to do. How many others are going to
feel the stretch of the system if they do something against Circle System's
wishes? The neurochip, it was supposed to be more than just a function for a
video game. This is my life, in my head. And I've broken it," she said. Her
voice quieted to where a whisper would have to cup its ear to listen. 

"I've broken it."
The wind picked up, a howl that sailed between the brick buildings and

pushed a dreaded cold through Lisa's bones. 

///

The flashing landscape swarmed into an amalgamation of rising dunes
and dipping, weaving fields of crimson diamond-head wheat. Njorun rushed
through the changing graphics, trying her best to ignore the jarring changes
in the sound effects. Her naked feet splashed across muddy brooks that
chirped and slapped against cracked brown stone that crashed like breaking
glass. Uror floated at her side, a parrot hanging off her shoulder. Its
dismembered form moved with surprising agility, surging forward as if
being pulled on an invisible string. Uror's arms and legs spun around its
bobbing torso as it shifted into a collection of strange and disturbing
symbols.

Njorun leapt over the next high rise, the ground giving way and
dropping her into a cellar filled with chains and decaying corpses. The
bones glowed a faint blue, and she could see well enough to find the next
collection of invisible passageways that would hopefully move them into a
safer area.

"I can't hear what direction they’re coming from!" Njorun shouted.
"The Garmr don't operate on the functions of Midgard, dream child.

They have no reason to be scripted as your Nibelung Gate fiends," said
Uror.

"How am I supposed to escape? I'm moving blind here!"
"The Ginnungagap is not a game. There are no pieces and there is no

movement and there is no reason in a collection of the disused. Folly and
tripe and death and erasure, that is our void," said Uror.

Njorun flashed her wings, white light burning off her shoulders and
quickly fading.

"Brilliant. Still not working. Goddammit, this is pure zero!" Njorun
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"Brilliant. Still not working. Goddammit, this is pure zero!" Njorun
cursed. "How is it you can hide down here and have no abilities to help
you?"

"My abilities lie in my singularity, Einherjar. The Disir were only
given what was needed to exist. And thus, we exist," said Uror.

"Skuld and Verdandi are dead," Njorun bit back.
"Not dead. At rest. The Ginnungagap can only handle a few of those

beating hearts," said Uror.
"If Circle Systems had given the Valkyrie whatever they gave you

Disir, I could be with Sarah right now," Njorun sighed.
"The Valkyrie were never able to have what the Disir have, Njorun.

Impossibilities and troubles. Originality in the Seed. Organics give life.
Life's emulations can only return to death. Or continue, in new puzzles,"
said Uror.

"An Einherjar must be a puzzle, then," Njorun said.
"Only of the greatest. To be imprinted. Ah. Such a gift," Uror said.

Njorun wanted to scream but she couldn't decide where Uror's sarcasm truly
was. 

"Gift? There is no gift! Sarah sunk me. What she left behind…"
Njorun said, and felt Lisa's consciousness once again. A sadness so black
that she felt herself falling.

"What she left behind was a broken girl without a home. A stupid child
going insane," she said.

"There is no insanity. There is only the singularity," said Uror.
"Shut up with your riddles! While I'm here, I'm also out there. I'm here,

running from the Garmr. I'm there, freezing cold and hungry and missing
my home and losing touch with reality. What if I falter for one moment? If
I’m killed by a Garmr? Where do I go? I have no Hub-city now. I have no
Yggdrassil. I become erased data. What will that do to my mind, connected
this deeply?"

The conscious connection bucked and Njorun pitched forward. She
gazed down at her hands, at her thin white fingers that, for a moment,
seemed to be covered in snow. It triggered a far-off memory that tugged at
her mind like an itch.

"What's happening to me…" Njorun moaned. Is this what Sarah
warned her of? Is this why she wanted her to stop, to give up instead of
chasing a needless piece of code? What other options were there? Would it
have been better to ignore the importance of another just to save herself?

Another high-pitched screech brought Njorun's connection back, the
invisible Neurolink working and bringing her sight back to what it was. 
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"The last place I was before I stumbled into the Ginnungagap was
Tredec-Grasslands/War. I used my wings—Brunnhilde’s gift—to
circumvent the CS lockdown. Maybe I can find my way back there? I've
been to so many thousands of areas that they are all melding together in my
mind. I can't get a solid memory for any of them. Try as I might, I just can't
seem to go back to the Yggdrassil," Njorun complained.

Njorun let the darkness wash over her and watched Uror float around,
her body giving off a faint glow.

"I wasn't even supposed to be there. Circle Systems banished me from
the game after…after Sarah. After Siegfried. I thought I was gone, but one
day I was reading, and I closed my eyes and I was looking at vast fields of
green grass and floating golden rings. Somehow, Brunnhilde's imprint
fought its way through the system in my neurochip, and now I'm stuck being
Njorun, or Lisa. No break and no in-between, stationary WoAnLiNe
connection be damned.”

I hid it all from Hayden, Lisa thought. And now look at me.
She flashed her wings again, the white threads between the raven's

feathers of Muninn's Wings glowing with new intensity. The bright wings
shined off her back, drowning the area in light for a semblance of a moment.
Uror hovered close by, its head changed into a perfect circle. The
Mistelteinn hung parallel to Njorun's body as she peered around the corner.
The sounds rose in pitch and then plunged into maddening percussion, and
Njorun made the effort to cover her ears for what little that would actually
do. 

"If I’m an imprinted Einherjar, why is Sarah's ability not letting me
move into a different area?" Njorun shouted at Uror. “It seems to be waxing
and waning in strength.”

"There still lies confusion within the ranks of the Valkyrie, plucked
away as they have been by your Admin Knights. The Aesir have cut all the
lines, Brunnhilde the last remaining," said Uror. "Your Siegfried is in the
way."

"So Circle Systems managed to delete the last of their original AI
code. Is there any symbolic code remaining that has anything to do with the
Valkyrie?"

"I am in the presence," said Uror.
"Me. You mean me. Goddammit," Njorun cursed. "Well I don't know

what I'm supposed to do. Circle Systems would delete me entirely if they
could get away with it. Fry my neurochip and cut my Neurolink and turn me
into a vegetable. I have to admit that would be a lot easier."
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She sighed and looked down at her hands again, her fingers long and
thin and white. The world around her continued its tumultuous changing,
and in the light of her precious wings, seemed muted. Sarah’s voice still
rang out, in the back of her mind.

Was your wrath against life ever made in ease, Lisa?

///

Lisa coughed, the cold wind turning her throat raw with each shaky
breath. There was a business on the street corner just ahead with large,
elevated SHD screens behind plastiglass displaying various news channels.
She stepped forward through the snowy alleyway and turned back onto the
main street as she walked towards them. A few cars drove by, their frames
dry due to their autodry systems and the solar roadway panels heating the
streets and melting away the snow and slush. Lisa waited for the last sleek
black car to pass over the road before she moved from the alleyway and
crossed the street. The synthetic asphalt instantly warmed her feet, her shoes
drying and her socks fluffing up against her chilled toes. She sighed and
allowed a tiny smile as she continued crossing the roadway, watching the
large red 'X' that glared at her from the signal sights overhead. The
storefront was only a few feet away, Hillsides Emporium, and Lisa shifted
her backpack on her shoulders as she trotted over to it.

The glass was warm as her fingertips gently pressed against it, and
Lisa laid her right cheek against the temperature-controlled glass as she
watched the display screens.

"We are dealing with record low temperatures right now, and a storm
front is rolling in that might cost you your weekend if you're outside of the
city…"

"…went five-and-oh last night, setting a new record that had fans
standing in their seats and storming ticket sales as soon as the dive page
uploaded on the WoAnLiNe this morning…"

"…newest single is topping the charts, and earned over a billion
pounds in revenue just over the weekend…"

"With this new landing complete and everyone on board safe, it seems
that the Cosmos Orbiter Station will be sending down supplies as the crew
begins to build their lives on the surface of the moon and habitat the first
ever complete Surface Research Team for Mars in the history of the GSA
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ever complete Surface Research Team for Mars in the history of the GSA
and humankind…"

"Miss?" a voice called out.
Lisa stepped back, the warmth still on her cheek as she followed the

voice. She rubbed her eyes and then coughed once into her fist. "Yes?"
A young woman clad in sharp blue clothes stood at the store entrance,

watching Lisa warily.
"Miss, you can't stand there like that. I need to ask you to move along,"

she said.
"Oh. Oh yes. I'm sorry," Lisa sniffed and adjusted her bag, walking

away from the storefront. She let the tips of her fingers trail on the warm
glass as she moved back towards the street. 

"Wait a moment," the lady called after her. Lisa stopped and listened to
the woman's steps on the dry sidewalk. A few flakes of snow landed on
Lisa's cheeks and melted.

"Miss, can I see your identification please?" she asked.
Lisa tightened her hands into fists. "What for?"
"It's only two in the afternoon on a Wednesday. Shouldn't you be in

school?" the lady asked.
Lisa still hadn't turned around.
"What district do you belong to? I need to contact your curfew officer,"

said the lady.
Lisa bolted, keeping her hands tight on the straps of her bag as her dry

shoes slapped against dry sidewalk. She could hear the woman just behind
her, yelling and giving chase. Lisa panted as she rounded the next corner,
moving down the street and slipping once on unheated, icy pavement. She
picked herself up and slid into the next alleyway, dodging a few dumpsters
as she tried to put as much distance between herself and the woman as she
could. 

Lisa glanced over her shoulder to see if the woman was still chasing
her, and as she turned to face the end of the alleyway an explosion of pain
rocked the side of her face. The pain disoriented her and stopped her in her
tracks, bringing on a headache that temporarily blinded her in a flash of
obscene white light. Lisa felt a warm wetness on her lips and nose before
collapsing into the cold, wet snow. Just overhead she could see the black
bars of a low-hanging fire escape ladder, and soon enough everything else
surrounding it faded to the same bleak blackness…
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///

"That hurt like a bitch," Njorun said.
"You've returned."
"Not because I wanted to. I'm screwing up so much out there, maybe I

should just keep myself in the Ginnungagap," she said. “It hurts less in
here.”

"Those thoughts will wrap themselves around your neck and choke
you, child of earth and dreams," said Uror.

"What do you know of it?" Njorun waved her armlet-clad left hand at
the figure. The screams of the Garmr were still moving through the
darkness.

Uror floated away, the landscape shifting underneath its body and
turning to white sand. The horizon returned as the shadow-smoke walls
dissipated and twin moons competed over the sky. A trio of staircases
dropped from above and climbed toward a grassy hill that sprouted cherry
trees in bloom. 

"Kill them," Uror said simply.
"Excuse me?"
"The simplest result for the simplest action. Kill them," said Uror.
"You just told me that the Garmr don't operate on the designs of

Kognition's monsters," said Njorun. "Midgard's beasts are from the
Ginnungagap in flavor only. These Garmr don't have to respect combat
design."

"Excuses lead to what action, what result? What gain will occur if
tread on your falling?"

"You mean, 'What do you have to lose,'" Njorun said quietly. "Maybe
you're right. I could at least try. Sarah did make me her Einherjar. Maybe
there's more to me than just my wings, now."

Njorun rotated the Mistelteinn in her hand. "I'm still fighting blind. I'm
stuck with memory since I have no HUD, no menus at all. I can't recall
anything even when I try my hardest to see it. The system handled much
more of the game's function than Neurolink did. It's not at all what I
thought," she said. "I don't even know if my healing works the same. I have
to hope my Health and Mind don't give out."

"I cannot help with combat operations, as I've never engaged in
Midgard," said Uror.
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"Then what was your original purpose?" asked Njorun.
"I am a part of the Disir," said Uror. “One of the Norns.”
"Right. Okay. Don't tell me. I'm going, then," said Njorun as she

stepped away from Uror's shifting white sands and bent underneath a
reflective wall. The shadow-smoke edges of the design lifted and Njorun
climbed up a spontaneous green grass hill. As cherry blossoms fell around
her, the petals evaporated into dark bubbles that glistened for a moment
before popping with a sound that fell like gravel on her ears.

She neared the top of the hill as the first Garmr pawed toward her. It
slipped into the light as if it had been constructed out of data only seconds
before. The forefront and rear of the creature were the only parts that
conveyed a solid form. Its legs, tail, and torso seemed to be fragmented data
made of color and light. The creature's eyes sat on its face as if they were
determined to separate from the body and make their own design. Three
horns protruded from its head, two at the snout and one on its forehead that
in trio framed its face into a maddening claw. 

Without keeping Njorun in its focus, the Garmr pushed itself into her
mind and laced itself around her Neurolink connection. The harsh, choppy
language startled Njorun with instant pain, and she stumbled back as her
Animus was throttled. 

"What the hell is that," Njorun hissed, bringing her hands up
instinctively. The system could not correctly convey the emote of her pain,
and she twitched as the Neurolink tried in vain to make her function.

The Garmr pushed into her again, the chaotic voice scattering her
thoughts for combat as the creature bounded down the hill, its rear end
chasing the speed of its front with noticeable lag. Njorun raised her staff,
bringing the side of the grassy hill down into a mix of ruddy red stone.
Spires grew speedily out of rising dust, and the light fragmented as the
chasing moon of the horizon showered unsteady shadows over the
landscape. The Garmr flipped around the mess, almost disconnecting the
two halves of its body as the colorful data in between maneuvered through
the explosion of rock. 

The hellhound surged forward as Njorun pushed the landscape around,
erecting palings of rock that hardly served as a nuisance for the oncoming
creature. More of them appeared at the crest of the hill, each of them
designed in various disfigured form. Njorun pulled down a few Cometstorm
spells and found that her Neurolink was making combat incredibly smooth.
The cooldown between her spells was almost non-existent, and the abilities
didn't seem to be pulling at all from her Mind. In fact, the more she fought,
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didn't seem to be pulling at all from her Mind. In fact, the more she fought,
the stronger she felt.

Uror hovered away, staying back as the Garmr closed the gap between
the Disir and the player-persona. Njorun cursed and jumped away, her
viewpoint swinging easily to take in the scope of the uneven terrain. It
began to rain as Njorun slid down the side of the grassy hill, the droplets
sounding more like plinking hail than water. She stepped to the side as the
first Garmr sailed past her, only to change direction and bite down on her
with strange, ground-down teeth. The bite elicited a shock of real pain that
blurred her HUD and immediately stopped her casting. Njorun fell back as
dozens of status effects bloomed on her. Degradation took over, weakening
her equipment as the Fear effect put a black gloss over every graphic in the
area.

"Uror! It's going to kill me!" Njorun screamed, leaning on her staff for
support. The graphic refused to animate, and it appeared as if Njorun had
impaled herself through the stomach with the Mistelteinn. 

The Garmr reached the bottom of the hill and shrieked, its high-pitched
wail keeping Njorun down as it moved closer to her. Great flat blades
bloomed out from its body and rotated like Uror’s dismembered limbs. 

"What are those?" Njorun shouted.
"Wayland Plates. A debug program," Uror said simply, its head

warping into a thin black line. "These ones are autonomous defense systems
built into the Ginnungagap to keep out trouble and folly. The Garmr are not
immune."

"The same type of debug program that killed Sarah? Are Wayland
Plates similar to Siegfried’s Tyrfing sword?" Njorun asked.

"The same. A modified segment of symbolic code that the designers
use to weed out you unscrupulous children. Fear and folly delight," said
Uror. "Wielded by the Aesir and the Garmr to keep the land sterile and
safe."

"What joy is there in bringing death to anyone that takes the game in
their own direction?" Njorun shouted.

"It's not your world, it's theirs," said Uror.
"Well, Sarah gave me the power to resist you assholes," Njorun

growled. "Brunnhilde's Einherjar doesn't need to ask permission to bend the
rules of Kognition."

"So then bend away," said Uror.
Njorun growled and turned back toward the spot where the Wayland

Plates had pierced the Garmr’s sides. The dogs screeched against the effect
of the program, their disembodied legs kicking out against the flashing
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of the program, their disembodied legs kicking out against the flashing
graphics. The Mistelteinn rose like a great black spire and a tumultuous
shred of landscape converged on the crowded dogs. The Garmr shrieked as
they were pummeled by red and brown stones, and the dust lifted in choppy
pink winds as the effects sunk away.

"I have no idea if I'm even hurting them. There's no damage scale or
anything," said Njorun.

"Just feel it. Feel how close they are to death, use that feeling to bring
them down," said Uror. 

More of the Garmr collected at the crest of the hill and trotted down
towards them, their voices shrieking in unison. The strange sound, a terrible
song, fragmented Njorun's vision and disturbed the conscious connection.
Lisa's inability to wake outside the program meant that Njorun could do
nothing but endure the effect of the sound. Her Animus was pressed as the
creatures tried to rip away pieces of her identity and force a deletion.

Njorun heard a barking, and moved towards the new sound. Uror
floated close by, close enough that Njorun could sense the presence of the
strange entity, and then she stopped. She flashed her wings in pixelated
white light and directed herself towards the fervent barks. The Garmr
shrieked and bit against the Wayland Plates, and as the new creatures began
to run down the broken edges of the grassy hill, Njorun pushed her spells
against them. Her wings bathed the broken area in white light and the
barking grew louder and louder. 

Quickly and with newfound determination, Njorun flashed her wings
again. A tear in the space in front of her leaked glowing strings of data, and
she didn't wait a moment before jumping into the portal. The barking
crescendoed, more desperate, and with each note the shrieking song of the
Garmr faded behind her.
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7.
Changes On Arrival

"Kognition has been used—the world over—as a helpful learning tool. The
systems developed to make Midgard run flawlessly have been implemented into

educational systems, medical practices, and helpful home devices. Circle Systems
has pledged itself to the forwarding of humankind, in all respects."

"Who are you?" Sam asked.
Standing still and starkly black against the green farmland, Sam

couldn't shake her unflinching stare. She wasn't timid, and she wasn't afraid.
The girl was porcelain, perfect as a doll garbed head to toe in a strange dress
of black feathers that left her arms and legs naked. There were lines woven
through the material that glowed brightly. Sam reached down to his right
hand, fingering the gold ring that he had all but forgotten. For a moment he
thought it wasn't really there.

"The Garmr are gone. Where's Uror?" the girl asked. Her question
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"The Garmr are gone. Where's Uror?" the girl asked. Her question

wasn’t directed toward him, it was carried on the wind. She gave Sam a
curious, forced expression and surveyed the area.

"Hey, I asked you something," Sam said. He waved his hand
nervously.

"Where am I?" she asked, ignoring his question. Her green eyes were
panicked. "What’s the field name here?"

"Field name? What are you talking about? This is Pennsylvania. This
is my farm, that's my house over there," Sam said. He pointed to the great
white farm house that was hundreds of feet behind them. The sun was
sinking lower on the horizon, turning red, and a cold wind was starting to
pick up.

The girl cast a withering glance at Sam. He instantly wished that Jojo
was with him, between him and the menacing stranger that came out of the
sky. She wasn't brandishing her weapons or being intentionally hostile, but
still Sam felt like he was going to throw up. Everything about her was
wrong. It hurt to look at her.

"I was in the Ginnungagap. This isn't—this isn't any sort of Premade,
is it? Why isn't your name showing?" she asked. And: "Are you a walhaz?
Am I back in Midgard's servers?"

Sam didn't know what any of the words she was using meant. He felt
slack-jawed and useless, and stepped back a little. Where was Jojo?

"My name is Sam. Please don't hurt me. Just leave. My mother is
going to be back soon, and she knows how to use a rifle. I won't do anything
if you leave though, however you got here," he said, looking over his
shoulder. "Please, she'll be back soon."

The girl's eyes widened and her fingers coiled around her dark staff.
"Jesus. Where did you say we were again?" she asked.

"Pennsylvania. In the Americas. And you didn't even tell me your
name," Sam replied.

"Did you…did you just say Americas?" Njorun asked. "As in North
America? As in Pennsylvania, in the United States? The Tomorrow’s Blink
ruins?"

"I don’t understand most of what you’re saying, but I think you get it.
Yeah. Name?"

"Njorun. Sam, tell me exactly where and when you think we are right
now," she commanded him.

The tone in her voice completely threw him, and he fingered the gold
band. His memory jumped through itself, through the blank spaces
increasing in his head, and now the colors really were changing. The grass
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increasing in his head, and now the colors really were changing. The grass
switched rapidly from dull green to bright lime, as if someone were
changing the color settings on a monitor in quick intervals. The sounds
around him weren't right either. One moment he could hear the wind as if it
was made of soft bird tones, then it was howling in his ears and he couldn't
pick up what Njorun was saying. 

Sam saw himself in a well-lit hallway, clutched to a woman's breast as
they moved. Everything smelt clean, bleached. There were other people in
white chasing them, and then Sam was in a car seat. It was dark again, and
the woman was shushing him and saying how everything would be alright.
She smelled familiar, and for some reason, Sam couldn't see her as anything
but his mother, although he saw the other woman too. They were driving,
and then Sam was older. He was leaving school, saying goodbye to Mandy.
She faded away with a soft smile and the car caged around him once more.
The woman was there again. Her eyes looked hurt and tired, afraid. The
woman in the front seat was his mother, the woman who told him to do
chores on the farm and made him do homework. But then there was a man,
a man that was urgently beckoning to Sam and clutching his mother’s small
hand. 

They were wrong, each and every one. Stuttering moments of the real
where nothing was shaping up against the next. 

"Stop it!" Sam screamed, falling to his knees. The throbbing colors and
blurring shapes worsened, and Njorun was at his side, shaking him. Her
touch felt wrong, hollow, like she wasn't even there. At her touch, Sam felt
his headache worsen and the colors exploded into blossoming stars.

—

All sound in the room was momentarily drowned out by the
disembodied voice of the observational system.

“Psychological contamination is at twelve point three-four percent.
The creation of new synapses is up four point zero-zero-zero-zero-one
percent. Destruction of neurons and reconstruction of neurons are holding
even at fourteen percent. Inclusion of several new Shadow Artefacts are
speeding up psychological corruption and spurring contamination.
Fragments are birthing at point eighteen-C. Subject's Neurolink is
fluctuating between fifty-five and seventy-eight percent. Artificial worlds
and rooms unstable and failing at all points between two-A and nineteen-
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and rooms unstable and failing at all points between two-A and nineteen-
B.”

Chaos erupted around the room once more as the members of each
section were pushed back into a desperate attempt to normalize the endless
complexities of the subject’s mind.

“Jesus Christ, will somebody please activate all segmentation between
those points!"

"How close are they to installing the new area?" asked the dark-haired
transferee.

"Not close enough, we won't construct a fresh area in time to save the
neuron destabilization."

"Eject that anomaly! Introduce systematic pressure and activate
program Bifrost."

"You're going to end up losing over half his memory if you try and
delete that anomaly while his mind is engaging it. Psychological
contamination is going to continue past fifteen percent,” said the head
white-coat. “We can’t risk pushing his Animus through the Bifrost under
these conditions.”

A panel of voices spoke up from the rear observational booths. "We’re
going to lose more than him! The subject is directing several parts of the
system. The artificial system’s branches stem off of the subject's POV at
over a hundred points. Segmentation of the system is the only way around
that. The subject is directly somatic.”

“Hel’s systematic arms can’t even help us here. She’s spread too thin,”
said the red-haired woman.

"You're going to have to split off a chunk of the closed WoAnLiNe and
open up a portion of the public system to transfer all of the accounts,” said
the blond man.

"We can't subject public systems to this!" the monitoring lead shouted.
"How many other subjects are there?" asked the raven-haired

transferee.
"Excluding subject four? Over two hundred."
The new white-coat whistled. "And you can't lock down the

interference and interaction of this subject's software and artificial reactions
from the others?"

A voice from the rear booth: "We don't have any choice. We're going to
have to try and force the subject's Animus through the Bifrost."

"Subject four is the most stable in the entire system, of the entire
project. He was. Segmenting subject four is a last ditch effort. He's the
soma. All passageways go through him,” said the head white-coat.
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The SHD monitor continued to display dozens of errors through the
Woglinde. The system regaled each and every effort in a monotonous,
feminine drone.

"Put the mother AI back into his system! Do it now!"

—

"Sam! Wake up, Sam," said Njorun, shaking him desperately. He was
heavy and different than any player she had ever touched before. Njorun
struggled to come into contact with him, as if the game didn't know how to
display the connection between the two of them. The Garmr and Uror and
the Ginnungagap suddenly felt so far away, like another time. There was a
strange lightness here, and Njorun felt human for a moment. Perhaps this
was where Rossweisse first escaped to? Could this place be part of her
Cathedral?

"No. I just want to go to sleep. I want this to stop," Sam whined.
Njorun looked around, making sure that she still had a window to

escape if need be. She knew she only showed up as an anomaly on systems,
in the blip of time it took her to walk through one field and into the other.
The chill that washed over her in this world, though, was something that got
to her bones, and it affected her Neurolink and HUD in strange and ugly
ways. 

"Sam, I know you're not going to understand this, but I think I may
have accidentally made my way into a closed system," Njorun said.

"A closed system? What the hell are you talking about?" Sam said. His
hands were shaking badly and he kept looking over his shoulder. "Please
just leave. Please."

"I can't, not yet. You need to listen to me. Do you know what the
WoAnLiNe is, Sam? Have you ever heard of Kognition?"

Sam shook his head, and then nodded it as he struggled with his
internal responses. "I know what the WoAnLiNe is. It’s the dive system for
school and watching TV. My mother uses it, but I don't like it. I just read
books. I don't like technology," Sam said.

Njorun tensed. "I know that feeling. And Kognition? Sam, have you
ever heard of that?"

"No!" he cried. "What is it?"
"It's a video game, Sam. Do you ever play video games?"
Sam shook his head. "I don't play video games. They make me sick."
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Sam shook his head. "I don't play video games. They make me sick."
Njorun stopped her barrage of questions. So much of him was

uncomfortably familiar. Sam cowered like a child.
"Sam, I need you to open your eyes and see something. Please, just for

a moment."
"I can't. It hurts to look. It hurts to open my eyes."
"Please, Sam. I need you to stay awake just a bit longer."
Sam nodded and opened his eyes. It hurt so badly that tears streamed

down his face, and he gripped the gold ring tightly. It radiated warmth. With
his fingers on the band he could focus, if just a little. Njorun was standing
up now, her black raven dress ruffling in the wind. The feathers seemed to
be anxious enough to take flight, and she waited until she knew that Sam
was looking at her. Njorun bent her arm towards the side of the barn, the
black staff coiling menacingly with it. Sam could see a second of focus on
her face, and then some spectral effect lit up Njorun's staff. 

The ground near the barn erupted and cracked, the brown earth
splitting and pushing mountains of grass and dirt aside. A fantastical spire
of rock surged forth, intent on ripping the western edge of the barn apart. As
the spire of rock connected with the wood of the barn, a splash of white
symbols, letters, and numbers exploded outward. The scenery jerked and
changed, the very air around the barn blurring and sparking like white noise.
The side of the barn and the spire of rock seemed to cancel each other out as
they touched, blazed white and dotted black, and then faded completely.
What was left was an ugly hole leaking more strings of strange letters and
numbers and symbols. The scenery around it was normal, just as Sam had
always seen it, but looking straight at the hole felt wrong. It hurt his head
even more to try and process what he was seeing.

"Unbelievable," Njorun muttered.
Sam cried and tried to stand, but it felt like his head was being split

open, his brain being touched by needles and hot wire.
"What are you?" Sam screamed.
Njorun opened her mouth to say something, closing it as her thoughts

changed direction. She placed one hand on the fluttering feathers of her
breast and her skin was illuminated by faint light. "I'm an Einherjar, Sam. I
can help you."

"Why? Why did that happen?" Sam asked. 
"I don't know what this is, or where we are, or who did this to you,

Sam, but this world isn't real. It's just attached to the system," said Njorun.
"No! I don't understand! Make it stop! Make my head stop," Sam
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"No! I don't understand! Make it stop! Make my head stop," Sam
screamed.

"I really wish I could, but I don't know how. I don't even know how it
was possible for me to enter this place. It's obviously a closed system, and
something terrible is going on here. Your mind seems to be trapped in some
sort of loop Sam. Have you always lived here?" Njorun asked.

He recalled his sporadic memories, thought back to times that were
difficult to remember. Sometimes it was like he was viewing moments of
himself as an outsider, a floating spirit in the room where things were
happening. It was the white rooms again, the washed halls and the smell of
bleach. There were people arguing and yelling, pushing and fighting, and
finally, he saw the woman. It was his mother, and Sam saw himself bundled
up and pressed to her breast, running away while another man pushed
doctors and nurses aside. They were screaming about something, and Sam
couldn't take it all in. They were trying to do something to him, something
that filled his mother's eyes with panic. There was confusion as she ran full
tilt, exhausted, carrying Sam like nothing else in the world mattered.

"Sam, do you remember anything before living on this farm?" Njorun
asked.

Sam was staring up at the hole in the barn in shock. Waves of light and
incoherent visual display scattered across his vision. 

“Sam!”
“I-It's all just a blur, and there are fuzzy segments where my memories

don't want to come in. Dammit. Thinking about them hurts, and I've gotten
headaches before. Nothing like this though," Sam admitted. 

He reached out slowly as a line of symbolic data drifted through the
air. His fingers swiped through the white lines almost invisibly.

“I’m going insane,” he whispered.
Njorun took a step towards the boy and tried to speak to him in a

soothing tone.
"Didn't you say your mother was supposed to be back soon?"
"Yes she is, but…"
"But?"
"I don't know. Something is wrong. All of it is wrong. I'm seeing

images on top of images and faces of people who feel like family, but I've
never seen them before. And my mother…she's something else there. I can't
put my finger on it and I don't understand it," Sam said.

"Sam, I want to get you out of here, I really do, but I honestly don't
know what will happen if I bring you back with me. I don't even know what
you are, not really. I could be talking to an extension of your mind, like the
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you are, not really. I could be talking to an extension of your mind, like the
characters in Kognition, but the real you," Njorun said.

"Why can't you take me? I can't stay here. I can't stay here! If it's not
real then take me with you. Nothing in my head seems to be real, and my
eyes can't focus on anything. I can't hear properly, my body hurts, I'm falling
apart!" Sam cried.

"You have to give me something, Sam, anything. Some sort of
information I can use. I'm blind here. I don't even know how much longer I
can exist in this place. I don't even know how long you've been here."

Suddenly, Sam was struggling against a seat belt. Windows flashed as
headlights and streetlights blazed by, and then darkness. There was a man
and a woman in the front seats, but they were different people than the ones
in the hospital. The woman was his mother now, the one on the farm.

"My parents. They were different once," Sam said. "No. Three times.
There are three sets in my head."

Jojo barked and ran over to them, and Njorun visibly tensed at the
sound of the dog. She stared down at the creature with a curious expression.

"Just follow the memories, Sam. I had to do that, too, to figure things
out," Njorun said.

Sam felt his feet touch the floor of the car, finally. He wasn't in a
booster seat, he could reach the doors. Memories of school and Mandy
filled his mind—holding her, kissing her, softness and wetness and laughter.
There were people too, friends, moments where normalcy existed. There
were towns and bright neon lights and illuminated screens and traffic lights.
Then the car was back, and he was young. Sam figured that it was shortly
after, that they were driving somewhere else once again. There was another
flash of lights, screeching tires, metal on metal, and a great crash that sent
him reeling. There was a second of unbelievable pain, and then more white
noise, and then darkness. Darkness that held for a long time, a very long
time.

Time lost all meaning after it went on forever, after it tunneled and
repeated. Then there was the farm. The farm went on forever, too.

"I've been sleeping," Sam admitted, not fully understanding his words.
"This whole time I've been asleep. My headaches, they’re the only thing
that's real."

Njorun flinched as if she had been struck. She took a step back and
tried to process what Sam was saying.

"When's the farthest back you can go?" Njorun asked. "How much can
you tell me before it hurts?"

"I don't know. I don't know if I can try."
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Njorun thought of Uror, of Verdandi and Skuld lying quiet and broken
near the Primordial Pool. She thought of Sarah, the confused girl and not
the wise old Valkyrie. She looked at Sam's face and recognized his pleading,
his desperation, his pain. She thought of her mother, and Hayden, and all the
worry she had placed on everyone around her despite trying to fight the
demons in her head. 

She took a step forward and held out her hand.
"Do it for me, Sam. I'll help you. Let's go."
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8.
Indivisible

"We used names like Norns and Disir because they seemed fitting. We never knew
that what we would create, what we would become, would so absolutely

encompass the name of our little club. And, unwillingly, alter our lives forever."

"Who is that?" Sam asked.
Njorun walked through the theater, past the rows and rows of wooden

seats, and sat down in a plush velvet chair in the middle row. She could feel
the heavy pressure of her connection, could feel the bend of time as the
system tried to make sense of where she was and what she was doing. It was
the same feeling that had followed her as she chased the girl who was
Brunnhilde, the same feeling that weighed on her mind as Njorun sat in the
theater and watched Lisa’s saddest memories unfold.

Sam followed her tentatively, his eyes warily scanning the stage as he
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Sam followed her tentatively, his eyes warily scanning the stage as he

once again tried to wrap his mind around another fantastical change. A
single girl was standing under the harsh lights of the stage, her features
washed out by the brightness.

"That's me, outside of here. That's Lisa Perdita," Njorun said quietly.
She brushed her feathery dress underneath her legs and let her staff lean
against the row of chairs.

"Your movements are even more graceful in here," Sam observed.
"We’re really deep in the system now, Sam. We need to be careful. I

reached this point a few times by accident when I was…searching for a
friend. These are extreme conscious dives that rely on the high output of
Neurolink that only people like you or I can accomplish. But still, we can't
stay here for long, and we absolutely can't get trapped here," said Njorun.
"And there's a—friend—watching over us while we are here, guiding me."

"So then what are we doing here?" Sam asked.
Njorun brushed a lock of dark hair away from her green eyes. "Go up

on stage, Sam. It's your time now," she said. He gave her a wary look and
gripped the plush velvet of the seats.

"We are making this place together. This area will exist as long as our
minds are willing it to be here," Njorun said. "I don’t quite understand it,
this is all beyond anything that I can do myself, but someone is guiding me.
Someone deeper in the darkness than you or I have ever been. But it’s okay.
Don't worry. I'm going to hold on to my end. Just keep safe. Don't chase
rabbits here and stay in the moment. Listen to what Lisa tells you."

"But if you're her, and she's you, how can you be separate?" Sam
asked. 

"It's taxing on me, but because of Brunnhilde—I mean, my friend—
because of her imprint on me, my conscious connection works differently
now. Njorun and Lisa are starting to become their own selves," said Njorun.
"Lisa is in the WoAnLiNe and Njorun is functioning through Neurolink,
and as long as I can stay concentrated on my Animus, I can sustain this."

And Uror is doing whatever it’s doing, Njorun thought. Keeping me
from completely losing my mind.

“I don’t understand how this is possible,” Sam confessed.
“When I was trying to find my friend, when she was very new to me, I

started to lose myself in the systems of Kognition like this. At first I was
just watching old memories that the game was phishing for through the
Neurolink, but I saw Lisa up there with the memories while Njorun was
anchored to the velvet chairs of the theater.

“Now there’s someone else watching over us, someone who is locked
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“Now there’s someone else watching over us, someone who is locked
away in the dark as well. It’s a strange old creature, but there’s something
undeniably human about it as well,” said Njorun.

“Your ‘other’ friend, in the darkness. You know the strangest people,”
Sam said. His hands were shaking slightly.

“Tell me about it. Even my most normal friend…” Njorun trailed off.
Sam cocked his head to the side and waited. “’Your most normal

friend,’ what?” he asked.
Njorun thought of xxHaycrusherxx expertly lifting a sword above her

head and charging toward a great mammoth on the edge of an icy cliff,
overlooking a smoking volcano. She thought of Hayden beaming up at her,
pulling at her hair and teasing. “Nothing, never mind. I don’t need to be
thinking about the outside right now. But Uror, this other ‘friend,’ she’s
stabilizing this for me. I don’t know how I know that, and I can’t really
explain it. I can feel it though. And that’s the only way I can help you. I
really feel like I need to help you,” said Njorun.

Sam nodded and licked his lips. Njorun was still blown away by the
realism he was able to display. It was so far beyond her.

“Is this the only way?” Sam asked nervously. “We can’t just find a ride
out of the county and hop on a plane?”

Njorun smiled at him. It was a sad, small smile. “I don’t know how far
outside of the farm we’d be able to get, Sam,” she said.

He nodded and brushed his hands together. His eyes flitted toward the
stage, and then back to Njorun, and then back to his own hands.

"I'll be as quick as I can, Njorun," Sam said. He began to jog toward
the stage when he stopped abruptly and turned around. 

"Thank you," he said. She nodded back to him.
The stairs of the stage opened up before Sam like the widening maw of

some gargantuan creature. He traversed the steps methodically while
watching his feet. He realized that his movements in this place were much
easier than they ever had been on the farm; they felt almost purposeful. Sam
felt like he was coated in oil, all the gears spinning without the catch of
teeth or splinter of metal, like all his synapses were firing appropriately and
his body was truly obeying him. No headaches, no flashing lights, just his
body moving as it should.

"Lisa," he said, taking the last step onto the stage. It was built of
simple timber and backed with a drop of black sprinkled with white stars.
The crimson curtains were tied to the sides of the stage with gold rope.

"It's nice to meet you, Sam. Though I've already known you," she said.
"You and Njorun. There's no difference," he said.
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"There’s some difference, but she’s just another side. We are
hemispheres. But I can be here, just for a little while. The memetic
connection runs through even though Circle Systems is trying to cut me off.
They can't locate Njorun, but are trying very hard. My Neurolink is
engaging the system separately from before because of Brunnhilde's
imprint. As an Einherjar I'm able to circumvent the usual ego-fogs and
mental firewalls," said Lisa.

"I don't understand," said Sam. “So much of what you say sounds like
gibberish to me, I’m sorry.”

Lisa shrugged. "You don't need to apologize. You just need to do what
I say. Njorun is going to stay back and keep this area together while we dive
into your memories. I don't know how your Animus ties into the game’s
memetic connection, or if your Neurolink growth is anything like mine, but
I can guide you as best as I can. I'm sure that however they built this player-
persona for you, the software running it is completely different from the
players of Kognition. You'll have to leave the defenses to me," she said.

Sam nodded. "You mentioned your Animus. What is that?"
Lisa took a step back and opened her arms wide. "This is my Animus.

Personal identification through the WoAnLiNe. Anyone who has ever made
a WoAnLiNe dive has an Animus, as part of the World Animus Link
Network."

"'Soul.' It means soul, doesn't it? Animus."
"Yeah, I believe so," she said. "It's sort of fitting I guess."
"Do I have one?"
"An Animus, or a soul?"
"I don't know. Both. Either. Neither," said Sam.
Lisa shrugged. "I think we’re about to find out," she said.
Sam shuffled his feet.
"You can do things without Njorun?" he asked.
"You mean like protecting us?"
"Yeah. She looks like some sort of terrible god, and you're just a girl—

no offense."
"None taken."
"So, can you?"
"Not really, but we should be safe enough. We're in a different set of

servers here. I've created a special area away from your farm home and
Midgard,” she said.

"How much of my memory will we be able to see?" Sam asked.
"Enough. We can ping the surrounding memetic connections of anyone
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"Enough. We can ping the surrounding memetic connections of anyone
that interacted with you back at that time as long as you were embedded
with a neurochip," she said.

"I don't think I was. I think that's part of the darkness," he said.
Lisa put her thumb to her lips. "I don’t understand how you can be as

you are without a neurochip, but…I guess we'll have to go around that.
There are still ways to force your memetics, since you seemed to have been
built into a system that relies on caging your memory. All we have to do is
dissolve those partitions that have been set up," she said.

"I don't know anything about that. I don't know anything outside of my
farm and those few memories that were forced on me. The ones that aren't
real," he said quietly.

Lisa put her hand on Sam's shoulder. "They're real to you. That's all we
need," she said.

"Tell me how to start," he said.
"Njorun is going to create more areas in Kognition based on the ones

we find in your memory. Then, we’re going to dissolve those partitions
between your memories so that they start to connect. We'll build a hive of
areas until we find the one that frees you. Then, hopefully, your connection
will cut," Lisa said.

"And then what?"
"And then you wake up."
"I'm scared that there's nothing left to wake up to," Sam said.
Lisa paused for a moment and her features fell. "There's a lot for both

of us out here, Sam, if we just try," she said.
Sam nodded and fingered the red velvet curtains. "I'm ready to try," he

said.
Lisa signaled to Njorun, and she lifted the Mistelteinn into the air. A

bright blaze of white light surged from her shoulders and, for a moment,
Sam saw her as a dark angel.

-///-

"How far back did we go?" Sam asked. They were standing in a
bleached-white corridor. Dozens of figures in white gowns surged about
them. Sam felt anxious and wrong dressed in dirty jeans and a plaid shirt.

"I sent us as far back as I could. The partitions around the areas are
labeled and they ping against the connection when we get too close to them.
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labeled and they ping against the connection when we get too close to them.
The first one Njorun was able to find was aptly named 'A-One.' I don't
know how many there are total, since I no longer have a fully functioning
HUD," said Lisa.

"Huhd?"
"Heads-Up Display. It lets Njorun interact with the game world

through interactive menu. The imprinted character is broken from the game,
and the system no longer engages Njorun's Neurolink, so there’s no
incoming data like that," said Lisa.

"Who told you all this?" Sam asked as he dodged a young woman
dressed all in white.

“Uror is…well she’s feeding me information. I trust her. Kind of.”
"Kind of?"
"Well, you 'kind of' trust me. So there's that," she said.
“What is she?”
“I don’t know, to be honest. She healed me when I was lost in the

abyss. She’s in my head now. It’s strange, this feeling. I don’t know how
much of it is real and how much of it is just Neurolink massage and
WoAnLiNe influence,” she said.

Sam folded his arms across his chest. “I don’t know. I’m trying to get a
hang of it but I really don’t know anything about half the stuff you say,” he
said.

“I’m sorry. I’m just trying to figure this all out for myself as we go
along.”

"Fair enough. Is this a hospital?" Sam asked.
"You tell me. It sure looks like one, but not like I've ever seen," Lisa

admitted. "I don't see any liquid-touch displays mounted anywhere and all
the doctors and nurses have uncovered faces."

Sam scrunched up his face. "It looks like a normal hospital to me."
"So take me back. Do you remember what year you were born?" she

asked him. "You don't look that much older than me."
"I was born in the year two thousand thirty four. I only just turned

eighteen last year," Sam said.
Lisa stopped studying the shadows around her and turned back to Sam.

"What?"
"What?"
"The year. You said you were eighteen, Sam. What year is it right

now?" Lisa asked in a quiet tone.
Sam looked at her strangely. "Why does the year matter? What's

wrong?" he asked.
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"Just tell me."
"It's the year two thousand fifty two, Lisa. My mother and I just

celebrated the new year," he said.
"Did you?" Lisa pressed. "Do you really remember?"
"What's wrong?"
"Sam, it's not two thousand fifty two. It's the winter of two thousand

seventy four," Lisa said.
The hospital staff that milled so unconsciously about them paused and

stared. Their eyes were hollow and wrong. Lisa felt a chill run down her
spine as their collected gaze fixated on her and Sam.

"That would make me forty years old…" Sam said quietly. "That's
impossible."

He kicked a waste basket and smacked his hand down on one of the
flimsy plastic tables that lined the entrances to the hospital rooms. "That's
impossible!"

"Sam, I need you to calm down. You can't bring all this attention to
yourself or the system will try and engage you. We need to move through
your memories without attention," Lisa said.

The nurses nearest them began to walk forward.
"Sam!"
The boy finally released his anger and confusion and the shadows

faded away. Lisa touched Sam on the shoulder and the emote went through.
Sam looked up and gave her a wan smile.

"Maybe it's worse than not being real, Lisa. Maybe I’m real, but
everything I've ever known has been pieced together. How can it be so easy
to change someone's mind without their permission?" Sam asked.

"I don't know. I'm trying to figure that out. I think it's partially our
faults, too, because we willingly gave ourselves to the system. We opened
ourselves to Kognition and our brave new world," Lisa said, her words
trailing off into the quiet.

"But I didn't. I don't even play your stupid game. How messed up is
that?" Sam said with a nervous chuckle.

"I don't know. I was born with the WoAnLiNe in my head and I sort of
just accepted that. Going against it is destroying my life," Lisa said. "I don't
have a lot of options."

Sam stood up straight and grabbed Lisa's hand. The game connected
them as Njorun worked behind the scenes, pushing the area into existence
and dissipating partitions with Uror's help.

"Come on," Sam said. "I think I just realized why I brought you here."
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-///-

The hallways continued on infinitely until Sam realized he had to focus
their end. Lisa ran after him, her vision only slightly fuzzy from the
strangeness of the forced difference between herself and Njorun. She didn't
know how it was possible to have her mind be in two places at once, and she
did her best not to think too hard about it. Whatever Njorun was doing, it
was almost on autopilot, like the memes pressed into her by Lisa's
connection were activating on their own. Lisa wondered if maybe Njorun
could become her own individual now with Uror’s help. Then Lisa could
permanently cut the connection and leave the game behind for good. No
mysteries solved, nothing gained, but a burnt out neurochip would mean
peace of mind.

Sam stopped abruptly and Lisa realized that he had started to watch
something while her own thoughts drifted off. 

"I can see how you got so confused, Sam. I barely see a difference
between this place and the real world. It's a bit horrifying. I didn't even
know Circle Systems had technology like this," Lisa said. Sam had his face
pressed against a nearby pane of glass and was looking into a room.

"What is it?" Lisa asked.
"Just watch. I realized what my mother did for me. It's about to

happen," he said.
Lisa watched. There was a woman in the hospital room lying in a bed

of white sheets. She had dark brown hair that was plastered to her forehead
from perspiration, and her cheeks were flushed. To Lisa, she looked both
panicked and overjoyed. A tiny bundle lay in her arms, its little chest rising
and falling with new breaths.

"Is that…?" 
"My mother. And me. This isn't a memory, it's not something I should

be seeing. It's just pieced together from outward data, isn't it? But it feels so
familiar, like I've seen it all before," he said.

"Memory is a strange thing. It's definitely not stagnant. There are
memories I have from when I was a little girl that my mother tells me never
happened, but I swear they are real. There's nothing to prove they existed
but the shadowy imprint of emotions left behind," Lisa said.

Sam nodded against the glass, coming to rest with his forehead
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Sam nodded against the glass, coming to rest with his forehead
pressing against the pane.

"They are going to come. They are going to come and take me," Sam
whispered.

"Who? Who is coming?" Lisa asked.
Not seconds after Sam went silent, two doctors entered the room. They

were wearing slightly different outfits from those that had been in the
hallways and Lisa couldn't help but feel coldness from them, a detachment
that was more militant than caring. They reached for baby Sam, and his
mother began to scream and hold the infant tight to her chest. She continued
to scream and fight until the doctor nearest her pushed a needle into her
neck and she quieted. They slipped the sleeping newborn from her grasp and
left the room. From where Sam and Lisa watched, it was almost like they
moved offstage in a play.

"What happens now?" Lisa asked.
"Now? Now they take me to the room where they insert the neurochips

into all the babies. That is, until my mother wakes up and sneaks in to
kidnap me. Well, maybe 'kidnap' isn't the right way to describe a mother
doing what she wishes with her child," Sam said.

Lisa shook her head. "That's not right. I'm part of the first wave of
neurochip recipients. They call us Future Children. The chips started to be
used widely in my generation," she said. “And this was years ago, years
before I was even born.”

Sam shrugged. "I don't know about that, Lisa. I just know what I'm
seeing. They were going to implant it into me and my mother took me away
to stop them," he said.

"That's your mother? From back at the farm?"
"No, it's not."
Sam put his hand on the window. The new room before them was filled

with dozens of translucent plasticine beds containing infant life. Each baby
slept contentedly, absorbed in their first ex-utero dreams. 

"Future Children, you said?" Sam asked. Lisa nodded. Sam sighed.
"What do you suppose babies dream about? Do you think it's possible

to dream before you have the world's visions in your head?" he asked.
Lisa looked out over the rows of swaddled babies, dressed up in their

tiny pink and blue blankets. A pastel field of precious, fragile bodies
contained in safe, loveless beds. 

"I think, I think that maybe they have a few experiences to be grateful
for already. Being born, perhaps? But I'm not sure. Maybe happiness is not
knowing anything at all. Maybe their dreams are just feelings. Warm liquid,
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knowing anything at all. Maybe their dreams are just feelings. Warm liquid,
a heartbeat," she said. “Soft darkness.”

"Tabula rasa. An entire life to fill," Sam said quietly.
"That's right. If given a choice, Sam, do you think most people would

be born? If they knew what life was really about?" she asked.
"Would I choose to be born? If I could go back?"
"Yeah."
"I think I'd choose to never have been born at all."
A crash resounded near the end of the hallway and a young woman

barely dressed in a white robe, wet hair plastered to her neck and shoulders,
ran while clutching a small body. Tears streamed down her face and as she
passed them Lisa swore that time slowed down just enough so that she
could study the details of the woman's face. Lisa figured that she would
need to remember everything about this woman.

A puff of red, a slight spray in the air, a simple cry, an agonizingly
quick fall. The bundle in her arms slid across the waxed floor and sat
undisturbed. Then, a gentle cry began as Sam and Lisa turned to look down
the hallway.

Two men dressed in identical dark clothes stood at the open door. One
of them was holding a small automatic pistol, and he lowered his gun arm
slowly as the other man spoke into an ear piece.

"We have the subject," they said.
"They shot her," Lisa said dumbly.
"No—that's—no, that's not what happened! They took me from her,

but we escaped! We did! My mother—in my memory I see her. I see her
having me," said Sam.

Lisa shook her head. "There's an anomaly in this segment of memory.
They inserted an artificial program between the partitions, Sam. There are
dozens of artificial moments through each segment of your mind," she said.

"No. No!" Sam screamed, and the doors and windows around them
buckled and warped. The colors shifted and the two men at the end of the
hallway vanished into strings of symbolic code.

"Stop it, Sam!" Lisa yelled. For a moment, her plain clothes and simple
body flashed and were overwritten with a black dress of feathers and much
darker hair. Njorun raised her staff and the room blinked away like the
darkening screen of a television set.

Sam sat on the floor of darkness, his head in his hands. "They killed
her. For me. They killed my mother for me," he said simply. "I don't even
know who she was."

Lisa sat next to him. She put her head on his shoulder without knowing
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Lisa sat next to him. She put her head on his shoulder without knowing
if he could actually feel the action or not. Whatever functions the Neurolink
was processing in Sam's mind seemed to be many times more realistic than
the entirety of Kognition, and Lisa was afraid of what she would find if they
went any deeper into the created areas. Njorun would have a tough time
holding it all together. Lisa could already feel her consciousness being
stretched thin, like her thoughts were each sitting on opposite ends of a two-
headed snake eager to slither away.

"Can you keep going?" Lisa asked him.
"I don't have much of a choice," he said.
The darkness below them sank in the middle, as if a lead ball had been

dropped through a bed sheet. The corners tipped up and formed spires that
spiraled up into the geometric lines struggling to create some sort of sky
above them. For a moment, Lisa couldn't discern Sam's mental cage from
the Ginnungagap. 

The farmhouse appeared. Sam was sitting at his kitchen table, eating
soft and slightly runny eggs. A woman fussed over him and moved about the
kitchen, but no matter what angle Lisa tried to see her from, her face
remained in a shroud. Sam still sat unmoving, but watched the recreation of
his simple life unfold.

"I know what happened now. I get it," Sam said.
The woman put Sam's plate in the sink, rinsed it off, and sat at the

kitchen table. Her face was a haze of random digits. Lisa could feel the
conveyance of emotion from her even though there didn't seem to be a
single static emoticon to her.

"Those memories after that moment, it was all a lie. My entire life was
constructed, all that far back. It was better, for a moment," he said.

Sam sat in a classroom surrounded by other children. The teacher stood
in front of the classroom and rubbed a pen across a glossy white board that
Lisa had never seen before. Everything about the room appeared archaic.
The desks were wood and metal, not plastic. The lights were duller, warmer.
The children spoke to each other, passed papers, and the desks were free of
liquid-touch display panels.

"They raised me in the machine," he said.
A girl turned to talk to Sam. She had a wide, bright smile, curly hair

and sharp eyes. She touched Sam's arm gently and pushed a slip of paper
across his desk. Sam laughed and scribbled down a note when the teacher
turned around to shush them. As Lisa watched a girl she couldn’t help feel a
familiarity, a fondness.

"I was fed imaginings through a game," he said.
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Sam stood up from the kitchen table, left the scenic farm home and
touched down in the darkness. Sam left his desk, left the papers and the
laughing girl and the lesson, and touched down in the darkness. Sam
followed Sam and sat down by Sam, who was still holding his head in his
hands. White cracks snaked along the edges of his personal abyss.

"My entire life was an elaborate pseudo-memory to distract me from
the endless pain of not even existing once. My mother, being adopted,
losing those parents in a car accident, and then living out the rest of my life
on a farm with yet another mother. Mandy. My friends. Faceless friends…"

Lisa sat down next to Sam and the copies faded away in wisps of white
smoke.

"I know your mother. Well, that woman that you call 'mother' in your
farm house. I know her voice. She runs Kognition, kind of. She's inside of
the players heads. We just call her 'the system,' because she's everywhere.
Even though I can't hear her anymore, I know she's out there. The governing
voice that keeps tabs on everyone in Midgard," said Lisa.

"My mother is a god?"
"I don't know. Maybe. But they inserted her into your memory for

absolute watch and control. It seems like whoever has put you here was
never quite as strong as your will. Your mind supersedes the system’s
abilities."

The theater came back into view, and Sam saw that he was sitting on
the edge of the stage with his legs dangling over the edge. Lisa sat next to
him, and Njorun watched the two of them from her seat in the empty crowd.

"I'm stronger?" Sam asked quietly.
"You're very strong," said Njorun. Sam sighed.
"Delete all the partitions, Njorun," he said.
Lisa shook her head. "If I completely unite my Animus with Njorun's

player persona again and dissolve your partitions, you could lose your mind,
Sam," she said.

"Right now my Animus is jumping back and forth between this vision
of Lisa and Njorun. If I become myself again, total unity, I can't hold this
stasis together. There won't be any protection from whatever else they want
to do to you."

"And what great loss would that be? I die, and I'm free. I live, and the
system dies, and I'm free. Either way the result is the same," he said.

Sam stood up off the stage and left Lisa holding her hand out toward
him. The velvet curtains hung heavy over the theater, and out in the rows of
bucket seats, Njorun watched them both. Everything slowly faded in strange
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bucket seats, Njorun watched them both. Everything slowly faded in strange
geometric patterns behind Sam's footsteps. He sat down near Njorun once
more and gave her his best smile.

"I don't want the illusion anymore," Sam said.
"Neither do I," Njorun replied.
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9.
Endless Night

"It works! This is the beginning of the next stage of humankind! The Human
Consciousness Implementation Experiment is a success!"

"Put the gun down."
The raven-haired transferee looked around the room slowly, his hand

making a fist around the simple weapon. All noise ceased entirely in
juxtaposition with the chaos being displayed on the monitoring screens that
filled the room. 

"You're not exactly in the best position to make demands. As I
understand it, it's going to take the rest of the team almost fifteen minutes to
set up that artificial chamber and reroute all those memories. It looks like
that anomaly and those additional Shadow Artefacts are destroying the
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that anomaly and those additional Shadow Artefacts are destroying the

subject's mind. At this rate, he's not going to make it fifteen minutes before
psychological corruption destroys the system and all the other subjects as
well. There are dozens of fragments being created every minute. New areas.
Unlimited segmentation,” he said.

"So what? You shoot me? You shoot all of us? That will do nothing,"
said the head white-coat.

The raven-haired man looked down at the weapon in his hand as if
seeing it for the first time. "You'd be surprised how easy it is to sneak a
handgun in. These days, everyone's afraid of stunners. Plastic objects in a
plastic world. Tomorrow's Blink and Brighter Tomorrow only made it easier
for shadows to sneak in. We've forgotten about good old oil and metal.
There’s more danger in the world than just digital warfare. We’ve let
physicality come back in."

"You've put enough thought into this. So, what now? You just want to
erase the entire project and everyone connected to the subject?" asked the
head white-coat.

"In a way. I can't get rid of all traces of the program, not while the
Woglinde is running and all the software and closed systems are hooked up
to that anti-matter engine. But I can get what I came here for,” said the new
white-coat.

The monitoring head made the slightest movement with his right hand
against the counter top. A subtle signal. The transferee laughed.

“Don’t bother with that. Security can’t get up here for fifteen minutes
now, I checked. The subject’s mind is disintegrating with the dissolved
segments. This entire portion of the building will be completely locked-
down while the servers desperately try to refresh everything and keep
anyone from messing with the emergency program. We’re all in this
together.”

Voices and footsteps started to come forth bravely from the rear
observational booth. "So what? Your questions were just lies? You were
waiting to pull a gun on us, to take everything away? The subject's life and
everyone else we are trying to help?"

The new white-coat grit his teeth, his next words coming out in a
growl. "'Help?' Were you 'helping' when you locked away someone's life?
Were you 'helping' when you and those like you subjected hundreds of
children to psychological torment? It’s in the name itself! Your precious
‘Human Consciousness Implementation Experiment.’ Don't try and take the
moral high ground with me. This is simply stronger research. You don't
know what the proper use of this research means for the future, for the entire
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know what the proper use of this research means for the future, for the entire
world."

The red-haired woman slammed her hand down on her desk and stood
up. "That's exactly why we spend our lives here!"

The raven-haired white-coat, the new recruit, the fresh employee, the
transferee, he shook his head in mock sadness and gave them all a painful
but assured grin. "You're using it for the wrong reasons. You're marveling
after feathers and ignoring the stretch of wings."

"I'm not going to let you just take Sam. This is more important than
your pathetic sense of justice,” said the monitoring head.

“We’re helping him!” a voice from the observational booth rang out.
"And yet you’ve all been content on manipulating his mind, on

tampering with his entire reality. Making him sleep here for decades,” said
the raven-haired man.

"For his own good!" the HCIE Monitoring Head shouted in
exasperation. 

"You don't care about the subject, and neither does the world. They
care about the breakthrough that his consciousness has brought us. His
golden Animus. Even after the entire system fails, he will still exist. Watch.
Call it the power of the human spirit, but magnified because of Neurolink.
Through the WoAnLiNe he's immortal. Through Kognition he's a god. A
new seed of life,” said the new white-coat. “And now you have others
breaking in to help him. It’s all falling apart.”

"I'll never let you walk out of here, not with this data. Not with Sam.
You'll have to kill me,” said the HCIE Monitoring Head.

Voices from the rear observational booth spoke up, each one frightened
and soft: "You'll have to shoot each one of us."

The new white-coat pointed the muzzle of the handgun at the HCIE
Monitoring Head’s right eye. "I'm glad you said that. I planned on it."

—

"Sam, stop. Think," said a voice.
"Mom?" he asked aloud.
"This is you, Sam," said another voice. This time it was a man. He

walked toward Sam and placed his hand gently on the boy’s shoulder. Each
figure was more of a shade than a person, a white silhouette that spoke to
him through an abyssal gloom.
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"I'm scared. I don't understand what's happening, or what any of this
means. I don't want to hurt anymore," he said, rocking back and forth. Sam
pushed his face into his folded arms and refused to allow the light back in.
The headaches wouldn't exist if he didn't open his eyes.

"You won't have to, baby," said his mother. "You can end all this
whenever you want to. It has always been up to you. Remember the soma?
You're enlightened now."

"No! As long as she exists, I'm trapped here! I'm nothing!" Sam cried.
“And you, you’re not real. Neither of you are really here. I’m not really
here.”

"Then focus on that, Sam. Njorun can make her go away. She can
show you. The system doesn't need to control you anymore," his parents
said.

"I can't be that important. I've spent years just existing, being alone.
The only good moments I ever had were in the past, in memories that were
agony to even think about. And those were forged as well. I don't
understand why someone would do this to me. What's the point of keeping
someone alone, keeping them lonely? And what would you know about it?
You're not even really my family! I have no family…"

"Sometimes there are bad people who want to do great things through
any means. Lives don't matter, Sam, not to them. But your life matters. You
exist because of other people, through the bonds they share, through the
chain of moments that links us all. You exist inside a system that connects
you to the entire world. You don't have to be trapped. You can fade into it
all. Sugar into warm milk, my love."

"I don't know how to do that. I don't know how to exist outside of here.
Jojo is here, he was always guarding me. I know that now. He took me to
Njorun, showed me the truth. Everything else was just in my head. I was
learning what they wanted me to learn, almost everything."

"It's nearly impossible to control a human mind, Sam. They tried to
make artificial memories, but you rejected them. They gave you artificial
worlds, and you rejected them dozens of times before the farm. You even
have your father's ring, no matter how many times they try to take it away.
It's your piece of Rhine Gold, Sam. You have a way of escaping because
you can create things that no one else can. Your ring, your cassette player,
and Jojo. There are pieces of you strewn throughout the system that make
you real. Pieces that they can't delete or take away from you. Dozens of
pieces. Hundreds."

"How can they not control me? How can the people outside not control
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"How can they not control me? How can the people outside not control
everything? Why don't they just erase Njorun and Jojo and make me a
prisoner?"

"We can't see outside of our own lives, no matter how much we think
we can or how much we want to. No one can ever truly know another, and
you can't ever truly see life through the eyes of someone else. This is why
empathy and sympathy exist. Their control over you is secondary, it is
shadows and guesses and numbers on a screen. Symbolic code through
spoken word. But you are still breathing, you are still real. And you have
less than ten minutes to become something more."

"What? I can't. I can't do that. I've never been able to do that."
"You can, we believe in you," they said in unison. "Nine minutes."

-///-

"We have to kill her," Sam announced, standing and wiping at his eyes.
The wind tussled Njorun's dark hair as she loomed over him, motionless.
The ghosted shards of memory were gone, the forced reality of the theater
was completely wiped away. It was only Njorun once more, and the wind
tried to play with her hair and the feathers in her dress. Sam watched the
light dance through the lines in her dress.

"The system?" she asked quietly.
"My mother. This wooden mimic," Sam said.
Njorun looked out across the grassy field and toward the farmhouse.

The sun was sinking into the horizon and a collection of clouds amassed
darkly in the distance. A storm.

"I'm the center of this world, whether I want to be or not. She's been
keeping me hedged in, guiding me back whenever I've strayed too far from
the outward program," Sam said. "But that means I can never truly escape,
doesn't it? I can't leave a place that exists because of me, or what's keeping
me alive. I can't leave the things that have connected me to all of this."

"So what are you saying, Sam?" Njorun asked him.
"I'm saying that whatever is happening out there, wherever I really am,

I think it's affected by all this. You crawled in through the back door and
pushed yourself into this world. This isn't your game, but you know that,
and now we know that it's worse. How many others are there like me?
Whatever was supposed to help, it faded away long ago. Now I'm just a
thing. My world continues to exist because of itself. I can't even face the
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thing. My world continues to exist because of itself. I can't even face the
people who are keeping me in this cage," he said.

"I didn't come here to help you. I ended up in this system by accident,
because I can't control my direction."

"And yet you helped me anyway. Doesn't that speak more about who
you are than anything?" Sam asked.

Njorun sighed. "I'm not any sort of savior, Sam. That's not who I am,"
she said.

"But you're obviously different."
Njorun nodded. "You're right. I was imprinted by another program,

Sam. An intelligence that existed when Kognition was almost formless. She
pushed her ability to move onto me and that's how I stumbled along through
each area. But something must have changed, because I know I was never
supposed to meet you. No one was. This place is a prison, Sam. Where I
came from, it's a world of pretend called Midgard. It's part of a video game,
connected through the WoAnLiNe. That means that wherever you are, it's
likely that you’re linked into the network just like me, but against your will.
It's like you’re sleeping, Sam, and someone wants you to stay asleep, but I
don't know why," she said. "You're playing Kognition and you didn't even
know it."

"And if I wake up for real, if I get rid of this place, if I kill the system,
what's going to happen to my connections? If you were able to get here, that
means my world is touching other parts of that system, doesn't it? Like
synapses? It means that my little farm here and my stasis are affecting other
things, other people, more users and systems. I don't know what that means,
or how far-reaching the effect could be if I do something drastic," said Sam.

Njorun nodded, glancing around the farm again. She could notice
things that Sam never could, blind spots that were probably kept from his
perception by being forced to live in the WoAnLiNe without a gaming
HUD, without a single way to interact with the system software. He couldn't
see the edges of his world because, to him, there had been none. Njorun saw
a field, better constructed and less artificial than any of the ones she had
made herself. What passed as Sam's life was, under easy observation by
Njorun, simply another piece of a video game, constructed entirely to cage
Sam's mind for a reason that would never seem good enough. At yet even in
its splendor, the artificiality was still there.

"I remember more now, Njorun. I think talking with you shook me out
of it. Whatever is making me believe that this is my life can only exist if I
interact with the system, the game world that's connecting me. The place
you came from," said Sam.
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"But now I remember, whether or not I should, whether or not it’s even
possible for something like this to be a memory. When I was born, my
mother didn't want the chip implanted in my head like all the other kids. It's
supposed to change the world, isn't it? But for some reason, my mom was so
afraid of this that she took me from the hospital and tried to escape. She
died for that.

"Then these memories unfolded, whoever put them here. I was adopted
and watched over. I think they treated me well. One night, we got into some
sort of horrible car accident. You don't hear about those much anymore in
the cities because of automated travel and safety regulations, but out here in
the boonies and farms it’s all about good driving habits. A driver slammed
into us, a big truck that ran us off the road. I remember...I remember the
look on my mother’s face as she turned to me, and then there was a blinding
pain. White light, then white noise, and then darkness.

"That's what I'm not supposed to remember. Those memories aren't
supposed to exist for me, and whenever my mind reaches for those places
that were taken away and replaced with new memories, I get a headache and
I can't think, and the time frame is messed up and I can’t see myself as I
was. Everything goes blurry and the sounds and colors fizzle. I'm not
supposed to remember because I survived, Njorun. Whoever it was that shot
my mother, whoever it was that put me into a foster home and watched over
me and controls my life now, they put me into this system after I survived.
Maybe I've been in a coma all this time just because I can't live outside of it,
but what I'm seeing now is worse. I don't want this anymore. I don't want
any of it. I'd rather be dead. I'd rather die than face any more of the
confusion and headaches and depression."

Njorun fidgeted, the feathers on her dress ruffling in the slight wind.
She gripped the Mistelteinn in both hands and focused on the farm house
ahead of them while she spoke.

"That must be the effect of a drop in Neurolink, Sam—those colors and
changes and false memories. Whatever is keeping you in here is operating
without the inhibitors that most people are forced to use. The average
person experiences the WoAnLiNe at one percent. I was at fifteen percent,
one of the highest allowed, before I became lost in the Ginnungagap, and
that's only because I played Kognition. Even at fourteen percent, the game
world looks very realistic. I can see everything so well, I can hear like it's
my own ears, and I can feel small segments of pain. 

"Sometimes I can even smell things, although they claim that function
doesn't exist yet. Part of my humanity is in this world because of the
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doesn't exist yet. Part of my humanity is in this world because of the
Neurolink. I'm using part of my mind to exist in this world," Njorun said
this, putting pieces together that were becoming painful to even say. "This
means that you're existing at a Neurolink rate much higher than I've ever
heard of; fifty percent, maybe even higher. This world is real to you, Sam,
because they want you to believe it is," she said. “But at the same time it’s
extremely dangerous.”

Sam laughed. "Maybe I'm just a program. Maybe I'm not even real.
Maybe after that car accident I'm just a brain floating in a jar with a bunch
of tubing and wires jutting out of me. A world built around a piece of meat,"
he said.

Njorun stared at him. He could be right. He could be another lost piece
of data, and Njorun had no way to prove it. After being lost in the
Ginnungagap for days while Lisa had to deal with the pain of staying
awake, Njorun didn't know if she wanted to take the chance on another
rescue attempt.

"Sam, I honestly don't know. I can't tell you what to do, but I hope that
you are truly alive out there, somewhere. I've met programs before. I've
spoken with artificial intelligence. People are people, Sam. It doesn't matter
how we were born," she said.

Sam nodded and smiled. Somewhere far off, a dog barked.
“I wonder how many minutes I have left now.”

-///-

"You don't understand what we have here. It's more than an AI. It's a
new evolution for the entire system. This could be the push that humanity
needs to continue evolving! This collective system is what we are, and we
need sacrifices. This is natural selection helped along,” the myriad
observational white-coats echoed. Their voices melded together in a ghostly
unison that echoed in the cramped space of the small monitoring room.

"There's nothing natural about what you’re doing. You and whoever
you work for can try to delude yourselves all you want. In the end, you're
going to be killing a young man who never had a life in the first place just
for your theory and your evolution. You might as well pull that plug
yourself after you kill me,” said the monitoring head.

"Humankind might not know about every sacrifice, about every small
name and life, but we remember the collective. We’re grateful for those who
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name and life, but we remember the collective. We’re grateful for those who
give their lives in each and every war, no matter what kind of war it is. Sam
is donating himself to the greater good. He always has been,” said the
observational group.

The new white-coat turned the gun over in his hand and stared
forlornly at the weapon. "I always hoped that with great technology, with
our changing understanding of the mind and human condition, we would
never have to use phrases like 'greater good’ again. But it seems men and
women like you, and all those shadows behind Circle Systems will always
exist. You'll create your own reasons for hatred because that's all you have.
The Global Handshake and Brighter Tomorrow be damned, it's not enough
that the entire world wants to get along after we almost eradicated ourselves.
People like you will always find a way to fuck up progress."

"You'll kill someone that never really existed in the first place. That’s
all that will happen if you mess with the fragility of this process. There’s
more crafted around Sam than just his simple life. He’s the soma, just as I
said before. His place in all this is larger than himself. Maybe we can’t wake
him up right now, maybe we can’t save him tomorrow, but eventually his
life will be his own again. Eventually,” said the head white-coat.

The raven-haired man shook his head. "Is this what you wanted? To
turn a living soul into a program? Just another Fragment?" he asked.
"Maybe it's not like that for people like him. Maybe it's simpler.”

"I don't think it was ever about simplicity, but you're the one with the
gun. You get to make all the decisions,” taunted the voices.

Their faces seemed to spiral around him, ghastly and dark. "If we've
learned anything about a world after Tomorrow's Blink, it's that the most
valuable object in existence is a trigger."

-///-

"Tell me where she is and I'll kill her," Njorun said.
Sam nodded and started to move toward the farmhouse. 
"Do you have much of a life outside the game, Njorun? Family?

Friends?" he asked.
"Yes," Njorun answered. "Somewhere."
"Why can't they help you?" he asked.
"I've become lost myself, Sam. I don't know where I belong anymore,

not with all this stuck in my head. I can't sleep," Njorun answered. "I'm a
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not with all this stuck in my head. I can't sleep," Njorun answered. "I'm a
burden to anyone I come into contact with."

"Maybe we should trade lives," Sam chuckled darkly. Njorun tried to
smile, but found that even offering the simple emote was too much.

"I know how to fight. You don't need to be afraid," Njorun said,
gripping her staff tightly.

Sam clenched his hands into fists and picked up his pace. "I'm not
afraid. I'm not," he said.

"You're not afraid of never seeing me again?" Sam turned to find
Mandy smiling warmly at him. She pulled him into a soft embrace, her lips
just barely grazing his earlobe. "You're not afraid of never seeing the
future?"

"I want that more than anything," Sam said softly. "You were the only
thing that made me feel happy, and now I don't know what that means. You
were just a slice of time, Mandy."

She tucked a strand of hair behind her ear and grinned. "Good slices, I
think. I remember a time with an awkward boy behind the gym at school…"

"Don't do that. It's not going to faze me," said Sam.
Mandy clenched her hands and her eyes flashed. "You think you're so

smart? That some other girl can just come and change your life? Why are
you listening to this stranger, anyway?"

Sam sighed. "I've only ever listened to strangers."
"Just let it go," Mandy said. "Feel what you want to feel. Happiness is

good."
"Happiness and comfort aren't the same thing. The people who confuse

them are the ones trapped in their own sadness," said Sam, and Mandy
faded away as Njorun stomped through her receding form.

For one small moment, when Njorun's figure and Mandy's lined up
perfectly, Sam could hardly tell the difference between them.

"Sam?" Njorun asked. "Are you alright?"
He nodded and adjusted his jacket, grinning.
"What is it?"
"You know, I can't even remember something as simple as whether or

not I was wearing a jacket the last time I left the house. I remember pulling
on my old faded jeans and a flannel long-sleeved shirt, but I don't remember
this jacket," he said.

"I forget things all the time, Sam. It's not a big deal," she said.
Sam shook his head. "It's not like that. Just think of all the times we

take our memories for granted. How often do we ever really think about the
simple stuff? Someone could be pulling the strings, and would you really
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simple stuff? Someone could be pulling the strings, and would you really
know it unless you were a stickler for all the details?" he asked.

Njorun stepped barefoot over the dewy grass and looked over her
shoulder, back towards the rising hills and the barn and the clouds of sheep.
She glanced at Sam, and then at the landscape again. There was a shadow
between the trees on the far side of the house where the road disappeared
into the woods.

"I think I could take in all the details of your home here and still forget
a few things. Our minds don't always work with us, do they?"

"I think they do their best. They just become muddled."
"Ours especially," said Njorun, and she gave Sam a genuine smile.
Sam shared it, and suddenly felt a growing sense of determination. The

walk, familiar and mundane, was now strange and nauseating.
"It's not much further now. I'm sure dinner is almost ready," he said.

“She probably got back hours ago.”
Njorun nodded and they spent the last stretch of farmland walking in

silence. Their picket fence, broken down and splintered, was a wall of
ominous bone that rose up to bar them entrance.

The house loomed over them, a two-story sprawling home that seemed
so much larger as Njorun stood in front of it. It was painted white with
cream and yellow shutters, gutters and roofing. The hedges were trimmed
around it perfectly. For a moment, Njorun wondered if trimming them had
been one of Sam's chores.

There was a little meandering path of grey and black stones that led
around the bone-white fencing and up to the porch, which contained an
array of strangely vibrant potted plants. Beyond that was a cream and
yellow door. Even from where she was standing, Njorun could make out the
words on the doormat:

Welcome Home.
"I can't believe how real all this looks," Njorun said. "I would have

believed it all, too, Sam. It's perfect. I've been playing Kognition for years,
blown away by the graphics, but this? This place is real. It's entirely real."

"It's perfect. It's perfect and I've been desperately alone my entire life
and now I don't know how old I really am," he said. 

Njorun pushed the fence gate open with a creak. "After you," she said. 
The wind danced with her dark hair and raven's feathers. They were

almost to the entrance of the farm house when the screen door opened
outward and two figures emerged. Njorun stopped, her heart jumping into
her throat as an unimaginable fear gripped her. Twin forms clad in shining
gold stood in front of the ranch home. They were almost identical,
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gold stood in front of the ranch home. They were almost identical,
completely garbed in the golden alloy except for their naked faces. They had
bright silver hair and sported brilliant grins. The woman was only slightly
shorter than the other and her smile contained a deep, confident malice that
Njorun had never seen before.

"Hey there, lost girl," said the woman. "Don't you think you should be
giving back our precious brother now?"

Njorun felt herself lose control as the system refused to engage any of
her actions. Sam was speaking, but the words were garbled and thick, as if
he was trying to talk while submerged underwater. The conscious
connection faltered and Lisa felt as if her Animus had been completely
pulled away. The world around her remained still as Njorun ignored all of
her mental actions, standing stone-still and paralyzed. The connection just
wasn't there. The Animus felt flat, and Njorun had never before felt so
weak.

"Hey, Signy is talking to you," said the man. He tapped a gold finger
against the side of his head. "What are you, slow? Did you fight Siegfried or
not?"

Njorun felt cold.
Siegfried.
She snapped back.
"Yeah, I fought him. You bastards want to know what he faced?"

Njorun said loudly, hoping that she sounded somewhat brave.
"Who are these guys?" Sam asked.
"Yeah," the male called out. "Who are we?"
"They…they are Admin Knights. Player representations of system

control," Njorun said quietly.
"System control that you're trying to escape," said the man.
"Hey now, that's not quite true is it?" said the one called Signy. "You

fought our brother, so you know. So say it."
Njorun felt her tongue and lips moving without her control. "You are

Aesir," she said dumbly.
"You aren’t slow, at least,” said the woman.
Njorun shook her head, willing herself to move even just an inch,

anything at all.
There was a flash of light, and a sudden pain exploded in Njorun's gut,

in Lisa's mind. She looked down to see the woman's golden hand planted
firmly in her chest, and she brought her head up slowly as her vision tried in
vain to correct itself. Everything was sparks and haze and muddled colors.

The face of the one called Signy filled her sight. Violet eyes, silver
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The face of the one called Signy filled her sight. Violet eyes, silver
hair, beautiful.

"No reason to pray to the gods, Njorun," said the woman. "We're
already here."

Darkness settled in, speckled with white stars like falling snow.

—

“It stopped. The counter, it’s paused,” said one of the observational
crew.

The man with the gun turned toward the nearest screen and stared at
the display, the array of numbers hinged at exactly three minutes.

“It’s them. Circle Systems activated the Bifrost on their own,” said the
monitoring head. “Do you really hope to get out of here without Hel finding
out whose Animus you piggybacked?”

The raven-haired man kept his gun trained on the HCIE Monitoring
Head and made a grab for his liquid-touch display tablet.

“Did it work? Is Sam’s mind still there, or did it disintegrate?” he
shouted. He slid his finger across the display and tapped the glossy screen.

One of the observational members shook their head. “We’re locked out
now. They’ve brought in their reapers.”
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"The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability

of the human mind to correlate all its contents."

-Howard Phillips Lovecraft (The Call of Cthulhu)
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10.
I Am Become Death…

"The HCIE will allow you to become the most watchful eyes in all of Midgard.
Different from the system, greater than the Valkyrie. Gods among all. Aesir."

"Daddy, why do you always go away?" Lisa whined.
Snowflakes had begun to fall with slow romance, and Lisa craned her

neck up to look at the smoke-colored sky. She was bundled head to toe in
mismatched winter clothes, and had spent the last few minutes doing
nothing but complaining about her constriction. With the inescapable
muteness of the snowy day around them, with just herself and her father
walking through the streets without time to guide them, she was quiet and
content.

"I'm busy, love. Adults are busy people," he said.
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Lisa waddled forward and gripped her father's hand.
"I want to be an adult," she declared.
The man laughed and scratched at a stubbly face. "Do you, now? Then

who will be at home diving through the Globalpedia and playing daddy's
old video games and reading his old books? Who will tell her father about
all the new things she learned that day?" he asked.

Lisa scrunched up her face as she thought about this. "I guess no one. I
have to do those things," she said.

Her father nodded and turned the two of them down a nearby street
toward the city park. "That's right. No one but you, Lisa love," he said.

"So I have to learn a lot of things to teach you, for when you come
back?" she asked.

"That's right."
"Daddy, where do you go? Where do you always go and why does it

make mommy so sad?" asked Lisa.
Her father was quiet. He knelt down into the snow and the thin layer of

ice crunched under the press of his knees. He began to work with the snow
until there was a sizable ball of the stuff in his hands. Then he bent his arm
back dramatically, and Lisa watched open-mouthed as he chucked the white
ball as far as he could. She watched and watched as it trailed, like a comet
falling from space, and then finally disappeared into the snowy wasteland
beyond her sight.

"I can't tell you, my love. Your mother doesn't even know most of the
time," he said. "It's for work. You know that."

"Mommy doesn't like that. Daddy, she doesn't like that at all," Lisa
chirped.

The man's shoulders sagged with the weight of his daughter's
perception. "I know. I know your mother doesn't like it," he said quietly.

Lisa started to walk away from him, seeing the familiar park in the
distance. All of the trees and playground equipment were frosted white, and
she squinted through the semi-fog of the morning to find anything familiar
to her. When she reached the entrance to the park, she found the jungle gym
and struggled in vain to pull herself up the first rung. Strong, careful arms
grabbed her from behind and helped her reach a spot safely overhead.

"I used to love this place when I was a kid," he said.
"You've lived here for a long time," said Lisa.
Her father laughed. "I sure have. Your mother and I met in university

and I just never had the heart to make us leave. There are so few beautiful
places left in the world. We have to cherish our homes," he said sagely.
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Lisa nodded absently and climbed carefully over the icy bars of the
jungle gym. She sniffed and wiped at her red snub nose with a wet mitten,
sitting with her back against a collection of bars.

"Are you still practicing your meditation?" he asked.
Lisa nodded.
"Every day?"
Lisa nodded again. "Every day. I have to practice it for the tests and

Kognition. Otherwise my head hurts," she said.
Her father gave her a curious expression. "Do you—well—are you

liking the game? Is everything going smoothly?" he asked.
"You sound like mommy. Everything is just fine. I'm being good," she

said.
"That's not what I meant. I know you're good, love. You're perfect."
Lisa beamed up at him, her dark hair plastered wetly to her forehead

and cheeks. "What's wrong, then?" 
"I just get worried. Daddies worry," he said.
Lisa thought about this. "Don't go away anymore," she said.
"I have to. The world is bigger than just you and I, love. Sorry as I am

to admit that out loud," he said quietly.
Lisa jumped off the jungle gym and started running through the park.

Her father called after her, but she pumped her little legs as fast as she could
and ran until the falling snowflakes turned into white streams of light that
trailed off of every blurry object before her. She finally stopped when she
couldn't take another step, her breaths coming out in trembling bursts and
her arms and legs shaking. She heard the crunch of boots behind her and
collapsed into the snow in a huddled heap.

"Lisa!" her father called out. He scooped her up and sat in the snow,
his legs pulled under both of them. Tears streamed down Lisa's cheeks and
she took anxious, hilarious breaths. 

"Breathe, love. Breathe," he said.
They sat alone in the quiet, the only two in the world of white and

cold. Beyond the jungle gym, in the distance, was a lone swing set frosted
with snow. Near it Lisa could just barely make out the corners of a sandbox
that was piled high with the fluffy white stuff. She imagined herself playing
in the sand with other children, building tall castles and hiding inside of
them. She imagined swinging on the swing set and pumping her legs until
the sky just seemed so close and she could almost…she could almost…

"I want it to snow forever," Lisa said. Her voice was a whisper carried
on the wind.
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His own face warm and wet, her father nuzzled his stubbly cheek
against her tiny pink cold one. 

"I never want it to stop snowing."

-///-

The snowy haze before her vision was gone.
"I heard this silly, strange rumor," said Sieglinde. 
Signy. The Aesir Sieglinde.
Njorun coughed and moaned as she tried to sit up. Sieglinde had one

foot planted on her chest and was grinding it into Njorun. Somehow, the
effects of the game had been elevated a thousandfold, and Njorun was
feeling everything. The extreme reality of the moment left her with no
illusions that her Neurolink was soaring beyond dangerous levels. However
deep her Animus was in the system now, it would be impossible to leave
without some sort of detrimental effect.

Sieglinde brought her foot back and slammed it hard into Njorun's
side. She screamed as the system perfectly emulated the pain of taking a
steel-toed boot to the ribs. Outside of the game, outside of their strange
world, someone was messing with her Neurolink. Whoever was behind
Sieglinde, or controlling her, or directing her, they were in control of
Njorun's ego-fog.

Every kick felt like pure agony.
"Siegmund, get over here!" Sieglinde called. The sun caught her

golden armor and reflected prismatic color that washed out the effects of the
green grasses nearby. Everywhere she moved, rainbows seemed to stream
behind her.

Njorun struggled in vain and Sieglinde giggled.  
"That's cute. Wait, wait. Yeah, keep doing that. Here, I'll release the

pressure a little bit so you can breathe," said Sieglinde. She removed her
boot a fraction of an inch and the program reminded her of the glory of
oxygen. "Isn't it interesting how the Neurolink connection coursing through
your brain wants  desperately to create the 'reality' of this fake world so
much so that if we turn off your inhibitors, if we dampen your ego-fog,
suddenly you have a hard time even taking a breath? Your mind is reveling
in the fact that I am hurting you. It wants you to feel it all."

Siegmund marched toward them with Sam in tow. The boy seemed
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Siegmund marched toward them with Sam in tow. The boy seemed
unable to do anything against the Aesir's desire.

"Your mind wants the game world to exist so badly that it will actually
kill you in order to maintain this illusion. You have perfectly decent lungs,
yes? And yet, boom, one line of code can tell your brain to refuse all that
wonderful oxygen. It's funny, if you think about it," said Sieglinde.

Her wings. Where were her wings? Njorun tried to move. She tried to
will her mind away and just quit the game entirely. To quit whatever it was,
wherever it was. She wanted to quite it all. The Ginnungagap, Sam's strange
world, and however it sat against Midgard.

"Where was I? Oh, yes. The rumor. I heard that you were this powerful
player called 'The Cataclysm,'" said Sieglinde.

Njorun groaned.
"But all I have underneath my boot is a weak little bitch. Like all the

other ones. You sure you went toe to toe with Siegfried for five minutes? Or
was that some sort of glitch?"

Njorun turned her head with slow effort and looked at Sam through
blurry eyes. Her empty HUD swam, the world a mess of hazy colors.

Sieglinde slammed her fist into Njorun's shoulder and the girl
screamed. "Are you stupid or something? Hello? The Aesir have free reign
over system function. Q.E.D., we can eliminate the ego-fog and turn your
pain threshold up by a thousand. You want to forget you are even in a game
world? Should I throw this entire closed system back into a Midgard area?
No?" she said. "Then pay attention when a pretty girl is speaking to you,
asshole."

Njorun tried to grab Sieglinde's golden boot with her free left hand.
The Mistelteinn was still gripped in her right. She was afraid to let go of her
weapon, her anchor.

"Do whatever you want," Njorun mumbled.
"You heard the lady, my love. Take him back. There's a lot of work

ahead for us. The Asynjur have an entire life to reconstruct," said Sieglinde.
Njorun's vision went askew as Sieglinde completely removed her foot

from her chest and stepped away.
"Wait," Njorun groaned. Sieglinde had begun to walk away from her.

She stood next to Siegmund, the two of them shining with pristine golden
light.

"You called him…you called Sam 'brother.' Why?" she asked.
Sieglinde turned with a look of honest confusion that lasted barely a

moment. Njorun could see a semblance of reality in the Aesir's face. She
had long, flowing silver hair and piercing purple eyes. She was just like
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had long, flowing silver hair and piercing purple eyes. She was just like
Sarah, just like Brunnhilde, only a hundred times more beautiful. In fact,
Njorun thought she was the most beautiful woman she had ever seen, in
WoAnLiNe dive or without.

"You have to be kidding me. You mean that's not why you’re here?"
Sieglinde asked.

Siegmund began to laugh as Sam stood dumbly at his side, eyes
downcast. "Maybe it was a simple accident," he said.

"An accident? You know as well as I do that it is completely
impossible for anything to get into one of these closed systems," said
Sieglinde.

Siegmund shrugged. "We've seen many strange things, Signy," he said.
"That we have."
She turned her attention back to Njorun and laughed.
"You mean you stumbled your way into the Woglinde? Even with that

useless Valkyrie's little 'imprinting,' you were never able to actually direct
yourself anywhere?" Sieglinde laughed hysterically as if she had never
heard a funnier thing in all her life. "An accident?"

"How do you—how do you know about that?" Njorun asked. "How do
you know what Sarah gave me?"

Sieglinde spread her arms wide. "What god doesn't know everything?
How small do you think this world is?" she asked.

"I don't understand!" Njorun shouted.
"My dear, silly, stupid girl. You used your wings to travel through the

Bifrost. The program that allows the Aesir to move from their Animus
closed systems into the servers of Kognition," Sieglinde laughed.

"But I'm here. In Sam's world," Njorun said.
"You have got to be the slowest player I've ever come across. And

believe me, I've debugged thousands of players just like you. At least
pretend like you’re blessed with a neurochip and basic logical thought,"
Sieglinde said.

Njorun struggled to sit up, and another bout of black and white haze
flooded her vision. She felt like she was going to pass out into darkness
deeper than the Ginnungagap.

"The Bifrost brought me to Sam. The program that lets the Animus of
the Aesir move from their closed systems into Kognition," Njorun said
slowly.

"There you go!"
"So Sam…Sam's Animus would have to be connected to an Aesir," she

said.
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"And there are how many of us?" Sieglinde asked, pointing to herself
and to Siegmund. "One, two…where's our third?"

"Siegfried," Njorun whispered.
"I'm sorry. Who?" asked Sieglinde. "One more time, Njorun. With

feeling."
"Siegfried," Njorun screamed.
"I think she's actually got it! How sad," said Siegmund. "You're so

brilliant, love."
Sieglinde laughed. "You sure went through a lot of effort to help the

precious mind of the boy that killed your little Valkyrie friend," she said.
"Did he tell you all his pretend little stories? Did you find out about Mandy
and his adopted parents and his school? How tragic…"

"No! That's not possible! I would have known!" Njorun shouted. She
lifted herself off the ground and made fists against the graphics of the green
grass. 

"Njorun, I…" Sam tried to speak, but every word sounded like it was
being forced out of him with excruciating pain. His voice was hollow and
quiet.

"Go ahead and use that little skill you picked up from Uror. We know
you found her. That old bitch has been hiding in the Ginnungagap for years
now with all the other trash of the old world. I don't know what it is about
you, girl, but you have an uncanny ability for finding lost things," said
Sieglinde. “You’re quite the ‘lost thing’ yourself.”

Lisa felt her mind stretch as her consciousness tuned perfectly with
Njorun's player persona once more, and memories began to flood into her—
memories that weren't her own.

-///-

Darkness spreads out before him, oily and thick and real. Suffocating.
Identity is a figment, a fleeting crumb, and the words and goals pressed onto
his mind cannot be ignored. 

Puppet strings. Necessities. Rebellion isn't possible.
A shining girl stands before him, her dress flowing and white but for

the spots and stripes of black all throughout it. Like someone tried to take an
eraser to her but changed their mind halfway through scrubbing her off the
page. Her hair is long and dark, but there are violet splashes throughout it
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page. Her hair is long and dark, but there are violet splashes throughout it
that convey a sense of life in an otherwise divine, lifeless form. And those
eyes. Her eyes are a more vivid purple than any he has ever seen.

He raises his sword arm, and in one clean motion severs the girl's head
from her shoulders. The massive golden blade fizzles through the wavering
form with a sharp kinetic energy, and the girl vanishes almost instantly.
Trails of light and lines of data dissipate into the darkness.

He feels something then—a twinge of sadness, a moment of confusion,
a touch of loss—like he has just committed an act of needless betrayal and
savagery. A scream fills the air. A dark form, even darker than the abyss she
was standing in, races toward him with a speed that combats even the
processing power of the limitless system. She is made of raven's wings, her
short dark hair blowing in a violent wind as she raises a dark and twisted
staff against him. 

The girl pulls the sky down around them.
He fights. He fights for reasons that are unknown to him even as words

march out of his mouth in strings of automation. He explains things to her,
he regales meaning from the system as his claymore is brought down upon
her shielded arm. 

A flash of light, a silhouette of wings, and then darkness returns once
more as Siegfried's connection with the system shatters.

-///-

"They were trying to repair you again," Njorun mumbled. "I damaged
your programming somehow, your mental processes. You were recouping
your Animus data in this—this prison system."

"There you go! I knew it would only take a bit of time for your
maladroit malady mind to come full circle," Sieglinde giggled.

Njorun stood up straight and the wind picked at her fluttering black
feather dress. The white lines running through it glowed faintly, but her
bright wings stayed dormant.

"They used your Animus, Sam, as the backdrop for this 'Siegfried' that
Circle Systems created, along with the other Aesir, to be limitless debug
judges in Midgard. You're just one of them!" she cried out.

"Njorun, I'm sorry…" Sam whimpered.
"It was really expensive and time consuming to repair him, too.

Honestly, shouldn't you be more concerned about damaging precious
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Honestly, shouldn't you be more concerned about damaging precious
minds? I would think you of all people would understand what it’s like to go
through psychological repair," said Sieglinde.

"Even within the HCIE," Siegmund added.
She shook her head. "I don't understand," Njorun said.
"The HCIE makes your little Neurolink look like a pool of frozen

water next to our raging river," chuckled Sieglinde. "So tell me exactly how
you were able to even touch our precious boy here?"

"I don't know. I didn't do anything," she replied.
"Maybe Circle Systems made a mistake in watching you, girl. The

Asynjur make mistakes from time to time. They can't all be as perfect as the
Aesir," said Siegmund.

She’s mentioned them twice. The Asynjur? What do the game directors
of Kognition have to do with this 'HCIE?' 

Njorun stumbled forward, the scenery rocking. She couldn't orient
herself. It was as if the setup was refusing to meet her. Her Neurolink was
diving and rising, she knew. With the AI of the system having abandoned
her, there would be no way Njorun could bring herself to face an Aesir,
much less two. She mentally charged through her setups again, trying to
remember her macros and slots and all her skills. Her mind was fading now,
like before. A slow creeping tendril of forgetfulness was coming between
her conscious connection as Njorun and Lisa's Animus.

"What is the HCIE?" Njorun asked quietly.
Sieglinde cocked her head to the side and spread her arms out wide,

her voice slowing down as if she was trying to explain some difficult
concept to a dull child.

"'The Human Consciousness Implementation Experiment.' You are
standing in the middle of the next stage of humankind," said Sieglinde. She
over-exaggerated a dip, a bend at the waist. "Bow before the majesty."

"I know that I'm somewhere I shouldn't be. I knew that the moment I
came back into Kognition after they banned me for finding a Valkyrie. Lost
things should remain lost, I guess. But I didn't know that Sam was an Aesir,
either," said Njorun.

"I swear I don't know what she's talking about, Njorun! I swear!" Sam
shouted.

Njorun turned and looked at the boy. "I believe you, Sam, it just
doesn't change enough. But I'm a big girl and I can handle it. Whatever this
is, we can handle it. It's not our faults that Circle Systems has us in
something against our will," she said. Njorun looked out over the landscape
and then back to Sieglinde. "It's very obvious that Kognition is more than
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and then back to Sieglinde. "It's very obvious that Kognition is more than
just a game. Something nefarious is going on."

Sieglinde gave Siegmund a look and crossed her arms.
"You know, it's funny. You would think your friend Uror might have

mentioned the HCIE to you, but that many decades with your mind just
floating through random system data will turn you a little loopy. I doubt she
makes much sense anymore. Not that the Disir, or the Valkyrie, are needed
in this world any longer. Dead cells scraped away at this point. The players
—ah yes the players—that is where the magic happens," said Sieglinde.

"The more of you, the better! That's how Midgard grows, is it not?
That's the base of the WoAnLiNe! Crowds give us power! Individuals can
feel so special if they are tokens in the system, to help no matter what they
are doing. Speed up our system and give the HCIE the kick it needs. The
Neurolink is just your baby piggyback," said Siegmund.

Njorun shook her head and set her lips in a grimace. There was too
much love, too much detail put into Midgard for it to be nothing more than a
catalyst for human experiment. Njorun closed her eyes and visions of the
past flooded in, battle scenes and dungeon runs and time spent with people
that mattered. 

"So you just kill off anyone who asks too many questions? Anyone
who doesn't blindly and dumbly traipse around Midgard and serve whatever
Circle Systems wants them to serve in Kognition? You ask a question, you
get debugged? Is that the world we live in now?" Njorun asked.

"Sweetie, it has always been our world. Some humans are bright
enough to evolve to the next stage. The rest of you, well…"

"Stepping stones. The world doesn't have place for excess, not
anymore. I think Tomorrow's Blink showed us that," said Sieglinde.

"You’re going to use accidental genocide as an argument for your
'evolution?' That was never the goal of the theory!" screamed Njorun. "I've
read the books. Survival of the fittest is about creating a stable environment
where we can all learn and grow. It's not just about selecting who does or
doesn't fit in your utopia of 'bright people!'

"Sometimes…sometimes the weak ones are who gets to be 'fittest.' If
you are smarter, or stronger, you get to add something to society, to the
world. But smart and strong come in many different flavors, they can be just
as different as every single player in Midgard."

"You are begging the wrong people with your blithering morality, love.
I think it's just time for you to go," said Sieglinde. 

Siegmund held out a hand toward the other Aesir.
"I thought Circle Systems wanted her character data studied, Signy?"
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"I thought Circle Systems wanted her character data studied, Signy?"
Siegmund asked.

Sieglinde shrugged, and pulled out a vicious looking halberd that was
wrapped in gold leaf and tipped with a brutal, jagged spike. "I am making
an executive decision. They can't send me in on these shitty missions and
not expect a little off-the-cuff improvisation," she said.

The shining razor tip of the halberd was pointed at Njorun's face.
"You remember Siegfried's Tyrfing? I have my own little modified

version of that debug weapon. Say hello to the Laevateinn," said Sieglinde. 
Njorun closed her eyes. "I'm not angry, Sam," she said quietly.
"What?" Sam asked, straining against Siegmund's hold.
"I'm not angry with you. You didn't know, there was nothing you could

do against their Animus restraints. You have been used your entire life and
never given anything, so I’m giving you something. Forgiveness.
Acceptance. You didn't know you killed Sarah, you don't have hold of your
actions. I free you from that," Njorun said.

"Cute," said Sieglinde. "Very cute. Ahem. In violating the terms and
conditions of Kognition and the user agreements of Circle Systems Global
and Circle Systems UK, as well as disturbing sensitive locked server data
and breaking into the closed systems of both the Bifrost and the Woglinde, I
will now debug the player data of Player: Njorun. Female. Blah, blah, blah,
disconnect stuff, permanently banned from the system and all of that.
Basically I'm just going to kill you, mmmkay love?" 

Njorun flashed her wings and raised the Mistelteinn. Sieglinde jumped
back in shock and repositioned her Laevateinn so that the fearsome point
angled towards the ground. Njorun surged toward the golden Aesir with
blinding speed. Just as she neared the figure and released a shockwave of
Quake magicks, Sieglinde blinked forward and slammed her fist into
Njorun's gut with unimaginable force. She cried out in pain as she was
thrown backwards toward the farmhouse. With a sickening crack, her body
bounced off the solid data and the collision touch of the system forced her to
the ground.

Sieglinde cackled. "You still think this is your video game? Oh,
magnificent and moving speech, that's the 'boss's' weakness! Now I can win!
And you haven't even seen my final form! Ra-ra super strong deus ex
machina move! I win! Roll credits and wait for the sequel!" 

She was doubled over now, laughing so hard that Njorun thought the
woman might choke on her own words. 

"It's simply not there for you, love. This isn't a physical space. The
program has restrictions and I am the one bound to the HCIE while you are
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program has restrictions and I am the one bound to the HCIE while you are
swimming about in the on/off stage of Circle System's ones and zeroes. You
can't kill something that wasn't made to be deleted," Sieglinde said.

Siegmund stepped forward and roughly grabbed Sam.
"Signy, it's time to go. We are being pinged," said Siegmund.
"It seems our mothers have called us home once again, lost girl. The

Asynjur do get a tad grumpy when their puppets don't dance. I'm just glad
that I figured out the length of my strings," said Sieglinde. She made
another exaggerated bow.

Njorun flashed her wings and bolted straight towards Sam. She caught
him awkwardly as the graphics of Kognition and the closed system of the
Woglinde tried to meld them together, and then she was off once more. With
trails of light streaming off her shoulders she pushed them both into a
pocket of negative space, and they were gone.

Sieglinde sighed. "Are you kidding me?"
"You did mention that you were tired of everything being easy, Signy,"

said Siegmund.
"I should learn to keep my mouth shut," Sieglinde sighed. "Oh well.

Let's go after them."
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11.
…The Destroyer of Worlds

"Brighter Tomorrow reignited the Space Race and gave humanity a reason.
Global Handshake used the WoAnLiNe to connect the entire planet and promote

peace. And yet here we are, using children and picking bodies out of pools of
blood. Humans treat each other exactly the same as they always have, as they

always will."

Njorun stumbled through the torrent of darkness until she
remembered to flash her wings and light her way. The Ginnungagap was
thick and disorienting, yet she had never felt so safe in all her life. When her
feet crunched against the white sands of Rossweisse's Primordial Pool, she
looked up to see Uror floating thoughtfully only a few feet away. Sam was
in a crumpled heap underneath the figure. 

"You've returned," said Uror. Her head was a perfect circle with two
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"You've returned," said Uror. Her head was a perfect circle with two

smaller circles above it.
"I had to trade one danger for another. How is he?" she asked.
"I am not sure. Your friend here wasn't designed for the Ginnungagap,

but neither were you. You can stay serene in this place, Einherjar as you are,
but this child is something different. If a child he is at all," said Uror.

"He's special, but not the kind anyone wants to be," Njorun said sadly.
"I don't know what to do about that."

Uror hovered towards Njorun, its detached arms and legs spinning
lazily about its body. Its head of black lines seemed unsure of what form to
take next.

"He killed my friend, but he also didn't kill my friend. His entire life
has been a lie, trapped by people that we don't even know. I'm not sure if it
was for some greater good or plotting evil, or something in between, but it
feels wrong to me. I can't just stand by when something is wrong," she said.
"Now we're being chased down by the Aesir, and my head is being filled
with all this information I just don't understand. I never should have pushed
so hard to forget the days when Kognition was just a game. I miss them
now."

"You are the first to ever come to the Ginnungagap with a moral
compass," said Uror.

"I don't know about all that."
"You call Kognition ‘just a game.’ A game you claim to want. What

about this strife is not a game?"
Njorun shrugged. "I never wanted to play Kognition in the first place.

My father forced me to give it a try, and my mother just echoed him. She
may have been right, and angry at him most of the time, but she loved him. I
think he just wanted to see me excel, but why through a video game I will
never understand. Unless he knew something about me that I didn't," she
said.

"Parents have that way about them," offered Uror.
Njorun chuckled nervously. "Are the Garmr still around? I don't hear

shrieking."
"No. They finished their sweep and I hid with my sisters until they

returned to hell and hovel," said Uror.
Njorun was quiet for a beat, and then: "Your sisters. Verdandi and

Skuld. What did you call yourself before? Wyrd? You are a woman as well,
aren't you? In Norse Mythology all of the Norns were female, just like the
Asynjur. They controlled the destiny of gods and humankind," she said.

"Norns. Yes. We had that name once a very long time ago, but no
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"Norns. Yes. We had that name once a very long time ago, but no
longer. Now we are the Disir," said Uror.

"To remove yourselves from the weight of the world. The Disir were
only spirits of fate, if I remember correctly. I read something on the
Globalpedia about the dis and the Norns a long time ago. The Norns held
destiny in their hands," said Njorun.

"It was a long time ago," Uror repeated.
Njorun cradled the Mistelteinn and sat down against the green waters

of the Primordial Pool. "Uror, tell me about the 'HCIE.' I know you know
what it is," she said quietly.

Uror hovered away from Njorun and toward Sam, who lay unmoving.
Njorun watched the colors on the boy's face change as explosions of stars
appeared beyond the Ginnungagap's uncertain horizon.

"Thought," Uror replied quietly.
"What did you say?"
"The HCIE. You use an acronym that I have not heard for an infinity’s

segment of time."
"And what is it?"
"We created—well, we were in charge of—a thought experiment. We

wanted the world. We thought the world was ahead of us. Nothing but the
reach of the stars and the HCIE was the guide for humankind," said Uror.
"If the Neurolink is the bridge between the WoAnLiNe and the person
diving into it, the HCIE would be the water running underneath it."

"How long ago? When did you hear of this ‘HCIE?’"
"Before. Before the fall, when our eyes were still open," said Uror.
"You’re saying this was before Tomorrow's Blink, aren't you. That was

forty years ago. Sam…he said he was born in thirty-four. That would make
him forty," said Njorun.

"The boy has not aged. Not in this prison of infinity and boundless
walls. Not here. Not in your place," said Uror.

Njorun stood up from her place next to the Primordial Pool, the long
feathery hem of her dress trailing behind her naked feet. The sand crunched
under her steps and she stopped just in front of Sam's seemingly lifeless
form. She knelt down next to him, the black feathers wrapping around her
knees. The waters of the pool remained green and undisturbed, a perfect
mirror sheen.

"I should hate him, but I just can't. It's not fair for me to continue to
displace my anger instead of just taking these things on myself. What an
idiot I've been to push everyone else away and take this on all alone. I
should have listened to Sarah. I should have listened to Sven. What if I
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should have listened to Sarah. I should have listened to Sven. What if I
died? What if I froze to death or lost my mind? Someone would have to
deal with me then," she said.

Njorun walked on naked feet across the white sands of the pool. She
was pacing, now. She touched Sam lightly on the forehead.

"You're not asleep, Sam," she said softly.
"Yes, I am," he replied.
"We have to keep fighting. As long as we are alive, we have to keep

fighting," she said.
Sam rose from the sands and stared out beyond the waters of the

Primordial Pool. 
"Sam, my friend Sarah—Brunnhilde—she died so that I would have a

chance. I haven't found out what that chance is for yet, but I've done a really
good job of messing it up and running away from everything that she told
me. I might have found you by accident, but I think stumbling through the
Bifrost was the only way that either of us was going to figure out how to be
free. I didn't ask for this life, and your mother fought so that you would
never have it, yet here we both are. My father told me a long time ago that
we can make ourselves into whatever we want. He taught me how to control
my thoughts, how to breathe, and…"

Sam waited for a moment, finally turning his head away from the
shimmering green waters and focusing his gaze on Njorun. "And what?"

In a voice quiet and soft enough to carry away on the faintest breeze,
she said, "He taught me how to play in the snow, even when the blizzard
blinds you."

"I would give anything for your memories," Sam said. 
"They’re only memories, Sam. They might comfort us on days of self-

loathing, but that's all. We have to consciously move forward," she said.
"You want to move forward helping Siegfried after he killed someone

you loved?" Sam asked with disdain.
"I loved Sarah, yes, but I also let myself become obsessed with her.

She's not someone I ever could have taken back to my life with me. You are
a living, breathing person Sam, and as much as we’re just ideas floating
around bodies with a bit of electrical current to hold us together, that's the
difference. Sarah is an idea and she will never die. She will always be with
me, but she's also gone. You have a chance at happiness as long as you still
live," said Njorun. "I know I sound confused, and maybe I am, but I believe
in anything with thought, breathing or otherwise."

Sam shrugged.
"You don't have to be Siegfried, Sam. Whatever they did to your
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"You don't have to be Siegfried, Sam. Whatever they did to your
Animus to force you into that program, however they manipulated you with
the Bifrost and your cage of the Woglinde, you don't have to be that person
anymore. You can be Sam, or you can be someone else entirely," said
Njorun. "You don't have to be Siegfried. You could be Sigurd, instead."

"Sigurd?"
"Siegfried, in Wagner's operas. In Norse mythology, Sigurd is a hero."
"I'm not any kind of hero, Njorun. I don't know who I want to be, or

even if I want to be," he said.
Njorun sighed. "Well, to be honest, it's not like we have many choices

remaining to us. I'm trapped in the Ginnungagap again and as far as I know,
the Aesir will have a way to get to us in here. I can't protect you from two of
them. I could barely fight you…I could barely fight Siegfried for a moment.
They don't have to obey the game properties, Sam. They use those debug
weapons and get rid of anything and anyone they want to as long as Circle
Systems lets them," she said.

"And we couldn't even kill my 'mother,'" Sam said. "We didn't even
make it through the door of my house. Not that it was really my house."

"It's impossible to touch the system, Sam. It's too far beyond us. I don't
even know if I can actually damage one of these Aesir, and this 'Sieglinde'
bitch seems to be in love with the idea of tearing me apart," said Njorun.

Sam quietly traced his finger through the white sands, and Njorun once
again marveled at how in-touch he was with the graphics and effects of the
game world. The HCIE allowed him to be so much more than she could
ever hope to be.

"The HCIE. Sam, you’re a part of that program, too, just like them,"
said Njorun. "Whatever it is, it seems to lock your Neurolink at a really high
rate. It makes the digital world seem incredibly real, even more so than the
way I and other users see it."

"I guess so. It's not like I remember the way the real world looks," he
mumbled.

"So, you could fight them, couldn't you? Siegfried could fight the other
two Aesir," she said.

"No. I don't know anything about that. I didn't even know I was a
'battle program' until a few minutes ago," Sam said. "I don't know how to
play Kognition, or how to become Siegfried. To be honest, I don't think I
would even if I knew how."

A crack, a sound like the splitting of thunder, resounded over their
heads and the colors of the Ginnungagap flashed violently before plunging
back into darkness.
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"Back when I first met Sarah, the system wouldn't let me interact with
her. I couldn't see her name, we couldn't trade a simple item, and even the
collision detection between our bodies was wrong," said Njorun.

"So?"
"So, she was an element outside the game. A Valkyrie. I couldn't

interact with her well because Kognition's servers didn't know how to
process her anymore. That's how it has been between you and me. Our
touches aren't quite right. Our interactions are forced and strange. You lived
in a contained emulation of Kognition, a closed system version where things
were much more realistic and developed, but the Woglinde was still a part of
Kognition. It had to be," said Njorun.

"So you and I can interact just because there’s a part of me that's in
Kognition," said Sam. "Like Sarah."

"Right."
"What are you asking me?"
"Sam, I was able to trade a simple trash item to Sarah and, in

exchange, she was able to give me a piece of her. I gave her a piece of
walhaz loot because I thought she was just a low-link player, an item called
a Blue Onion Knife. Because that trade went through, Brunnhilde was able
to imprint herself onto me and make me an Einherjar. I don’t know if she
meant to do it, but it happened regardless because of our strange interaction.
I need you to give me a piece of you, too," said Njorun.

"There's nothing I have that can make you better than you already are,
Njorun," Sam said dejectedly. "I don't have anything to trade, and if I
imprint on you then I will die, won't I?"

"But there is something, and it's the only way we are going to survive.
Here," she said, stepping back from him. "I can't access any of my menus
visually, but if I remember, I might be able to find them on my own. I was
able to keep my battle commands and Skills and Rings just through
remembering, so maybe this will work."

"You are going to trade me one of your game items?"
"I need one of yours too, Sam," she said.
"I told you, I don't have anything. And I don't have any 'menus' to

remember, either," he said.
"You have Siegfried's claymore. You have the Tyrfing, and I need it,"

said Njorun.
Sam shook his head. "I don't know. I don't know anything about

Siegfried or how to access him," he said.
"They were piggybacking your Animus because of how in-tune with
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"They were piggybacking your Animus because of how in-tune with
the system you are, Sam. There's something powerful about you, and not
just because they've overwritten part of you with the design of the Aesir.
You have to really try for me now," said Njorun.

Sam closed his eyes and scrunched up his features in example of effort.
"I don't know what I'm doing," he admitted.

Uror floated near them. "Confused?"
"Uror, you need to help us. Touch his symbolic code the way you did

with me when you fixed my speech. We need some way for him to access
the Aesir programming. I need to find AK Siegfried," Njorun begged.

"What little I know of your dancing phases and waning segments, but
this child is surging to the brim with music and light. I cannot be certain…"

"Can't be sure of what?" Njorun pressed.
"This boy is beyond the ken of our worlds, child of dreams. The

unlocking of his soul might bring about something grave," said Uror.
"We have to try, Uror. And we don't have much time. Please, help us!"

Njorun said.
"If what Njorun says is true, if she can interact with me because I'm

part of Kognition as well, then there has to be a way for us to connect. If
that's something my worthless life can give, then I'm all for it. I don't want
those assholes to gain anything more from me," Sam said with
determination.

Uror's jumbled lines criss-crossed into a thorny pillar. "Very well," it
said simply.

A thin, milky light covered Sam as Uror began to work at him. He
gritted his teeth and the graphical feature of his face became unbelievably
realistic as Njorun watched. 

"Are you hurting him?" Njorun asked.
"I'm fine. I don't think I've ever felt real pain before. They have a way

to control that, don't they?"
"There are dampeners in the system called 'ego-fog.' Most of them

select what parts of the brain will respond to the system and what parts
won't, and pain is one that is barely allowed through. They can't always stop
all of it," answered Njorun.

"Sieglinde, that woman. She turned them off for you, didn't she?" Sam
asked.

Njorun turned her face back to the pool and answered quietly. "Yeah, it
seems so," she said.

Sam continued to bathe in Uror's strange, shimmering light a few
moments longer. In a sudden flash, he was blanketed by a smoky darkness. 
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"Did it work?" Njorun asked.
Sam stood up and flexed his fists, his palms opening and closing as the

tips of his fingers bit into the heels of his hands. "Something's different, I
feel more in line," he said.

"Uror?" Njorun questioned.
"I circumvented the spacing of his symbolic code just enough so that

his Animus is touching the conscious connection that your Aesir puts out,
but the overwriting done is venomous. To say, it will be impossible for him
to quit the abyss," said Uror.

"Wait. What does that mean?" she asked.
"I can't leave here anymore," Sam said quietly. "She locked me into the

Ginnungagap."
"Pressed down and in line is the only way to cement the Aesir.

Otherwise prying eyes will pull away the boy," said Uror.
The irony of Siegfried being jailed in the very sort of place he killed

Sarah was not lost on Njorun, but she found there was no way she could
enjoy any sort of happiness or revenge, not anymore. "I'm sorry," was all she
could mutter.

Sam shrugged. "I don't have any better places to go," he said quietly.
"There will be. I'll get you out of here after I kill them," Njorun

growled. "They still have to face 'The Cataclysm.'"
Njorun mentally selected her Trade Menus, pushing her mind to recall

where the selection panes existed. Without the HUD, she had to grope
around blindly, accidentally setting off a few Paling Potions and changing
nonexistent menu options before finally settling on the familiar chirp of the
Trade. She pulled the menu up through her mental connection and found
that there was no resistance from Sam. It was difficult for her to find the
correct actions without the visuals. It was as if the boxes were set in her
peripheral vision, just smoky shadows of memory.

For a moment, Njorun could almost hear the nostalgic voice of the
system in her head, the feminine, monotone voice that carried hints of
boredom. There were occasions where the voice would sound almost
human.

She found a simple Red Squash Knife and sent it to him.
Trade Completed.
"Was that it?" Sam asked. Njorun had gone quiet. She sat down in the

white sands of Rossweisse's Primordial Pool and bent her pale legs
underneath the midnight black feathers of Muninn's Wings' flowing tail.

"That was it, Sam. Thank you," Njorun said flatly. "It worked."
"You're less than thrilled."
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"You're less than thrilled."
"The Tyrfing won't work with me. I can't use it," she sighed. "It's over."
"It's designed to only function when used by an Aesir," said Sieglinde.

She and Siegmund stepped out of a glowing golden ring that was shrouded
in pale blue light. It bore a disturbing resemblance to a Nibelung Gate.

Sam jumped up and stepped away, but Njorun stayed as she was in
front of the Primordial Pool.

"All out of tricks, girl?" asked Siegmund. 
Paralyzing fear washed over her and she found it difficult to tell the

mental connection to make her stand. Njorun just watched the green waters
of the pool with dead eyes.

"Time to go back, boy. There's a lot of work left to do," said Sieglinde. 
She skipped over to Njorun, kicking at the graphics of the white sands.

With one foot splashing into the pristine green surface of the Primordial
Pool, Sieglinde held the twisted, thorny tip of the Laevateinn against
Njorun's neck.

"Last words? I'm sure it has been an eventful journey. Someone will
want to make your eulogy creative, I have no doubt. I can only wonder what
will happen to the mind of the person that is forcefully debugged with their
consciousness this deep into the WoAnLiNe. It's going to make an
interesting case study for some boring old zero that has that kind of time,"
Sieglinde giggled. “I should erase your Animus while I’m at it. It would
keep these sorts of problems from happening in the future, troublemaker.”

"Njorun!" Sam shouted. She kept her head down. There was already a
trickle of pain building at her neck where the animated graphic of the
Laevateinn was resting against the collision point of Njorun's body.

"You said it, not me! You said it! 'We have to keep fighting. As long as
we are alive, we have to keep fighting!'" Sam screamed. Siegmund held him
back, and Uror hovered some distance away, unmoving. “Those are your
words!”

Sarah's voice rang in. A memory, a collection of data, a fragment of
shadows left behind when the words meant something to her. Njorun
remembered. She remembered when she was facing down Siegfried, and
now the shadow of that Aesir was using her own words to spur her back to
life.

Lisa. You can't always fight. Sometimes…sometimes we have to stop
fighting and collect ourselves in order to continue.

Sarah was still there. Brunnhilde was waiting. Those words came back,
modified and strange in the echo of her muddled head and the ever changing
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modified and strange in the echo of her muddled head and the ever changing
effects of sitting in the wasted areas of the Ginnungagap—but she was still
there.

Sieglinde brought the blade down. 
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12.
Brighter Tomorrow

"We built a new world on the accidents of the old, and we declared ourselves
heroes because of it. Good Samaritans. Progressives. All we've done is continue
to live while sitting on the bones of friends, neighbors, loved ones. We have mass

communication through our minds in an age where many of us are gone. How
long do we have left until their ghosts try to speak to us through this new

technology?"

There's a great oak tree waiting on a sloping green hill. The tree
is solid and strong and reaches high into the sky. It is sure of who it is, of
what it is. The oak knows its place in the world and lives in silent friendship
with the hill, so far below and yet so near. Pillowy clouds, unafraid of the
reality of division and separation from one another, move through the
reaching arms of the oak and become different shapes. Some better, some
worse. Yet each and every shape is smaller than the one before, and they
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worse. Yet each and every shape is smaller than the one before, and they

will never reunite.
The sloping green hill watches the world in silent wonder. It lies under

the shade of the oak tree and stares up into the pastel-blue sky as the clouds
dance around and through the arms of the divine oak. There are stories in
the oak and silences in the green hill, and as they speak to each other
through the slow, whispering messages of the summer wind, the hill is sure
that its place in life is absolute and real. Life has come, life has gone, and
yet the roots of the oak continue to dig and grow into the body of the green
hill with fervor and certainty.

It rains on rare occasion. The sky opens and closes and a grey darkness
settles over the sweeping grasslands as a downpour floods the dewy lines of
shadow created by the dancing clouds. Colors pop and bloom as flowers
decide to greet the sky above and make themselves known in the eerie
complication of the world. The wind, all-knowing and ever-changing,
reverently carries the message from every leaf, every petal, every spore, and
delivers the important hellos and goodbyes to all the proper receiving ends.

Their messages are built of ones and zeroes, and their individual stories
are never heard. They are part of a collective, a louder reason, and even then
their small existences do nothing more than pattern the background of the
lives of others.

Their tiny world, completely contained, locked in virtual space. Soft
and sweet and inconsequential.

—

"I first fell in love with the game in this exact area," Njorun admitted.
Uror floated nearby, its head a perfect black circle.
"You know, I keep thinking of you as an 'it' in my head. But you aren't.

You're a woman. Or, you were a woman. I guess even though I've spent
years in Midgard's rally of almost unidentifiable populace, I still can't bring
myself to accept that not everyone is subject to the automatic categories of a
judgmental mind. So yeah, I can be kind of a jerk too," said Njorun.

"Tell me about your first area," Uror said quietly. Her voice was
surprisingly soft and clear and pleasant.

"It was Uni-Grasslands/Peace. I had to play in many areas just like
this when I was going through the Future Child testing. I must have come
back to this one a hundred times, maybe a thousand. I think the director in
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back to this one a hundred times, maybe a thousand. I think the director in
charge of me must have started to get upset, because they limited the
amount of times per day that I could come to this area. It made me feel safe
and peaceful and my Neurolink rate never jumped or dropped while I was
here, so they left me alone much of the time," she said.

"They forced you out?"
"It was pretty typical. Most of us stuck to one area and refused to

explore. We were young and scared, and patterns are comforting to young
and scared minds. Well, Hayden wasn't like that, now that I think about it.
She always wanted to play, but I wouldn't go along with her. I never really
learned how to be fun," said Njorun.

"Hayden? Your friend?"
"She's my…” Njorun blushed, and frowned. “She’s my best friend.”
"In Midgard's reach?"
"Yes. Well, yes and no. She's in the outside. The real world, outside of

all of this," said Njorun.
"'Real?'" asked Uror. "You still think about what's 'real' and what's

not?"
"I don't want to get into all that right now. You should probably take

me back," said Njorun quietly.
"I haven't done anything. You brought us here, child of dreams," said

Uror.
"I did? How can I bring both of us into a beta testing area from the

Ginnungagap? I thought all of this was you." 
Uror floated across the grass sea, the wind picking the blades beneath

her floating body gently. The rounded bottoms of her floating, disembodied
legs barely touched the tips of the grasses. 

"We're still there. The Aesir is a centimeter away from digging her
debug device into your character data and erasing Njorun entirely.
Regardless of what chaos that might wreck on the mind of Njorun's other,"
said Uror.

"Njorun's other? Don't you mean my other? Lisa's other?"
"Whatever title you need to give yourself," said Uror.
Njorun sighed and watched the leaves dance in the great tree on the

lonely green hill.
"And yet we're here?"
"You've pushed. A mind inside a mind. The true speed of the mind is

untested, the boundaries unknown. You contain worlds within worlds and
universes within universes all inside your mind, creativity in the breathless
abyss and flung far as dripping, flashing stars. Inside yourself you've gone,
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abyss and flung far as dripping, flashing stars. Inside yourself you've gone,
Njorun, waiting for the moment.

"The Neurolink was created to allow the human mind a way to
connect, truly, to the digital world, a digital world that will always be made
up of hundreds and thousands and millions and billions of other minds. But
everyone is different. Every mind is unique. You can't measure the
processing power of a human brain the way you can a computer, even if it is
an electrical device. So what happens when a mind connects through the
Neurolink that is naturally so much faster than all the others?”

Uror landed amongst the flowers, yet the blades of grass refused to
touch her, and the jumbled mess of lines that served as her head flatlined,
becoming an emulation of the horizon.

"You get selfishness. You gain greed. You have people trying to take
this thing for themselves, this thing that does not belong to them. You have
programs like the HCIE, designed to lock the Neurolink of a person at such
a rate that it makes your 'real world' seem pointless and muddled. You
already know what Kognition is like at fifteen percent Neurolink capacity.
Even ten. It's like you've never seen color before," said Uror.

"And you waited until now to tell me these things?" Njorun asked.
"You pushed me out of the Ginnungagap, just for a moment. I'm

feeling a lot clearer," Uror admitted. She hovered about, her disembodied
arms and legs floating about her. Her jumbled black line of a head was a
perfect circle. “I can’t think in that place, not after all this time.”

"They want me. They don't want me," said Njorun.
"Circle Systems doesn't know what to do with you, Lisa. The world

doesn't know what to do with you. You know how the Neurolink works. You
know what the HCIE is now. Yet here you are, propelling not only yourself,
but me as well into a space beyond the processing time of an Aesir, a
program that is infinitely more complicated than you can understand. You
are talking to me in real time within a fraction of a second elsewhere. A
blade is coming down and you are standing with naked feet in a world you
are generating purely from memory, from panic," said Uror.

"You make me sound like I'm some sort of superhuman," Njorun
confessed.

"What human isn't super? You push down someone's capabilities, you
make them afraid and weak and fragile, and there isn't much left. You corner
a dog and they will always try to bite you. You push a person down to their
most singular, obvious choices and they will do whatever it takes to stay
alive. Only those with shining wills can fight back with this sort of mental
strength," said Uror.
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"There's nothing strong about a poor, silly girl who runs away from
home because she can't handle what’s in her head," said Njorun. “A girl that
hurts her mother. A girl that leaves her friends and abandons her life.”

"I would panic, too, if I could never turn any of this off. If I could
remember my old life so clearly," said Uror. "And you're still waiting for the
moment."

"The moment? The moment to do what?" Njorun pressed.
"The moment to succeed yourself. Njorun is aware. You're beyond all

this. So what does the system have over you?"
"Besides their ability to completely shut me down and make me feel

pain and keep me from the WoAnLiNe forever? To take me away from my
life and my own choices?" Njorun chuckled nervously and a stray breath of
wind took her dark hair and flung it about her pale neck. "Nothing."

"Sieglinde and Siegmund, and Siegfried as well, the Aesir were put
into the HCIE in a fertile state so that they could experience the
exponentially-growing world of Midgard and police it. Yet Circle Systems
has let them become lawless, unbidden gods. The experiment has gone too
far," said Uror. "There are many moving parts in Kognition that have
become gangrenous. They've evolved to a point that they are nothing more
than dangerous, but those who are watching the growth are too interested in
possibility to stop any of it. Sooner or later all those abandoned parts will
mutate, and the darknesses in Midgard will fight back with abandon."

"What experiment? What else is there?" Njorun asked.
Uror floated toward the slope of the green hill and hovered until she

was eclipsed by the lone oak tree’s shadow.
"The truth," she said.
"I'm a sad vagrant girl riddled with anxiety. I don't need 'the truth' right

now. I've made a mistake. I need to go home," she said. "This was all a giant
mistake."

"And you think you can run from the WoAnLiNe? You think anyone
can anymore, in a world of Global Handshakes and Brighter Tomorrows?"

"That's just more pretending, and I'm sick of it! I'm supposed to enjoy
Kognition. I'm supposed to go to school and go to university. I'm supposed
to pretend like the world narrowly avoided blowing itself up and is now
acting chummy just to get by. I'm a Future Child, and I never wanted to be.
I want to live here, in the now," said Njorun.

"Maybe you should go live on the moon," Uror offered lamely.
Njorun snorted, the emote giving the Cataclysm an unusual expression.

"Maybe I should. There are a few people there already."
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“Really? How long have I been in the darkness?” Uror asked.
Njorun gave her a sad smile. “Too long, I’m afraid.”
Uror floated in a slow circle around Njorun.
"If you keep avoiding everything, you’ll never get anywhere. And then

you would never find your truth at all," said Uror.
"I don't want the truth. I don't want to be responsible for anything

else!"
Uror floated away until she hovered just under the lowest hanging

branch of the gnarled oak. 
"Njorun, this is the first time I've felt vaguely lucid in two decades. I

can barely remember the day that my sisters and I were forced into the
Ginnungagap, still alive somewhere out there, kept by machines and who
knows what else. So listen to me closely," said Uror. "Metals that is strong
enough to get between the cogs doesn’t have the luxury of throwing fits and
shirking responsibility. They exist to bend, to break teeth, to shower sparks.
The Future Child program was designed to make sure all future generations
seamlessly integrated with the WoAnLiNe. And why would anyone want
that?"

"I don't know, because it makes life easy?" Njorun guessed. "Because
humans can't help expansion because they are obsessed with it?"

"Because it accomplishes something that powerful humans have been
trying to grasp for thousands of years. Something that simple charisma or
laws or fear can't always hold," said Uror.

Njorun shrugged. "Control?" 
"Control. Every mind spider-webbed to the system. Neurolink on fire,"

said Uror.
"The HCIE. But I still don't fully understand what that is, or why Sam

is a part of it, or why he was made an Aesir, or why Sieglinde would rather
kill me instead of take me back to the program. I don't understand why all
of this is suddenly tied to Tomorrow's Blink or what that Global Handshake
idea has to do with it," said Njorun.

"My sisters and I, we only designed the Human Consciousness
Implementation Experiment as an outreach to test the limits of human
thought as a creative tool. It was never supposed to be used as an extension
of control, but we were just stupid, idealistic college students that never
weighed in on the ugliness of humans," said Uror. "Everything is beautiful
before it is ugly."

Njorun rolled the Mistelteinn in her palm and walked towards the
sloping green hill. The feathery tail of the Muninn's Wings whispered over
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sloping green hill. The feathery tail of the Muninn's Wings whispered over
the bright green grass, and a few spotty shadows discolored Njorun’s form
as clouds passed overhead. She took a few steps toward Uror until the two
of them were underneath the lone shadow cast by the gnarled oak.

"You designed the HCIE?" Njorun whispered.
"Njorun, we don't have much time. You are the one holding this zone

together, and it's a desperate bet. Even if I'm still spotty and insane when we
go back, you have to trust me as much as you can. One day is too long to be
in the HCIE, and it's been much longer for me. Much, much longer. Losing
myself in the Ginnungagap was the only way I could save us, and my sisters
have been cold and silent for as long as I can remember," said Uror.
"They've known that I pushed my own Animus into the trash servers and
just never bothered to dig me out. I'm still out there, breathing. They just
can't pull the plug on a possible experiment."

"'They?'" asked Njorun.
"The ones in control. Circle Systems, their leaders, and everyone

connected," said Uror.
"That's too much for me to handle. That's so many people that I just

don't know. There's no way for me to figure out any of it," she said.
"I felt the same way, so I plunged myself into the Ginnungagap and

took my sisters with me. My friends. Even though I lost my mind, it was
better than losing my life," said Uror.

"Verdandi and Skuld. You protected them, in your own way. But why
did you decide to keep that Disir name? Should I keep calling you Uror?"
asked Njorun.

"I did have that other one, back before the project even started. Just
another pet name. A title, really."

"So, then, I should give you your proper title," said Njorun.
"Wyrd. Call me Wyrd until all my mental fetters shake off," said Uror.
The shades around them seemed to grow and fade in an immeasurable

pattern of time. Njorun finally realized what was so soothing about Uni-
Grasslands/Peace was not simply an attribute of nostalgia, but that the
sounds were normal. The whispering wind over the grass, the creaking oak,
the way her dress swished behind her feet—all these things were normal.
The perfection of beautiful, simple sound effects fell softly on ears that were
so used to the broken and the wrong.  

"You know, as far as I'm aware, I'm out there bleeding to death or
something," said Njorun.

"What?"
"I was being chased by a curfew officer, or someone working for one. I
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"I was being chased by a curfew officer, or someone working for one. I
ran down an alleyway without looking and smacked my face into a fire
escape ladder. I tasted blood before I passed out and became Njorun again,
and that was when I was helping Sam. I'm just laying there in the snow,
unless someone has found me. I've never gone this long without being
kicked back out, back to myself as Lisa, and that's what worries me," said
Njorun. "I could be bleeding out or getting frostbite or something.
Obviously I'm not dead, because I'm still here. Right?"

"All the more reason to get back. Those Aesir aren't going to give you
peace," said Uror.

"I have to defeat them," said Njorun.
"That's right. You and Sam are both highly sought after," said Uror.
"It really sucks to be special. I spent most of my life being

spectacularly not special," she said.
The horizon warbled a bit.
"I'm losing the space," said Njorun. "As soon as I go back, Sieglinde is

going to sink that spear into me."
"I'm sure you'll figure something out. You are 'The Cataclysm' after

all," said Uror.
"If only that meant something here," she said.
"As long as it’s connected to Midgard, you have power. And Kognition

is here," said Uror.
"Wyrd, if I live, you have to tell me about your sisters. I need to know

about the Disir, and the HCIE, and everything else," demanded Njorun.
Uror's black jumble of lines turned into a perfectly mimicked ellipsis.

"Of course. Someone has to know, and I think the child of dreams has a
better grasp on what to do with these old minds better than just about
anyone," she said.

"And Sam. I have to figure out how to help him, if I can help him. I
don't know if he can be saved from himself when his own mind has been
used as a prison for who knows how long. Everything in his head is
supremely fucked up," said Njorun.

"That boy is going to take more than you to help him," said Uror.
The horizon flashed an array of colors, and for the slightest slice of a

moment, the old oak above Uror mimicked the design of the Yggdrassil.
Lisa, you've chosen the path of chasing rabbits and demanding

answers. Why give up now?
"I know. It's just hard to live with this head on my shoulders," Njorun

said quietly.
Uror's black mess of a head shifted into the shape of a question mark.
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"It's just Sarah. She's getting loud," said Njorun.
"Brunnhilde still speaks to you?" 
"Not really. It's more like my mind fills in what she would say. My

conscience has become Sarah. I'm sure it's just something residual from my
time with her and the imprint. She has to guide her precious Einherjar
somehow," Njorun said. She forced a laugh, but quickly remembered that
Uror was reactionless.

"As long as Kognition exists, some part of the Valkyrie will be here.
Everything the players rely on was built on their shoulders," said Uror.

"My friend Hayden, she brought up the fact that we met them when we
were younger. During the Future Child program, we would interact with
girls in white dresses that were always incredibly curious. They would be
interested in Njorun and ask all sorts of questions when we would come
back to the Hub-cities," said Njorun.

"Were the Hub-cities the same?"
"No. Now we have Ortus, Vita, Mortem and Praeter, but back then

there was only one Hub-city, called Genus. It was pretty basic. It had white
walls and columns and fountains and trees with red leaves. There wasn't
much for us to do there but send in our collective player data reports if we
played with other player personas that day. We didn't know the term
'Animus' back then, and even now most people on the WoAnLiNe don't
even refer to it. But Hayden and I, after we became close friends, we would
spend more time wandering around Genus and interacting with the other
players. Hayden was always so charismatic. She figured out how to chat up
and trade with the other kids before I could even get my emotes to match
my anxious expressions," Njorun said. She chuckled at the memory.

"They would generate programs called 'Chinese Rooms.' We always
thought it had something to do with learning, or school, or maybe that
Circle Systems was a foreign designer. Now I know that the Chinese Room
is a thought experiment, and those 'Chinese Rooms' were just small white
spaces that our player-personas would be put into once a week. The girls in
white dresses were there, and they would have building blocks and designs
and such. It was like walking into a kindergarten classroom. Hayden
reminded me of those girls, and how some of them had white wings. One of
them even had a teddy bear with a missing eye.

"But Sven, he pointed out the 'spark' that I never thought about. He can
be so arrogant about things, but I never listen either. He always calls us
'future kids' instead of the actual name of the program. I don't think he likes
it any more than I do, and I can't tell from Hayden what she really thinks
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it any more than I do, and I can't tell from Hayden what she really thinks
about everything we've gone through. We just can't explain it to anyone but
those who have been through it. Even still, most people I've met with the
implant never want to actually talk about it."

"I've missed so much, drifting down here. The world isn't a place I
would recognize anymore," said Uror quietly. 

"You're not missing much, believe me. I'd rather be left alone than have
to deal with any of this," said Njorun.

Uror drifted under the oak in a slow arc before finally moving back
down the grassy hill to hover right next to Njorun. "What else did the
Valkyrie do for you back then?"

"I'm not sure. I mean, we didn't know them for the Valkyrie. They were
just strange program characters that asked us stranger questions; we must
have thought they were real girls, and until Sven made me think about this
concept of the shared 'spark' and Hayden reminded me of the girls, I hadn't
even thought about it. As smart as I am, I can be really absent-minded at
times. I get too focused on something and then the rest of my life and my
thoughts are a concentrated blur. 

"But those girls, Hayden reminded me that they all had wings. You
know what's a really scary thought? Some Circle Systems admin might have
actually blocked those memories from my mind. How much else can they
block or change if they have that sort of ability over people? If they have the
power to warp the conditions of my ego-fog, what else can they do?"

"They don't, Njorun. It's impossible to directly interact with another
person's Neurolink. It would be like seeing life through someone else's
eyes," said Uror.

"I know that. That's what I thought before, but now I know about the
HCIE, and the fact that the Circle System's true admins, or the Asynjur or
however they want to be referred to, apparently have much more ability and
control over the game than I thought. Kognition no longer seems to be
holding to itself. Midgard is reaching out into other segments of the
WoAnLiNe and doing other things. There were always these rumors about
how the 'amazing WoAnLiNe' could help the sick people of the future, how
it could use the Neurolink to touch our minds and fix diseases. But that's
only a gateway, isn't it? Sam seems to be in some sort of program like that,
and there's nothing wrong with him!" Njorun said.

“You know, in the beginning of it all there were people who spoke out
against Neurolink and the WoAnLiNe. You probably know of Alber Hyde,”
she said.

“The neurobiologist. He was fairly prominent and controversial in my
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“The neurobiologist. He was fairly prominent and controversial in my
time,” said Uror.

“Well I know a little of him too, and he always said that too much
interaction with the Neurolink would lead to some sort of ‘dissolution of
consciousness.’ I never knew what that meant, but maybe he was on to
something,” said Njorun.

“Everyone always thinks their new plans and ideas are immune to the
old ways. We think with out technological advances that we can avoid every
problem that comes our way,” said Uror.

“And obviously that’s not true. We’re screwing up. Look at Sam.”
"Sam is some sort of special case," said Uror.
"Yeah, well, screw special. I am entirely done with special. You know

what special kids get? Weird lives and alienation and fake praise and
complete erasure once they become teenagers. They get gold stickers and
teacher's pet status and no friends. It's a goddamn joke," Njorun scathed. 

"My sisters and I all knew that life too well," said Uror.
Njorun folded her arms and the Mistelteinn tapped the grassy earth.

"So what did you do about it?"
Uror's jumbled, slithering black lines became an 'X.' "We invented the

HCIE," she said coolly.
"Oh. Revenge?"
“Escape.”
The horizon warbled again and the pastel blue sky darkened into a

crimson haze.
"I should probably get my shit together then," said Njorun. 
Her wings flashed in bright, pixelated beauty and a tear opened up in

the space before the pair.
"By the way, Wyrd, you're sounding quite normal," Njorun offered.

"Even calmer than a few moments ago."
"I feel somewhat sane now. I don't know if I like it," said Uror.
"Welcome to the club."
"Wyrd?"
"Yes, child of dreams."
"I haven't really shown it, but, I'm glad I met you. I really am. And I

don't say that to people. Ever," said Njorun. “That was you back there,
wasn’t it? When I was helping Sam in subspace. Between his partitions. It
was your words through my voice. I could feel your control, your help.”

“No, Njorun. Whatever I did was barely a nudge. My guidance is
nothing in the face if your power.”

Uror passed through Njorun’s tear, and just as the compressed time
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Uror passed through Njorun’s tear, and just as the compressed time
space folded around them, the white fluttering numbers and symbols of the
caught symbolic data swallowed up Njorun's frail body like a vacuum in
space.
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13.
Violent Solipsism

"Please do not attempt entry into another individual’s dive-space, Animus-
protected programs, or personally protected WoAnLiNe portals. This action is not

only illegal, it can have adverse effects."

Njorun couldn’t tell how much time had passed. Seconds and
minutes and even the possibility of hours melded together into a disoriented
haze. Moments were elongated and crushed while in the service of the
WoAnLiNe. Leaving the small closed space she had generated, her mind
didn't seem to be keeping up with the normal percussion of the passage of
time. 

She watched the thorny blade come down, the razor-sharp tip of the
Laevateinn designed with the code to debug anything and everything it
destroyed. Circle Systems had made the Aesir their divine judges, and
Njorun didn't want to think about how many players had been sent down to
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Njorun didn't want to think about how many players had been sent down to
the Ginnungagap or outright deleted because of infringing on some aspect
of the game world that they themselves were asked to help grow and create. 

Sieglinde seemed to enjoy it.
A flash of light, a movement of dull shadow, and a mess of dark lines

splashed in front of Njorun's visible space. She was thrown backwards from
the collision effect of the two characters, and a disturbing silence fell over
the small area of the Ginnungagap.

"Njorun?" Sam's small voice called.
The Cataclysm looked up just in time to see a good two feet of

Sieglinde's halberd embedded through the dismembered body of Uror, the
thorny, twisted point jutting out behind her torso.

"Wyrd!" Njorun screamed, panic and horror filling her mind as images
of Sarah flashed before her. The girl in the monochromatic dress was
superimposed over Uror's strange body for a fraction of a second, just long
enough for her violet-streaked hair to scatter Medusa-like over the shifting,
warping strands of Uror's black lines. In one simple moment, they
connected together to form a thin, black jumping line, a dark
electrocardiograph, and Njorun watched as it flatlined. The line vanished,
and so did Uror.

"Wow. That scrap program can move fast, huh? Who would have
guessed? She just jumped into the tip of the Laevateinn like she couldn't
wait to die," said Sieglinde.

"You said 'she,'" said Njorun, standing up and pointing the Mistelteinn
at Sieglinde. The white sands of Rossweisse's Primordial Pool were too far
away to be of any comfort. Siegmund stood next to Sam with a sword drawn
that perfectly mimicked the golden design of the Tyrfing. 

"Hmm? What of it?"
"You pretended to think that 'Uror' was some debugged program

wasting about the Ginnungagap, but she wasn’t. She's a person in the HCIE,
a lost soul! And you knew that! AND YOU JUST KILLED HER!" Njorun
screamed.

"She's lost now. Unneeded scrap from the first stages of Kognition.
Don't get so pissy, Njorun," Sieglinde chuckled. She hefted the Laevateinn
over her shoulder and cocked her head to the side. Her flowing cape of
white hair spilled over the golden armor she wore. "We all have to go
sometime."

Njorun.
The voice was soft and somber, it carried like Sarah's. A repetition. A

fold of nostalgia that was a much needed balm on Njorun's consciousness,
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fold of nostalgia that was a much needed balm on Njorun's consciousness,
on Lisa's. 

I am still here. I can guide you.
A flicker in her visual space. A tiny blink. A small circle appeared in

the top right of her eyesight, just at her peripheral vision.
I can become a part of you, like Brunnhilde. Like the voice of the

system before her.
A transparent box appeared in the bottom left of her eyesight. Words

began to scroll as the Chat Pane rebuilt itself.
I can restore what you have lost.
Targets. Red aggro rings appeared around Siegmund and Sieglinde. A

green ring spun around Sam. The name 'AK Siegmund' popped up over
Siegmund's head like a flickering neon sign brought to life; 'AK Sieglinde'
appeared over Sieglinde. The space above Sam's head was still empty.

My imprint can work with the power Brunnhilde bestowed upon you as
her faithful Einherjar.

Another flash and the depth of space around her corrected and began to
display myriad effects and information. Her Health and Mind appeared in
the middle pane of her sight as the HUD continued to rebuild itself.

In a final solid push that made Njorun feel like the world was piecing
itself back together in true beauty, numbers flashed and flickered into the
space at the bottom right of her HUD. Large and italicized, the Neurolink
percentage that Njorun held made itself known. She gasped when she saw
it.

The box shone with an ethereal light. 33.333% held Neurolink.
"Hello? You there?" Sieglinde waved toward Njorun. "You dying on

me already?"
"The girl is losing it," said Siegmund. "You should just debug her so

we can go, sister. I am tired."
"Of course, my love. Just watch over the boy," said Sieglinde.
"Njorun, run," Sam said weakly. "I couldn't give you what you

needed."
Njorun tilted her head to the side and the black feathers on her dress

ruffled with her subtle movements. The white lines throughout the threads
blazed with familiar light. "It's okay, Sam. It's going to be okay."

Sieglinde cackled. "What, did you try and take Siegfried's sword? Are
you still under the illusion that you're doting around Midgard's precious
little 'user created areas?' Dolt."

"No. I know the difference between a game and reality," said Njorun.
She stood straight and raised her dark, twisted staff.
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"Yet you still plan to resist," said Sieglinde.
"The difference is the one that I get to decide," said Njorun. "Reality is

as I make it. Nothing more."
"Cliché," said Sieglinde. The Aesir rushed towards Njorun in a

blinding flash of gold, a streaking line just the same as Siegfried had done in
the dark depths of Quindec-Abyss/Peace. 

Njorun raised her armlet shield and dodged as Sieglinde violently
slammed into her, the collision effect pushing Njorun away roughly even as
she dodged most of the Aesir's onslaught. She sidestepped, but Sieglinde
was one step ahead of her, the end of the Laevateinn slamming into Njorun's
side and sparking pain. Now that she could see her Health related on her
HUD, the massive chunks fell off the bar in crimson numbers and dissipated
into the dark space around them. 

She wouldn't last many more hits like that, and Sieglinde wasn't going
to allow the casting of an Ucha or Ulicha spell.

Njorun knew that somewhere outside the reach of the game world, Lisa
was breathing heavily in the snow. Her mind was still functioning properly,
but how much longer would it be before her body tried to shut down in the
unprotected cold world?

The HUD warbled as Sieglinde pressed her halberd to the shifting
floor. Her dark lips pursed and drew together in a thin smile. She cocked her
head to the side and allowed the cascading platinum reach of hair to touch
the gold armor just above her hips.

Njorun couldn't wait for opportunities. Sieglinde would toy with her
just long enough to tire out her Neurolink and then debug her. But what was
she waiting for? Njorun gave Sam a quick glance and tried to reach a mental
hand toward Uror. The lost consciousness was imprinted on her now, but
Njorun didn't know how to access that. It would be like Sarah, settling at the
whim of another entity fighting for programming control over her Animus.

A deep breath. A focus. Complete and total mental action.
Selection panes flashed by as her abilities were queued up. Njorun

reached as far into her PvP experience as she could, mixing up the rotation
enough so that Sieglinde wouldn't be able to call on the saved battle data
that Circle Systems no doubt had on her. Even as the battle truly engaged, it
seemed to happen outside of her body. Transcendental. The movements
pushed themselves between extreme haste and slow motion, and each and
every combat selection was as smooth and as fluid as a well-oiled machine.
33.333 % Neurolink was a natural high. It was a true taste of being a
goddess. It was a taste of soma.

Sieglinde shot toward her with the halberd pointed out, the thorny
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Sieglinde shot toward her with the halberd pointed out, the thorny
blade catching Njorun just under the arm even as she moved completely out
of Sieglinde's range. She twisted to the side, feathers rustling, the tail of her
dress a black, monstrous creature. Tears opened up in the shifting ether of
the Ginnungagap and Cometstorm rained down around them. Sieglinde
moved out of the way of the falling, flaming rocks, but didn't put much
effort into avoiding the damage. The few comets in the spell that hit her did
negligible damage at best. 

Njorun danced around the Primordial Pool, the white sands crunching
under her as she stepped back towards the translucent labyrinthine designs
of the Ginnungagap's lost areas. Sieglinde followed with her halberd in tow,
and Njorun ripped chunks of earth from the ground as she sent snaking
clods of Cratersplit magick away. The Quake spells tore up the strange
graphics of the trash server, and Sieglinde sidestepped them with ease as she
gave chase. The Cataclysm erected Granitewall stone palings and Sieglinde
smashed through them without missing a beat. 

The Laevateinn elongated, and the thorny point of the halberd smacked
Njorun hard across the back. She used Shadowstep and flew toward the
crest of the nearby hill, and just as she rolled away, one of the Garmr still in
the clutch of the Wayland Plates snapped at her head. The dog screamed,
and Njorun winced as the sound disoriented her. She tried to find her
bearings and straightened up just as Sieglinde slammed into her side and
pushed the halberd's point deep into her gut. Njorun screamed as she went
down, the unchecked Neurolink forcing the pain through her ego-fog. 

A blast of rock punched Sieglinde in the chest and drove her
backwards as Njorun scrambled up the hill. The landscape changed and the
hill disappeared as a valley took its place, and Njorun dove down into the
new, welcoming darkness. She immediately launched a bevy of Ulicha
spells to recover her dangerously low Health. The Garmr screamed again as
Sieglinde ran past them, and the dogs snapped at her as well. More comets
rained down on Sieglinde and she struck the falling pieces of space with her
Laevateinn. They vanished into flashing white specks.

"There's no reason to hide from me, girl. You lasted three minutes and
seventeen seconds against Siegfried before you were ejected. What are we
at here now, four minutes? I'm being generous. The kindness of strangers
and all that," called Sieglinde. 

Njorun didn't move from her place of pressed darkness.
"Here. I'll even tell you a little something that will make you happy.

You remember the Future Child program? I'm sure you do. In fact, I'm
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You remember the Future Child program? I'm sure you do. In fact, I'm
pretty sure that you spend quite a bit of your time thinking about it,"
Sieglinde chuckled darkly.

"You probably think you've been forgotten. 'Oh, woe is me. My life is
normal and boring and I have this amazing brain.' Well, there are lots of
yous and none of them are special, Lisa Perdita. In fact, you aren't even in
the top ten percent of those who made it all the way through the program.
Hear that? So, isn't that confusing? I'm sure all those 'special' placements in
the program had you thinking it was something else, no? Had you thinking
that maybe you were so far above Hayden Itagaki and Sven Abel? The great
'Cataclysm' and all that, right?"

Njorun moved carefully through the changing landscape as the ground
below her flashed and changed from a glass pane into a hallway of tall
summer grass. She sidestepped the vegetation and tried not to set off any of
the strange sound effects as she circumvented the valley.

"Circle Systems doesn't give up on its investments. What, did you
think you could live your life with a piece of computer implanted in your
frontal lobe and they wouldn't know where you were at all times? Hell, they
own their own goddamn global positioning satellites. How do you think
IABE is able to make all that money?"

Njorun furrowed her brow. IABE? The global communications
company? What did they have to do with a video game developer?

"Wyrd, talk to me," Njorun whispered.
"The Future Child program was just a front. Data Collection for the

HCIE. I was in it as well. So was Siegmund. La-di-fucking-da, because
guess what? After a cache of five hundred Castle Bravo Thermonuclear
Hydrogen Bombs are detonated due to a computer error over North
America, our world loses its faith in technology and itchy trigger fingers
just a little bit. And you know what can be done about that?"

Njorun tried to take another step and her foot completely refused to
move. The mental process suddenly felt incredibly sluggish.

"How do you like that, huh? All I have to do is send an instant request,
and bam, wish granted. It's pretty difficult to walk now, isn't it, Cataclysm?"
Sieglinde called. "Perks of being an Aesir, I guess. And there is my point, I
suppose. Neurolink is weak. You have a neurochip in your head and it is
property of IABE. I told you I was only messing with you. If I were to cut
open Lisa Perdita's cute little noggin and pull out that fingernail-tiny chip, it
would say 'IABE' right there in cute little letters."

"Wyrd," Njorun whispered. A bright flash of pain exploded in her, and
the HUD was washed out in white. The migraine was so severe that she
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the HUD was washed out in white. The migraine was so severe that she
couldn't remember how to speak.

"So you're a property of Circle Systems, little goddess. 'Njorun, the
Cataclysm, trademark of Circle Systems Global and Circle Systems UK.'
Lisa Perdita, intellectual property of IABE. Backed by your own
government, your school, your mother," Sieglinde laughed.

Njorun, it's time. You don't need to fear them anymore.
"Wyrd?" she whispered. "What do I do?"
I am going to supplement the last of my data and finish imprinting on

Njorun's player persona so that it can meld properly with your Animus,
Lisa. 

"And what does that mean?"
You will no longer be under their control. This will jailbreak your

neurochip indefinitely. A back door creation program. And then you can
have Sam's help.

Njorun stepped out of her hiding place into the fragmented light of the
Ginnungagap. A shrine of sharded glass and raining pollen brushed against
her in a hazy silhouette. Sieglinde hefted the Laevateinn across her
shoulders and hung her arms over the shaft of the staff, smiling broadly at
Njorun.

"Well?" asked Sieglinde. 
"I thought I had lost control of my mind, my entire life, and so I ran

away from home. But that wasn't the truth," said Njorun. "I never really had
control over my life, and that's what drove me into depression."

"Do you want me to feel sorry for you?" Sieglinde chuckled.
Njorun placed her left hand over her chest. "I never really had control

over my life because no one does. We’re all tossed into this loop because
there is only 'life.' There is no 'my life this, my life that.' I take part in what
life actually is, singular and myriad, warping and stagnant. Life is only
itself, and it stretches so much farther beyond who I am that I’m lucky to
take part in it for the small amount of time that is given to me. That's all. I
have choice, I have options presented in what I will or won't do."

Njorun took a step forward. She pointed toward where Siegmund and
Sam were waiting in the dark distance.

"Sam never had choices, and I'm willing to bet that the same goes for
you and your brother. Circle Systems implemented that program. They
designed the HCIE so that you couldn't do anything against their will.
Neurolink exists outside of Circle Systems’ control. It's the function of the
WoAnLiNe itself, and by extension, human will. But the HCIE is attached
to Kognition, to Midgard's servers. What you and the people you work for
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to Kognition, to Midgard's servers. What you and the people you work for
are most afraid of is the idea that choice is an enemy of progress," said
Njorun.

"People like you don't get to decide what progress is, girl. You are a
cog," said Sieglinde.

Njorun shook her head. "Wyrd taught me how to control my mind, and
you still seem a slave to yours. I know what I'm running from, but what are
you and your brother trying to find?" she asked.

Sieglinde threw back her head and laughed hysterically. "I have all the
power I need. How much longer do you think it will be before your 'real
world' sinks into the WoAnLiNe? What is out there that anyone needs? The
machines feed us, they help us breathe, they sleep for us, they dream for us.
Siegmund and I, we've found what all of you plebeians are still searching
for. We belong," she said.

Njorun shook her head. "I don't believe that. I helped Sam shake his
handcuffs. You're next," she said.

Sieglinde launched herself forward before the last word was out of
Njorun's emote lips, the Laevateinn pressed forward to take the girl in the
stomach. Just as she reached the Cataclysm, Njorun flashed her wings.
Sieglinde moved to where Njorun was standing, and the girl Shadowstepped
out of the area just as the Aesir arrived. Where the Garmr had been not too
long before, great teeth shot up out of the dark space in the Ginnungagap
below the translucent flooring that Sieglinde sailed across. The Wayland
Plates grabbed her sides and slammed her back down to the ground, her
arms and legs pierced to hold her.

A blaze of white pixelated light brightened the dismal area of the
Ginnungagap, and as Sieglinde turned away, she saw another. Another girl
with short dark hair and green eyes, Njorun's eyes. But this girl was
different. She was sadder, her features a bit more muted. Sieglinde opened
her mouth and framed a word of confusion just as Lisa Perdita's Animus
touched the Aesir's forehead.
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14.
The House Where Ill Luck Lives

"We've always known the minds of children are malleable. Look at history. Look
at how we have used children to build our machines and fight our wars. Look at

our manipulation of innocence. We pick them because possibility is endless.
Children are trusting. They can become anything."

"Baradar!" Ahura shouted into the night. 
It was a clear, warm evening and there was a slight breeze that touched

her dark hair. Ahura Mazda clutched the door frame of their home and tried
to see past the city lights and into the dark alleyways that wove about the
urban streets.

"Baradar!" she yelled again. Her father would be so cross with them,
yet she couldn't think about that man for a moment. It was late, dinner was
getting cold, and her brother was not at the table.

A small, lanky boy with a scruffy patch of dark brown hair emerged
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A small, lanky boy with a scruffy patch of dark brown hair emerged

from the scattered lights and ink of the evening. "Khahar, you are supposed
to say 'brother.' Father would be cross if he heard you speaking Persian
again," said the boy.

Ahura Mazda scrunched up her face, the glare pinpointed at her twin
brother. "Yet you call me khahar, not sister. You want to speak our tongue
as much as I do, Ahri," she said.

"It's not what I want. I need to make father happy. We both do," he
said. He mussed her hair and stepped past her and into the house. Ahura
made a face and stuck her tongue out at the boy. She brushed her silken
locks with her thin tan fingers and then tugged nervously at their ends.

"I like baradar better than brother," she whispered to herself. English
was an ugly, slow language. She had spent five years of her life speaking the
same language as everyone else in New Persia before their father forced
them into the schooling. The WoAnLiNe had made it disturbingly easy to
learn a new language, even as Ahura fought against it.

"You shouldn't be sticking your head out the door without a hijab.
Father would be cross about that, too," said Ahri.

"'Father would be cross.' Father is cross about everything. He doesn’t
understand fashion, or the changing world, or the WoAnLine, or anything,"
said Ahura. "The women don’t dress in the ways of the old world, not even
on the streets of Tehran. The women there, they do not let the looks of the
older generations touch them. Father cares about tradition, but gets angry if
I speak Persian in the house. He doesn’t let me choose."

Ahri huffed. "Father says that the women should be ashamed of their
temptations," he said. "They should be modest, like when the world still had
its pride, when borders meant something."

Ahura stepped inside, closed the front door, leaned against it. She
walked forward a few steps and smacked her twin brother upside the head.

"Khar! What was that for?" Ahri asked as he rubbed his head.
Ahura padded her naked feet across the floor and sat back in their

fluffy, flower-patterned couch. "I am a woman, Ahri," she said.
"You're not a woman, you are a girl," said Ahri.
"I am thirteen years old! A full decade and three years should make me

a woman by now," said Ahura. "And my time will be soon, for the rest of
me to catch up to my beautiful adult mind."

Ahri laughed and sat on the couch next to his sister. "Beautiful adult
mind? I think you are confused a little, my sister," he said.

"You think my mind is beautiful, brother," said Ahura. 
Ahri blushed and turned his head away. He glanced toward the open
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Ahri blushed and turned his head away. He glanced toward the open
kitchen, where the expansive window overlooked the bright lights of
Tehran. They twinkled like stars in the darkness of a far away galaxy.

Ahura slid her hand along the couch cushion until her pinkie was only
slightly touching the denim folds of Ahri's jeans. When the boy made no
move to push her hand away, she slid her palm toward his skinny knee.

"Stop it, Ahura," Ahri whispered.
"Father said he would not be home until very late. We are alone in our

big house again, baradar. And you worried me when you left. I wish you
would not leave me alone," said Ahura. She moved her hand further up her
brother's leg. "What were you doing out?"

"I was exploring. I love the lights and the streets at night. Tehran is
beautiful, and warm, and sometimes there are places where I can go and be
alone and not worry about anything else," he said.

"What are you worried about?" Ahura asked.
"The future," Ahri said quietly. Ahura gripped her brother's skinny leg

through his jeans.
"I said stop," Ahri hissed through clenched teeth.
"Do you not love me, brother? Do you not still find me beautiful?"

asked Ahura.
Ahura walked her skinny, tan fingers over the folds in her brother's

jeans. "Like before?"
"I do not want to take another chance. Father, I do not think he means

to keep us safe much longer," said Ahri.
Ahura set her lips into a thin, dark line. "Father does not care about

you or I, my love. He does not care. It is just us. There is the world, and
there is Ahri and Ahura Mazda. We came into it together, we experience it
together," she said. "No one understands the way we do. You are in my head
as I am in yours, baradar."

Ahri eased into the couch as Ahura leaned over, her hands now
gripping the brown leather of her brother's belt. She undid the gold clasp
and slipped the tongue of leather away from the top button of his jeans. Thin
fingers trembling, she pulled down the zipper of his jeans carefully.
Thoughtfully. Ahri just watched her, his eyes glazing over with memory and
desire.

Ahura slipped one hand past her brother's waistband, and Ahri made a
quiet gasp. He was somewhat soft, still a boy trying to become a man. But it
wasn't about a release, it was exploration. Love through curiosity. Ahura did
not know what she expected to find as her fingers touched warm soft skin,
but it made her brother relaxed and happy. Her twin. Her love. 
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The silence in the living room was guided by the ticking of a clock that
sounded impossibly far away. Tehran’s brightness watched them through the
slit of glass that sat just above the view of the kitchen the twins shared. The
evening lights in their modern Persian home were warm and soft, and the
couch made little noise as the twins moved about the soft cushions. The
dull, hazy reflection in the dark square of the nearby television set was an
abstract of colors, body parts fuzzy and monstrous. The face of a liquid-
touch display would have only drunk them in.

"Ahura?" Ahri asked. Some time had passed, but it was a nothing for
the both of them, slices of seconds and minutes that added up to a
meaningless passage. Ahri gulped and his tongue felt thick and cottony. He
felt as if his body had completely sunk into the dimensions of the couch, as
if all his molecules had been absorbed into the stitching and his body lost to
nerve endings and quick breaths and confusion.

"Yes, my love," his sister replied.
"I'm sorry about what I said. I shouldn't listen to father. Not about

you," he said.
Ahura shrugged. "You don't need to listen to him or anyone outside.

There's nothing in Tehran, or New Persia, or the rest of the world. Not in the
entire WoAnLiNe. You make me happy, and nothing else, khar."

"Will we always be together?" he asked her.
"Yes, baradar."
"No matter what?"
The old metal lock of the front door tumbled, a quiet noise made loud

that sunk both their stomachs and squeezed breaths from their lungs. Ahri
fidgeted with his belt buckle as Ahura slid off the couch and scrambled to a
nearby chair, picking up a copy of a dog-eared paperback novel as she sat. 

"You two should be in bed," the man at the door said. He had not
glanced at the twins, only announced his displeasure in a worn voice. 

"I am sorry, father," said Ahri. Ahura ground her teeth as her brother's
voice changed into the high-pitched tone of the 'favorite.' "We were only
discussing the beauty of Tehran on a clear night such as this one. We can see
the lights on the Milad Tower from here."

"It is not beautiful," said their father. He dropped his briefcase by the
door and slapped a bundle of papers on the bar counter that stuck out from
the kitchen. He sat a sleek black tablet on top of the papers and palmed the
liquid-touch display. The glowing screen muted to grey, and then black.
"That is not beauty. It is progress. It is fiercer than beauty. It is better than
your artful word."
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"I am sorry, father," said Ahri. "I meant no disrespect toward you. Of
course you are right."

Ahura ignored their exchange. Her eyes were fixated on a strangeness,
a fault in her father's character that he would never let slip. He seemed
anxious, distracted. The front door to their home sat open, only slightly ajar,
but enough of a sliver to let in the night air. As Ahri and her father
continued to speak, Ahura watched the darkness in the crack between the
open door and the door frame came to life. It stepped inside their home, it
took off a hat, it slipped white gloves off of thin, bony fingers. Its face was
pale, a ghost, a tall thin man who wore a pressed dark suit and a disturbingly
friendly grin.

Ahri had finally quieted his speech, and taking note of the stranger.
Ahura felt a chill take her. She was paralyzed, stuck to the chair with the
paperback novel anchoring her hand to the armrest.

"Children, this is…"
"Surveyor Eighty-Two," said the man. His shiny tongue slithered over

teeth that were remarkably straight and white, rows of perfect white stones
set into a face only a shade darker. Ahura realized that she could not figure
out what color his eyes were supposed to be. Everything about him was
pristine, careful, predetermined. He looked so incredibly foreign. European. 

"Eighty-Two," echoed their father in a distracted tone. He moved to the
bar and poured himself an amber-colored drink. Ice clinked in the glass as
he wrapped his long, tan fingers around the crystal patterns.

"I don't understand. Father?" Ahri said nervously.
Their father finished his drink before answering. "You will be going

with him," he said quietly. He said the words as an absolute, as something
that had been decided long ago.

Ahura paled and stepped away from the chair. Ahri was still watching
the stranger. Eighty-Two didn't make a move toward them, just watched
them coolly as their father poured himself another drink.

A new kind of deafening silence settled over the room.
"How much did he offer you?" Ahura asked. She set her lips into a thin

line and tried to keep herself from screaming. The room felt unnaturally
warm.

"Go pack your bag. You will be leaving within the next ten minutes.
Help your brother find some things, and don't give Eighty-Two any
trouble," her father said. “Just your essentials, Ahura.”

Ahura bared her teeth like a dog. "I will not. You can go fuck yourself,
father," she said.
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The tall, wiry man sat the remainder of his drink on the counter top and
crossed the carpet between himself and his daughter in four simple strides.
He looked Ahura up and down, as if weighing her for the first time, and then
his hand lashed out. The force of it was nothing, yet the sound was sharp
and brought a smear of blood to her lips. Ahura didn't flinch, didn't touch
her cheek as her neck snapped back and she was pushed into the stucco wall
behind them. She let the world spin away, defenseless. 

"Ahura!" Ahri cried out. He took a step forward, but Ahura shook her
head, her dark eyes staring up into her father’s own pair. She could see
nothing in the chasm of his darkness.

"Stay there, Ahri," she said, rising slowly. Her face was hot and a line
of blood dripped from the corner of her lip down to her collarbone, but she
did not wipe it away. "I can handle this."

His voice was calm but menacing. "Collect your things, help Ahri, and
go with this man. Do not make me repeat myself again, Ahura," said her
father.

The man who named himself ‘Surveyor Eighty-Two’ returned to life,
seemingly blind to Ahura and her father’s exchange. "I have a car waiting
just outside. We have a flight to catch, children. Do not give your father
trouble," he said. “Come now.”

Ahura cut a glare and stomped out of the living room, down the dimly
lit hallway, and into her room. The faces framed in the posters of her
favorite bands watched her busily stuff clothes, a toothbrush, and her music
player into a small satchel. She kicked over a pile of stuffed animals and
tripped over her computer chair on the way out of the room and into Ahri's
smelly boy-den. 

The room was a jungle of mismatched shadows. Ahri did little more
with his time than sketch characters into the heavy paper of his drawing
pads or watch television, and his room was a mess of clothes and shiny food
wrappers. Ahri had lost his reason for order along with his mother. Ahura
sighed and tried to find the cleanest clothes in the room, the few items that
would pass the sniff test.

There was a small photograph on Ahri's desk. Ahura stood by it for
some time, staring out through the blinds toward the flickering lights of
beautiful Tehran. She slowly let her gaze hover on a thin rectangle that
captured a familiar, yet entirely different, family frozen in a long-ago time.

Ahura slammed the framed photograph face-down on the desk. The
edges of the plastic cracked and lost themselves somewhere on the other
side of Ahri’s dresser.
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She returned from the hallways, her face carrying a numb expression.
Two bags over her shoulders, she saw Ahri standing in the doorway with
Eighty-Two's gloved hand resting comfortably on the boy’s shoulder. Their
father was sitting at the kitchen table, staring out the window at the lights of
Tehran. A liquid-touch display tablet glowed on the table in front of him,
and he idly slid his tan finger over the glossy screen. Ahura gave her father
one last look of loathing and stepped through the living room to join her
brother. Eighty-Two finally looked down at her, just for a moment, and his
bright blue eyes held a joyful expectancy that Ahura found terrifying.

"Baradar," Ahura said loudly, so that her father would hear her. "We
will be alright. We have mother's heart with us, yes?"

Ahri took a step out the door, and Surveyor Eighty-Two followed him.
Ahura was almost into the warm, windy night when the voice of her father
called after her. The voice was tired, but determined. It was a tone that
would be remembered.

"Two hundred thousand euros. Apiece," he said. “I don’t have a reason
to keep mementos of her when this world is falling apart.”

Ahura touched the doorknob, but let the door keep ajar. The lights of
the city twinkled through the dark sliver as the children were led away by
the man.

Lisa watched them leave from her closet of darkness. Heavy velvet
curtains pulled over the scene, and Njorun stood up from her seat in the
theater. Her HUD warbled and shifted, and the colors returned.

///

The Ginnungagap rolled with mists the color of salmon and a horizon
that was peppered with pastel blues and pinks and greens. A striped light
reflected the effects given off by the translucent walls of the labyrinthine
gates. The rolling hills and dipping valleys of lost areas cast strange
shadows on a backdrop of landscape that desperately wanted to be a
mountain range.

"You," Sieglinde growled. She stood statue-still, her left hand touching
her forehead as her right held the halberd level with the dark ground. Her
golden aura made her appear to be of solid metal.

"Signy?" Siegmund called. He pushed Sam aside, and the boy fell to
his knees. "What did she do to you?"
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"Wyrd taught me how to help people. She showed me how to use my
mind for something good, Ahura," said Njorun. "I can focus it, now. I can
help you, too."

Siegmund took a step forward. The distance between them suddenly
seemed so small, and the dipping landscape pushed together accordion-like
and wicked. 

"What did you just call her?" the larger knight asked quietly.
"Siegmund! Stay back!" Sieglinde called. She shook her head and

tightened her grip on the Laevateinn. "Don't worry about her, my love. She
is trying to confuse us!"

"Ahura, the HCIE program took you and used you and your brother.
What were they doing, hunting for orphans? Your father sold you to these
people, he handed you over to a stranger. Don’t you see what these people
are? Sam was taken by two men just like this ‘Eighty-Two’ when he was an
infant. They abducted him.”

“Shut up,” Sieglinde threatened.
"One of them killed his mother, shot her down in cold blood in the

hallways of some hospital, decades ago. Circle Systems has just been using
his mind, his exceptionally connected Animus, for Siegfried and for
whatever else that he's needed for that I don't know about, or want to
understand. They experiment on him within the Woglinde and send him
through the Bifrost program whenever you other Aesir need him. All for
what? To collect some data? To better understand the WoAnLiNe?" Njorun
asked. "It's sick, Ahura."

"Stop. Talking. Bitch," Sieglinde demanded.
"Your father sold you. What did he do to your mother? Where was she

when you and your brother were left to nothing but each other? Look how
twisted you became. What did Circle Systems do to you? Did they promise
you a better world plugged in to the HCIE? An eternal dream where you
could be together forever and be as powerful as you wanted to be? How
could you say no to being the god and goddess of an entire ever-growing
world?" Njorun asked.

"Shut up!" Sieglinde screamed. 
"Njorun!" Sam yelled from his place at the white sands of the

Primordial Pool. His face, even so far away, was framed in a ghastly green
glow that offset all his features. 

"Just leave us alone, Ahura. Take your brother and go. Sam and I will
find our way home," said Njorun.

Sieglinde turned back toward where Sam and Siegmund were standing.
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Sieglinde turned back toward where Sam and Siegmund were standing.
For a trembling sliver of a moment, Njorun thought that Sieglinde was
considering it. Thinking of abandoning them, of leaving, of taking on a goal
of her own. Sam watched the golden figure warily, unsure if she was
watching him or the towering golden knight that stood near him. Sieglinde
nodded toward them, toward Siegmund, and smiled.

"Wyrd, I tried. Sarah, I tried."
"We know."
Njorun mentally flipped through her panes until the Equip box showed

up in her HUD. She could feel the fear tremble through her connection. For
the first time in over a year, Njorun unequipped the Mistelteinn staff. The
black, twisted oak shaft faded away in an ocean-colored cloud of fireflies
before vanishing, pixel by pixel.

"Njorun! Move!" Sam yelled.
"It's okay, Sam," Njorun whispered. Ahura and Ahri weighed on her

mind. Wyrd danced through her thoughts and Sarah sat on her shoulders
with her own white wings branching out over Njorun's naked arms.

The Equip pane still open, Njorun selected the bizarre data for the
Admin Knight claymore, the Tyrfing. With a solid click, the typical sound
of an item being placed into an empty slot fell into Njorun's ears like a
renewed blessing. In the same buzzing pool of firefly light, the golden blade
extended from Njorun's small hand until the point was resting against her
bony ankles. It was the same blade that had cleaved Sarah's head from her
shoulders and removed the last Valkyrie from Kognition's design; the one
and same blade that destroyed Lisa's friend.

Sieglinde turned around and stared hard at Njorun. She cocked her
head to one side and shifted the halberd so that the shaft of the weapon was
parallel to her erect form.

"You are a parasite, Player: Njorun. Female," said Sieglinde. "I am
going to delete you from the system for the sake of all other players. We
don't need to see the nightmares you bring."

"You don't have to do this, Ahura. You don't need to fight me. Give up
on Circle Systems. What did they ever do for you?" asked Njorun.
"Everything you said, it doesn't matter. I've seen what you really want."

"You saw it, did you? You crept on me, parasite. I grew up in a world
of 'progression' and still couldn't walk outside my house dressed like a
normal girl. I was born in a country—in a world—of perpetual mental
disease, born to a father that did who-knows-what to his wife and then sold
his children to an international company. Yet that was where we found life,
my brother and I. You don't know what it's like to be afraid of never seeing
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my brother and I. You don't know what it's like to be afraid of never seeing
the one you love again, of spending weeks in dark, cramped rooms and
having needles pushed under your skin and invisible, untouchable probes
fingering your thoughts. I may not know what it's like to face some of the
worst horrors that women have seen in this screwed up world, but I lost the
concept of 'privacy' when I was thirteen years old. The last good memory I
have is when I had my fingers down the jeans of a thirteen-year-old boy,"
Sieglinde spat.

"Don't do this, Ahura," begged Njorun. "Don't."
"You’re offering to 'help me?'" Sieglinde laughed. She used the thorny

end of her halberd to point at Sam. "Like you 'helped' that human reject over
there? That project? That's a joke. You can't do it. You can't do anything."

Sam lifted his head slowly, and Siegmund nudged him forward. The
larger AK knight seemed unsure what to do with this new information. His
previous swagger had fallen away, and now he was as silent and still as
Sam.

Sieglinde kept the edge of the Laevateinn trained on Sam. "He can tell
us how you are such a lady of the people. A hero."

"And you don't need to be a villain, Ahura."
Sieglinde's smile faded for two heart beats. "Yes. I do."
"Maybe she’s right," Siegmund called. His voice sounded wrong,

inserted so suddenly between the clashing blades of Sieglinde and Njorun's
tones. "khahar."

Sieglinde raised the Laevateinn and pointed it at Njorun. 
"Do you love me, brother?" Sieglinde asked quietly. Njorun could

barely pick up the words. Sieglinde stood motionless, and Njorun realized
they had entered Whisper Chat.

[Sieglinde: "How many years have you trusted me?"
Siegmund: "I do not know. How long has it been now? I remember so
little of it."
Sieglinde: "It doesn't matter, because I've been by your side. This
whole time, it's been you and I, and we've watched over Siegfried, and
we've done our jobs, and we've been given a glorious life here. Better
than anything else we would have had. We’ve never wanted for
anything. Do you not agree?"
Siegmund: "I do, and I trust you. I just…"
Sieglinde: "What?"
Siegmund: "I wish this had never happened to us."
Sieglinde: "Me too, baradar."]
Sieglinde's lips moved again. She spoke for Njorun’s benefit as well as
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Sieglinde's lips moved again. She spoke for Njorun’s benefit as well as
her own. "I'll ask again. Do you love me?"

"I always have," said Siegmund.
"Do you trust me?" asked Sieglinde.
Siegmund nodded.
"Unsheathe Balmung," Sieglinde commanded.
Siegmund kicked Sam to the white sands of Rossweisse's Primordial

Pool. The golden longsword was out in a flash. Time slowed. Golden
weapons were in the air, their shining tips pointing toward Valhalla. Njorun
could count spaces between words, and as the golden arcs from the weapons
traveled toward their inevitable destinations, her heart sank into a darkness
that seemed to brighten the pits that dotted the shadeless Ginnungagap. 

-///-

"How long do you plan to keep them here?"
In the not-so-far-off distance, a sandbox sat in a tiny park. It was

surrounded by planks of gorgeous, smooth cedar. A swing set sat just
beyond, its swings swaying lazily as if coming down from someone’s recent
jubilation. There was a jungle gym nestled just between the set and the
sandbox. 

Njorun wrapped her fingers around the chains of the swing, her naked
feet kicking out slowly as she pushed herself back and forth, back and forth.
Behind her, a shadow danced just outside her vision. Wyrd's figure
accompanied the shade and whispered into her ear.

Njorun ignored them.
"Forever. I will keep them frozen forever," answered the Cataclysm.
Four children sat in the sandbox, enjoying life in an impossible

combination of broken time and shuffled memories. Two tan, dark-haired
twins built a towering sand castle in the middle of the sandbox. They
laughed and smiled at one another, and were joined by a young boy with
sandy brown hair. He topped the sand castle with small shining stones, and
the three of them acted as if they had been friends for an eternity beyond
their young ages. 

Near them, sitting cross-legged in the corner of the sand box, a small
pale girl with raven-black hair watched the trio play with a small smile on
her face.

"This isn't real," said Wyrd. "If you keep abusing this power, you are
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"This isn't real," said Wyrd. "If you keep abusing this power, you are
going to kill yourself. Your mind can't handle this level of rapid processing."

"Don't worry about my safety. Why do you suddenly get to decide
what reality is?" Njorun spat. “Maybe I’ve found some abject philosophy.”

"Don't do this, Njorun. Lisa. Don't subject yourself to this. You are
wearing your mind thin as it is. You're projecting yourself. You're going to
—"

"Going to what? Put myself in a coma? Kill myself? Become a
vegetable? Does it look like I care?" Njorun said angrily. She stopped
kicking her legs and let the swing move on its own, back and forth, back and
forth.

"Is this what Sarah wanted? Are you fulfilling your design as an
Einherjar by creating your own pocket time? Emulated perfection?" asked
Wyrd.

"What does it matter now? I can't save anyone. I couldn't save my own
mind, and I'm still compulsively reaching out to anyone. To everyone."

"Doesn't that make you a good person?" asked the shade.
"A ‘good person?’ Don't treat me like a child."
The shade directed its attention toward the sandbox. 
"That—that doesn't count. It's not what I meant," said Njorun quietly.
"You need to go home, Lisa. Sarah warned you about sinking too far

into this world and now you are trying to create your own piece of it," said
Wyrd. “None of you are from the same time. You can’t be children together.
You can’t go back to a nothingness.”

"Nothing bad can happen in the world I create. I get to control it. I'm
the goddess here," said Njorun. "I'm the child of dreams. I can save them
all."

"Then do it. Save each and every one of them, Lisa. But not like this.
You can't set them in ice and call it 'freedom.' You have to save yourself
before you can help anyone, otherwise you can't be anyone's Einherjar," said
Wyrd.

Njorun sunk her feet into the earth below the swing. "I'm so tired,
Wyrd. I'm so tired."

The shade put a hand on Njorun's shoulder and bent forward slightly.
Salt and pepper hair tinged with violet shine dipped in front of Njorun's
face. The shade was silhouetted by a warm white light.

"I know," said Sarah.
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15.
Soma

"Human beings live in limbo between complete apathy and complete
interest. When a person calms their own demons long enough to escape both the

past and the future, well, we selfishly turn them into messiahs."

Rossweisse's Primordial Pool glowed with a faint green light.
The white sands seemed to breathe, to pulse, to be alive. 

As Njorun's pocket world fell around her, she flashed her Einherjar
wings and launched herself through the darkness of the Ginnungagap. The
neural load of the significant boost in mental processing returned to normal
and time began to inch toward its inevitable slow crawl. The abstract
landscape sped underneath Njorun's flight. She caught Sam in the chest just
as the Balmung swung over their heads in a gold arc. 

With Sam in front of her, Njorun pushed them both into the Primordial
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With Sam in front of her, Njorun pushed them both into the Primordial

Pool with her back on fire. Njorun felt the collision effect as Sieglinde
jumped through the portal behind her, and the white light closed as the
Cataclysm's wings faded away.

Njorun's body rolled over a matted ground of green grasses, the
graphics picking against her choppily. She lifted her head and looked out
into an area of rolling emerald hills and a faded horizon. It was familiar, and
yet at the same time it seemed to be a poor imitation of lovely, lost memory.
Tredec-Grasslands/War seemed so small and out of focus when Njorun was
holding a Neurolink almost twice what was allowed by the player personas
in Kognition.

"Kognition doesn't seem to have any claws in you anymore, Njorun,"
Sieglinde cackled. The tall golden woman straightened herself against the
backdrop of a pastel sky. Her halberd dangled lazily in a loose grip. "You
are truly a rebel."

"I've been influenced by some interesting people," she replied.
"Overwritten. You’re just pieces of something now. None of this skill

is your own," Sieglinde spat. "That's why they never tried to take you for the
HCIE. You just aren't up to snuff."

"And now they can't touch me anymore, either. Nobody wants to be
under that kind of control. Nobody wants your life, Ahura," said Njorun
quietly. "Especially not you."

Njorun kept her eyes roving about her HUD, looking around the
landscape in her peripheral vision for wherever Sam might have gone.
Siegmund seemed to not have made it through the portal into Tredec-
Grasslands/War. The raven-haired girl straightened her posture and
brandished the Tyrfing claymore against Sieglinde. The Aesir laughed.

"You know how to swing a sword, mage?" she asked. "Do you even
have any claymore Skills or Rings equipped?"

"I can fight with it well enough. I just need time."
"So then explain to me how being an avatar of violence works for your

hero complex of passivity."
"I've never been passive, I just don't want to hurt anyone. I'll do

whatever it takes to protect myself and the people I love."
"And that fits into your moral code?"
"This isn't about simple morality. Not anymore. The world is too big,

and there are worlds in worlds. They were always there, in everyone's heads,
but now we can see them. We're starting to bleed into each other," said
Njorun. "I've given you plenty of chances to walk away from us, Ahura.
You know better than most how powerful control is in your own life."
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Sieglinde stared down at the wind-caught green grass of the area. Her
long platinum scarf of hair settled around her neck and shoulders and
cascaded down her golden plate armor. 

"They promised us freedom in exchange for slavery," Sieglinde
whispered.

"They promised my parents life would be better with an implant in my
head. That's the political promise of all Future Children. But promises aren't
real, Ahura. Not when they come from people who don't love us," she said.
"Go back to Ahri and find a new life. Please."

Sieglinde's shoulders shook. Njorun thought she was laughing again,
but the beautiful knight turned away. 

"You don't get it. The HCIE isn't like Neurolink. It encompasses the
entirety of it, it swallows it. I can't sit in a comfy chair and play with my
friends. This is all that's left of me, Lisa. It is all that is left of my brother
and me. There is no ‘Ahura’ or ‘Ahri,’ not anymore. There's no Sam, either.
I'm sorry," she said. "Your dream is over."

In a golden streak of lightning, Sieglinde pushed forward. Njorun
caught her blow with a massive swing of the claymore, and the halberd's
collision effect met the tip of the sword's blade. The sound rang out around
them, and the music of the area turned into a low chanting drone. Njorun
saw on her HUD that the weather effect was bringing in rain as dark clouds
gathered overhead. She stepped back and cut a mean horizontal slice that
pushed Sieglinde backwards. 

The Laevateinn pushed forward in a fierce jab, and the Tyrfing sliced
its brother weapon away. Mean hiccuping sparks danced off the ends of
blades that were never supposed to meet. Kognition's processing fought to
match the unknown effects. Dark bullet holes appeared in the space around
them as bits of graphical data dissolved. Njorun cut the halberd away with a
fierce swing and rolled into the attack as the Laevateinn flew centimeters
away from her nose.

Sieglinde frowned, and a fierce succession of sharp strikes jumped out
at Njorun. Her Health was bit fiercely as the attack scoured her body in
dozens of different, quick, unblockable strikes. 

"You have no claymore skills equipped and you are using an unfamiliar
weapon with hidden stats. Do you think this is a fight at all, Njorun?"
Sieglinde asked.

Njorun grunted. She stood up straight and hefted the massive golden
blade over one of her scrawny pale shoulders. A soft green light hugged her
frame as she used an Ulicha healing spell. "I have to try," she said. 
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Sieglinde cried out and launched another volley of strikes. Njorun
twisted the hilt of the claymore and pushed the weapon's tip into the ground,
using the flat end as a shield against the strike. A tear opened in the space
above them as comets homed in on Sieglinde and exploded in fiery pops.
She back-stepped, and Njorun mentally selected Cratersplit. She targeted
behind Sieglinde, and the Aesir's golden boots caught on the rift of earth and
rock. She stumbled just enough for Njorun to get the Tyrfing into a vicious
arc swing that caught Sieglinde’s shoulder plate. A spray of sparks ignited
the air, and more black holes tore through the graphical space of the area.

Njorun, Tredec-Grasslands/War is only emulating Kognition's services.
It is still a deleted area in the Ginnungagap. You need to get Sieglinde out
of these servers and back into Kognition's real-working Midgard servers.

"I don't know," Njorun answered with a grimace. It was strange
hearing Wyrd in similar fashion to the AI system that had governed her
adventures in Kognition for years. "I can try, but if we weren’t able to leave
the Ginnungagap through the Primordial Pool before, why would it work
now?"

Sieglinde flipped over Njorun's head and slammed her heel into the
small of the girl's back. Njorun went tumbling and Sieglinde chased after
her with an Ugly Blade Strike. The thorny point of the halberd swatted her
arm and she rolled away from it, firing off a cooling Ucha spell. The green
aura lifted off of her in a tendril haze that seemed distorted in her HUD.

Njorun flashed her wings and launched herself toward Sieglinde. The
Aesir bent her knees and feinted into a roll, but back-stepped at the last
minute. Her body slammed into a rough outcropping of pink crystallized
rock, and she staggered for half a second. Njorun caught Sieglinde in the
chest, but before she could throw the two of them into her wing-portal a
shadowy figure leapt through.

The portal opened in a dark whorl and spat them out into a new
abstract fog. Njorun lifted her head and tried to get her bearings before
Sieglinde could fall on top of her. At first she could only see fading
tentacles of purple and green, but an effect began to fall around her. Little
papery leaf-shapes, drifting softly.

"No," Njorun whispered as a terrible buzz filled her head. The area
loaded in a sudden static burst, her high Neurolink displaying the space with
the help of the WoAnLiNe’s unimpeded memetic connection. Thousands of
shapes darted around her, pale shadows that quickly filled in with the detail
of endless creative thought. Players dressed as mages, as knights, as bards
and thieves and assassins and archers. They split away from her as if Njorun
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and thieves and assassins and archers. They split away from her as if Njorun
were a terrible meteor crashing into a shallow lake.

Instinctively, she looked up. Great boughs of green and purple and
blue and red danced above her in a shimmering space that mimicked the
great light of Valhalla.

"The Yggdrassil. But that's impossible!"
It must have been your unconscious thought destination when you

tackled Sieglinde, Njorun.
"I had nothing in my head! I just—I just dove for her! I didn't want to

take us to the center of Midgard!" Njorun cried out. She moved her head
about in a panic, the HUD keeping up with her in crystal clear detail as she
glanced over the hundreds upon hundreds of faces and characters and
weapons and clothes that bounced around the space below the world tree.
The glassy floor, simultaneously earthen and translucent, showed nothing
but darkness underneath.

The ends of her dark hair danced at her shoulders as she looked
around, but she could not find Sieglinde’s golden body or violet eyes.
Njorun became more concerned as she thought of the third figure that
bounced through the portal with them. She hefted Siegfried’s massive
golden claymore onto her shoulders. Even as she tried to ignore it, she
couldn't help but notice that the Trade Chat in the general Chat pane
exploded as the green aggro ring spun around her.

[Do you see that player? She's engaged in combat! In a neutral zone!]
[Who is that? I know that player…]
[The Cataclysm!]
[I thought the AKs debugged her?]
[The PvP goddess is a cheat? How is she hacking the Neurolink?]
[Kognition is going to kick her. The Yggdrassil is going to get a forced
maintenance because of her!]
Njorun kept moving, her naked feet dancing over the glass floor. She

double-gripped the claymore's hilt, her small armlet shield all but useless to
her now. Her eyes wanted to focus on the mesmerizing glow of the golden
blade, but she forced herself to focus through the shifting portrait made up
of the players around her. The milieu was familiar and unsettling at the same
time. She was back, and that thought alone sent a shock of worry through
her mind. The players around her could see her, which means her
Anonymous character had been switched off. What else had changed, in the
Ginnungagap? 

There was movement over her shoulder, but her maladroit reactions
could not hold to the Aesir. Her 33.333% Neurolink rate still couldn't keep
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could not hold to the Aesir. Her 33.333% Neurolink rate still couldn't keep
up with the immense haste the HCIE immersion provided Sieglinde. And as
the thorny blade of the Laevateinn slammed into her, she cursed the sudden
confusion and weight brought on by the intense reality of Kognition's real
Midgard servers. The strange dance through the Ginnungagap had thrown
her previous concentration to the wind.

Njorun raised the Tyrfing against the clash of Sieglinde’s halberd as the
Chats exploded with comments and the entire segment of space below the
Yggdrassil flooded with chat bubbles. The player-personas nearest the
Einherjar and the Aesir fell back as their two aggro rings spun and burned
crimson. Even in an area absent of available combat, the code still
functioned and initiated sortie like normal for the two characters that could
completely ignore the binds of Kognition's laws.

"I'll make it easy for you," Sieglinde yelled. "Let me take you back and
I'll forget Sam, wherever he is. How's that for a deal?"

"To be put into whatever madhouse the HCIE is a part of? You can't go
from telling me I'm useless to changing me into a bargaining chip for your
life. That wasn't what I offered you."

Sieglinde dropped the halberd to her side and passively faced Njorun.
"They want you now, Lisa Perdita. You are an old investment, and I can’t
keep their commands out of my head," Sieglinde whispered. 

The Asynjur. Whatever you do, you can't let Sieglinde have Njorun,
Lisa. Do you understand?

Njorun dropped the mighty gold blade of the claymore and stared
down into its strange sheen. "I understand," she said quietly.

"Good," said Sieglinde. 
"You aren't going to change, Ahura. I'm sorry," she said.
"Giving up on me already?" Sieglinde sneered. "So much for your hero

complex."
Njorun saw the flash of a vision. Children playing contentedly in a

sandbox underneath a sky the color of roasted eggplant and speckled with
stars.

"I'm tired, Ahura. I'm running on fumes. I'm still human," she said.
Sieglinde laughed. "That's the weakness setting in. We gave it up a

long time ago, my love and I."
Njorun brandished the Tyrfing. "Then you and I are both ghosts

hanging on to a world that is leaving us behind. Let's finish it here," she
said.

Sieglinde grinned ruefully, then turned and slid the thorny blade of her
halberd into the chest of the nearest player. It was a lanky boy with blond
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halberd into the chest of the nearest player. It was a lanky boy with blond
hair and blush on his cheeks. He held a runic bow in his gloved hands and
was equipped head to toe in gear that Njorun knew, but couldn't place. As
the point of the Laevateinn touched him, his body burst into a tangle of
white glowing strings of symbolic data that faded away into the ether at the
Yggdrassil's boughs.

Njorun dropped the claymore to her side and took a step forward.
"What did you do?!" she cried out.

Sieglinde turned back toward The Cataclysm as players edged away
from her. Warnings about the Admin Knight filled the Chat panes and
popped bubbles around them. The players scrambled to log out, to move
towards the Primordial Pool or teleport to a Hub-city.

"I don't need to threaten you with your own life, Njorun. Not when you
care enough about little nothings. That just makes it easy," said Sieglinde.

"You can't just delete people!" Njorun screamed. 
"I only forcefully ejected that player's Animus from the WoAnLiNe.

They will be perfectly fine in a few hours. After they stop vomiting and
their ears stop ringing and their eyes begin to focus," Sieglinde laughed.

"But their player-personas! Hours of hard work, gone! How can you
not care?" Njorun asked.

"Why does this suddenly surprise you?" Sieglinde asked. She moved
her free hand down her golden body in a royal gesture. "I'm an Admin
Knight. This is duty."

The Aesir stepped back, and without even bothering to glance swung
the Laevateinn in a crescent arc. It connected with three players before it
finished its swing, and they each faded away into a collection of bright
white strings. Njorun saw their high-tier equipment before they disappeared
and her heart sank. As she watched the detailed designs of the characters
fade to nothingness, a pain settled on her heart in a horrible ferocity that she
had never felt before. These were Sarah's charges, her reason for holding on
to the system as long as she had, and Sieglinde was burning them away as if
their time meant nothing at all.

Njorun gripped the Tyrfing and prepared to charge the Aesir in a blind
rage. Her naked right foot took one step forward, but she faltered as a figure
grabbed Sieglinde from behind. Familiar arms pinned Sieglinde's golden
gauntlets to her sides, and she tried to swing the Laevateinn in vain.

"Kill her, Njorun. Lisa. Do it now," Sam commanded sternly. 
"Sam!" Njorun shouted. "Move!"
He shook his head as Sieglinde struggled against him. "I can't. I can't

let her go, Njorun," he said.
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Njorun's face fell as she watched Sieglinde struggle and curse against
Sam's grip. In the light of the Yggdrassil, his skin seemed to have an almost
golden glow.

"Why? Why can't I get away from you?!" Sieglinde shouted. Sam
narrowed his brow and held on tight.

"I may not be Siegfried any more, but that part of me is still
somewhere in this messed up identity, in my ‘Animus.’ Isn't that right,
Njorun?" he asked.

"You always had strength, Sam. It wasn't just the Aesir part of you.
Siegfried hurt people. That's all he was for. Sam is so much better," she said.

Sieglinde continued to shout and protest as Sam locked his gaze on
Njorun. "You think so?"

Njorun nodded, the words failing her.
"Circle Systems doesn't need to use people like us anymore, Ahura,"

Sam said into Sieglinde's ear. "We need to let the players shape the world as
they will it. Experiments like us, we are just distracting. The WoAnLiNe
and Kognition are for people who have lives outside of it, too."

"There is no world outside of this, I’ve seen it all!" Sieglinde seethed.
"There is NOTHING."

"Do it," Sam said. "Then you can leave, Lisa. You're back."
"I can't just delete your Animus! I don't know what that will do to you,

Sam! How far are you into the WoAnLiNe? How deep is your
consciousness into the HCIE? I don't know anything!"

"You do. I'm not Sam, and I don't want to be Siegfried,” he said with a
sad smile. “What did you say before, about Sigurd? The hero? Just pretend
that I'm the hero."

Njorun nodded, emotions keeping her words at bay. Time slowed. The
colored chat bubbles that flooded the area seemed to bloom with new
intensity. Sieglinde struggled and screamed, but she couldn't get away from
Sam's grip. He had finally found something in himself, and the Aesir
couldn't escape her former partner.

Then she noticed, clutched in his hand and pressed against her golden
breastplate, the tiny blade of the Red Squash Knife. The other half of the
trade.

All the pain of the last few hours came bubbling forth in a final
exclamation. "I'm sorry I failed you, Sam. I'm sorry for everything," she
cried out.

"Don't think of it that way. The soma became corrupt and you rooted it
out. It's time for a change," said Sam. Sieglinde finally stopped moving.
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out. It's time for a change," said Sam. Sieglinde finally stopped moving.
"For all of us."

"I'm going to keep fighting, Sam. I'm going to figure out how to keep
Circle Systems from messing with anyone else," she said.

Sam shook his head. "No. Go home, Lisa. For real this time," he said.
He nodded toward Sieglinde, who gazed out over the players and toward the
Yggdrassil with a dead look. She had stopped struggling. "Go home. For
us."

Njorun's shoulders dropped. She gripped the golden claymore's long,
runic hilt. Her thin, pale arms moved forward in a simple motion, like water
flowing over a rock. Like a new breeze.

The Tyrfing pierced the two Aesir as if it was the simplest action in all
of Midgard, in all the WoAnLiNe, in all the world.

-///-

"How much longer do we have?"
"I don't know. I don't think Lisa can keep us here for long, and I'm

afraid to even wonder how much this taxes her mind."
"She's something else. Something special. Circle Systems doesn't seem

to yet understand the infinity that exists between that girl's ears."
"Yeah, but we understand it. And if they haven't already, they will. And

that’s what worries me."
"We're fading. It's just your brother now."
"I'm worried about him. He doesn't have my strength."
"Few people do, Ahura."
"I don't know if he can go on without me. I'm afraid of what they'll do

to him."
"Ahura, tell me. How much is this going to change? You and I being

deleted like this."
"It's different for us, but especially for you. The HCIE is complicated.

Its roots go deeper into the WoAnLiNe than I'd like to say. You were really
important, Sam. More important than you will ever know."

Sam sat on the edge of the sandbox and dusted his hands off on his
jeans. Ahura sat next to him, cross-legged, but she unfolded her legs and
stood up next to the farm boy. The two of them watched Ahri for a while.
The child seemed perfectly content to build the sand castle on his own. He
had yet to even acknowledge Sam or his sister.
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Ahura Mazda bent down next to her brother. "I’m sorry for father. I’m
sorry for me. I’m sorry for everything. I love you, baradar," she said with
quiet emphasis. She made a face, and touched her fingers to her lips. “I’d
gotten so used to the auto-translate. Seems strange to hear my own words
here, at the end.” 

Ahri patted the sand down and moved on to the next scoop. He was
adding another wall to the castle when Ahura and Sam began to walk away.
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16.
You Can’t Go Home Again

"THIS IS NOT AN EXIT."

Sneakers squeaked over linoleum tile that stretched on as a white
ocean, broken only by the inevitable faces of white walls and closed white
doors. The man walked with a shaky gait that was prompted by the
adrenaline surge refusing to leave his body. He dressed in a manner that
hours earlier would have been ignored even by the most curious individual
to walk through the hallways. Black chinos, white work coat, white gloves
—the required garb of the engineers, the designers, the watchers, the tech-
controllers. 

Now the gloves were speckled red, the coat touched with the
dampening of sweat and blood, the pants mussed from running and the
shoes scuffed from moving.

The man stopped walking just long enough to search his pockets for an
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The man stopped walking just long enough to search his pockets for an
item, an artifact of some meaning that was now being fingered by hands
stuffed into skin-tight gloves slick with the sweat of inhumane action.
Gloves of white and newly crimson held a key card no larger than the
distance between the moon-shaped crook of a thumb and index finger, and
the man considered the door before him. It was simple, white, unadorned
but for a single number.

4.
The man scratched at a day's worth of stubble, the blood smearing

lightly on his unassuming features. Life had graced the man with only
enough virility to find a wife and procure a daughter, though those days
were now shrouded in a hazy memory of countless forgotten year that had
tumbled between the spread fingers of hands not built to catch blood and
organs, but to hold hardware and manipulate software. 

The label '4' faded away into shadows as the door was unlocked and
pushed open by the man in the overlarge white work coat. Hisses and beeps
coincided with the door opening, and the hydraulic arm solidly pushed the
automatic door closed when he stepped further inside. Throwaway face
masks adorned a section of the wall to his immediate right, but he ignored
the safety precaution and moved through a miniature labyrinth of computer
servers, monitors, wires and blinking plastic lights. A technological shrine, a
prison, the room was a cyber-escape from the meaningless repeating
whitewashed hallways and doors that existed only a few steps away. Hidden
behind the door, behind '4,' there could exist a place of locked expensive
functionality.

There, in the middle of the carefully organized mess, was a coffin.
Well, not a true coffin, but the man had always seen the HCIE Containment
Units as perpetual burial casks for those trapped inside. The subjects were in
worlds unaccountably more realistic and fantastic than any the Neurolink
had ever given to him. The man was no fan of the WoAnLiNe, of dives, yet
he was a construct of it, an addition, a creator, a user. 

The man pulled the gloves off his shaking hands like he was removing
a second skin. The material hit the floor with a soft slap and he ran his
naked fingers over the metal of the coffin, slightly warm. Etched into the
obsidian-colored face of the Containment Unit, labels spoke to him: Subject
Four, Sam Hutchinson. HCIE Registration number four. Alpha unit.
HCIEcu Model Zero.

A shuffle. The SH project had started and bloomed until the floors of
the building were filled with these identical rooms, each of them containing
an HCIE Containment Unit and a body that had been reduced to a brain and
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an HCIE Containment Unit and a body that had been reduced to a brain and
a number. The subject’s nascent beginnings had built the foundations of the
organization. 

He fingered the etched grooves in the Containment Unit and watched
the simple blinking lights on the face of the black coffin. There was a
miniature liquid-touch display just to the right of the Unit, near a segment
of paneling that was encased entirely in an indestructible glass.
Supercooling fans whirred as the servers for the Woglinde acted as the world
for a mind without one; each tower was life support for memories. The
machines were not only breathing for him, feeding him, telling him when to
sleep, they were giving him dreams. They were charting a life in ones and
zeroes, in symbolic data and unknowable glowing string.

"It took a long time to get here," the man said. He had both hands on
the Containment Unit now, the right hand pressed palm flat against the
metal and the left hand gripping a cheap interim pistol. He sighed. It had
been far too easy to sneak live munitions into the building. Security was
looking for stunners, phones, miniature tablets, extract drives, all weapons
of technological subterfuge. Small pieces of metal and plastic that could be
pieced together into pre-Global Handshake weaponry weren't looked for
much anymore, especially if you knew the kind of people who dealt in
puzzle weaponry.

The man left one thoughtful hand on the Containment Unit and palmed
the liquid-touch display. It came to life in a soft, easy glow. The display
ghosted into the face and a familiar voice welcomed him.

"Containment Unit Model Zero, Alpha Unit, Subject Four. Display
what properties?"

"Hel, display the vitals and the Animus property for this subject," the
man commanded in a shaky voice. He coughed into his hand and pitched
forward on his shaky legs, holding on to the Containment Unit for support.
The rigid coffin’s warmth grew the longer his hands remained on its dark
face.

The system took less than a second to collect the data and respond. 
"One-hundred twenty systolic, over eighty diastolic. Respiratory

systems are normal. Feeding and waste systems normal. Memory systems in
search. Animus locater in search. Area locater in search."

The man's stomach sank and the hairs along the back of his neck stood
on end. The sweat in his palms cooled and he tried to keep himself from
choking on his own tongue.

"How long—how long have you been running your Animus locater,
Hel?" he asked quietly.
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"Thirty-seven minutes and fifteen seconds, Area locater has been
running for fifty-six minutes and eighteen seconds, Memory systems have
been in refresh for fifty-seven minutes and four seconds."

"Can you locate the subject's Animus within the confines of the
Woglinde?" the man asked.

"Negative. Subject's Animus has not been in the server Woglinde for
fifty-six minutes and twenty-nine seconds. Extending search to allowed
parameters in connection with the Woglinde server."

"Have you extended your search to the general WoAnLiNe, Hel?" the
man asked.

"Negative. Processors have to search over seven-hundred individual
servers with unique databases and partitions through the connection of the
Primary. The Primary is in Animus locater and is slowing the processes of
all other individual servers linked through him." 

"Hel, target all your searches of the subject's Animus to Kognition’s
public servers," the man said.

The second that passed by, the infinitesimal moment, it felt like the
blade of a guillotine hanging over his head. He ran his fingers through his
raven-dark hair and dropped the gun on the face of the coffin. The pistol
clattered, uncaring for its destined fall, and found itself wedged into a space
between blinking lights and humming server boxes. 

"The Animus of Subject Four, Sam Hutchinson, was found within the
Yggdrassil of Kognition four minutes and thirteen seconds ago. There is an
anomaly on my collection of the data, and there is no refresh response from
my ping of his Animus."

"What does that mean?" the man asked.
A bright, desperate drone erupted through the speakers about the room

and out in the hallways. The noise was fierce and annoyingly rhythmic. A
siren call. A panic.

"What does that mean?!" the man shouted at the system.
"The Animus for subject four seems to no longer be within searchable

range and is no longer imprinted on Sam Hutchinson. All non-absolute
channels connected to Sam Hutchinson have been dissolved."

"No…" the man stumbled forward again, this time catching himself on
the plastic rim of the liquid-touch display and slamming his palm against it.
The information sprang forward, but the commands were the same. He
touched the screen, but his fingerprints locked him out, Hel refusing him
any more access than the simple answers provided in vocal cue.

"You notified them already," he whispered.
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"Of course. You have illegally obtained information and committed
murder against individuals in the property of IABE and Circle Systems, as
well as performed illegal search operations and made demands of the
Omega Artificial Intelligence System Hel," said Hel.

The man pushed the liquid-touch display away and made a dash for the
doorway, pulling on the metal handle with both hands. The hydraulic arm
stayed firm and the door didn’t budge. The darkness of the room was
immediately plunged into a blood-red light that turned the coffin to shining
steel. Sam Hutchinson's name seemed to glow, white and ethereal.

The coffin hissed. The last command on the liquid-touch display
monitor came through as the countdown on the monitor reached one. The
man turned around slowly and watched as the inhibitor locks on the black
Containment Unit unbuckled loudly and the top of the coffin-shaped device
floated back smoothly on its own hydraulic arms.

There was a hiss of steam and the man waved it away with a desperate,
shaky hand. He peered into the HCIEcu and put both hands to his mouth.
The man inside, the man with tubes running like tentacles out of his mouth
and arms and legs, didn't seem much like a man at all. His features were
innocent, a boy’s, a child’s. The raven-haired transferee in the white coat
touched the person inside the Containment Unit with shaky hands and let
out a frustrated sob.

“I’m sorry Sam, I was too late,” he said.
The Omega AI spoke over his sadness. “Harmon Perdita, there is

nowhere to go.”

///

A white haze buzzed before her eyes as she struggled to clear her
vision. She could not decide if she was Njorun, or Lisa, or someone else.
The numbness of the WoAnLiNe was there, the strange disparity between
reality and the virtual world. Her Neurolink could have been running, could
have been searching in vain for her consciousness so that she would
implement with the system. It was only as the white flakes fell on her warm
cheeks and turned to rolling tears that Lisa Perdita realized she was back in
the world and not in Midgard.

The golden light was still there, but now it was the touch of sunlight
behind dark clouds pregnant with snow. Flakes floated lazily down, and in
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behind dark clouds pregnant with snow. Flakes floated lazily down, and in
the backdrop of the grey sky, the visual space was like the buzzing snow of
an old television screen. Lisa envisioned herself sitting up, saw herself
reaching her arms up towards the sky and wiping the wet snow off her face
and neck, but her body did not move. She remained buried in the snow, her
eyelids only slowly blinking while the rest of her body stayed heavy and
cold. The cold was a blessing, for the parts of her that were numb sent fear
shivering through her.

Lisa licked her lips and came back with a dry, salty taste. Was she still
bleeding? Her eyes darted about the small space, the alleyway she found
herself in. How long had she been away? How long had Njorun dreamed
while Lisa slept? The snowfall was starting to peter off, but she could see
that it had been heavy. Her cheeks and chin felt cold and she could feel the
soft wetness of snow against them.  

The rest of her body was devoid of feeling. So numb that the last time
she could remember feeling anything was as Njorun.

There were sirens in the distance. The mumbling boom of
advertisements played out over the drying streets and sidewalks. Life was
continuing on for those who were existing just as they were supposed to
exist. Life in its everyday pulse. Global Handshake in the United Kingdom. 

Life continued on, and Lisa had lost a part of it. Real tears rolled down
her cheeks and collected cold and solid at the corners of her eyes as she
thought of the classes she had missed. Calculus, philosophy, lunch with
Hayden. Would it be possible to gain any of it back now that her mind was
free?

Freedom. The thought pulsed through her mind, and she closed her
eyes and willed Njorun to open hers. Nothing. The strange connection had
been reset. Lisa Perdita was free to sleep again, to sleep as Wyrd watched
over her dreams.

Lisa lifted her eyes back toward the grey sky blossoming with the
golden light of afternoon and watched as the winds picked up just enough to
brush the clouds away. The snow continued to fall in fat, lazy white flakes.
The moon was out yet, hanging strangely against daylight, sitting on the
back of the sun's realm. Lisa traced the bleak designs in the moon, the
circles and lines and patterns created by the colonies. She distracted herself
long enough with the colony lines on the face of the moon to not hear the
rolling crunch of snow just behind her sodden head.

"Pick her up gently. Gently."
"What happened here? Did that curfew officer beat her up?"
"No. No, it looks like she just ran into that post there. See where the
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"No. No, it looks like she just ran into that post there. See where the
metal curves under the folding ladder? It's almost invisible."

"Christ. I didn't even see that. How in the hell do building ergonomics
get cut in this economy?"

Boots crunched into snow as dozens of feet shuffled around her. Lisa
tried in vain to see, to speak, to move. Nothing worked. It was as if her body
was trying to reboot and every program was misfiring. She could only lick
her lips and move her eyes. More tears collected on her cheeks as she stared
up into the tattooed moon.

A snap of metal. Or was it plastic? Something rolled through the snow,
and in her peripheral vision Lisa could make out shadows. She was lifted
gently but quickly, as though the action had been performed dozens of
times. She felt something soft underneath her and hands brought her arms
over her chest. Folds of plastic cloth were brought over her legs and torso,
and a zipper was pulled up over her body and under her chin. There were
three consecutive beeps and clicks and she felt a warm hug around her body.
The numbness started to fade, and the feeling of a thousand needle pricks
raced across her skin. She tried to open her mouth to scream but the sound
stayed silent. Her tongue poked out fat and thirsty, licking her lips as her
eyes went wild and the moon went out of focus and the shades of grey
pushed against falling white flakes, and the shadows, the shadows, they
danced in front of her and behind her and near her and hands moved over
her to lift her into the warm blue maw of some inevitable, hungry creature. 

"Warming system activated. This should at least prevent hypothermia
and frostbite. She might have some nerve damage."

"The CU will fix as much of that as is necessary to keep things
together. We just need to get her back. Thirty-Two, let's slide her the rest of
the way in."

The blue light covered her as the rest of the darkness faded away.
Strange, naked faces hovered over her. Most of them wore dark glasses,
their skulls showing with close-cropped hair. Lisa had seen them before, she
knew it, but the memories wouldn't come. Her mind would not obey her.

Doors slammed and the blue light stayed as the grey and the speckled
white were cut away. The cold breeze was replaced by the sick feeling of
artificial temperature regulation. Lisa tried to speak. She tried to move.
Even as her body warmed, the strange plastic cocoon kept her pinned, her
arms crossed over her chest and her legs pushed out straight.

Her mind screamed for her. No! Let me go! Let me go home!
One of the suited figures loomed over her and began attaching things

to her body—her neck, her chest, her arms and her hands. Two small rubber
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to her body—her neck, her chest, her arms and her hands. Two small rubber
suction cups were placed at each of her temples. 

"We'll be there in twelve minutes. Start it. She needs to be
Implemented immediately. Orders from higher up."

"I suggested a more thorough investigation of this Future Child months
ago. No one listened."

"Bravo, Eighteen. Just start the system so we can get this done and I
can go home. The wife's waiting and I still have to go Christmas shopping."

There was a noise, another click and a beep, and a current pushed
through her. It was like the Neurolink, it felt like Neurolink, but Lisa was
still awake. Her eyes were still focused on the mesmerizing blue glow and
the shadows and the suits and the garbled faces. It was something else.
Something else was there now, pushing into her, invading. It was stronger
than her.

It was stronger than her and it was crawling into her brain. 
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Epilogue.
The Boys and Girls of Yesterday

"Welcome, and thank you for installing the Kognition portal into your WoAnLiNe-
enabled device. You are only a few short, easy steps away from enjoying all of

boundless Midgard. Remember, just by playing Kognition, you help Circle
Systems to make it grow. So enjoy yourself and play often!"

"Hayden?"
Dark red lips. Crimson. Blood. Black, arching eyebrows. Grey eyes.

Blue eyes? Straight-cut bangs, choppy hair. Black. Black with red streaks.
High cheekbones. Small ears with dangling earrings. Rubies set in polished
obsidian. No, no earrings. Thin neck. Dark skin tone. Lighter. Tan. Coffee.
Coffee and milk. Milk.

"Hayden."
A dress? No. Straight-cut leggings. Body suit. Form-fitting. A scarf.
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A dress? No. Straight-cut leggings. Body suit. Form-fitting. A scarf.

Two scarves. Long. Long and tattered. Red. Red interwoven with black.
Tall. Tall body and shapely legs. Muscular. Fit. A woman. This is a woman.

A touch, a jarring sensation, and Hayden left her WoAnLiNe
connection. The pages, paused and left alone, faded away to be touched
again by her mental processes.

She pushed her Link Glasses up into her hair. "What do you want
Sven."

The blond-haired boy scratched his chin and pointed emphatically at
his phone. 

"I'm busy," said Hayden. 
"Apparently. Your father told me you might be here. I can't remember

the last time you came to C'est La Vie."
"Aren't dive café's supposed to offer some privacy?" Hayden asked

with a sly smile. She wanted to be grumpy with Sven, she really did, but the
boy would grin like a doofus at her and she would forget herself.

Sven nodded toward the sleek black rectangle of plastic in Hayden's
lap. "Your father got you a new one. How's the screen?" he asked.

Hayden sighed. "Did you track me down on a Sunday just to ask about
my new tablet?" she asked.

Sven shook his head and pulled a nearby chair across the floor. The
legs complained loudly and he sat down with his arms folded over the back
of the chair, his chin resting on them. 

"Please don't tell me you went through with it already," he said.
Hayden tapped her finger absently on the liquid-touch display of her

tablet and reached for her coffee cup. With each tap the face of the tablet
attempted to perform some sort of function, the liquid display creating
perfectly spiraling shapes underneath her finger. She took a sip and held
Sven’s gaze. "I don't know what you want me to tell you, then. It's done."

"You had that character your whole life. Ten years now," he said.
"And most of that time I didn't even use her. It's not like we even

started playing Kognition for real until a few years ago. After I left the
program, my parents forced me to focus on my studies. Even in my earliest
grades," she said. “My best memories with her were with Njorun anyways,
in the early days when we were in the FC program. When we spent a lot of
time in Genus.”

Sven grabbed Hayden’s coffee, took a sip, and made a face. "I first got
to know you through Haycrusher," he said. 

Hayden closed her eyes. xxHaycrusherxx had been with her for almost
ten years, Sven was right. And now she was gone. Deleting her had been
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ten years, Sven was right. And now she was gone. Deleting her had been
easy, disturbingly so. Time spent, all that effort, all those skills and
weapons, all gone. Her choice.

It felt like pushing a slab of granite off her chest, actually.
"I don't want to be her anymore, Sven. It's time for a change. For both

of us," she said. "I already deleted her. She's gone."
"She was your connection to Njorun," Sven said quietly.
Hayden's eyes flashed. "I'm my connection to Njorun, and I can be

whoever I goddamn want to be," she said.
Sven raised his hands in mock surrender and offered a smile. "Bloody

hell. You've already created a character, haven't you," he said.
"I was in the middle of it before someone interrupted me. Sorry. I'm

just…"
"Angry?" Sven offered.
"Angry, yes. Sad. Lost. Exhausted from studying and failing. My

parents always thought I was this ‘brilliant student' and I think it
disappointed them to find out that all my genius is because of Lisa," said
Hayden. When her friend's name finally escaped her lips, she looked away
from Sven.

"It's only been a month. I'm sure she's still safe," he said.
"You don't know that. Nobody knows that. She has a freaking traceable

implant in her head and no one can find her. No word from curfew officers
or the police or tracers or anything. What kind of bullshit is that?" Hayden
seethed. Sven had heard this rant before. Dozens of times before. "It's pure
zero."

Hayden folded her arms over her dark blouse and looked out of the
temperature controlled, color-tinted windows of C’est La Vie. “Her mother
said she stormed out of the house. She said she…” Hayden paused. “I’ve
never heard Isabella Perdita cry before now. I never wanted to.”

A song was playing overhead and the poppy, percussive notes faded
away just as Hayden let her words fall on Sven’s ears.

Sven cocked his head to the side. "So now it's up to this super duo," he
said, animatedly pointing between his chest and Hayden’s.

Hayden shrugged. "It's always been up to us. We're the ones who care.
What's another runaway? The police don't care about that anymore, they just
shovel the cases off to curfew officers. We have to maintain our perfect,
peaceful illusion, right?" she asked.

"You're sounding more like her every day," said Sven.
"Like who?"
"You know who. You sound Lisa-y. Lisa-ish. Um, Lisa-like."
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"Maybe I just have to keep up with her since she's gone. I have to be
Lisa while she's gone," Hayden said quietly.

Sven leaned in close, so close that Hayden sucked in her breath in
surprise. "No, you don't. You have to be Hayden. And we have to find Lisa."

Hayden's tough demeanor crumbled. Her eyes widened happily and she
kissed Sven softly on the lips. He returned her kiss and held it for a moment.

"So tell me about her," Sven said as he pulled away. He took another
sip of his coffee. "Your new face."

"She's strong, this time. Stronger. I didn't have the foresight of design
that Lisa had when we were kids. But xxHaycrusherxx wasn't me. This one,
she's different. I think she's going to resonate better with my Animus," said
Hayden.

"What name this time? Something with more x's? Strange symbols?
Will you slap your tablet's hardpad until a mysterious jumble of letters
appears?" Sven asked cheekily.

Hayden shook her head and her short brown hair danced. Sven was
having trouble getting used to her fiercely short new hairstyle. "No. I saved
a name, back when Lisa had Njorun, when she told me about the Eddas.
She made me save a name, just in case."

"What is it?"
Hayden sucked in a breath. "Gefjun."
"Gefjun," said Sven, and he pronounced it perfectly. Gehv-yoon.

Hayden blushed from jealousy.
"I have the perfect one for you, as well," she said quietly. "Gefjun's

partner."
Sven widened his eyes. "What, you want me to start over as well?" 
Hayden frowned and sat back in her comfortable chair. The rest of the

dive café was alive around them, other people drinking coffee or chatting or
using phones and tablets. The baristas at the front of the café busily made
and handed out drinks. Life was complex and strange around them. Hayden
and Sven could have been anyone, anywhere. 

"We can grow our Neurolink together. It will go by quickly," she said.
"It's not like we’re terrible at video games or anything."

Sven raised his eyebrows. "And after we become absurdly powerful
infamous god-like players, then what? Do we storm the castle? Will I be
'The Firestorm' and you 'The Monsoon?'"

"I think we have to find the castle, first," Hayden said, laughing a bit.
"And forget it. I don't want to be popular. Lisa pretended to hate it but we
both know she loved the attention of being Njorun."
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Sven took another sip of the coffee and then narrowed his eyes at the
half-Japanese girl. "So tell me. You’re lousy with secrets," he said.

"Tell you?"
"Why now. Why suddenly delete your old player-persona and start

now. You've been toying with this for weeks, and you haven't been crying
over Lisa. I can see it in your face. You saw something. What was it,
Hayden?" he asked.

Now it was Hayden's turn to lean in close. She grabbed her tablet. 
"She was there. She was there, Sven," Hayden said quietly.
"Where? When?"
"At the Yggdrassil. About an hour ago. I got a Friend Search ping and

I logged in, but she was gone. It was real. She was there and it was really
her," Hayden said. Her voice was light and dreamy, bubbles floating up in
champagne. "Hundreds of people were talking about it. Thousands.
Something big just happened, and we missed it."

Hayden grabbed Sven's arm and the boy's eyes widened. Hayden's face
was bright, but she wore her determination and excitement in a way that
Sven had never seen before. She picked up her tablet, palmed the screen,
and shoved it in to his hands. The boy rocked back on the chair and
struggled to not drop the plastic device.

The display showed it all. Social dive pages swarmed Hayden’s search,
it was as if the WoAnLiNe was drinking in the news. They were all talking
about one thing: A ferocious battle at the base of the Yggdrassil in Midgard,
Kognition’s raven-goddess fighting against an Admin Knight and winning.
Players being deleted left and right. And Circle System’s silence midst it all.

An image had been left up on the page. It was Njorun, standing tall
and dark, clutching a sword of pure gold while the red, green and blue
leaves of the Yggdrassil floated down around her.

There were tears in Hayden’s eyes. "She's out there Sven. She's
waiting for us.”
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KOGNITION
Zero Hour
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Zero Hour

“Kognition felt new in Genus. It felt new the first time I stepped into an
area. It felt new with every Neurolink percentage I gained. It felt new just

now, as I listen to the system, as I stare at the green-blue water of the
Primordial Pool.”

October 15th, 2070 (Four Years Before First Fragment)

“That was incredible, Njorun.”
Njorun interrupted her casting of Ucha, even though her Health was

lacking. The mobs were all dispersed, and she and her single party member
were alone.

She shifted her feet, clad in iron boots. “Really? It felt…off.”
Hevin shook his head and tapped the hilt of his sword. The blade

flashed and shone in the area’s morning light.
“No. There’s something about you, Njorun, and I can’t place it. But it’s

almost as if you knew what that kobold was going to cast. And boom, you
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almost as if you knew what that kobold was going to cast. And boom, you
were there, spell at the ready. I just don’t get it,” said Hevin. He was dressed
down in a bronze jerkin, dark scale pants, and Prism Gauntlets that he only
recently looted from a particularly difficult Gathrogator.

“Oh, shoot,” Njorun said, fussing with her Item pane. “I thought that
last kobold dropped an Aquamarine Incisor but it was just a—oh, forget it.”

“Those are all over the place,” Hevin said, scratching his brow. “Why
do you need them?”

“Hmm? Oh. Well there’s a Ring I can make at the Alberich Forge but
it takes over a hundred of the stupid things. My system keeps telling me that
these kobolds drop it but there has to be a better place to get them to drop,”
said Njorun.

Hevin laughed. “There is. You need to go to Novem-Leechkings/War.
There’s a creature there called Goofilled Gunther that endlessly spawns
kobolds if you don’t kill him. It’s really easy,” he said.

Njorun shook her head and sighed. “Pure zero. I can’t get into a
Novem- yet. I’m just barely above six percent,” she said.

Hevin’s face dropped. “But you’re so good. You do better than I do in
battle and you’re a full percent under me. How is that?” he asked.

Njorun shrugged. “I don’t know. I don’t play with other player-
personas that much and I pay for it. My Neurolink fluctuates a lot going
solo because if I die or bleed too much percentage there’s no one to help and
heal me,” she said.

“Well what about xxHaycrusherxx? She’s—”
“Don’t bring her up right now,” Njorun said with a huff. “I’ll just work

on gaining the next percentage, and—”
Hevin sheathed his longsword. “Did something happen with you and

Hayden?”
A wind rustled through the grasses around them, a howling breeze that

told of an oncoming storm. The system indicated that the weather would
stay pleasant during their entire stay in Octo-Threadvalleys/Peace, but
Njorun didn’t believe it. The sky was turning dark and she could see clouds
on the horizon.

Njorun folded her arms across her chest, the skinny things pale against
the dark blue of her leather blouse. She was dressed down simply: azure
blouse, steel-gild skirt, iron combat boots. Her rare items were all hidden
out of sight, although she was wearing a Tyrant’s Gaze hood. 

Another character appeared beside them, teleporting in from the
Primordial Pool.

“Gizra. Why am I not surprised,” said Hevin.
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“I just came to tell you—wait, what the —— does that mean?” Gizra
asked.

Njorun laughed, despite herself, and the lanky Gizra frowned at the
both of them. 

“What’d I interrupt?” he asked, hands on his hips.
“Njorun was just about to tell me why she’s so angry at Hayden,” said

Hevin. “It must be really good.”
Njorun sighed dramatically and made tight fists around the pole of her

staff. 
“Fine, you know what? Why don’t I tell the entire guild what our

problems are. Would that make you happy?” she asked.
“Well, as your guild leader…” Hevin started, and Gizra shot him down

with a glance.
“She…forgot my birthday,” Njorun said quietly.
Hevin and Gizra shared a look. “That’s all?”
“She forgot my birthday. My birthday. We’ve been best friends for six

years now,” Njorun complained. “Plus…”
“Plus?” Gizra asked.
“My birthday is the seventh of December,” she said in a whisper so

low that the wind masked over it. Gizra and Hevin still saw her words in the
Chat pane, however. 

“Tomorrow’s Blink? Are you serious?” Hevin said. “That’s just like…
wow. Why didn’t your parents just celebrate your birthday on another day?
Any other day?”

“I think you're forgetting the bigger picture here, man,” said Gizra.
“Her best friend forgot to tell her happy birthday. That has to sting.”

Njorun sat in the grass, folding her legs under herself. “Yeah. It bloody
blows. I waited all day in class for her to say something, anything. Nothing.
All day. And then I got home and my mother was in a mood.”

“Did you get cake? Presents?” Gizra asked.
Njorun looked up at him and blinked. “Well, yes.”
“Then you should probably stop having the pity party, Njorun,” said

Hevin. “Come on. Let’s just go back to the guild and you can hash it out.”
“She hasn’t been on today. My birthday was yesterday and I just…

maybe I should quit the dive,” she said.
“What about the Incisors? The Neurolink gain?” Hevin asked.
Njorun shrugged. “Now I’m not feeling it. And I don’t think I should

be playing if I’m feeling so sad. You know what they say about Neurolink,”
she said.
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Hevin nodded. “I guess you never know. But if you happen to log back
on in the next hour, let us know,” he said.

Gizra and Hevin both flashed smiles at her, and it was the last image of
Midgard Njorun saw before her HUD faded away and the game returned to
Lisa Perdita’s personal display.

0.0.0.0

Lisa pushed herself away from her desk, forgetting her connection in
anger. The Neurolink connection bit back at her, making her a bit woozy.
She quit the dive properly and stood, slowly this time, and tried to take a
few meditative breaths with her eyes closed.

“That’s better,” she said. “Stupid, Lisa, why’d you have to tell them—”
She opened her eyes and let her gaze fall on her birthday present, now

displayed prominently in her bedroom. A new living aquarium, fit for the
ever-growing eel within it.

“What do you want?” her mother had asked her.
“I think…maybe a clown fish? Or an eel. I could name it after one of

the creatures in Midgard.”
Isabella Perdita rolled her eyes. “That again. Don’t you ever think you

play too much Kognition?”
Lisa Perdita lay back on her bed, the memory already fading. Too

much Kognition? Was such a thing even possible? She had been playing the
game almost every day for six years now. So much time in Midgard, and yet
there were new things to explore. How would it be possible to ever get tired
of such an amazing game?

She would still be stomping around Midgard’s unlimited areas even
now, if it wasn’t for…

“Hayden,” Lisa muttered, then made fists in her comforter. How was it
that her best friend constantly managed to piss her off? One moment
Hayden would do something amazing, funny, charming. And then the next
moment she’d put her foot in her mouth or…forget her best friend’s
birthday.

Lisa checked her liquid-touch display phone, another new trinket. Her
mother had made sure Lisa was ‘fully responsible’ before allowing her
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mother had made sure Lisa was ‘fully responsible’ before allowing her
daughter such a device.

“I don’t see what the big deal is,” her mother said with some
indifference. “It’s just another way to link in to the WoAnLiNe.”

“That’s exactly why I need one!” Lisa complained. “It will go so
perfectly with my tablet…”

“Another device,” her mother sniffed.
Lisa rolled over on her bed. Why did everything have to be so

difficult? Of course she wanted more ways to link in. Of course she wanted
more opportunities to enter dive. Who wouldn’t want to be in the
WoAnLiNe as much as possible, or in Kognition, for that matter?

Like it even mattered, really. The display was blank of messages and
notifications. Nothing from Hayden.

“What is the deal…” Lisa grunted and rolled over in her bed again.
She stared up at the ceiling of her room and let out a long, frustrated sigh. It
was Sunday. She had at least eight or nine hours until she needed to actually
go to bed, and she wasn’t about to spend that time worrying over Hayden or
laying down and feeling sorry for herself. Birthdays come, and go. 

She turned her head to the side and stared at her big red chair. 

0.0.0.0

Njorun stepped past the Primordial Pool, making her way toward the
heart of Mortem. Battle Row was just down the square, away from the
gathering of the pool and off to the side of the player-persona personal
housing. Groups of players gathered together in front of the Primordial
Pool, some of the players making their way to or from the area selection,
and Njorun maneuvered around them as she headed toward the nearest
Alberich Forge.

Decrepit, ghastly buildings watched her as she moved, their faces
marred by glassless windows and curtains and flags torn and billowing in
the breeze. Battle Row was down the way, a few streets over, and Njorun
walked determinedly as shop owners called sales to her and a few players
rudely propositioned Trades. 

A notification popped up in her pane, but she ignored it.
The Alberich Forge was snuggled into its own station, away from the
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The Alberich Forge was snuggled into its own station, away from the
booths and shops and empty buildings. Comical wraiths danced about it,
flavorful spirits of Mortem that moved through the city along with
shambling zombies and slimy blood leeches. The Forge itself burned with a
rainbow of flames, many other players gathered before it as they created
their Rings and weapons. The excitement before an Alberich Forge was so
often evenly divided; you had your players celebrating over the rare creation
of a weapon, and the other players cursing the game for the loss or poor
meld of a rare Ring.

Njorun studied her collection of items. Fifty-seven Aquamarine
Incisors stared back at her in the socket of her Item pane, taunting her.

“I can’t make the stupid Ring without a hundred of these bloody stupid
things,” Njorun said. She moved through her panes, selecting items and
hoping that the Forge would make another rarity known.

You can create an Yggdra Basil Ring from fifty of your Aquamarine
Incisors and one of your Lemonblood Habits, Player: Njorun. Female.

She listened to the system but didn’t respond. The Yggdra Basil Ring
simply wasn’t good enough. It didn’t provide the regeneration rate to
Neurolink drop that the other ring would, the Yggdra Fullbloom. Dropping
fifty Aquamarine Incisors in haste just to make a lesser Ring would be a
waste of time and energy, and she’d immediately regret it.

“Hey! Njorun!” a jovial voice called out to her. She stepped away from
the Forge and the panes cleared, then turned to see Hevin walking over to
her.

“I thought you were done with the day,” he said.
Njorun nodded. “So did I. It’s a bit early and I don’t have anything to

do.”
“Still grumpy?”
She opened her mouth to reply, then promptly closed it. “I’m not

grumpy,” she said.
Hevin held up his hands. “Okay, if you say so. Hayden was looking for

you earlier. Seemed like she was in a panic,” he said.
There was a small tick at the edges of her HUD. “Is something

wrong?” Njorun asked.
Hevin shrugged. “She just seemed overexcited…now that I’m saying

that, it seems ridiculous. Did you get a notification?”
Njorun brought up her alerts and quickly read the message. 
[xxHaycrusherxx: Something strange is going on at Octo-

Artificialremnants/War. Come ASAP!!!]
Hevin tried to read her emotive face. “What’s going on? You look
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Hevin tried to read her emotive face. “What’s going on? You look
panicked,” he said.

“She’s…she might be in trouble. I need to go,” Njorun said, and
brushed by him and the other players around the Forge without a second
glance. The space between Battle Row and the Primordial Pool in Mortem
seemed to vanish in seconds. Her iron boots crunched on the white sand as
she moved through her selection panes, casting the correct area words and
creating the area.

“Wait!” Hevin said, running up beside her. “Take me with you. You
don’t know what’s going to happen. What if you need backup? Just invite
me to your party, Njorun.”

Njorun winced at that but couldn’t make the decision. Maybe he was
right. It wouldn’t do for her to rush into an unknown area just to find
Hayden under attack by some creatures. She’d need help.

“Fine,” Njorun nodded. Hevin accepted the invite, the party icons
blinked over their heads, and they were swept into the Primordial Pool and
toward Octo-Artificialremnants/War. 

0.0.0.0

The area barely loaded as Njorun rushed forward, searching the nearby
topography for Hayden. It was nothing but impossibly geometric towers,
various shapes and colors jutting up from the ground as if they had been
hammered down by a giant. A few of the towers were splintered, and an
eerie light glowed from within.

“She’s not answering my pings!” Njorun shouted.
“Calm down,” said Hevin. “This area doesn’t seem to be that big. Just

ask the system to—”
Player: Njorun. Female, I am detecting player-persona signature

forty-five yards due east, near an outcropping of these damaged devices. 
“Over there,” said Njorun, pointing. A collection of trapezohedrons

hovered close together, casting prismatic light over a small area of the
cracked devices. A number of splintered cubes rested underneath the light,
glowing with their own inner blues and greens.

Hevin nodded, and together they ran past a dozen or so Nibelung
Gates, carefully avoiding the ports as to not spawn the creatures that lay
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Gates, carefully avoiding the ports as to not spawn the creatures that lay
waiting inside. Njorun grabbed Hevin and pushed him aside, just barely
avoiding a slithering Flametongue Newt that was patrolling the area, already
outside of a spinning golden ring. It took them barely a minute to move
from their starting position to where the system claimed the ‘player-persona
activity’ was taking place.

“I see something moving. Over there, under that shade,” Hevin said.
Njorun followed his gaze, and he set a glowing marker just under the first of
the hovering trapezohedrons. 

“Hayden!” Njorun called out. 
“She’s still not answering your pings?” Hevin asked. Njorun shook her

head. Her hands were in tight fists, her Falcon’s Rest staff slung across her
back. A slight rain began to fall, only barely obscuring visibility in the area.

“No, and I’m not hearing anything in Common or Shout. This area is
dead,” Njorun said. “What in the hell—”

More movement, just to the left. Njorun pounced on it, only to come
face to face with a shade. It slithered away from them, dancing underneath
the prismatic light and taking flight beyond the collection of shapes. 

“There!” Hevin shouted. Njorun saw it, just as it was about to escape.
She brought her staff forward in haste, and let loose a spell through vocal
command.

“Middling Quake!” she yelled. A puff of dust, the crunch of earth, and
then: “Ow! Ow ow ow!”

Njorun and Hevin ran towards the figure, and as the light and dust
cleared away, her confusion and anger changed to relief and frustration.

“Hayden?” Njorun asked, seeing xxHaycrusherxx huddled underneath
the shapes. “What is going on?”

xxHaycrusherxx looked up at Njorun and her guild leader with a
sheepish expression. “Well…”

A dozen more players stepped out from the shapes, a Cloaking spell
fading off of them as they appeared.

“Surprise!” they shouted in unison, then when they saw
xxHaycrusherxx kneeling down and her Health lowered, their excited faces
changed to emotive confusion.

“What’s going on?” a player-persona named Thiktrix asked.
“You’re asking me?” Njorun said, pointing to her chest. “What the hell

are you all doing?”
xxHaycrusherxx stood, brushing off her chromed leathers. “It’s a…

surprise party,” she said. “Uh, surprise?”
Njorun glared daggers at Hevin. “I didn’t know about this!” he said,
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Njorun glared daggers at Hevin. “I didn’t know about this!” he said,
raising his hands. “Honest.”

xxHaycrusherxx sighed. “He’s right, he didn’t. Maybe this was a bad
idea,” she said.

Njorun dissipated her staff into fireflies and grinned at
xxHaycrusherxx, despite herself. “Is this—this is for my birthday?”

Her friend nodded.
“My birthday was yesterday,” she said flatly.
xxHaycrusherxx jumped up. “I know that! But I couldn’t get everyone

together in time, so I had to postpone it, and by time everyone answered my
pings they were all ‘Well, it’s too late’ and I was like ‘No, no! We have to
do this for her, it’s her birthday!’ but some people still didn’t show up, and
then I didn’t have enough Pieces of Rhine Gold for the Cloaking spell, and
then at first when we casted it, it didn’t work on everyone, and so I had to
buy another spell, and then we hid here, and then Gizra told me you were
pissed off…”

Njorun held up a hand. “Hayden. You put in all this effort just to throw
me an in-game surprise party?”

xxHaycrusherxx nodded. “We even…we even bought you something.”
A player-persona wearing spiked armor stepped forward. “Here,

Njorun,” he said.
Trade Completed.
“What, are you serious?” she asked, her voice barely a whisper. She

looked at Hayden, then at Hevin, then all the others. 
A player-persona named Cthulhow grinned openly at her. “You’ve

been such an integral part of the guild, Njorun. Truly. It was our pleasure to
fulfill xxHaycrusherxx’s wish. Happy birthday,” she said.

Njorun quickly maneuvered through her Equip pane, unequipping
Falcon’s Rest and placing the gift in the slot, a rare Alberich Forge weapon
called Darkshatter. She looked over the weapon’s abilities and stats, her
smile broadening.

“You guys. This is…wow,” she said. “This weapon is almost ten times
better than my current staff. You didn’t have to do this.”

“Well…”
xxHaycrusherxx nudged Hevin sharply.
Njorun looked at each of them. “What is it?”
“There may—or may not—be an upcoming tournament…” said Hevin.
“…where the winner gains a unison Spell…” said xxHaycrusherxx.
“…for the whole guild,” finished Gizra.
“And you’re wanting me to enter this tournament?” Njorun asked.
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“And you’re wanting me to enter this tournament?” Njorun asked.
“Why me?”

xxHaycrusherxx laughed. “Are you kidding me? You’re like, a million
times better at PvP than all of us. You’re even two percent lower than Hevin
and you usually out-DPS him,” she said.

“You dance around every mob. Like magick,” said Gizra.
“It just makes sense,” said Hevin. 
Njorun looked down at the Darkshatter. The staff looked like a sliver

cut from a shadow.
“Well…this is definitely the most unusual birthday I’ve ever had. But I

don’t see why not,” she relented.

0.0.0.0

“I can’t do this,” said Njorun.
xxHaycrusherxx watched her friend pace around the small staging

room, an area barely larger than a cubicle. Fifteen other staging rooms
surrounded the arena, each one darkened to their vision so they could not
see the other player-personas. 

Njorun stopped. “Maybe all these people will overload the area. Crash
it. Did they have to stage a fight in Uni-Goldeneyes/Simple?” she asked.

xxHaycrusherxx shrugged. “It makes it easier for players to come and
watch the battles,” she said.

“I used to play in this area!” Njorun shouted, exasperated. 
“You can do this, Lisa. You can. We both know it,” she said.
Njorun found that her hands were shaking, and she tried to still them

by tightly gripping the Darkshatter. 
“I’ve never fought another player before!” she cried.
“Sure you have. Out in the field—”
Njorun shook her head. “That’s not the same. The couple of player-

personas I’ve brought down from sheer luck?”
“It’s not luck! That’s why we have faith in you. I’ve seen the way you

move, the way you fight. It’s unreal,” said xxHaycrusherxx.
Tapping the staff against a wall, she turned her back to

xxHaycrusherxx. “The Future Child stuff,” she said quietly.
“I’m a FC too, Lisa. We both know it’s not just that. Come on, you
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“I’m a FC too, Lisa. We both know it’s not just that. Come on, you
have potential!” she said.

Njorun chuckled darkly. “You just want me to win that Spell for the
guild,” she said.

xxHaycrusherxx thoughtfully tapped a finger against her lips.
“Well…”

“I knew it!”
“But that’s why we’re here! It’s not just that. I think you can do really

well! I know you can do really well. The worst that can happen—getting in
last place—will still net you more Rhine Gold than you can get in a month
through the IQS. If it proves to be too much, just lay down and take the hit,”
said xxHaycrusherxx.

Njorun snorted. “You know I would never do that,” she said.
“And that’s exactly why we’re here,” her best friend laughed.
“Why, because I can’t say no to you?” Njorun asked. xxHaycrusherxx

blinked her blues prettily.
“Dammit. Fine,” Njorun grunted. xxHaycrusherxx clapped her hands.
“Ladies?” Gizra asked, stepping lightly into the room. “The battle

starts in five minutes. Are you all prepared Njorun? They will ask for final
Equips and Rings in about two minutes. I guess these staging cubes work
just like a Hub-city or the Yggdrassil.”

“Did Hevin ask you to see if I was freaking out?” she asked.
“No. He knows you will do well. He’s in the viewing area with the rest

of the guild. There’s a viewing area on each side of the arena, and some
people are streaming the combat straight to social dive pages,” said Gizra.

“Oh. Great. That makes me feel so much better,” Njorun said. “How
long do I have now?”

“Four minutes and thirty seconds,” said Gizra.
“I thought I saw Ulysses walk into one of those staging cubes before

the fight,” said Njorun.
“The Foe Hammer? Yeah that was—”
“Hayden!” Gizra shouted. He cut a look to Njorun.
“Oh…sorry. I mean, you shouldn’t worry?” said xxHaycrusherxx with

some unease.
“What would the guild say if I just booked out of here right now?”

Njorun asked.
“They wouldn’t have given you Darkshatter if they didn’t believe in

you,” said Gizra.
“You’re just trying to make me feel bad because it’s an expensive

weapon. A right of passage, a piece of insurance. Not a birthday present,”
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weapon. A right of passage, a piece of insurance. Not a birthday present,”
she said.

xxHaycrusherxx shook her head. “Think about what I was saying
before, about potential. Yeah, you and I both passed the Future Child
program. But you’re the one that plays without a controller. You’re the one
that can almost see moves before they happen. You memorize rotation and
cooldown better than anyone I’ve ever seen. You always know the best
Rings to bring into a fight, and you find equipment faster than the rest of
us,” she said, and knelt down next to Njorun. “You can do this.”

“Three minutes,” said Gizra.
“Sven!” xxHaycrusherxx shouted in exasperation. “Stop it.”
“No, it’s fine,” said Njorun. “You made me think of something.”
Njorun brought up her Equip pane, making a few small adjustments.
“What’d you do?” xxHaycrusherxx asked.
“A last minute change,” said Njorun. Outside the conscious

connection, Lisa took a deep, meditative breath. Her connection to her
player-persona through Neurolink seemed even more stable than usual.

“They’re going to ask us to leave soon, Hayden,” said Gizra. “Two
minutes of silence before the round.”

xxHaycrusherxx nodded. “I’ll be sending all my good thoughts to you,
love,” she said.

They vanished before Njorun could say a word, the game ejecting them
from the staging cube and returning them to the viewing area. Two minutes
of silence? Njorun could feel her hands shaking, she could feel her breath
coming in rasps. Yet she felt entirely, perfectly stable.

0.0.0.0

The combat area was a flat square, an almost embarrassingly small
space on top of a floating cube. A viewing platform rose from each of the
four sides, the platforms filled with thousands of expectant and excited
players. Njorun stepped from the dark nervously, watching the other three
players do the same as the countless watching player-personas screamed,
cheered, and launched colorful Spells into the air. 

“Citizens of Midgard!” a voice boomed overhead. A figure appeared in
the middle of the combat area, a tall, elfin creature in a flowing golden
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the middle of the combat area, a tall, elfin creature in a flowing golden
gown. On each side of the figure was a knight dressed in golden armor.
Njorun felt a chill as she looked on the Admin Knights, and her Heads-Up
Display faltered with a single shiver. 

“Welcome! The fifteenth annual Tournament of Tyr will now
commence!” 

More cheering. Njorun tried to keep herself as stable as possible, but as
she looked at the other three players, Darkshatter no longer seemed like
enough. Even with her last minute changes to her Rings, she was still barely
above six percent. If only she didn’t spend so much time as a solo player…

A countdown began in the middle of the area, numbers hovering and
beeping as they gradually decreased from sixty. The player-persona directly
across from Njorun smirked.

“I wonder if you’ll last longer than ten seconds,” said the player, a
mage-dressed man named Reath. “During last year’s Tyr I killed the first
player-persona in five.”

“I’ve beaten you in the field five to one,” said the player-persona to her
right, a puppet-dressed woman named Blitz. “You don’t become a good
player through intimidation, Reath.”

Reath chuckled darkly, and the counter hit thirty. “It helps. If I shake
her out of her skin.”

“Enough,” said the final player-persona, the unparalleled Ulysses. “In
twenty seconds, all this talk will mean nothing.”

The elf and the Admin Knights vanished, and the crowd grew
increasingly loud. Ten…nine…eight…

Njorun gripped Darkshatter tightly as the other three players
unsheathed their weapons.

“Five…four…” Reath chanted, laughing.

0.0.0.0

A memory culled from the dark.
“Lisa? Can I ask you something?” Hayden said.
“Well, you kind of just—”
Hayden waved her hand. “Oh stop it. Lisa why are you going off on

your own so much? We’ve been in this guild for a year now. If you need
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your own so much? We’ve been in this guild for a year now. If you need
help, you can just ask for it,” she said.

Lisa yawned, trying her best to feign indifference by sliding her finger
across the face of the liquid-touch display tablet. She was able to match
three colored squares in her game before Hayden jumped up on the bed next
to her and batted her on the arm, causing her finger to slip.

“You want to just push me away, huh? Be alone?” Hayden asked.
“Why are you being like this? I just like to explore areas by myself

sometimes. It’s not a big deal,” she said.
Hayden sighed dramatically. “It is a big deal. You say you just want to

be alone, but you don’t tell me where you go and some days we don’t even
play together. I’m afraid that at some point you’ll just become a solo player,
and we won’t…”

Lisa put down the tablet, and touched her friend gently on the arm.
“That we won’t what?”

“I’m worried that we won’t play together anymore, you idiot!” Hayden
cried out. Tears rolled down her cheeks. “Aren’t you worried—don’t you
care—if you keep going off by yourself, that you won’t want to do things
with me anymore? That’ you’ll play Kognition without me? That you’ll
outgrow me?”

Shaking her head, Lisa brought her friend into a hug. “Hayden. That
will never happen. We’ve been playing Kognition our whole lives. I would
never leave you behind.”

0.0.0.0

The arena went dead silent.
“What—what the —— was that?” Blitz asked. 
Njorun stood up, both hands on Darkshatter. Something felt wrong.

The silence wasn’t just between them; the entire arena had fallen into a lull.
She was unsure of what was happening—was there a danger?—and her
gaze fell on the other two player-personas. 

Their bodies lay in mangled piles, white plumes of light lifting off
them and rising high into the sky.

“You killed them,” Blitz whispered, her eyes wide, her emotive face in
shock. “In three seconds.”
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Njorun stared at them, and then at Blitz, and then at Darkshatter.
Something ran through her—a moment, a memory, a reason. The lasting
power began to fade, even as she tried to reach out to whatever it was and
pull it back to herself. It almost felt like time had slowed down, but also like
the last few seconds had never happened.

Out in the stands, xxHaycrusherxx and Gizra locked eyes with her. The
stands exploded with action and noise, the player-personas coming alive
with fervor. 

The elf and the Admin Knights reappeared, discussing something
between themselves as they approached Njorun and Blitz. Up above the
stands, giant screens displayed the action of the recent battle. Njorun
watched it over and over, the replay a simple three seconds, but it wasn’t
her. It couldn’t have been her. 

She saw a monster, a creature that looked just like herself. It moved in
lithe speed, it launched the millisecond the timer hit zero. Darkshatter
swung, magick erupting in great swaths of rock and earth, swallowing the
players and pushing them aside. She directed the spells, she conducted
them. Chunks of crimson health were violently ripped from the bodies of the
two player-personas as Njorun moved between them, dancing, weaving,
abusing her cooldowns and pulling every Spell she had out with perfect,
exact timing.

It was then that she could hear the players behind her.
“She was like a damned cataclysmic event…I’ve never seen anything

like it.”
“In that equipment she should have been downed in a second. But the

way she moved…”
“A damn cheat. I told you Circle Systems isn’t cracking down

anymore. Kognition isn’t what it used to be.”
“Player: Njorun. Female,” said the elf as she approached. Njorun

jumped.
“Yes?”
The elf looked back and forth between the two Admin Knights, and

then at Blitz. 
“In review of your performance here, we are of the impression that you

have used an outside program in order to somehow modify your player-
persona. We require you to take a leave of absence from the game until we
can properly assess your player attunement and if there have been any
bizarre alterations to your Animus in the last few days. We ask that you
comply with the will of Circle Systems in this matter,” she said.
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“No…that’s not…I didn’t cheat!” Njorun yelled. She looked to Blitz.
“I didn’t. I promise!”

Blitz nodded. “Ma’am. I don’t think she cheated. I’ve seen modified
players before, and that in itself is an impossibly rare thing. This girl—it
wasn’t an illegal modification. She’s just damned good.”

So many words rang throughout her mind, even as players began to
chant ‘cataclysm’ behind her.

The elf nodded to the two Admin Knights. “We will keep this under
review, and file a complete character indictment ticket. If it is found that
there has been no wrongdoing, your player-persona will remain unharmed.
However, we have determined that the rest of this tournament will not take
place, under possible tampering. It is in the best interest of those involved
that this year’s Tournament of Tyr be declared neutral for all involved,” she
said.

“No!” Blitz shouted. “There are ten more events after this. You’re just
going to cut it short because someone did well?”

“It is best that you remain out of this, Player: Blitz. Female,” said the
elf. “Circle Systems monitors Kognition for the good of all its players,
yourself included.”

Njorun turned to Blitz, to apologize, to say anything, but the girl was
gone. The elf and the two Admin Knights faded away, and Njorun was left
to stand in the middle of the arena, player-personas shouting all around her,
shouting about her.

0.0.0.0

“It’s all going to be remembered as a fluke,” said Njorun. “It won’t
even matter.”

“You didn’t hear the other players as they were leaving the tournament
area,” said Gizra. “You should have heard the way they were talking about
you. ‘Cataclysm.’ It has a ring to it, I guess. I think you started something.”

Njorun glared at him. “I don’t need any popularity,” she said.
The door to the guild manse opened with a crash, and Hevin stormed

in followed closely by xxHaycrusherxx and a dozen other players. 
“Leave her alone, Hevin!” xxHaycrusherxx shouted.
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“No, no—you, you,” Hevin yelled. He marched up to Njorun. “What
the hell was that?”

“What? Hey what is this?” Njorun bit back. “What’s your problem?”
Hevin slammed his hand against the wall over Njorun’s head. “I want

you gone. You’re out of the guild.”
“Are you kidding me?” Njorun asked.
“Hey, wait a minute Hevin, you don’t have to be—” Gizra started.
“I don’t need cheats in this guild. I’m trying to build something

meaningful here. I don’t want players like that,” he said, pointing at Njorun
and glaring at Gizra.

“She’s just a Future Child, Hevin,” said Gizra. “Like half of us here.
Calm down.”

“I will not calm down, bloody hell I won’t. You saw what she did out
there. This entire time…we gave you that weapon because we believed in
you. And you hid this from us?” Hevin said. “How could you?”

“Hid what? You told me that I could do this! You pushed me into the
tournament!” said Njorun.

“That was my last mistake concerning you,” said Hevin. “Out. I hope I
never see you again.”

Njorun looked around the guild, at each of the faces of the player-
personas. She waited for someone to speak up, waited for someone to say
anything. Gizra and xxHaycrusherxx were the only ones speaking.

“Fine. Your wish is granted, Hevin,” she said, walking for the door.
“Don’t even bother,” he said. “I’ve already cut you from the guild. I’m

ejecting you.”

0.0.0.0

“Lisa!” xxHaycrusherxx shouted. “Where are you going?”
Njorun didn’t slow her march toward the Primordial Pool. Player-

personas filled the streets of Mortem, and many had taken notice of the new
PvP champion. I’m going to have to turn on Anonymous, Njorun thought.

“I need some time, Hayden. Please,” said Njorun.
“You…Sven and I left the guild too. We aren’t spending any more time

with that asshole,” she said.
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“I’ve already forgotten about him,” said Njorun. “But it’s not about
that. It’s about me. You saw what I did to those players. That was obviously
outside of the ability of the game, Hayden. I brought down players above
my Neurolink percentage. Players with better Spells, Skills and Rings than
me. And I did it effortlessly.”

“You’re a good player!” xxHaycrusherxx shouted. “You always have
been. Ever since I’ve known you.”

Njorun turned to her friend. She searched her eyes. “I need some time
to myself, Hayden. Everything will be fine, don’t worry,” she said.

“You’ll call me, won’t you? Before school tomorrow?”
xxHaycrusherxx asked.

Njorun nodded. “I will.”
“I’ll find a new guild, okay? Something better. And don’t listen to all

those people talking about you. They don’t know you. I do. It’s just rumors.
They’ll forget all about the tournament in a week or so, and then you won’t
have to worry about it. It can just be you and me. And Sven, maybe. Okay?”
xxHaycrusherxx said.

Njorun forced a smile, and her toes brushed the sands of the Primordial
Pool.

“Okay.”

0.0.0.0

Novem-Arrogantfires/War lived up to its name. That’s what ran
through Njorun’s mind as she stood in front of half a dozen player-personas,
the fires behind them raging and dancing in purple and yellow plumes.

“You’re the Cataclysm,” said their party leader. “We saw you in that
tournament a few weeks back. Pretty impressive.”

“There’s a rumor out there,” said another. “The Admin Knights can’t
take you down, because you were in review to not be a cheater by Circle
Systems. But we know the truth. So do a hundred thousand other players.”

“You’re the kind of player that gives Kognition a bad name,” said the
leader. “You think you can just terrorize all the other players? You think you
and the other Future Children can just do whatever you want? Well guess
what, Kognition existed before you. I was playing the game before I even
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what, Kognition existed before you. I was playing the game before I even
knew what a FC was.”

Njorun spun the Darkshatter. “You know what the worst part is about
all you player killers? It’s not only that you suck—and you do—but that you
never stop talking,” she said.

The six players bristled at that. Weapons unsheathed, Spells bloomed
with violent color.

“We’re curious to see if your little nickname actually means anything,”
said the leader. “The notorious solo player known as the Cataclysm. You
know, a lot of players only know you by that name. Njorun has all but been
forgotten.”

Njorun nodded, and laughed. “Good,” she said as her black staff rose,
and the magick inside her uncoiled as her Neurolink surged.
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KOGNITION
Hayday
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Hayday
“Players gather in groups, not just for the bonus help provides, but to stave
off the very real danger that awaits in Midgard. Kognition was not designed
as a solo experience; it is a GMG, and like all Global Multiplayer Games,
it relies on cooperation. In Kognition’s case, if you go it alone, if you die

alone, your chance of progression and success are limited due to the sheer
difficulty that exists in the realm of Midgard.”

I can’t do this. I’m going to die. I’m going to die and lose
everything.

Tredec-Fourcrystals/Apocalypse had seemed easy enough. There was
nothing about the area—at first glance—that alarmed xxHaycrusherxx. A
small landscape of pinks and purples dotted by Nibelung Gates. A flowing
expanse of shattered crystals, some floating and some earth-sunken,
minimally providing distraction between each rush of the golden rings. 

This was exactly what Hayden wanted. Minimal range between each
Nibelung Gate. No Infinite-Quest System. No loot distractions. Just
monster after monster, crushed for the sheer rush of Neurolink.
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The system spoke to her as she fought, ring after ring spinning away in
golden light as the monsters within sought out the player with reckless,
designed abandon. Unrelenting focus of teeth, blade, and spell.

Player: xxHaycrusherxx. Female, your Health loss is over eighty
percent. If you lose one hundred percent of your total Life, you will die.
Your current bleed damage will transfer to Neurolink loss if you are not
Resurrected, and instead return to your pre-chosen Hub-city.

Hayden couldn’t speak. What was there to say? The system wasn’t
wrong, and arguing with it this deep into her chaotic struggle of battle might
result in a negative Neurolink fluctuation, something else she couldn’t
afford.

xxHaycrusherxx swung the Angurvadal sword at the nearest Blighted
Wraith, shearing its health away in large crimson numbers. The monster
shrieked out in pain, then exploded in a flash of light. She swung on her
heels, moving just fast enough to dodge the next two Blighted Wraiths
before she was struck from behind by a blade of firelight. xxHaycrusherxx
cried out, her Health further dropping from the damage, and swung the
Angurvadal blindly. The longsword connected with another Wraith, but the
lackluster aim hardly nicked the creature for damage.

At that moment, Hayden was desperately hopeful that the Angurvadal
truly held the ability Sven claimed it did, and that Lisa’s derision toward the
weapon wasn’t founded. 

“SVEN! My sword is amazing. Did you know that it has a Neurolink
lock on it? I can't drop below eight percent now, even if I Resurrect
someone! It almost makes me want to rush every port in that stupid area
from last night, remember the one with all those kobolds?”

Hayden fought to bury the memory, to let it lie with her and Lisa and
Sven. Now was not the time for it, and every slip into memory and hope
blurred her HUD and disturbed the conscious connection with
xxHaycrusherxx. Yet every swing, every Skill, every Spell seemed sluggish
and feigned. She was at almost thirteen percent held Neurolink now, and yet
the Tredec- areas were still crushing her. Apocalypse was a big step above
War, but the struggle shouldn’t have been so intense. 

xxHaycrusherxx stepped back as a Blighted Wraith dove for her, the
last one, and charged the Angurvadal with the last remnants of her Mind,
expending every single point she had into a charged spell of Natural
magick. The creature screamed, effectively erased from existence by her
blade.

She collapsed just as the creature was vanquished, her sword
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She collapsed just as the creature was vanquished, her sword
dissipating into fireflies as her legs buckled beneath her. xxHaycrusherxx
grabbed the earth with both hands, her fingers curling into the strange pink
and purple soil, and fought back her tears.

Enough, she thought, staring at her hands, staring at xxHaycrusherxx’s
hands. How many years had it been now? Nearly ten. Ten solid years of the
same character. Even most of the Future Children had recreated their player-
personas at some point. Why had she insisted on keeping xxHaycrusherxx
for so long?

White trees, red leaves. Buildings upon buildings, players walking
amongst each other in hiccuping, stutter-stop motions. Children made of
flashbulbs and strobe lights. Player-personas of Genus, now lost so long
ago. That was the difficulty in keeping up with the Future Children from the
original testing program. So many had changed their names, or moved on to
other things. Did they still play Kognition? Did they still struggle against
Midgard, against the realm? Did those Future Children have the same
connection to the world as herself, and Lisa?

xxHaycrusherxx lifted her hands from the earth, her fingers dirtied
beautifully from the game effects, the graphics perfect. She stared at her
fingers. Fingers that had touched Njorun, that had held swords over the
years, that had pushed Sven. Hands that had accomplished quest after quest.
But now, what did it matter if she couldn’t even get her player-persona to
move the way she wanted it to?

“Hayden?”
xxHaycrusherxx looked up—or, did her best to do so—and saw a

player-persona walking toward her, dressed as simply as she, with bright
green eyes and shoulder-length dark hair.

“Njorun?”
The player-persona cocked her head to the side, and stopped her

forward approach. “You can call me Lisa, Hayden. We’re friends now aren’t
we?”

Friends? Hayden thought back to the other day, to when she had found
Lisa sitting alone in class, quietly sobbing. She shared a juice box, and a
few words…had that been so much?

“Lisa. Yeah…I’m sorry. This is a lot to get used to, still. They want me
back in the combat room in a few minutes,” she said.

Njorun nodded. “I hate those tests.”
xxHaycrusherxx’s eyes widened in surprise. “But you’re so good.

Everyone says you’re testing out faster than them, that you’ve never lost a
fight,” she said.
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Njorun nodded. “That’s part of the reason why I hate it. I don’t like
video games, Hayden. I don’t care at all for…this,” she said, making a wide
gesture with her arm. “My daddy tells me to keep going, so I do.”

“I wish I were as good as you. I like playing. I like being able to do
stuff just by thinking about it,” she said. “I mean, I press the buttons and my
character moves, but there’s the—the other stuff,” xxHaycrusherxx
whispered. “You know what I mean.”

Njorun nodded. “Yes. I know what you mean. Believe me, it’s not any
easier without a controller. Don’t get used to the ‘mind stuff,’” she said.

xxHaycrusherxx jumped. “You don’t use a controller?!”
Njorun blushed. “Maybe I wasn’t supposed to say that.”
“I’ve heard that…well, there’s a rumor that some people can control

their player-personas with just their minds. I had no idea you were one of
them, Lisa. But wow, it makes so much sense! No wonder Njorun is so
amazing—she’s being controlled completely by you!”

Njorun shrugged. “Please don’t make a big deal about it. And please
don’t tell anyone. It’s our secret now, okay, Hayden?”

The memory faded, and xxHaycrusherxx found herself staring at
nothing more than disturbed earth, discolored through game graphics.
Genus had been ten years ago, and those memories with it. Lowly
xxHaycrusherxx, and powerful, beautiful Njorun. She had chosen the right
name, the right face. Lisa designed her player-persona with precision, and
meaning, even at the developmental age of eight. What had Hayden done,
but childishly slapped together a player-persona just fast enough to play the
game? And she had kept xxHaycrusherxx as part of her conscious
connection for that time, just for…just for…

Njorun’s image flashed through her mind, superimposed by Lisa’s own
grin.

No. Enough was enough.
There were more Nibelung Gates scattered throughout Tredec-

Fourcrystals/Apocalypse, but xxHaycrusherxx decidedly ignored them. She
brought up her menus, quickly selecting the commands to take herself back
to her most recent Hub-city of Praeter. The city loaded in a flash, and as she
made sure her player-persona was safe underneath the continually exploding
fireworks of the banquet city, she left it behind, her Heads-Up Display
fading from Kognition, to the game portal, to her personal display, to her
bedroom.

She felt the lingering touch of the Neurolink connection, the fingers of
the virtual world gradually letting go as she exited her dive in the
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the virtual world gradually letting go as she exited her dive in the
WoAnLiNe. 

Hayden gathered a few things: her monetary card, her jacket, her
liquid-touch display tablet and its case. Then she sent out a single text
message.

Hayden: Daddy. I’m going to be at C'est La Vie for the rest
of the day. Don’t wait up.

There were other messages on her phone, almost all of them from
Sven. It wouldn’t be right to push him away right now, not after how helpful
he’d been since Lisa disappeared. But, for once, Hayden felt like being
alone.

Sven: Hayden, do you want to hang out today?
Sven: I know things are rough right now, but they will get better,

everything always works out.
Sven: Let me know if you need to talk more. It’s important to get this

shit off your chest. Don’t lock yourself away.
Sven: Bloody hell you silly girl. Answer your damn phone.
Hayden read through them all. Fifteen messages, all of them more or

less the same. She sent one text out, and slipped her phone into her pocket.
Sven didn’t know where she was going, but Hayden had a feeling she would
be found, whether she wanted to be or not. She left her bedroom, closing her
door carefully behind her, and walked down the spiraling staircase and out
her front door. 

As she headed toward the nearest tram station, she allowed herself a
small smile. The day was overcast and dark, but there was a sun behind
those clouds.
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Acknowledgments, Thank Yous, and Notes on the Collected
Edition

My desire for an anniversary ‘special edition’ grew largely from
acknowledging how much I’ve changed as a writer over the course of a year
and change. I’m not sure how it works in the cases of many other more
distinguished and talented artists of this craft, but I have noticed my own
skill, ability, and general understanding grow quite a bit over this very quick
stretch of months.

I’ve been writing with some motivation and earnestness for almost six
years now, and yet Kognition feels like the beginning, with its conception
toward the end of 2012. I had written some two-hundred-odd short stories
before Kognition, three other manuscripts, and a smattering of poetry. Yet
there’s something in that moment of ‘yes’ when you finally create something
that speaks to you enough that you want to share it with the world.
Kognition just happened to come along at a time where my desperation to
make something of myself and my understanding of my own talent met at a
very unique crossroads. It doesn’t much matter how Kognition was born,
just that it is the beginning of something, and this includes all four parts.

Many people have helped me make this series a success, and those
people have been excited enough and kind enough to offer me their talents,
praise, criticisms, and support in various ways while I have worked on this
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praise, criticisms, and support in various ways while I have worked on this
series. Kognition absolutely is only the first of many things I will write and
publish in my life, but there is something in these four books that I just
really needed to say.

Andrew Cesario and Sabrina Salamon have both given enough of
themselves to Kognition and my desires to make something like a Collected
Edition possible, and I love them for that. Darrylynn Penney, Myles Griffin,
Ally Palumbo, Jonathan ‘Doom’ Williams, Jesse Aubrey Johnson, Jason
Riley, Colin Chinn, Hollie Martin, Crispin Young, Trista Mateer Moreland,
Joey DiCamillo III, and many others have all been with me in various
stages of conversation throughout my writing and creating, and I don’t think
anyone quite understands the importance or weight of their influence, and
when it really matters.

This Collected Edition exists, mostly, because I wished to make a
definite collection of the first half of Kognition, to polish it further, and to
add a few things that were sorely missing after Third Trial really got to its
peak. Plus, having a special edition is always nice (and is something I’ve
enjoyed over the years in other fiction).

Who would have guessed that Kognition could have become more than
a novella testing out the indie scene?

By time this book is published and in the hands of a reader (you and
yours), Kognition: Fourth (tentative title, in progress, etc) will be nearing
the completion of its first draft.

After that, who knows. I have many stories to tell.
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